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INTRODUCTION 
To provide information regarding the availability of Landsat imagery, the Image Processing Facility (IPF), 
at the Goddard Space light Center, publishes a World Standard Catalog on a monthly schedule. These 
catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month. 
As a supplement to these catalogs, the Landsat imagery of several spectral bands is available on 16mm 
microfilm. 
Film products for imagery listed in this catalog are available at a nominal price from all three agencies
listed below. In addition, the 16mm microfilm can be purchased from the U.S. Department of the Interior (USDI) EROS Data Center and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Digital tapes can be 
purchased only from the USDI EROS Data Center. 
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SECTION 1 - STANDARD CATALOG 
MONIHLY CATALOG 
The coverage contained in the monthly Standard Catalog is divided into two parts. Part 1 contains a com­
puter generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and by sensor. Part 2 provides 
a computer listing of observations organized by latitude/longitude and by sensor. 
A. CbservLiun Identification Number (ID) Listing 
Observation ID numbers are listed in sequential order from smallest number to largest. Associated with 
each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with 
a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2. 
B. Latitude/Longitude Listing 
This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them by 
coordinates using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing 
will be sorted first by latitude, and within latitude by longitude. The latitude/longitude listing is 
arranged in the following manner: 





0-90 degrees South; 0-180 degrees East and 0-180 degrees West


C. SAMPLE OBSERVATION ID AND LATITUDE/LONGITUDE FORMAT 
STANDARD CATALOG 

05:fl7 (D .LAN®SAT 	 3 RBV SENSOR 

o5:07 @) @ 8. T FROM 05/01/aoi To 06/30/78 	 @
OBERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORiBIT DAYdNITE SUN* SUN -A CLOUD 	r COvEw ICUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE . /PCL. ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A 8 C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3003303423 04/28/78 147 42 452 D 52.66 115.28 10 30 0 0 10 E V E E 26.03 N 091.41 E 390002 21 

3003303425 04/28/78 147 43 452 D 53.02 113.29 0 10 20 0 0 F 5 E E 24.60 N 091.03 E 39002 25 

3003303432 04/28/78 147 44 452 D 53.34 111.27 10 10 0 10 20 E E E E 23.17 N 090.66 E 390002 29 

3003303434 04/28/78 147 45 452 D 53.60 109.22 40 30 50 40 60 E B E E 21.72 N 090.29 E 390002 33 

3003303441 04/28/78 147 46 452 D 53.92 107.15 30 60 30 20 10 E E E E 20.27 N 089.91 E 390002 37 

3003314041 04/28/78 4 47 458 D 54.08 104.78 70 70 80 70 70 E E E E 19.81 N 065.35 W 390002 41 

3003314043' 04/28/78 4 48 458 D 54.19 102.68 60 60 60 80 70 E 2 E E 17.37 N 065.71 W 390002 45 

3003315411 04/28/78 22 32 459 D 47.05 132.90 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.28 N 084.9X W 390002 49 

Description of Data Items 
I. 	 Date of catalog listing 4. REV and M4Smicrofilm,roll and image position on toll 
. Period during which imagery was processed 5. Date of entry
3. Observation ID 	 6. Cloud cover in %total is shown for the 4 combined REV sub-scones andfor each sub-scene (A, B, C, D) individually. 
7. Orbit ntber 
a. latitude and longitude at observation center 
9. Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center 
10. 	 Image quality: P - Poor, F = Pair, E - Elxcellent, MN Missing. Any 
number in the Quality colum will represent a "J"code (see page 4 for Tens of seconds (5th caracter) -71 codes). 
inut& characters) 11. Path/Row - World frame reference systemM=nutes of hour (3rd 4tcharacters) 12. D = daytime coverage 
-- our of Oay (Ist 8 2nd characters) 
Day since launch (2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th char.)SSatellite numer (1st character) 
FIGURE I-1 PRINTOUT-FORWT "(RBV) 
a 
STANDARD CATALOG 
08/30/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 
1I542 FROM 03/06/78 TO 07/3W78
@ @ 	 ® @ @ 0 @ @
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD OUALITY rr"M CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
IO DATE * /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45670 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3008717271 07/19/78 40 38 1213 D 60.81 101.66 0 NO COL 1-1 31.62 N 113.43 W 390008 622


3008719033 07/22,/78 58 21 1214 D 52.16 143.56 10 NO OCCIL L 55.65 N 129.60 W 390010 330


300873.035 07/22/78 58 22 1214 D 53.03 141.46 10 NO =L TIL 54.26 N 130.39 W 390010 331


3008719042 07/22/78 58 23 1214 D 53.86 139.34 10 E= NO 0=L InTsz 52.87 N 131.1.5 W 390010 332


3008719044 07/22/78 58 24 1214 D 54.65 137.20 70 NO CO=L LLL 51.47 N 131.86 W 390010 333 
Description of Data Items 
1. Date of catalog listing 	 4. 1MV and MS microfilm roll and image pcsition an roll 
2. Period during which imagery was processed 	 5. Date of Entry 
3. Cbservatioa ID 	 6. Estimated percent of cloud cover = 0-100%; N/A indicates cloud cover not 
assessed. 

3007 1277. 	 Orbit runter
18. Latitude 	 and ingitude at tservati, center 
9. Sm, elevation and azimth at observation center 
10. 	 Image quality: P = Poor, F = Fair, E = Exclent, M = Missing. AnyTens of seonds (5th character) 	 nmber in the Quality colunn will reprset a "J- code (see page 4 
Minutes of hour (3rd & 4th characters) for "J" codes).


Hou of Day (lt &2nd characbers)11. NSS Data Mode: "C indicates that the spacecraft sig al caoqressian

Day since latchd(2nd,3zd,4th,5th char.) mod was used to acquire bands 4, 5 and 6; "L" indicates that all


Satellite nmlnber(lst character) bands were acquired in the linear mde.


12. 	 MS lage Gain: "' indicates that all bands were acquired in lw 
gain mode; "H" indicates that bands 4 and 5 were acquired by the 
spacecraft in the high gain mod. 
13. 	 Path/Ow - World frano reference system
14. 	 Dayite Spcl: D = daytim coverage 
N n .iatt'ui. coverage (hand S only) 
S = twilit coverage (Su elevationis bebew 
0 and 20 degrees.) 
15. 	 CVCM 4uality: C14 indicates that a color i1 ,csite mester edsts for 
that image. CD# quality indicates the qzlity of the colo omrcsite 
master (P=Pocr, F=-Fair, E=Ecellent). 
FIGURE f-P PRINTOUT VORMAT (MSS) 
3 
J-CODES 
J-0 = M= missing images on archival film product. 
J-1 = images on archival film fail criteria because of photographic problems such as processing

chemical spots or stains. 
J-2 = electron beam recorder problem evident on archival film product including: 
more than 21 line drops and/or greater than 25% of image area affecteu; 
electron beam recorder image correction failure causing image breakup; 
sync lock loss; banding; window pane; false start of scan code; and data shifts. 
J-3 = spacecraft attitude parameter change rate exceeds normal limits. 
J-4 = ascending node (tight) band 4-7 images on archival film or tape products (i.e., no 
discernable image data on bands 4-7); band 8 data available. 
J-5 = archival film bears emulsion defects which are supplier related; e.g., paint chips
from film spools, film blisters, emulsion tears due to lack of adhesion. 
J-6 = partial image produced on film because of data problem; film is correctly annotated. 
J-7 = wide band video tape damaged or unavailable; digital and archival film product cannot be 
regenerated. 
J-8 = spacecraft data tape damaged; cannot regenerate digital product. 




SECTION 2 - MICROFILM 
2.1 GENERAL 
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16 m microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the 
referenced month which is organized for convenient use with the Standard-Catalog. The following 
information applies only to Standard Catalogs produced after December of 1977. Refer to Document 
NTISUB/C/139-012 for catalogs produced prior to January of 1978.


As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data can contain U.S. and non-U.S. segments.


Each set of microfilm images is in correspondence to a Standard Catalog, except for "J" coded images

which are not microfilmed, and can be used in conjunction with the catalog for selecting desired images.


A max mun of 1000 images representing one or more complete Archival rolls is contained on one roll of


16mm X 100 feet of microfilm. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide a summary of the 
data available, only Landsat 2 MSS Band 5 and Landsat 3 RBV (cameras 1 and 2) and MSS Bands 5 and 8 
are reproduced, 
2.2 INTERPRETING THE CATALOG, PRINTOUT 
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits, followed by a four digit frame count. 
The first digit designates the satellite. Example: 3-90001/0002 is a Landsat 3 roll. The second 
digit will always be a 9 to designate combined U.S. and non-U.S. coverage. The remaining 5 digits 
before the slash are used to sequentially number all microfilm rolls prepared within each satellite 
group. Example: the first roll of microfilm generated for Landsat 3 is numbered 3-90001/0002. The 
four digit number following the roll number designates the frame location number of t-escene. 
Example: The second frame into the roll, described above, reads 3-90001/0002. 
2.3 l6nm MICROFILM ROLL ORMkT 
The beginning of each roll of 16mm microfilm contains 3 information frames followed by the imagery frames. 
The first frame states START OF REEL and contains the microfilm roll number. The second frame contains 
information about where the roll of film was produced. The third frame is a 3x3 density array target 
which is used as an internal quality control check. 














Figure 2-1 Microfiln Roll Format 
2.4 MICROFIIM IMAGE FOPMAT 
Each microfilm image contains all of the original annotation information plus two rapid search aids and




















2.S 	 USER SEARCH AIDS 
The User Search aids are the bar code indexing system, the document mark, and the four digit number. 
A. Bar Code Indexing System 
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual bar code lines to the right of 
each frame. The visual bar code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances 
and allows the user to advance rapidly to within 49 frames of his desired image. See Figure 2-3. 
9F00I .00-,4 
3.a -4-DIMENSION ONIETFE ANT3IAE945m 
DIMENSIONS ON IDENTIF'IES LANOSAT 3 IMAGES 
16,.. FILM 900 -949 
FIGURE 2-3 BAR CODE INDEXING SCALE 
7 
To utilize this system, a user must generate a bar code indexing scale to attach to the face 
of his viewer. The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification
of his viewer. Landsat imagery is microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 5.75X. To determine 
the overall length of a bar code indexing scale required for the users' microfilm viewer, 
multiply 9.45mm (14 bars and 13 spaces, each .355rm in height), by the viewer lens enlarge­
ment factor. M'itiply .35mm by the viewer lens enlargement factor to determine the


individual bar. aid space heights on the bar code indexing scale.


B. The Document Mark 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a document mark at the base of each 
frame. This type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and 
counting capability or an odometer. To use the document mark encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a reader which 
contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is 
obtained from the Standard Catalog (columns 17 &18-Microfilm Roll and Frame) and either 
punched on the keyboard or read via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader con­
figured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advances and the frames' document marks are 
counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted, the 
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer 
requires the user to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film 
in the vicinity of the required frame. (See Figure 2-4.) 
2.6m 
Figure 2-4 Document Mark Size on l6m Microfilm 
8 
SECTION 3 - LANDSAT 3 CYCLES 
DAYS SINCE DAYS SINCE 
LAUNCH CAENAR DATE LAUNCH CALENDAR DATE 
CYCLE CYCLE 
BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN END BEGIN END 













16 Mar 78 
3 Apr 78 
22 Apr 7P 
9 May 78 
2 Apr 78 
21 Apr 78 
8 May 78 
26 May 78 
5 083 100 27 May 78 13 Jm 78 
6 101 118 14 Jun 78 1 Jul 78 







20 Jul 78 
7 Aug 78 
6 Aug 78 
24 Aug 78 










12 Sep 78 
30 Sep 78 
18 Oct 78 
29 Sep 78 
17 Oct 78 













INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM












FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78
06:44 
 
COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD 
 
N /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FRID DATE 
 
3000621355 09/02/78 85 10 85 S 15.37 166.39 90 100 100 90 90 E E E 1 70.56 N 154.54 W 390035 145 
3000621361 09/02/78 85 11 85 S 16.44 164.30 60 90 80 50 50 F E E = 69.27 N 156.60 W 390035 149 
158.45 W 390035 153
3000621364 09/02/78 85 12 85 S 17.51 162.40 10 10 10 40 10 E E E E 67.97 N 
 
10 10 10 10 10 E E E = 66.66 N 160.08 W 390035 15?3000621370 09/02/78 85 13 85 S 18.58 160.68 
 
85 14 85 S 19.64 159.07 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 65.33 N 161.57 W 390035 161
3000621373 09/02/78 
 
30 ' 1. 10 50 50 E E E F 63.99 N 162.92 W 390035 1653000621375 09/02/78 85 15 85 D 20.69 157.59 

140.71 W 390035 1
3000920085 09/03/78 70 15 127 D 21.86 157.60 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 63.99 N 
20 20 40 20 20 E F E z 38.72 N 078.26 W 390035 53001015123 09/03/78 17 33 138 D 39.45 136.10 
3001015130 09/03(78 17 34 138 D 40.27 134.87 10 10 10 10 20 E E EF 37.29 N 078.75 W 390035 9 
390035 13
3001015132 09/03(78 17 35 138 D 41.06 133.61 40 40 30 60 40 F FF 35.86 N 079.21 W 
 
E 34.43 N 079.66 W 390035 17
3001015135 09/03/78 17 36 138 D 41.83 132.32 0 10 10 10 0 E E F 
 
D 42.57 131.U0 20 10 10 30 60 F E E 33.00 N 080.10 W 390035 21
3001015141 09/03/78 17 37 138 
 
90 70 90 F F E 31.58 N 080.54 W 390035 253001015144 09/03/78 17 38 138 D 43.29 129.65 80 80 
3001122015 09/03(78 90 10 156 S 17.39 166.55 50 NA NA 0'100 M M E 70.52 N 160.95 W 390035 29 
10 10 10 10 10 E F E 5 69.23 N 163.01 w 390035 31
3t-01122021 09/03/78 90 11 156 S 18.47 164.43 
 
3001122024 09/03/78 90 12 156 S 19.54 162.50 0 10 10 0 10 F F F F 67.93 N 164.84 W 390035 35


100 10 0 0 F E E F 66.60 N 166.50 W 390035 39
3001122030 09/03/78 90 13 156 D 20.61 160.75 20 
 
65.27 N 167.98 W 390035 43
3001122033 09/03/78 90 14 156 D 21.67 159.10 0 0 0 10 NA E F E 2 
 
W 390035 46
3001315283 09/03/78 20 30 180 D 37.99 139.30 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 43.09 N 081.01 
3001315290 09/03/78 20 31 180 D 38.85 138.09 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 41.68 N 081.54 w 390035 50 
390035 54
3001315292 09/03/78 20 32 180 D 39.70 136.85 20 10 10 30 30 E E E F 40.26 N 082.05 W 
3001315295 09/03/78 20 33 180 D 40.52 135.60 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 38.83 N 082.54 W 390035 58 
3001315301 09/03/78 20 34 180 0 41.32 134.31 10 10 10 10- 10 E EF E 37.40 N 083.02 W 390035 62 
3001315304 09/03/78 20 35 180 D 42.10 133.00 10 10 10 20 10 E E F E 35.97 N 083.50 W 390035 66


3001315310 09/03/78 20 36 180 D 42.85 131.67 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 34.55 N 083.95 W 390035 70


0 0 0 0 0 F F F E 33.12 N 084.39 W 390035 743001315313 09/03/78 20 37 180 D 43.58 130.29 
084.82 W 390035 78
3001315315 09/03/78 20 38 180 D 44.29 128.89 0 0 0 10 10 E E F E 31.68 N 
3001315322 09/03/78 20 39 180 D 44.96 127.46 60 70 40 70 70 E E EB 30.25 N 085.Z5 W 390035 F2 
3001315324 09/03/78 20 40 180 D 45.61 126.00 60 90 90 50 40 E E F F 28.82 N 085.65 W 390035 86 
41.75 134.00 0 10 10 10 0 F E E E 37.28 N 084.54 W 390035 90
3001415360 09/03/78 21 34 194 D 
 
F E E E 35.85 N 085.00 W 390035 943001415362 09/03/78 21 35 194 D 42.52 132.67 0 0 0 0 0 
 
390035 98
3001415365 09/03/78 21 36 194 D 43.27 131.31 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.42 N 085.45 W 
 
43.99 129.91 0 0 0 10 0 F E F E 32.98 N 085.P9 W 390035 102
3001415371 09/03/78 21 37 194 D 
3001415374 09/03/78 21 38 194 D 44.69 128.50 0 0 0 0 10 E E E. 31.55 N 086.32 W 390035 106 
3001415380 09/03/78 21 39 194 D 45.36 127.03 30 20 36 40 NA E E E 2 30.12. N 086.75 W 390035 110 





11/25/78 	 LANDSAT 3 ROV SENSOR 
 
06.44 	 FROM 09101/78 TO 09/3d/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH 'ROW ORBIT' DAY/NITE 'SUN' 'SUN X CL6uD COVER -QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID bATE . t# /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A ., C A R C 0 LATITUDE LONGITUDE -. ROLL FR 
38.76 085.47 w 390035 115
3001515412 09/03/78 22 33 208 D 41.30 135.14 50 50 20 70 60 E t r E 
42.09 133.82 80 70 80 90 80 F E SE 37.33 N 0,5.95 W 390035 i17
300151,5414 09/03/78 22 34 208 D 
3001:515421 09/03/78 2? 35 208 D 42.16 132.48 50 70 70 40 2,0 i ' F E 35.91 N 08641 w 390035 1Z1 
Vb151 23 09/03/74 22 36 208 0 43.61 131.10 20 20 20 20 29 E E t 34.48 N 064.6 34 S?0035 i25 
3001515430 09/03/78 22 37 208 D 44.32 129.69 20 40 30 10 30' 
 E E E 33.05 N 087,29 W 39035 129
 
ioo1515432 09/03/7 22 98 208 D 45..9l 128.25 40 30 20 60 60 F E E E 31 .62 Ni 087.71 w 3g,0 5 f33

300151545 09/03178 22 39 208 D 45.67 126.77 70 90 4o 16 80 E E E E 3P.19 N 04§.J3 i 390035 137

300151-544i 9/03/78 22 49 208 D 46.30 J25.26 90 100 Wo j6o 90 E E E F 28.75 N 088.54W 390035 i41

jbii& 609/bd9;?A 15 0 fl NA NA 21.31 N078'80 80 W41 116 5.7, Q9qe2? NA NA 9A 	 M A M m 
3Ofji, 06 P?0/78 15 42 1616 D 52,.4,5 087.6 NA NANA NA NA t',M MM 258b 
0
301161'5062 09/09/8 15 43 1616 0 59.10 0816 NA NA N aA. NA i i N 24.6 N p??.5g w 0 
I6B$l"1,6594 09/*09/?? 26 1i59 n b? ??? qN NA ,O.... 98.7 N O91.62 W0 U 
3016167142 b970§1f78 185 24 2239 D '4,7 40M19 2 No0 N, 3 iO m gt 51.6 N 946.03 F 390035 464 
30161236849 S 36'3 76 79 6 17 	 825.93 1942 E 9Q035 4660 20 hb lb &i k 3293 § 063b+61233p~27J2QYY' 849 22J-8 Db .25.1 84&10 S 30 30 ii s i,'8. E 	- 8546 ?h§ 5. 6 P 10 &b Ft E 15 	 47b5 
96 224 0 ?4097 04a 	 go f
 3.89
3Oi61.2~~~093 2 	 F 

0i6g2j'0M 7 229 D 16W4LS- 49/605 6 022 0 E EE E 37.33 S 14Tq g 39Q93 474


301629i 02109102/?8 18 b2074 2 0 1O E E 6.13 N , 9oi 390035 478
49 2 10 0 F O39 
3....?1002 09/( 79 10 2241 D 3314 1'7.13 0 90 80 ?0 70 E E E E 5.p73 qj 1,5,.2 w 3099035 16? 
301622i'024 OO/?27 7? 11 2261 9 34.22 1644" 5kb 0 6 10 E F E 6452 N 153.41 w 390035 1Z3 
3016 20q25 I0/78 79 12 261 6 35 29 14234 20 50 7	0 1 10 E C E E 68.73 N 148.96 W 390035 19?


.81 Th. 60 1 3?03 79'

543 7 161 . 79 5p 1
 0 §9 90 Ft4fE
0737 09/ 92/ 7 7911536 2261 'D 	 152.11 w 390035 660
3bu0,14? 1 g9/O2/7 7 179i4 2261 b 53.4 1586 8 90 80 90 70 E E E E 65.47 N 
 
30162210 0002/7A 79 15 2261 DD 38.43 156.23 6 5o 50 40 '40 EE F 'F 64.1'2 N 153.4 w 390035 18?3016300bi2 dg/0 /78 3 223 53 96.. 3 E E 66.12M i4b62. W 3900S5 45i


3016?21623 09/02/7§ 751 16 2261 0 5.- 3 40 40 O 5 60 F . F F 62.77 N 154.72 w 3O03,5 13 
30162130 9/02/78 2 17 222i D 40.4 12.57 50 6090 §9 7b ff F P 61.40 N 09.87 W 390935 104 
30W31p9365 02/,78? 115 34 2263 b 53.85 12?1275 20 5 9 ? 10 E F E 37.5 N 9.72 E 390035 428 
3016493102 09/09/78 11 3S 22&3 D 54.33 119.163 0 803 0 4, 30 E E E E 36.12 N 140.25 390035 48 
3016300374 09/09/78 115 36 2263 D 54.77 117.4 30 40 40 30 20 F E i3A.69 N 11430 E 370035 496 
306304114 09/02/78 151 54 2265 0 53.582 077.?0 t0 9l 906 70 50 SE E ,E .08.76 fl 0 1J48 E 3,70035 660 
3016304121 09/02/78 151 5 2265 D 53.03076.07 0 10 50 0 0 gE F .37 N 0115.0 F 390035 264


3016-394123 09/02/78 151 56 2265 0 52.44 074.28 59 70 60 50 50 E E E E 0"4.86 N 015,§'9 t 390035 668


30l16316653 b0902/78 26 32 2272 D 52.45 126w,00 60 N4 4b 100 40 2 CC E 93l1 N 090.65 w 390035 201 
3016316055 09/02/7A 26 33 2272 b 53.?2 123.2 5b 90 40 70 10 F E5E E 38.8? N 09-1.1.4 14 390035 20Z 
3016316062. 09Y 02 /78 26 34 2272 D 53.75 12.1.92 2b 50 	 190 4, 1010 CY 37.47 N092.98 W4 390035 212 
3016316064 00902178 26 35 22,72 0 54.24 119.81 10 lQo 	 l E 36.050 10 10 'EFE 	 09L*63 W 90035 2i2 
3016317473 09/02/78 44 9 2273 0 50.6? 13184 40 60 .4040 40 'E E *E E 44.59 N 114.9§0 W4 390035 216 
3016317475 09/02/78 44 '30 2273 D0 5.36 129.95 0 10 20 0 0 F E F E 43.17 N115.45 w 390935 220b 
3016317482 09/02/78 44 31 2273 D 52.01 128.02 0 0 	 0 10 '0 E E EE 41.75 N 115.947 W 390035 224 
3016317484 09/02178 44 32 '2273 D 52.63 126.04 0 0 	 0 0 0 E E E E 40.31 N 116.48 W 390035 228






11/25178 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 3 
06:47 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN - % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3016317493 09/02/78 44 34 2273 D 53.74 121.96 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 37.46 N 117.45 W 390035 236


3016317500 09/02/78 44 35 2273 D 54.23 119.85. 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 36.03 N 117.91 W 390035 240


3016317502 09/02/78 44 36 2273 D 54.67 117.71 10 0 0 40 10 E E F E 34.61 N 118.36 W 390035 244


3016317505 09/02/78 44 37 2273 0 55.06 115.52 60 80 30 90 50 E E E E 33.18 N 118.79 w 390035 248


3016321060 09/09178 80 10 2275 D 32.83 167.23 70 NA NA 90 60 M M F F 70.74 N 146.43 W 390035 494


3016321063 09/09/78 80 11 2275 D 33.91 164.75 0 20 10 0 0 E E E E 69.45 N 148.50 W 390035 496


3016321045 09/09/78 80 12 2275 D 34.99 162.45 10 0 10 10 50 E E E E 68.14 N 150.34 W 390035 500


301632107Z 09109/78 80 13 2275 D 36.05 160.31 60 50 90 30 70 E E E E 66.83 N 152.00 W 390035 504


3016321074 09/09/78 80 14 2275 D 37.10 158.29 60 50 70 70 80 E E F E 65.49 N 153.50 W 390035 508


3016400403 09/02/78 116 29 2277 D 50.57 132.02 40 20 40 50 60 E E E E 44.68 N 141.85 E 390035 672


3016400410 09/02/78 116 30 2277 D 51.26 130.14 70 70 70 90 70 E E E E 43.26 N 141.31 E 390035 676


3016400412 09/02/78 116 31 2277 D 51.92 128.21 90 100 90 100 100 E E E E 41.84 N 140.78 E 390035 680


3016402221 09/02/78 134 25 2277 D 47.48 139.15 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 50.27 N 118.44 E 390035 684


3016404170 09/09/78 152 53 2279 0 54.15 080.37 50 50 50 60 50 F E F E 10.20 N 080.28 E 390035 512


3016404173 09/09/78 152 54 2279 D 53.65 078.44 40 60 30 50 40 -E E F E 08.76 N 079.94 E 390035 516


3016404175 09/09/78 152 55 2279 D 53.11 076.57 40 30 60 40 60 F F E E 07.32 N 079.59 E 390035 520


3016409095 09/09/78 206 12 2282 D 34.81 162.55 80 90 90 70 80 F E E E 68.14 N 029.08 E 390035 524


3016416125 09/09/78 27 36 2286 D 54.49 118.22 10 10 10 40 10 F E F F 34.67 N 093.94 w 390035 528


3016416132 09/09/78 27 37 2286 D 54.90 116.05 10 10 10 30 10 E F E E 33.23 N 094.37 w 390035 532


3016416134 09/09/78 27 38 2286 D 55.26 113.85 10 20 20 10 20 E E E E 31.79 N 094.80 W 390035 536


3016417525 09/02/78 45 28 228? D 49.70 134.02 90 90 100 90 100 E E E E 46.01 N 115.77 W 390035 252


3016417531 09/02/78 45 29 2287 D 50.43 132.18 80 80 90 60 90 E E E E 44.59 N 116.34 W 390035 256 
3016417534 09/02/78 45 30 2287 D 51.13 130.31 80 70 90 90 90 E E E E 43.17 N 116.88 W 390035 260 
3016417540 09/02/78 45 31 2287 D 51.79 128.39 70 90 90 70 60 E E E E 41.75 N 117.40 w 390035 264 
3016417543 09/02/78 45 32 2287 D 52.42 126.44 20 40 40 10 10 E E E E 40.32 N 117.91 W 390035 268 
3016417545 09/02/78 45 33 2287 D 53.00 124.44 0 10 10 10 0 E F E E 38.89 N 118.40 W 390035 272 
3016417552 09/02/78 45 34 2287 D 53.54 122.39 0 10 0 10 0 E E E -E 37.47 N 118.87 w 390035 2?6 
3016417554 09/02/78 45 35 2287 D 54.04 120.30 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 36.03 N 119.33 W 390035 280 
3016417561 09/02/78 45 36 2287 D 54.50 118.17 40 20 0 80 60 E E E E 34.61 N 119.78 W 390035 284 
3016417563 09/02/78 45 37 2287 D 54.90 116.01 90 90 90 100 100 F F E E 33.18 N 120.22 W 390035 288 
3016421121 09/02/78 81 11 2289 D 33.60 164.85 30 40 40 60 10 E E E E 69.44 N 150.01 W 390035 688 
3016421124 09/02/78 81 12 2289 D 34.68 162.56 40 20 40 60 60 E E E E 68.13 N 151.86 W 390035 692 
3016421130 09/02/78 81 13 2289 D 35.74 160.43 40 60 30 60 30 E E E E 66.81 N 153.52 W 390035 696 
3016421133 09/02/78 81 14 2289 D 36.79 158.42 70 90 80 80 60 E E E E 65.48 N 155.02 W 390035 700 
3016421135 09/02/78 81 15 2289 D 37.83 156.51 80 90 70 80 80 E E E E 64.13 N 156.39 W 390035 704 
3016421142 09/02/78 81 16 2289 D 38.85 154.67 80 90 90 70 80 E E E E 62.77 N 157.63 w 390035 708


3016421144 09/02178 81 17 22e9 D 39.86 152.89 80 80 90 70 90 E E E E 61.41 N 158.76 W 390035 712


3016421151 09/02/78 81 18 2289 D 40.86 151.16 70 70 80 70 80 E E E E 60.04 N 159.81 W 390035 716


3016421153 09/02/78 81 19 2289 D 41.84 149.46 70 60 90 50 90 E E E E 58.66 N 160.77 w 390635 720


3016423230 09/09/78 99 77 2290 D 33.83 051.88 0 0 "0 0 0 E E E E 24.49 S 147.97 E 390035 540


ARCHIVA rTWDMREHIiOG - ARCH I M 
11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 4


06:47 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY -PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C 0 A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3016423232 09/09/78 99 78 2290 D 32.74 051.37 0 0 0 20 10 F F E E 25.92 S 147.58 E 390035 544 
3016423235 09/09/78 99 79 2290 D 31.64 050.89 60 50 70 40 80 F E E E 27.36 S 147.19 E 390035 548 
3016423241 09/09/78 99 80 2290 D 30.53 050.46 80 70 80 90 90 E E F E 28.79 S 146.78 E 390035 552 
3016423244 09/09/78 99 81 2290 D 29.41 050.07 80 90 90 90 70 E E F E 30.22 S 146.37 E 390035 556 
3016423250 09/09/78 99 82 2290 D 28.28 049.72 70 90 60 90 60 F E F E 31.65 S 145.96 E 390035 560 
3016516145 09/02/78 2 27 2300 D 48.67 136.16 20 30 30 10 10 E E E E 47.49 N U90.76 W 390035 292 
3016516152 09/02/78 26 28 2300 D 49.44 134.38 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 46.07 N 091.35 W 390035 296 
3016516154 09/02/78 2s 29 2300 0 50.18 132.57 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 44.65 N 091.92 W 390035 300 
3016516161 09/02/78 28 30 2300 D 50.89 130.71 10 0 10 10 20 F E E E 43.24 N 092.48 W 320035 304 
301651,6163 09/02/78 28 31 2300 D 51.56 128.82 40 10 60 40 60 F E F E 4i.1I N 093.00 W 390035 308 
3016516170 09/02/78 28 32 2300 D 52.19 126.88 80 90 80 60 90 E E F F 40.38 N 093.52 W 390035 312 
3016516172 09/02/78 28 33 2300 D 52.79 124.89 20 10 60 10 10 E E E E 38.96 N 094.01 W 390035 316 
3016516175 09/02/78 28 34 2300 D 53.34 122. 7 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 37.54 N 094.48 w 390035 320 
3016516181 09/02/78 28 35 2300 D 53.85 120.280 0 0 0 0 10 E E E E 36.11 N 094,95 W 390035 324 
30165161'84 09/02/78 28 36 2300 D 54.32 118.69 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 3,.68 N 095.39 w 390035 32R 
3016516190 09/02/78 28 37 2300 D 54.74 116.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 095.82 W 390035 332 
3016516193 09/02/78 28 38 2300 D '55.11 1i4.35 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 31.80 N 096.25 W 390035 336 
30165161,95 09/02/T8 28 39 2300 D 55.43 112.13 20 10 20 -20 30 E E E E 30.36 N 096.66 W 390035 340 
3016516202 09/02/78 28 40 2300 D 55.70 109.89 30 40 40 30 30 E E E E 28.92 N 097.06 W 390035 344 
3016516204 09/02/78 28 41 2300 D 55.91 107.62 10 20 20 20 10 E E E E 27.48 N 097.46 W 390035 348 
3016516211 09/02/78 28 42 2300 D 56.08 105.34 10 10 20 10 20 E E F E 26.05 N 097.85 W 390035 352 
3016517592 09/02/78 46 30 2301 D 50.89 130.67 60 90 40 70 50 E E E E 43.18 N 118.31 W 390035 356 
3016517595 09/02/78 46 31 2301 D 51.57 128.78 50 70 70 40 30 E E E E 41.76 N 118.84 W 390035 360 
3016518001 09/02/78 46 32 2301 D 52.20 126.84 10 10 10 10 10 E E E F 40.32 N 119135 W 390035 364 
3016518004 09/02/78 46 33 2301 D 52.79 124.86 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 38.90 N 119.84 W 390035 368 
3016518010 09/02/78 46 34 2301 D 53.35 122.83 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 37.47 N 120.32 W 390035 372 
3016518013 09/02/78 46 35 2301 D 53.86 120.76 10 0 0 30 10 E E E E 36.05 N 120.78 W 390035 376 
3016518015 09/02/78 46 36 2301 D 54.32 118.65 40 80 20 60 20 E E E E 34.62 N 121.23 w 390035 380 
3016523284 09/09/78 100 77 2304 D 34.09 052.13 50 30 30 90 80 E E E E 24.49 S 146.53 E 390036 359 
3016523291 09/09/78 100 78 2304 D 33.01 051.60 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 25.93 S 146.14 E 390036 363 
3016607410 09/09/78 190 19 2309 D 41.40 149.76 70 90 90 40 80 E E E E 58.67 N 042.96 E 390036 367 
3016612554 09/09/78 244 31 2312 D 51.35 129.20 20 30 30 10 10 E E E E - 41.85 N 042.77 W 390036 371 
3016612561 09/09/78 244 32 2312 D 51.99 127.28 30 30 30 30 30 E E E E 40.43 N 043.27 w 390036 375 
3016616213 09/02/78 29 29 2314 D 49.94 132.91 70 70 50 90 100 F F E E 44.66 N 093.36 w 390035 384 
3016616215 09/02/78 29 30 2314 D 50.65 131.07 60 70 90 60 20 E E k E 43.23 N 093.89 W 390035 388 
3016616222 09/02/78 29 31 2314 D 51.33 129.20 50 70 40 60 30 E E E E 41.81 N 094.42 W 390035 392 
3016616224 09/02/78 29 32 2314 D 51.97 127.28 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 40.38 N 094.93 W 390035 396 
3016616231 09/02/78 29 33 2314 D 52.58 125.31 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38. 95. N 095.43 W 390035 400 
3016616233 09/02/78 29 34 2314 D 53.14 123.30 10. 10 10 20 10 E E E E 37.52 N 095.91 W 390035 404 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 REV SENSOR PAGE 5


06:47 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT ,DAYINITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A 8 C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3016616242 09/02/78 29 36 2314 D 54.14 119.16 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 34.66 N 096.81 W 390035 412 
3016616245 09/02178 29 37 2314 0 54.57 117.03 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 097.25 W 390035 416 
3016616251 09/02/78 29 38 2314 D 54.96 114.86 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 31.80 N 097.67 w 390035 420 
3016616254 09/02178 29 39 2314 D 55.*29 112.65 10 10 10 10 30 E E E E 30.37 N 098.09 W 390035 424 
3016616260 09/02/78 29 40 2314 D 55.57 110.42 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 28.94 N 098.50 W 390035 428 
3016616263 09/02/78 29 41 2314 D 55.80 108.17 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 27.50 N 098.90 W 390035 432 
3016616265 09/02/78 29 42 2314 D 55.98 105.89 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 26.04 N 099.29 W 390035 436 
3016618051 09/02178 47 30 2315 D 50.66 131.04 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.19 N 119.76 N 390035 440 
3016618053 09102/78 47 31 2315 D 51.34 129.16 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 41.76 N 120.27 W 390035 444 
3016618060 09/02178 47 32 2315 0 51.98 127.25 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.33 N 120.78 W 390035 448 
3016618062 09/02/7'8 47 33 2315 D 52.59 125.27 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.91 N 121.26 W 390035 452 
3016618065 09/02178 47 34 2315 D 53.15 123.27 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 37.49 N 121.76 W 390035 456 
3016618071 09/02/78 47 35 2315 D 53.67 121.21 40 30 20 90 50 E E E E 36.06 N 122.22 W 390035 460 
3016621232 09/09/78 83 10 2317 D 31.87 167.52 50 70 80 10 50 E E E E 70.74 N 150.78 W 390035 564 
3016621234 09/09/78 83 11 2317 D 32.96 165.07 20 20 10 40 30 F .E E E 69.46 N 152.85 W 390035 568 
3016621241 09109/78 83 12 2317 D 34.04 162.80 50 40 60 80 50 E E E E 68.15 N 154.70 W 390035 572 
3016621243 09/09/78 83 13 2317 D 35.11 160.68 60 60 80 60 40 E E E E 66.82 N 156.36 w 390035 576 
3016621250 09/09178 83 14 2317 D 36.17 158.69 30 40 10 80 20 E E F F 65.48 N 157.87 W 390035 580 
3016621252 09/09/78 83 15 2317 D 37.21 156.80 80 90 50 90 90 E E F E 64.14 N 159.23 W 390035 584 
3016621255 09/09/78 83 16 2317 D 38.24 154.98 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 62.78 N 160.50 W 390035 5?8 
3016621261 09/09/78 83 17 2317 D 39.26 153.23 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 61.41 N 161a64 W 390035 592 
3016714324 09/10178 12 2 2327 D 22.59 202.14 20 30 30 20 10 E E E E 79.39 N 016.15 W 390035 724 
3016714430 09/10/78 12 27 2327 D 48.17 136.75 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 47.48 N 067.82 W 390035 728 
3016714433 09/10/78 12 28 2327 D 48.96 135.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 46.06 N 068.41 W 3900C35 732 
3016714435 09/10178 12 29 2327 D 49.71 133.22 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.64 N 068.97 W 390035 736 
3016714442 09/10178 12 30 2327 D 50.43 131.40 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.22 N 069..51 w 390035 740 
3016714444 09/10/78 12 31 2327 D 51.12 129.54 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 41.80 N 070.04 W 390035 744 
3016716171 09/10178 30 5 2328 D 25.99 184.83 90 100 100 90 80 E E E E 76.67 N 058.81 W 390035 748 
3016716260 09/09/78 30 26 2328 D 47.33 138.50 50 40 10 90 70 E E E E 48.91 N 093.01 W 39,035 596 
3016716262 09/09t78 30 27 2328 D 48.15 136.78 50 70 80 3o 40 F F E F 47.49 N 093.63 W 390035 600 
3016716265 09/09f78 30 28 2328 D 48.93 135.04 10 10 20 0 10 E E E F 46.07 N 094.22 W 390035 604 
3016716271 09t09/78 30 29 2328 D 49.69 133.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.66 N 094.79 W 390035 608 
3016716274 09/09/78 30 30 2328 D 50.41 131.44 0 0 0 0 0 E F E E 43.24 N 095.33 ' 390035 612 
3016716280 09/09/78 30 31 2328 D 51.10 129.58 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E 41.81 N 095.87 W 390035 616 
3016716283 09109/78 30 32 2328 D 51.75 127.68 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.39 N 096.38 w 390035 620 
3016716285 09/09/78 30 33 2328 D 52.37 125.75 20 10 10 20 40 F E E F 38.96 N 096.87 W 390035 624 
3016716292 09/09(78 30 34 2328 D 52.94 123.75 70 50 70 90 90 6 E F F 37.53 N 097.35 W 390035 628 
3016716294 09/09/78 30 35 2328 D 53.47 121.72 90 90 90 100 90 F F P F 36.10 N 097.8? W 390035 632 
3016716301 09/09/78 30 36 2328 D .53.96 119.64 100 100 100 100 100 F F F F 34.66 N 098.27 w 390035 636 
3016716303 09/09178 30 37 2328 D 54.41 117.52 80 100 90 90. 70 F F F E 33.24 N 098.71 W, 390035 640 





11/25/78 LANDSAT*3 RBV' SENSOR PAGE- 6


06:47 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPOCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C ' D-A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


10 30 E F E E 31.80 N 099.13 W 390035 644


301671631-2 0909/78 30 39 2328 D 
 
3016716310 09/09/78 30 38 2328 D 54.8p 115.37 20 39 30 
 
55.15 113.18 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 30.37 N 099.55 W 390035 648


3016716315 09/09/78 30 40 2328 D 55.44 11OL97 40 50 30 80 30 E E F E 28.93 N 099.95 W 390035 652


3016716321 09/09/78 30' 41 2328 D 55.69 108.72 10 20 10 10 10 E E F E 27.49 N 100.35 W 390035 656


3016719491 09/09/78 66 18 2330 D 39a97 151.69 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 60.04 N 138.29 W 390036 379


3016719493 09/09/78, 66 19 2330 D 40.96 150..02 70 60 30 100 90 E E E F 58.66 N 139.28,W 390036 383


3016723392 09/1/078 102 75 2332 D 36.78 053%.87 0 0 0- 0 0 E E E E 21.57 S 144.43 E 390035 752


3b16723395-09/10/78 102 76 23 2, D 35.72 p53.23 0 0 10 0 -10 E E E E 22.99 S 144,05 E 390035 756


3016723401 0911078 102 77 2332 D 34z66 052;64 0 0 1 0 10. E E E. F 24;44 S 143.67 E 310035 760


301672340. 0901/78 102 78 2332 D' 358,0 2.09 0 0 10 10 10 E EE IE 25.89 S 143'.28 E 390035 764


3q16723416 0110?78 162 79 232 D 32: 9 053 59 10 20 16 20 20 E E E'E 2b33 S 142.89?F 399035 768


30167234"l309/10178*162 80 233'? D b3?3 053l13 1 10' 10 20 29 E E E E 2*.75,S 142.50 E 399Q35 772­




 3big 7?4 09/10'78 102 82 2332 D 2916 05'034 30 20 10 76 40 E E t E 31159 S 14I.§7 E 390035 780 
3016816314 09/i6/78 31 26 232 6 47.07 138.79 0 16' 0 10 0 EF.E'E 48.§j N 094.4,IW 390035 784 
301681 32 09/10/78 3i 27 2342 D 47.8 1371O 6 l 10, 0 10 E E E E 47%,9 N 095.07 W 390035 788 
3016816323 09?19178 31 28 2342' D 48.6§ 135.37 0 0 0, 20 10 E E E E 46 07 N 095.66 W 390035 792 
3016816330b 09/10/78 31 29 2342 0 140.4 13.61 10 20 10 10. 0 E E F E 4.66 N 096.23 W 390035 796 
3d16616332 09/10/78 31 30 2342 56,17 131.81 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 43 24 N 096.78 W 390035 600, 
3016A16335 0910/78 31. 31 2342 D 50.87 129.97 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 41.81 N 09.30 W 390035 804 
3016816341 0110178 31 32 2342 D 51.53 128.08 0 6 6 10 NA E E E E Q38 N 097.81 W 390035 bOk 
30168134409/10/78 31 33 2342 D 52.15 12616 0 10- 0 20 0 E E E E 38.96 N 098.30 W 390035 812 
301681635p 09/iO/78, 31' 34 2342 D 52.74 124.19 20 20 10 50 10 E E E E 37.53 N 098.78 W 390035 816 
3016816353 09/19/78 31 35 2342 D 53.28 122.17 60 80 20 90 60 E E E E 36.i N 099.25 W 390035 820 
3616816355 09110/78 31 36 234? D 53;78 120.12 60 60 80 40 70 E E F E 34.68 N 099.69 W 390035 824 
3016816362 091'10/78 3f 37 2342 D 54-24 118.02 30 46 46" 20 20 E E E E 33.24 N 100.12 W 390035 828 
3016816364 09/10/78 31 38 342 D 54.64 115.88 10 10 20 10 io E E E E 31.81 N 100.54 W 390035 832 
3016816371 09/10/78 31 3A 2342 D 55.o0 113:71' 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 30.37 N 100.95 W 390035 836 
3016816373 09/10/78 31 40' 2342 D 55.31 111.51 10 10 20 20 10 E E E S 28.94 N 101.35 W 390035 840 
3016823451 09110/78 103 75 2346 D 37.03 054.14 6 0 0 0- 0 F E E E 21.58 S 142.97 E 390035 844 
3016823453 09/10/78 103 76 2346 D 35.98 053.50 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 23.02 S 14?.60 E 390035 848 
3016823460 09/10/78 103 77 2346 D 34,92 052.88 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 24.45 S 142.22 E 390035 852 
30i6823462 09/10/78 103 78 2346 D 33.5 052.33 - 0 0 0 0 0 E E E 25.88 S 141.83 E 390035 656 
301682348d 09/10/78 103 82 2346 D' 29.44 050.54 50 30 10 90 90 E E E E 31.60 S 140.22 E 390935 860 
3016907590 09/10/78 193 21 2351 D 42.42 147.10 70 70 70 90 80. E E E E 55.91 N 036.86 E 390035 864 
3016913035 09/10/78 247 9 2354 D0 29.88 170.52 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 72.02 N 0?3.37 W 390035 868 
3016914550 09/10/78 14 28 2355 D 48.45 135.66 10 10 10 20 20 E E E E 46.08 N 071.2? W 390035 872 
3016914552 09/10/78- 14 29 23,55 D, 49.22 133l.91 10-- 20 20 10 10 - E E E E. 44.66 N 071.85 W 390035 876 
3016914555 09/10/78 14 ' 30' 2355 D 49.95 132.13 10 10 -10 10, 20 E E'E E 4,3.25 N 072.40 W 390035 8?0 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 REV SENSOR PAGE 7


06:47 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORHIt DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM ,TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3016916382 09/10/78 32 28 2356 D 48.42 135.69 10 NA NA 10 10 M M E E 46.07 N 097.09 W 390035 88b


3016916384 09110/78 32 29 2356 D 49.19 133.95 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.65 N 097.67 W 390035 890


3016916391 09/10/78 32 30 2356 D 49.93 132.17 10 40 0 10 0 E E E E 43.23 N 098.22 W 390035 894


3016916393 09/10/78 32 31 2356 D 50.64 130.35 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 41.81 N 098.75 W 390C35 898


3016916400 09/10/78 32 32 2356 0 51.31 128.48 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 40.39 N 099.25 W 390035 902


3016916402 09/10/78 32 33 2356 D 51.94 126.57 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38.96 N 099.73 W 390035 906


3016916405 09/10/78 32 34 2356 D 52.53 124.62 20 10 10 20 40 E E E E 37.53 N 100.20 W 390035 910


3016916411 09/10/78 32 35 2356 D 53.09 122.63 20 30 20 20 10 E E E E 36.10 N 100.65 w 390035 914


3016916414 09/10/78 32 36 2356 D 53.60 120.59 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 34.66 N 101.10 W 390035 918


3016916420 09/10/78 32 37 2356 D 54.07 118.51 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 33.24 N 101.53 W 390035 922 
3016916423 09/10/78 32 38 2356 D 54.49 116.39 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.82 N 101.96 W 390035 926


3016916425 09/10/78 32 39 2356 D 54.86 114.23 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 30.38 N 102.39 W 390035 930


3016916432 09/10/78 32 40 2356 D 55.18 112.04 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 28.94 N 102.80 W 39o035 934


3016920001 09/09/78 68 17 2358 D 38.31 153.79 90 90 90 100 90 E E E F 61.47 N 140.09 W 390036 38?


3016920004 09/09/78 68 18 2358 D 39.32 152.11 70 90 90 60 70 F E E E 60.10 N 141.14 W 390036 391


3017001135 09/10/78 122 26 2361 D 46.69 139.21 30 70 20 30 20 F E E E 48.91 N 135.00 E 390035 938


3017001141 09/10/78 122 27 2361 D 47.52 137.54 30 40 30 30 40 E E E E 47.50 N 134.37 E 390035 942


3017001144 09/10/78 122 28 2361 D 48.32 135.83 20 20 40 10 30 E E E E 46.08 N 133.78 E 390035 946


3017001150 09/10/78 122 29 2361 D 49.10 134.09 20 10 40 10 50 E E E E 44.67 N 133.22 E 390035 950


3017001153 09/10/78 122 30 2361 D 49.84 132.32 20 10 50 10 10 E E E E 43.26 N 132.68 E 390035 954


3017004411 09/09/78 158 28 2363 D 48.28 135.89 50 50 40 40 70 E E E c 46.11 N 082.16 E 390036 451


3017015011 09/09/78 15 29 2369 D 48.97 134.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.66 N 073.28 W 390036 211


3017015013 09/09/78 15 30 2369 D 49.71 132.50 0 0 0 10 0 F E E E 43.24 N 073.83 W 390036 215


3017015020 09/09/78 15 31 2369 D 50.42 130.69 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 41.81 N 074.36 W 390036 219


3017015022 09/69/78 15 32 2369 D 51.10 128.84 10 10 10 20 30 E E E E 40.38 N 074.87 W 390036 223


3017015025 09/09/78 15 33 2369 D 51.74 126.95 20 30 30 30 20 E E E E 38.95 N 075.35 W 390036 22?


3017015031 09/09/78 15 34 2369 D 52.35 125.01 20 30 2U 30 20 E E E E 37.52 N 075.83 W 390036 231


3017015061 09/09/78 15 41 2369 1 55.33 110.41 40 20 30 70 50 E E E E 27.52 N 078.82 W 390036 455


3017015063 09/09/78 15 42 2369 D 55.56 108.18 60 90 70 60 50 E E E E 26.10 N 079.21 W 390036 459


3017015070 09/09/78 15 43 2369 D 55.74 105.94 40 70 40 40 30 E E E E 24.66 N 079.60 W 390036 463


3017016434 09/09/78 33 27 2370 D 47.36 137.71 70 80 70 70 80 E E E E 47.50 N 097.94 W 390036 235


3017016440 09/09/78 33 28 2370 D 48.16 136.02 70 90 70 80 70 E E E E 46.09 N 098.54 W 390036 239


3017016443 09/09/78 33 29 2370 D 48.94 134.29 30 -80 30 30 10 E E E E 44.66 N 099.11 W 390036 243


3017016445 00/09/78 33 30 2370 D 49.69 132.53 10 30 10 20 10 E E E E 43.23 N 099.66 W 390036 247


3017016452 09/09/28 33 31 2370 D 50.40 130.73 20 30 10 30 10 F E E E 41.81 N 100.19 W 390036 251


3017016454 09/09/78 33 32 2370 D 51.08 128.88 10 30 10 20 10 E E E E 40.39 N 100.69 W 390036 255­

3017016461 09/09/78 33 33 2370 D 51.72 127.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38.97 N 101.18 W 390036 259


3017016463 09/09/78 33 34 2370 D 52.33 125.06 10 30 10, 10 10 E E E E 37.54 N 101.6.5 W 390036 263


3017016470 09/09/78 33 35 2370 D 52.89 123.0U 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 36.11 N 102.11 W 390036 267








11 /25178 .... LANDSAT-3 RBV SENSOR ' PAGE 8.. 
06:48 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN 'SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL" ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017016475 09/09/78 33 37 2370 D 53.89 11l.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 33.26 N 103.'00 'W 390036 275 
30170i6481 09/09/78 33 38 2370 D 54.33 116.90 10 30 10 0 10 E T E E 31.81 N 103.42 'W 390036 279 
3017016484 09/09/78 33 39 2370 D 54.71.114.76 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 30.37 N 103.84 W 390036 2a3 
3017016490 09/09/78 33 40 2370 D 55.05 112.58 10 1'0 10 10 10 E EE E 28.93 N 104.25 W . 390036 287 
30170'21462 09/09/78 87 10 23,73 D 30.52, 168.02 ' 90 100 90 100 90 E E E E 70.83 N 156.o4 W 390036 395 
301i70214,64 09/09/78 87 11 2373 D 31.62 165;59 90 90 90 90 90 E 'FEE 69.54 N 158.53 W 39b36 399 
30170,21471 09/09/78 87 12 2373 D 32.70 163.35 90 90 0 90. 90 F E E E' 68.24 N 16b.38' W 3.0036' 4,3


30P7021473'09/09/78 87 13 2373 D 33'.78 16E;26 90 90 90 90 90 E E F F 66.'90 N 162.05 
1.. 390D36 407,
 
301702180 09Y09178 87. 14 23'3 D 34 85 15O 31 30 30 70 20 '30 E 1 EKE 65.56 'N 163.55 W 390036 411 
3017023564W"09f09/-78 T05 75. 2374 D 37555 054 68' 0 0 0 0 0 E ,E E E 21.,57 S - 140 11 f,E 390036" 467. 
3017023,5-70 ,09 §7/078 - 1,05 76. 23?'.4' 'D 36 z 51 0 54':01 0 d 0- 0 '0. E t % '23,y 75' E 406 4.71.f 139 ~9q 
36i010,iT2.§ 10)78 159 29 237 D -48.77 134 5 so5 80: 70r 20 3>0 E )E, E* E 44.:74,' 00 18 ,g6 47 
301'7115090 09/10/78, 16 34 2383 D 52,12 15.52 1 d' 10, 10 20' E'gE E: 3755.'N' 077..254. 390036. 1 
3'01*1-O'509Z 09,410/78 16 35 2383 D 52-69 123 56" 30' 30 40 '20 40 E<E"E'E 36.13$JN' 077 71 W' 30036 , 5 
01'415695''09/101/78 16 36 2383 D 53.23 121 56 20 40 50 10- id E E!E' E 34.70 N' 078-16,W 390036 9 
3'017115101' 00/10/.78, 16 37 2383 0 '53.72- 119.52 16 10 10 "20- 10- EEE. 33.17 N 07'8'.60 W 396036 13. 
361v7115104 09/i0f7g 16 38 24S83 D 5'c 6 117 43 ,''20 20' 10 30, 20 E.-E E:E 31.84,N 079.02.W 390036. 17 
36jii017110'00,116f/7S 16 39 23A3 D 54,. 6115:31 20 30 6' - 6 lb- t, E E'F' 3b041 -N.- 079.44 W j 9036. 21 
3017151131'91t10V78 16 '40 23§3 D 54>91 113.15 60 20 10 40 20' E E E 28.9Z N 079..;84'W 3?b036' 25 
3017i1 115, 0/1i18 16 41 g383 D 55.21 110.96 40 40 40' 50 50 E E E 27.53 N 080 25 W 39b9 6 29'E 
 
3017115122 '09/10/78 16 42 2383' D 55,45 108!75 60 50: 70 60 70 E t E E 26.08 N 080.64 W 3?70036 33


30171T512V09/10/78 16 43 2383' D 55.65 Y0651 40 50 50 20' 40 E E -E 24.64 N 08,1;b w 300,03, 37 
3017116524'09/30/78 34 35 Z384 D' 52.70 123,.53 0 0 10 10' 0 e c E"E 36.07 N 10.55 1. 390036 569 
30'171'16531 09/30778 34 36 2384" 0 '53.23 121.53, 10 16 10 10 10 E e' E' '34.64 N 104.00 W 390036 573 
3017116533 09/30/78 34 3 2384' D 53:.72 119.50 0 10' 0 10 0 E E E E 33,20 N 104.44 W '3900@6 57? 
3017116540 09/30/79 34 38 2384 0 5416 11,7.40 10 10 10' 20' 10 E f E E 31.76 N 104.87 W 390936 5,81 
3017116542 09/30/78 34 39 2384 D 54.56 115.28 20' 20 20 20' 20 EE F E 30.32 N 105.29 W, 390036 585 
30171ti520 09/09/78 88 10 2387 D 30.19 168.12 70 90 90' 76 50 FE F E 70.78 N 157.83 W 39bp36 415,


3017121523 09/09/78 88 11 2387 D 31.29 165.69 50 50' 20 70 90 E E E E 69.50 N 159.921w 390036 419 
3017121525 09/09/78 88 1.2 2387 D 32.38 163.46 40 50 40 40 60 E E E E 68.19 N i61379 W 390036. 423 
3017121532 0910/78 88 13 2387 D 33.46 161.38 70 90 60 90' 70 E e F E 66.87 N 163.47 W 390036 42?


3017215133 09/10/78 17 31 2397 D 49.93 131.50 50 46 80 60 30 E e E E 41.81 N 077.22 W 340036 41


3017215135 09/10/78 17 32 2397 D 50.6 129.69 30 70 20 50 10 E F E E 40.39 N 077.73 W 390036 45


3017215142 09/10/78 17 33 2397 D 51.29 127.84 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 38.9? N 078.22 W 390036 49 
30172,15144 09110/78 17 34 2397 6 .51.91 125.95 0 0. 9 10 0 E f E E 37.54 N 078.69' W 390036 53


3017215151'09/I0/78 17 35 2397 D 52.50 124.01 0 10 10' 0 0 E E E E 36.1i N 079.15 W 390036 57


3)17215153 09/10/78 17 36 2397 D: 53.04 1-22.02 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 34.68 N 079.59 W 390036 61


3017215160 09/10/78 17 37 2397 D 53.54 120.00 10 10 10 20 20 E E E, E 33.24 N ' 080.02 W 390036 65 
3017215162 09/10/78 17 38 2397 D 54.00 117.93 40' 'TO '60 50 70' E E E E 31.81 N '080.46 W 390036- 69








11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 9


06:48 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID' DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017215171 09/10/78 17 40 2397 D 54.77 113.67 40 50 30 50 40 E E E E 28.94 N 081.29- w 390036 77


3017216544 09/10/78 35 26 2398 D 45.98 139.96 10 20 20 10 10 E E E E 48.88 N 100.19 W 390036 81


3017216551 09/10/78 35 27 2398 D 46.82 138.33 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 47.47 N 100.81 W 390036 85


3017216553 09/10/78 35 28 2398 D 47.64 136.67 30 10 10 70 30 E E E E 46.05 N 101.40 W 390036 89


3017216560 09/10/78 35 29 2398 D 48.43 134.98 30 40 70 0 20 E E E E 44.63 N 101.97 W 390036 93


3017216562 b9/10/78 35 30 2398 D 49.20 133.25 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 43.21 N 102.52 W 390036 97


3017216565 09/10/78 35 31 2398 D 49.93 131.50 30 10 30 20 80 E E F E 41.78 N 103.04 w 390036 101


3017216571 09/10/78 35 32 2398 D 50.62 129.68 70 70 70 90 60 E F E E 40.36 N 103.55 W 390036 105


3017216574 09/10/78 35 33 2398 D 51.28 127.83 30 60 30 20 10 F E E E 38.94 N 104.05 w 390036 109


3017216580 09/10/78 35 34 2398 D 51.91 125.93 30 40 10 60 10 E E E E 37;51 N 104.52 W 390036 113


3017216583 09/10/78 35 35 2398 D 52.49 124.00 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 36.08 N 105.00 W 390036 117


3017216585 09/10/78 35 36 2398 D 53.04 122.01 60 80 60 80 40 F E E E 34.64 N 105.44 W 390036 121


3017220161 09/09/78 71 14 2400 D 34.23 159.55 40 30 60 30 40 E E E E 65.52 N 140.63 w 390036 431


3017220164 09/09/78 71 15 2400 0 35.29 157.71 40 40 30 50 50 E E E E 64.17 N 142.00 w 390036 435


3017220170 09/09/78 71 16 2400 D 36.34 155.96 50 60 80 20 70 E E E E 62.82 N 143.25 W 390036 439


3017220173 09/09/78 71 17 2400 D 37.38 154.27 40 20 50 50 SO E E E E 61.45 N 144.40 w 390036 443


301720175 09/09/78 71 18 2400 D 38.40 152.63 10 10 10 10 30 E E E E 60.08 N 145.46 W 390036 447


3017315203 09/09/78 18 34 2411 D 51.70 126.37 60 70 50 70 50 E E E E 37.52 N 080.12 W 390036 291


3017315205 09/09/78 18 35 2411 D 52.30 124.45 20 30 30 10 20 E E E E 36.09 N 080.58 w 390036 295


3017315212 09/09/78 18 36 2411 D 52.85 122.50 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 34.66 N 081.03 W 390036 299 
3017315214 09/09/78 18 37 2411 D 53.36 120.48 10 20 20 10 10. E E E E 33.23 N 081.48 w 390036 303 
3017315221 09/09/78 18 38 2411 D 53.83 118.42 10 10 10 20 30 E E E 31.76 N 081.91 W 390036 307 
3017315223 09/09/78 18 39 2411 D 54.26 116.33 30 40 30 20 40 E E E E 30.36 N 082.33 w 390036 311 
3017315230 09/09/78 18 40 2411 D 54.63 114.20 20 20 30 30 20 E E E E 28.93 N 082.75 w 390036 315 
3017315232 09/09/78 18 41 2411 D 54.96 112.04 50 30 30 70 80 E E E E 27.49 N 083.15 W 390036 31 
3017317002 09/10/78 36 26 2412 D 45.68 140.30 70 NA NA 80 70 M M E E 48.91 N 101.61 W 390036 125 
3017317005 09/10/78 36 27 2412 D 46.53 138.68 30 30 60 10 40 E E E E 47.49 N 102.25 w 390036 127 
3017317011 09/10/78 36 28 2412 D 47.36 137.04 50 50 70 40 60 E E E E 46.0? N 102.83 w 390036 131 
3017317014 09/10/78 36 29 2412 D 48.16 135.37 50 50 60 60 50 E E F E 44.66 N 103.40 W 390036 135 
3017317020 09/10/78 36 30 2412 D 48.93 133.66 40 70 10 60 30 E E E E 43.24 N 103.95 W 390036 13S 
3017317023 09/10/78 36 31 2412 D 49.67 131.91 70 80 40 90 90" E E F E 41.81 N 104.48 W 390036 143 
3017317025 09/10/78 36 32 2412 D 50.37 130.12 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 40.38 N 105.00 W 390036 147 
3017317032 09/10/78 36 33 2412 D 51.05 128.29 80 80 90 80 80 E E E E 38.96 N 105.48 W 390036 151 
3017317034 09/10/78 36 34 2412 D 51.68 126.42 30 40 60 20 30 E E E E 37.53 N 105.96 W 390036 155 
3017320213 09/09/78 72 13 2414 D 32.80 161.68 90 100 90 100 90 E E F E 66.90 N 140.51 W 390036 705 
3017320220 09/09/78 72 14 2414 0 33.87 159.75 70 100 90 80 10 E E E E 65.56 N 142.03 w 390036 70S 
3017320222 09/09/78 72 15 2414 D 34.93 157.92 0 20 0 NA 0 E E 2 E 64.21 N 143:41 W 390036 712 
3017320225 09109/78 72 16 2414 D 35.98 156.18 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 62.85 N 144.67 W 390036 71t 
3017322033 09/09/78 90 10 2415 0 29.49 168.37 90' 106 90 90 90 E F E E 70.81 N 160.75 W 390036 72f 
3017322040 09/09778 90 11 2415 D 30.59 165.96 . 70 80 80 70, 70 E E E E 69.52 N 162.83 w 390036 722 
ARC"IVA TAP DBRR ZoG -ARCHIM
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06:48 FROK 09/01/78 iO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY RICTURE.CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017322042 09/09/78 90 12 2415 D 31.69 163.75 80 90 90 70 90 E E E E 68.21 N 164.6? W 390036 72 8 
3017322045 09/09/78 90 13 2415 D 32.77 161.69 60 80 80 70 40 E E E E 66.89 N 166.34 W 390036 732 
3017322051 09/09/78 90 14 2415 D 33.85 159.76 86 80 60 90 90 E E E E 65.5,6 N 167.85 W 390036 736 
3017415243 09/09/78 19 30- 2Z25 b 48.67 134.04 30 50 20 10 40 F E E E 43.27 N 079.54 W 390036 323 
3017415250 09/09/78 19 31 2425 D 49.42 132.32 50 20 70 50 60 E E F E- 41.84 N 080.07 W 3g0036 327 
3017415252 09/0978 19 32 2425 D 50.14 130.55 30 2'0 30' 30 50 E E E E 40.41" N 080.57 W 390036 331 
30V4i'52 5,09/09/78 19 33 2425, D 50.82 128.73 86 90 90 100 60 E E E E 38'.98 N 081.06 W 390036 335 
3017415270 009/178 Ig 36 2425 D 5?-64 12-.0 . 60' 60 50 70 60 E E E E 34.70 N 082.45 W 390036 339 
3 1d0t73 609/78 19 37 2425 D 53.16 121;0Z 30 40 20 60 10 E E E E 33.27 N 082.89,W 390036 343 
30741'5275 09/09/78 19 38 2425, D. 53'.65. 119.61 tO I 10 o10 1n E E E E 31.85 N 08 j32 V 390036 347 
30174,15282 009/9/7 19. 39, 2425 D 54.08. iV6.93 10 10 1o 1" 10 E E E,E, 30.42 N 083.75:W" 390036 351 
30'114i'52B4 09/09/28.7 19 40 i425 D '54.47'14'.82' 20 20, '10 40K' 20 E E E 28.98h N 084'.151W 3W0C36 355 
3dl-7"4i706Al09/10/78 37 26 2i '6 0 454b 140:5, 20 40 2b- 30 10 E E EE 48.89 N 103.06 W 39903k" 159


301)74f03 69/10/78' 37 27 2426 D '46.26 139 .bo 10 20 10, 0 10, E E E' 4,71 N 19368 w, 390 163 
3 017-41O70. 0910/7f8' 37 28 *2'4-26 D 4.0,9,.36 £ 0, 0 10, 0. F E E' E 46.05,N, 19b4.2,7, W 3,,9,01036 1,7 
30o'174072.091'0/?8 37 29 242'6, D. 47.90 135"71 30 30 10 76 30 E E E.E 44.63 N 104.84 34 90036 171 
301.74?7075'09/A10/78, 37 30 2426, D 48.68 134;02 30 40 6P 10 40 E'E E E 43.2 i,'N 5.38 W 3906 175 
39Y,?41* 09/ 10/78, 37 31 24g6 D .40.43 13t2 ;292 in0 1o 30' 10 20 F E E'E 41.Z9,- N 105.91 W 3?903j 179 
3017417084 09/10/78 37 32 2426 D 50.614 i'36.52 o 2-0 39 30 30 E E E 40.37.N 106.42 IW 390036 183 

jQ1741tJ090 09/0/78, 37' 33 2426 D 50.82 128.70 40 40 60. 30. 40 E E E E 38.95 N 106.92 W 340036 187 
30174'1093 09/10778 37 34 2426 D 51'.47 126.85 20 30 56 10 10 E E E E 37.52 N 107.40 W 3,g0036 191 
37'%i70?5.09/10/78 37 35 2426 D 52.08 124.95 0 0. 10 0 10 F E E,E' 36.10 N 1,07.87 W 390036 195 
3Ui747'10a %09/lo /78 37 36 2426 D 52.K4 123;00 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 34.67 N 108.32 w, 390036 199 
30'17417104'09/10/78 37 37 242'6 D 53.17 121.01 10 10 10 10 10 E E V E' 33.23,N 1,08.75 N" 3g0036 293 
3017417111 09/10/78. 37 38 2426 D '53.65 118.98 10 10 10 10 10 E E'E E 31.78 N 109.18 W 390036 207 
301750707,4 0930/78 181 63 2'434 6' 49.46 068.97 40 16 90 10 80 E F E F 04.23S 035,.32 E 390036 589 
30j1750,708 .0'0/30/78. 181 64 2434 D 48.65.067'.54 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 05.67 S 034.9S'E 390036 593 
30175i70083 09/30778. 181 65 2434*' D 47.57 066.18 0 0 .0 0 0 E E E E 07.12 S 034.64' E 390036 59?' 
301750709 p 09/30/78 181 66 2434 D 47.06 664.88 10 0 10 in 30 E E E'E 08.57 S 034.30 E 390036 601 
30f750t092 09/30/78 181 67 2434 D 46.22 063.65 10 10 20 10 20 E E t E 10.01 S 033.96 E: 390036 605 
301751'5211. 0930178 20 8 2439 D' 26".65 174.17 8o 90 160 70 70 P P E E 73.30 N 055.06 W 390036 609 
301'620380,09/30/78 -15 11 2456 D 29.57 166.3 70 60 80 60 90. E E E E §9.54 N 141.22 W 390036 613

30 762b382,09/30/78 75 12 2456 D 30.67 16'4'.1'5 60 90 70 50 30' E EE E 68.24 N 143.09'W 390036 617

30,1620385,09,/30/79 75 13 2456 D 31.76 162.12 l 26 10 1,0 10 E E EE 66,92 N. 144.77 w "390036 621 
3017620391 69/3/ 78. 75 14 2456 D 32.84, 160.21 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 65.57 N 146.29, W: 390236 625

3017715430 09/09/78 22 33' 2467 D 50.13 129.98 100 NA, NA, 100 100 M M'E E 38.95 N 085.39'w 390036 479'


3,0177154,33 09/0978 22 34 2'67 D  ,50.80 128.18 100 100 100 100 100 F F E E 37.53 N 085.87' W 390036 481 
3017715435- 09/09/78 22 35 2467 0 51.44 126'.,34 100 100 100 100 100 E F E E 36.10 N 086.33 W 390036 485 
3017715442 09/09/78 22 36 2467 D 52.04 124.45 • 90 100, 100 90 90 - E F E'E 34.,67 N, 086.78 w 390036 489 
3017717232 09/30/78' 40 26 2468 D' -44.52a 141.52 10 10. 10 10 -10 E E E.,'E' . 48.92 N : 107.36 W 3900-36 629 
G- A R C H I M
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06:48 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAYINITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3017717235 09/30/78 40 27 2468 D 45.40 139.97 10 10 0 20 10 E E E E 47.51 N 107.98 W 390036 633 
3017717241 09/30/78 40 28 2468 D 46.25 138.40 40 60 60 20 30 E E E E 46.10 N 108.57 W 390036 637 
3017717244 09/30/78 40 29 2468 D 47.08 136.80 20 30 10 40 10 E E E E 44.67 N 109.14 W 390036 641 
3017717250 09/30/78 40 30 2468 D 47.88 135.16 20 30 20 10 20 E E E E 43.24 N 109.69 W 390036 645 
3017717253 09/30/78 40 31 2468 D 48.65 133.50 0 10 10 .0 10 E E E E 41.81 N 110.22 w 390036 649 
3017717255 09/30/78 40 32 2468 D 49.40 131.78 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 40.39 N 110.73 W 390036 653 
3017717262 09/30/78 40 33 2468 D 50.11 130.02 0 0 0 0 0 E E E 8 38.97 N 111.22 W 390036 657 
3017717264 09/30/78 40 34 2468 D 50.78 128.22 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 37.54 N 111.70 W 390036 661 
3017717271 09/30/78 40 35 2468 D 51.42 126.38 0 10 0 10 10 E E E E 36.10 N 112.17 W 390036 665 
3017717273 09/30/78 40 36 2468 D 52.02 124.50 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.67 N 112.61 W 390036 669 
3017717280 09/30/78 40 37 2468 D 52.59 122.56 0 10 0 0 0 E F E E 33.24 N 113.05 w 390036 673 
3017717282 09/30/78 40 38 2468 D 53.11 120.58 0 0 0 0 0 F E F E 31.80 N 113.47 W 390036 677 
3017720434 09/09/78 76 11 2470 D 29.23 166.45 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 69.54 N 142.69 W 390036 740 
3017720441 09/09/78 76 12 2470 D 30.33 164.27 10 20 0 40 0 E E E E 68.23 N 144.55 W 390036 744 
3017720443 09/09/78 76 13 2470 D 31.42 162.25 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 66.90 N 146.22 W 390036 748 
3017720450 09/09/78 76 14 2470 D 32.51 160.35 50 50 NA 30 80 E 2 E E 65.56 N 147.73 W 390036 752 
3017720452 09/09/78 76 15 2470 D 33.58 158.56 50 70 80 60 20 F F E F 64.21 N 149.10 W 390036 755 
3017803494 09/09/78 148 42 2474 b 54.66 112.63 80 90 100 70 80 E E F E 26.11 N 090.00 E 390036 759 
3017803500 09/09/78 148 43 2474 D 54.95 110.48 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 24.68 N 089.61 E 390036 763 
3017807175 o9/09/78 184 46 2476 D 55.51 104.00 0 NA NA 0 0 2 2 E E 20.37 N 036.87 E 390036 767 
3017807182 09/09/78 184 47 2476 D 55.59 101.77 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 18.92 N 036.51 E 390036 769 
3017808552 09/09/78 202 32 2477 D 49.20 132.14 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 40.47 N 016.97 E 390036 773 
3017813533 09/09/78 5 4 2480 D 21.07 190.56 80 NA NA 80 80 2 2 E E 77.70 N 017.97 W 390036 777 
3017817291 09/09/78 41 26 2482 D 44.23 141.81 10 10 10 10 10 E F E E 48.91 N 108.80 W 390036 493 
3017817293 09/09/78 41 27 2482 D 45.11 140.28 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 47.49 N 109.42 W 390036 497 
3017317300 09/09/78 41 28 2482 D 45r97 138.73 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 46.07 N 110.01 w 390036 501 
3017817302 09/09/78 41 29 2482 D 46.81 137.14 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.65 N 110.57 W 390036 505 
3017817305 09/09/78 41 30 2482 D 47.62 135.53 10 10 10 30 20 E E E E 43.22 N 111.12 w 390036 509 
3017817311 09/09/78 41 31 2482 D 48.40 133.87 70 90 80 80 50 E E E E 41.80 N 111.64 W 390036 513 
3017817314 09/09/78 41 32 2482 D 49.15 132.18 50 80 20 90 40 E E E E 40.37 N 112.16 W 390036 517 
3017817320 09/09/78 41 33 2482 D 49.87 130.44 10 0 40 0 10 E E E E 38.95 N 112.65 W 390036 521 
3017817323 09/09/78 41 34 2482 D 50.56 128.66 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 37.53 N 113.13 W 390036 525 
3017817325 09/09/78 41 35 2482 D 51.21 126.84 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 36.10 N 113.60 w 390036 529 
3017817332 09/09/78 41 36 2482 D 51.82 '124.97 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.67 N 114.05 W 390036 533 
3017817334 09/09/78 41 37 2482 D 52.39 123.05 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.24 N 114.50 W 390036 537 
3017817341 09/09/78 41 38 2482 D 52.92 121.10 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 31.81 N 114.92 W 390036 541 
3017820490 09/30178 77 10 2484 D 27.77 168.93 0 10 10 0 10 F E E E 70.81 N 142.06 W 390036 681 
3017820493 09/30/78 77 11 2484 D 26.88 166.55 10 0 10 10 30 E E E E 69.53 N 144.14 W 390036 685 
3017820495 09/30/78 77 12 2484 D 29.99 164.39 20 30 30 30 20 E E E E 68.22 N .146.)0 W 390036 689 
3017820502 00/30178 77 13 2484 D 31.Q8 162.37 40 70 20 40 .30 F E E E. 66.90 N 147.68 W 390036 693 




11/25/78 	 LANDSA-T .3 - REV SENSOR ' PAGE 12 
06:48 	 FROM 09/01/78 TO' 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN 
 x CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONG'ITUDE ROLL FR


3017820504 09/30/78 77 2484 
14 D 32.17 160.50 20 30 20 30 30 E E E E 65.57 N 149.19 W 390036 697


3017820511 09/30f78 77 15 2484 D 33.25 158.71 5b 40 70 60 60 F E E E 
 o4.22 N 150.57 W 390036 701:


3C17900415 09/17/78 113 73 2486 D 41.69 058.73-
 0 NA NA 10 0 M M E E 18.67 S' 129.37 E 390037 1


3017900421 09117178 113 
 74 24'86 D 40.73 057.86 30 0 30 30 80 E E E E 20.11 S 129.00 1E 390037 3


3017.9035'52 09/17/78 149 42 2488 D 




30'179035551 09/17/78 149 43 
 2488 D 54a84 111.07 90 90 90'NA 90 E F 2 E 24'.68 N 088.15 E 390037 11






301Y915520 09"/09i78 24 27' 2495 D 44.85 140.56 10 i0' 10 10, 20'% E EE E 47 49, N 085.04 W 390036. 545 
30'1791552ff09/09/7S: 24 28. 2495 ' D 45.72 139,0'2 10 10 10 10' 10 E EE E 46.06 N 085.62 ,W 390036 549 
301'7915525, 0/0.9/78 24 29 2495 D 46.56 137,.46 20 30 20 30 10' EE-E E' 4 64-N 086,.19,iW' 3!90036- 553 
30179'1'55'32'-0§V09/7&' 24' 30 2495 D. 47.38'135.,85 10 - 20 10', 10 10 E EE E 4-..-222 N 086.75,w 30d036 5573dil7 1"'5''O00978" 24 3 ," 2495 D 48-1fl134'.2f 10-' 16 10' 10', 10 E E'E E 41y80'N, 0B'4'.2 -TW 320036, 561 
3VI09 s541d0'9'/09r"78' 24 32 2495 D' 49.93 132 .54 0 0 0;' 0 0' E E E F, 	 40'37,N Ob,7.:7E, W 390036., 5654301?9t 14'5r0'9'/69'/ 78 42 26 246 D. 43'.94' 1201 - 60 80 80 70 30 E EEE, ar90-N 110425 W 390636 7i9 
301b7l173-52'00VOq/78 42 27' 2496' D' 44':83 140:6b 40' 40' 10' 70 70' EE'E' E' 47.'48'N 110,.85' W' 39'0036 7P3 
3-0179'1?735i!'09/Oi1781 42 28' 2'9496 ' D 4'5.70 139,06 80W 80 80; 80' 80, E'-EE E- 46:b4'N 11 4,W" 30o3 6 ,tF7
301 11it1"0iI0979', 42 29 2496 D 4-6,54 137-56' 40' 50 60 36 30. E E,E E 44:64;N. 112.02 W 390036 ?91 
3bi7917363' O0/,q0178 42' 30 2406 D' 47-36 135.89 10, 1 20, 'i0' 30, E E E',E 4,3.2'l N l12.56,w 390036 795 
3ot791l73'76-04Y09 'g4/7g 42' 20~6- .4'815i 10 40>- 50 E E E-1 . i 3?0036A 3'f D' 34.25, 40-	 80' 4-,1,-,79,N f1W4.&'?W, 799 
30d1'79 73 720 ''78 - 42 32 0 A4:90' 132. 58"- 10' 60;, d- 0or d' E FE F, 	 460' 37 XN 113.6 Wt pZQQS'2496 
 -963 
36179'17375' 09/09/78 42 33 24,96' D 4463, 130486 0 d 0 d- 0 E E EE 	 38.:9& N"' 114.1,0 w' 390036' k17 
3017917381 01/0078 42 34' 2496' D 50.333'.29.10' 0. 0 o' 0 0 EE(E'E. 37.53,N li4.58 W 3?036 811 
3'0179173B4 09'/0q/'78 42' 35 2496' D 50o99.127.30 0 0' 0 0 'E E, E' E. 36.10.N, 11,4.04 N 390,36 P15 
30i 917390.0979/9l78 42 36 24 96 D 51.61 1l.45 0, 0 0.., 0 0 E E. E. E 34.67 N 115.50 W 3?0,636 P1? 
3017217393 0o'/09 78-' 42 37' 2496 D 52.20 123,.,55 0. 0 &r. 0- 0 E -'EE 33-.23 N' 115,.94 W 390036 Z23 
3017917395 09/09/17 42 38' 29 D 52.74 	 30 10' E F E E 	 4 ' 121.61 30 0 10 	 3i.79' N 116.37, W- 39036 S2730172218 dA/I?7/7a' 78 90- 2498 D 23,84, 050.61 40 10 80, 50 50 F,E- E E 42.96 S 172.3, E 39(1037 1E 
3017923060 09/17178 96 77 2499 D 38;.01 0552.81 40 40 40' 60 20 E E E E 24.45 S 152.26 E 390037 22


3017923062 09/17"/78 96 78 2499 D, 36.98 055.13' 50 70 I0 80 70' E E E E, 25.88 S 1.51.87 E, 390037 26


3017923065'69/17/78 96 79- 2499 D 35.95 054.50 50 50 60 50 40 
 E E E E 
 27.31 S 151,.48 E. 390037 30 

3017923671 09/17/78 96 80 2499 D 34.90 053.92 
 20 10 10 40 30 E' E' E E 2 .73. S 151.09 E 390037 34 
3017923074 09/17/78" 96 81 2499 D 33.83 053 .39 60 60 60 70 60 E E E E 	 30,.17 S 
 150.68 2 390u37 38


3017923080 09/-17'/78"' 96 82 2499' D- 32.76 052.90 70 80 50 90 90 E'E E E. 31 .60 S 1-50.27'F 390037 42

3017923083 09717/78. 96 83 2499 
 6 31'.68 052.46 90' 90 9b' 90 90 E F E E 33.02 S 149.84' E 390037 	 46 




3017923092 09/17778 96 85' 2499 D 29.48 051.71 20 20 30 30 10 E E E E 35.88 
 S 




 96 86 2499 D .28'.37 ,051.40 30 30 30 10 60 E E F E 37.30, s 148'.50 k 390037 5 
3018004011'09/17/78 150 42' 2502 D 54.40 113.79, 80 100 6,0 100 70 F E F F 26,..12 N 087.11 i 390037 62 
3018004013 09/17/78 150 43 2502 D ',54.72.111.66 90, 100 90 100 90 F E F F 24.68 N ,086.73 El 390037 , 66


3018007304 09/17/78 18& 49 2504 D 55.55 098.62 '.0 0 






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 13


06:49 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN x CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


1D DATE # /SPCL ELEM AZIM TOTAL A B C a A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3018100370 09/17/78 115 34 2514 D 50.00 129.75 40 60 30 50 40 E E E E 37.58 R 140.72 E 390037 74


3018100373,09/17/78 115 35 2514 D 50.67 127.97 50 60 30 70 40 E E E E 36.15 N 140.26 E 390037 78


3018100375 09/17/78 115 36 2514 D 51.31 126.14 40 70 30 50 40 E F E E 34.71 N 139.82 E 39003? 82


3018104115 09/17/78 151 54 2516 D 54.82 088.39 10 10 10 30 10 E E E E 08.78 N 081.35 E 390037 86


30181.04122 09/17/78 151 55 2516 D 54.52 086.33 30 40 10 70 10 E E E E 07.32 N 081.01 E 390037 90


3018104124 09/17/78 151 56 2516 D 54.17 084.32 40 50 20 50 40 E E E E 05.87 N 080.68 F 390037 94


3018115545 09/17/78 26 6 2523 0 22.21 181.76 90 100 100 100 90 F F E E 75.64 N 057.00 W 390037 98


3018200404 09/17/78 116 29 2528 D 45.87 138.35 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 44.70 N 141.82 E 390037 102


3018200411 09/17/78 116 30 2528 D 46.70 136.80 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 43.28 N 141.27 E 39003? 106


3018200413 09/17/78 116 31 2528 D 47.51 135.20 90 100 100 100' 90 E F E E 41.86 N 140.75 E 390037 110


3018202222 09/17/78 134 25 2529 D 42.30 144,.28 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 50.32 N 118.44 E 390037 114


3018204171 09/17/78 152 53 2530 D 55.10 091.13 10 NA NA 10 10 M M E E 10.20 N 080.27 E 390037 118


3018204174 09/17/78 152 54 2530 D 54.87 089.02 10 10 10 10 30 E E F E 08.76 N 079.93 E 39003? 120


3018204180 09/17/78 152 55 2530 D 54.59 0$6.96 40 20 60 30 50 F E E E 07.32 N 079.58 E 390037 124

3018217421 09/17/78 45 2 2538 S 17.1b 203.25 40 10 100 50 10 E E E E 79.48 N 063.16 W 390037 128 
3018217423 09/17/78 45 3 2538 S 18.34 196.76 60 100 40 80 30 E E E E 78.69 N 069.66 W 39003? 132 
3018314215 09/17/78 10 3 2550 S 18.04 196.71 90 NA NA 90 90 M M E E 78.65 N 019.37 W 390037 166 
3018316062 09/17/78 28 6 2551 D 21.48 181.89 10 0 0 30 30 E E E E 75.65 N 059.79 W 390037 168 
3018316155 09/17/78 28 29 2551 D 45.41 138.91 10 NA NA 10 10 M M E E 44.69 N 091.94 W 390037 136 
3018316162 09/17/78 28 30 2551 D 46.26 137.38 10 20 0 20 . 0 E E E E 43.27 N 092.50 W 390037 138 
3018316164 09/17/78 28 31 2551 D 47.08 135.81 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 41.84 N 093.01 W 390037 142 
3018316171 09/17/78 28 32 2551 D 47.88 134.21 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.41 N 093.51 W 390037 146 
3018316173 09/17/78 28 33 2551 D 48.64 132.57 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 38.98 N 094.00 W 390037 150 
3018316180 09/17/78 28 34 2551 D 49.37 130.89 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 37.54 N 094.47 W 390037 154 
3018316182 09/17/78 28 35 2551 D 50.08 129.16 10 20 20 10 20 E E E E 36.11 N 094.93 W 390037 158 
3018316185 09/17/78 28 36 2551 0 50.74 127.39 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 34.68 N 095.38 W 390037 162 
3018321174 09/30/78 82 10 2554 D 25,94 169.55 40 60 10 80 40 F E E E 70.86 N 149.13 W 390037 242 
3018321181 09/30/78 82 11 2554 D 27.07 167.22 60 70 30 90 60 E E F E 69.57 N 151.25 W 390037 246 
3018321183 09/30/78 82 12 2554 D 28.18 165.09 .0 90 90 70 80 F F E F 68.26 N 153.13 W 39003? 250 
3018321190 09/30/78 82 13 2554 D 29.29 163.12 80 80 70 90 80 F E F E 66.94 N 154.81 W 390037 254 
3018321192 09130/78 82 14 2554 0 30.39 161.28 90 90 90 100 100 F F F F 65.59 N 156.33 W 390037 258 
3018321195 09/30/78 82 15 2554 D 31.48 159.55 100 100 100 100 100 F F F E 64.24 N 157.70 w 390037 262 
3018321201 09/30/18 82 16 2554 D 32.56 157.91 100 100 100 100 100 F E F E 62.87 N 158.96 W 390037 266 
3018321204 09/30/78 82 17 2554 D 33.63 156.34 100 100 100 100 100 E F F F 61.51 N 160.11 W 39ou37 2/0 
3018402441 09/17/7a 136 50 2557 D 55.45 098.96 80 90 90 90 80 E E E E 14.58 N 104.27 E 390037 172 
3018402444 09/17/78 136 51 2557 D 55.41 096.77 60 80 50 90 30 E E E E 13.15 N 103.91 E 390037 116 
3018407411 09/17/78 190 19 2560 D 35.62 153.39 40 60 40 30 40 E E E E 58.70 N 043.00 E 390037 180 
3018416211 09/17/78 29 28 2565 D 44.25 140.73 10 NA NA 10 10 M M E E 46.09 N 092.80 W 39003? 184 
3018416214 09/17/78 29 29 2565 D 45.13 139.25 ( 10 10 10 0 E E E E 44.67 N 093.37 W 39003? 186 
3r18416220 09/17/78 29 30 2565 D 45.98 137.75 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 43.24 N 093.92 W 390037 190 
ARCNIVA WT UD'RIoG -ARCHE2


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 14


06:49 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER DUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LdNGITUDF ROLL FR 
3018416223 09/17/78 
 29 31 2565 D 46.81 136.19 0 0 0 0 0 E F E E 41.82 N 094.45 W 390037 194


3018416225 09/17/78 29 32 2565 0 47.62 .134.61 0 0 0 0 0 'E F E E 40.40 N 094.96 W S90037 198 
3Q18416232 09/17/78 29 33 2565 D 48.39 133.00 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.97 N 095.4 W 390037 202 
301841,6234 09/17/78 29 34 2565 D 49.13 131.32 20 10 10 50 4o E E E F 37.54 N 095.92 W 390037 206 
ib18416241 09/17/78 29 35 2565 D 49.84 129.61 80 80 90 80 70 E E E E 36.10 N 096.38 W 390037 210 
3018423300 09/17/78 101 66 2569 D 49.13 069.27 80 so 80 90 90 t E E E 08.58 S 149.04 E 390037 214 
3018423303 09/17/78 101 67 2569 D 48.39 067.87 80 ?0 70 90 90 E E F 10.01 S 148.70 E 390037 218 
301$423341 09/17/78 101 76 2569 D 40.51 058.09 90 100 90 100 90 E E E E 22.96 S 145;48 E 390037 222 
3018423344 09/17/78 101 77 2569 D 39.53 07.30 100 100 iO0 100 100 E E E E 24.41 S 145.11 E 390037 226 
3018423 5O 09/1,7/78 101 78 2569 D 38.53 056.55 100 100 100 100 100 E E EF 25.85 S 144.72 E 390037 230 
301842 3,53 09/17/78 101 79 2569 D -37.52 655.86 90 90 90 9b 100 E E E E 27.29 S 144.33 E $9037 234 
3018423355 09/'17178 101 80 2569 D 36.49 055.22 80 90 90 70 70 E E E 28.72 S 143.93 E 390037 238 
INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM








11125/78 LANDSAT 3 'MSS SENSOR PAGE 15


06:51 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD DUALITY CEM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


iD DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT ENTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3000519513 09/30/78 67 17 71 D 22.52 154.67 40 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 61.04 N 138.59 W 390032 180


,3000519520 09/30/78 67 18 71 D 23.53 153.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 59.69 N 139.63 w 0 0


3002008150 09/02/78 188 132 273 N 00.00 1R8.01 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 72.97 S 129.73 W 0 a


3n02008152 09/02/78 188 133 273 N 00.00 190.79 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.71 S 132.31 W 0 0


3002010470 09/02/78 223 1 275 S 10.70 206.70 90 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLL 79.97 N 046.53 E 390032 61?


3002012301 09/02/78 241 1 276 S 10.70 206.92 30 E6EEF NO CCCLI LLLLI 79.97 N 020.71 E 390032 61R


3002014133 '09/02/78 8 1 277 S 10.73 206.94 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.98 N 005.07 W 390032 619


3002019450 09102/78 63 53 280 D 52.03 099.97 40 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.11 N 152.12 W 390032 620


3002022031 09/02/78 81 137 281 N 00.00 198.97 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.80 S 013.21 E 0 0


3002022034 09/02/78 81 138 281 N 00.00 200.69 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.44 S 011.71 E 0 0


3002107361 09/09/78 189 25 287 D 36.51 144.40 20 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLL 50.08 N 039.52 E 390032 492


3002107364 09/09/78 189 26 287 D 37.44 143.15 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.67 N 038.87 E 390032 493


3002107370 09/09/78 189 27 287 D 38.35 141.89 40 FEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 038.26 E 390032 494


3002107373 09/09/78 189 28 287 0 39.24 140.63 70 PFFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 037.67 E 390032 495


3002107375 09/09/78 189 29 287 D 40.11 139.34 40 PFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 037.10 E 390032 496


3002108095 09/09/78 189 106 287 S io.53 060.64 100 ME6EO NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.07 S 000.30 W 390032 497


3002108102 09/09/78 189 107 287 S 09.40 061.71 90 2EEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.39 S 001.77 W 390032 498


3002108214 09/09/78 189 134 287 N 00.00 193.17 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.41 S 136.00 W 0 0


3002109181 09/09/78 207 22 288 D 33.67 148.13 70 FEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL. 54.26 N 115.86 F 390032 499


3002109184 09/09/78 207 23 288 D 34.63 146.89 60 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.87 N 015.10 E 390032 500


3002109190 09/09/78 207 24 288 D 35.59 145.65 60 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.68 N 014.38 E 390032 501


3002109193 09/09/78 207 25 288 D 36.53 144.40 60 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.08 N 013.70 E 390032 502


3002109195 09/09/78 207 26 288 D 37.46 143.15 80 FEEFO NO CCCEL LLLLL 4.68 N 013.05 E 390032 503


3002110524 09/09/78 724 1 289 S 11.09 206.80 30 FFFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.93 N 045.10 c 390032 504


3002112360 09/09/78 242 1 290 S 11.11 206.80 NA F6EFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.96 N 019.28 E 390032 505


3002114191 09/09/78 9 1 291 S 11.10 207.11 10 FEFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 006.51 W 390032 506


3003214005 09/24/78 3 53 444 D 53.82 092.84 60 EEECE NO CCLL LLLLL 10.10 N 066.03 W 390032 1


3003214012 o9j24/78 3 54 444 D 53.63 090.84 40 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.66 N 066.37 w 390032 2


3003214014 09/24/78 3 55 444 D 53.39 088.85 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.22 N 066.71 W 390032 3 
3003214021 09/24/78 3 56 444 D 53.11 086.90 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 05.78 N 067.05 W 390032 4


3003215014 09/24/78 3 199 -444- N 00.00 299.79 NA 4444E NO COCLL LLLLL 21.57 N 093.45 E 0 ?


3003215021 09/24/78 3 200 444 N 00.00 300.63 NA 44442 NO CCCLL LLLLL 23.01 N 093.09 E 0


3003215023 09/24/78 3 201 444 N 00.00 301.41 NA 4444M No CCCLL LLLLL 24.45 N 092.72 E 0 0


3003215030 09/24/78 3 202 444 N 00.00 302.14 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 25.89 N 092.36 E 0 0


3003215405 09/24.78 21 45 445 D 53.50 109.29 20 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.61 N 089.01 W 390032 5


3003215412 09124/78" 21 46 445 D -53.72 107.25 60 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 20.17 N. 089.37 W 390032 6






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 16
.PAGE 
 
06:52 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE #I /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3003215414 09/24/78 21 47 445 D 53.89 105.18 40 EEFEF NO CCCL LLLLL 18.73 N 089.73 W 390032 7 
3003215421 09/24/78 21 48 445 D 54.00 103.11 20 EEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 17.29 N 090.10 W 390032 8" 
3003215423 09/24/78 21 49 445 D 54.07,101.03 20 EEEE6 NO CCCL 'LLLLL 15.86 N 090.46,w 390032 9 
3O031543l 09/24/78 21 50 445 D 54.09,098.9 10 EEEEM NO ECLl. LLLLL 14.42 N_ 090.81 'W 390032 10 
3003215432 09/?4178 21 51 445 0 54.05 096.80. 20 EEEFM NQ E¢CLL'LULL 12.98-N 091g.16 W 390032 11 
3003223110 09/24/78, 93 134 449 N 00.0019Z.29 NA' 4444E NO 'CccLL'LLLLL' 700S 001;53'E' '0 0 
30Q3223'i12 0924/78. 93 135 449 N 00.00, 19§4;55 NA 44 4E, NO, cctL LLLLL 69'55 S 00.58 W a 0 
3003223115 0?/24/78 935136' 449 N, 00o00 196.61 NA 4 t44FNb CCL LLLLL 68.20'S' 002.43,W 0. 0 
3096323121 ;09't24178 93 137 4419 N 00.00.198.57 NA. 44,44E NO. CCtLL LLLLL 6671S 063.94 w" 0 0 
303.23124,09/24/y8 93 138' 449 N. Ob.O0- 2ob'.3. NA. 4444P' No c'LL'LLL' 65.24 S 05 26: W. O 0 
390330027709/4)/78 111p 69, 4 D 45.61 0'66'14 10 EEEFF, NO. CCCL'-LLLU . 1'S94 1 3.61,E 390032 12 
3 3
QO3'p0 ,9t 4,O/7.. 1i29. 25; 43,, D. 41,4.0-5 Y.2. 0, EEIEM, NO- cC LL.L..50 N 1524;526E 39003z. 13' 
36001530:0.124 8: 1?20 26.' 4,51. D 41 .9 141.8?7 0' EEFE, N6 Ct'CL' L't 4 8 70 '4N' 124.287 Ei 3903Z 14 
30030153P2 47-- 81'297 27- 451, 0 42,8l;644 0 E EE Ctr dAL -47 Z29 'N' 12A '26'E 
3p0Y'5 9/24/78&129 28. 451. D, 4,69 '1 ;i0. d.' ,lEE Nb! gC4LLL'L&LU 45 88' N- 12.66'E 3 §0923?% 16 NO:- LU 3900,32' 1S, 
-t5' 00;0 293 5 4Z,5 . 305728: 0.' EE'EEE r NO. ccifIL'LLLl 444 N' 123'10 39P.903301 12 5 4,1, N i753 .C tt .' lb,,3*qI
3h 0 i.'509g,24!?8;, I:,!,20i 452 N 00,0"0 3P9.2, NA 4444F NO, " t'L' ,LLL' 33 048N' 1 .&uw 0 
3Q0'30425.09/24J78t 1fr7.28J 452. N, 09100 56 A' ' - N,' CCCO''LL) 34 45 'N 16.64' a40 -30 5?0:09 1  9:210  ; 0 ,.  .30 .2', N  4444E. O - ccLt LkJ L 52 N 37 09 N 0 0 
46§3<,j4 0924(78 147. 2b8 45?. N 00.0O3p6.45 . 44/4E n CCRLLCL' 323 N' 17055 W 0 0 
300330b55.'/24'78,1472ji, 45,2. 14 00.-03p675 TMA 4Af N OCL L L'LL' 35.72" N 134.W4 0 0 
3Q0b04.56?0"0"9q/278I.83 252-- 4524 N, 00.13 A, 4E NO0~4,4E.E CfLtLtfL'LL 5O158 N. 14.120 N 0O,3~.0 1 
30,3304022 091/24/78. 19. 26 45 . 00 007,1I N3, 4444E. NO ' CCL'LILLI. 4'o52 N' 01 4' 0 0 
3Q0A30031' 9/24f78 147 2 452 N 00.70 31.. 707 4444jE'NO ECtLL fLL 44.3.' N" 12W.?? 0 0 
3f304h.07-2 09/24y78 1487 24 4,52 N, 0 3b.457.56 NA" 4E4E NO CCC'LI LILLI- , 4Z93 1 1-10472.84 - 3 0 20/ 1  96  4O.'009270.4 0 44E' , CUL'IiLL I N 0 5.65 W- 0. 21300,04 7. 
:303397? 0912,J7& '83 2120 5 4244 N 41.13 1,35.26, 89 E7EErg N' CC$I 1 L'Lll 4d.0'&N. 045.124 F 390032 189 45 4<6 37.'48 60 44 lN6 CCC L& L iL' 4"4.435' 12045.69 & 3 0 22i03073',00,'8~ -~E300330742 09124/78 183 26 - 2 4 ) . -4 I; N ' 4,4,4E 09 'CC'LL' LLLL C.68 N 1 7.4 W 30 
3003,50dl125 09/24/78 183 218 4542 4.0 140.41 70 FEEE, NO CCCI' CLICL 4.79"N , F 3102 20 03 00330 09/24./,7 8 183 134 4,24 N, 90'.0 3b9:2.36 NA' 4'4 wri CC CLI ULL'LL 45792654k N, T270.5
8 0 04WE
6i'300371 0/2,4/78 183 21 452 k 3,00 135. N 70 4,44E NO CCL VlL( L 54 N. 0.25 . 390 0 a14. L-ULLIC F3d00'3567103'6 09/ 2,4/?7,8 1,8.5 18 D 41350 143'.26 49 E F" No I' 50.708 N - 45'..1,E 390 is 
303307049'2 09t24./78 183 30 482 D 45.43 15.98 80 FE NO -L 1 43.0.N 045.15 902 2 

30035071150091247 185 21 4,8, D 38.00 148.00 30 E E NO LL 5.64 N 048.20 E 0 0 
3003507121 09124/78 185 22 42 D 3.9.00 147.00 10 N49 'N, L L 54.2'6 N 047.40 E 3 0 0 
3603507124 09/24/78 185 23 482 D 40.00 145.00 . 140 E NO If L 55.6 046.65 E 0 0 
3003507130 09/24/78 185', 24 482 D' -40.00 144.00 10 EF NO ' L L .51,4e N 045.02 E 0 0 
ARIHIVAhTAPADRM OG -ARCHIM 
11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 17 
06:52 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3003507133 69/24/78 185 25 482 D 41.00 143.00 50 E NO L L 50.08 N 045.25 E 0 0


3003507135 09/24/78 185 26 482 D 42.00 141.00 .50 E NO L L 48.66 N 044.58 E 0 0


3003507142 09/24/78 185 27 482 D 43.00 140.00 100 E NO L L 47.26 N 043.97 E 0 0


3003507144 09/24/78 185 28 482 D 44.00 138.00 100 E NO L L 45.84 N 043.3F F 0 0


3003507151 09/24/78 185 29 482 D 45.00 137.00 100 E NO L L 44.43 N 042.82 E 0 0


3003507153 09/24/78 185 30 482 D 46.00 135.00 100 E NO L L 43.01 N 042.28 E 0 0


3003507585 09/24/78 185 134 482 N 00.00 192.00 100 E NO L L 70.69 S 130.40 d 0 0


3003517333 09124/178 42 26 488 D 42.92 141.57 40 FFFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.70 N 110.33 W 390032 24 
3003517335 09/24/78 42 27 488 D 43.80 140.10 60 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 47.29 N 110.94 w 390032 25


3003517342 09/24178 42 28 488 D 44.65 138.61 50 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.88 N 111.53 W 39U032 26


3003517344 09/24/78 42 29 488 D 45.49 137.09 40 EEEFE NO CCCLL LuLLL 44.46 N 112.09 w 390032 27


3003517351 09/24/78 42 30 488 D 46.29 135.54 10 FFFEF NO CCCLL LL L 43.04 N 112.63 W 390032 28


3003517353 09/24/78 42 31 488 D 47.07 133.96 10 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.63 N 113.16 W 390032 29


3003517360 09/24/78 42 32 488 D 47.82 132.36 10 FFFFF NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.21 N 113.66 W 390032 301


3003517362 09/24/78 42 33 488 D 48253 130.71 20 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.78 N 114.16 W 390032 31


3003517365 09/24/78 42 34 488 D 49.22 129.01 30 FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.36 N 114.63 W 390032 32


3003517371 09/24/78 42 35 488 D 49.88 127.28 70 EEFEM NO CCCLI LLLLL 35.93 N 115.09 W 390032 33


3003517374 09/24/78 42 36 488 0 50.50 125.51 80 FFFFM NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.51 N 115.53 W 390032 34


3003517380 09/24/78 42 37 488 D 51.08 123.69 50 EFEEM NO CCCLL LLLL 33.08 N 115.97 w 390032 35


3003517383 09/24/78 42 38 488 D 51.63 121.83 50 FFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.65 N 116.39 W 390032 36 
'3003519141 09/24/78 60 20 489 D 37.00 150.00 90 E NO L L 57.08 N 131.67 W 0 p 
3003519144 09/24/78 60 21 489 D 38.00 148.00 90 F NO L L 55.69 N 132.53 W 0 0 
3003519150 09/24/78 60 22 489 D 39.00 147.00 80 E No L L 54.29 N 133.33 W 0 ,


3003519153 09/24/78 60 23 489 D 40.00 145.00 80 E NO L L 52.89 N 134.08 W 0 q


3003921162 09/09/78 82 10 546 D 28.28 1'67.96 NA E222 NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 149.68 W 390032 264


3003921165 09/09/78 82 11 546 D 29.38 165.65 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLL 69.25 N 151.72 W 390032 265


3003921171 09/09/78 82 12 546 D 30.46 163.53 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 153.53 W 390032 266 
3003921174 09/09/78 82 13 546 D 31.54 161.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 155.16 W 390032 267


3003921180 09/09178 82 14 546 D 32.61 159.70 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 156.64 W 390032 265


3003921183 09/09/78 82 15 546 D 33.67 157.93 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 157.97 W 390032 269


3003921185 09/09/78 82 16 546 0 34.72 156.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 159.20 d 390032 270


3003921192 09/09/78 82 17 546 D 35.76 154.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 61.22 N 160.34 W 390032 271


3003921194 09/09/78 82 18 546 D 36.79 153.06 70 EE EE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 161.38 W 390032 272


3003921201 09/09/78 82 19 546 D 37.79 151.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 162.35 W 390032 273


3003921203 09/09178 82 20 546 D 38.80 150.02 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLL 57.09 N 163.26 w 390032 274


3003921210 09/09/78 82 21 546 D 39.78 148.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 164.11' W 390032 275


3003921212 09/09f78 82 22 546 D 40.74 147.05 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLL 54.31 N 164.91 W 0 n


3004800105 09/02/78 108 71 659 0 41'.92 U56.93 NA MMMMM NO, CCCLL LLLLL 15.82 S 137.23 E 0 0


3004800112 09/02/78 108 72 659. D 40.93 056.06 0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLL 17.26 S 136.87 E 390032 621
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06:53 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW'ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM, MICFLM


It DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3004800360 09/02/78 108 131 659 N 00.00 183.13 NA 444,E NO CCCLL LLLL 74.28 S 012.07 W 0 0 
300800362 09102/78 108 132 659 N 00.00 186:20 NA. 4444E NO CCCLL LLL L 73.21 S 015.10. W 0 0 
3004800365 09102/78 108 133 659 N O000 189.04 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.86 S 017.65 W 0 0 
3004801353 09/0,2178 126 26 660 D 47;23. 139.91 30 FEEEE. NO CCCLL ILLLL 48.70 N 129.18 E 390032 623 
36o,4 q355 09/02/78' 126 27 660, D 48.07 138.2,5 20 EEEEE NO C CLL LiiL 47.29 N 128;56 E 39003? 62'4 
3004801362 09/02/78 126 28, 660 D 48.,8,9 136,.53 10 EE EEE, NO CCCLL LLLL 45.88 N 127.97 E 390032 625 
3004 80,13641.0902478 126 29 660- D. 49.,67 134.79 NA MMMMM NO, CCCLL LLEL 44.46, N 127.40 E D o 
30,0481,371 09/02/78, 126 30 660 D 50.43 133.00 NA, MMMME. NO CCCLL LLCLL 43.04 N, 126.86 E D 0 
3048-37,3 09,/02178. 1,26 31 660, D 5-.15 131.17 NA, 222E NO, CCCLL LLI L 41.62 N 126,.3 E 0 0 
3'0048,0,138a 0,902,/78. 126 32 660 D 51,-.84 129.30: 0, EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 40.20 N 125,.84, E 390032 626 
3,0480,382'0902/78 126- 33 660 D 52.49 127.389 0, FEEEE NO- CCCLL LL LC 38.7& N, 125.36 E 390632 627 
30,04''01348',09/02/78 126 34, 660, 53.10 125.42 0 EEEEt N, CC LILL 37.35 tl 124.88 E 39,0032 628 
3,004_8220,80 0:30/178, 91' 10 672 0, 31. 4 168.3-3 10, M4,FEF NO CCCLL' LLUtL 70.53 N 162.5 w 39,0032 181 
3004'822083,0O/i3/?7 94 11 67t D 32;56 165.9,5 10 FE,EEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 69'.24 N, 164.62W 390032 182 
30048' 220 09/30/78' 91 12 672 D 33.65- 163.76 NA M222M, NO, CCCLI 1LL 67.95 N 166.44 W 0 0 
300 01444,"09/17/78 13" 27- 835 D 51..86.135.96 60 2EFEQ NO CCCLL (LLL 47.26 N:. 069.28 W 390034 74 
30,0601448101'1747& 13"' 2? 835 D 52,.56, 134,.b2 60 EEEi0, NO. CCCL'L LLCLL 45.85 N 069.8 W 390034 75 
30,d6l,4483, 09/11 /78 13 29, 835 D. 53,29 132.03 40 EEEFO NO CCCLL, LLLLL 44.44 N 070.44 W 390034 76 
306014490 09/17'17? 13 30 835 D 53.98, 130.00 10 EE,FFO NO CCCLL 'ILLL 4S 03 N, 071.00 W , 390034 77 
30060,144.92 09/17178 13 31 835 D 54.63 127.91 10 EEEFO NO- CCCLL LLLLL 41.61 N 071.51 W 390034 78 
300'60144,9,5 09/1,7178 13 32 835' D 55.24, 125.77 30 EFEO NO CC'LL LLLLL 40.19.N' 072.02 W 390034 79 
3,0460145bI'09/1.7/78 13 33 8,35 D 55J.A 1,2,3,.57 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.7k N, 072.50' W 0 
3006218252.09/17174, 51 26. 865. D0 51.00 137.00 0 E NO L L 48.68,N 123.18 W 0 0 
300621I82-54 09/17/78 51 27, 8,65 D 52.00' 135.00 0 E NO L L 47.26 N 123.80 w 0 0 
3006 2182.1- 09/171/,, 51. 28 865 D 53.00, 133.00 10 E NO L L 45.84 N 124.38 W 0 0 
3006218263 09/17/78 51. 29- 865 0 53.00 131.00 10 E N6 L L 44.44 N 124.95, w 0, 0 
3p06218270"09/17'/78 51 30 865 0 54.60.129.00 0 E NO L LI 4303 N 12,5.50 W 0 0 
3006412471 09/03178' 2-32 178 889 N 00,,00 28-7.4,7 NA 4444E NO, CCCLL LLLLL 08.65 S 132.26 E 0 0 
3006412473 09,03178 232 179 889 N 00.00 289.32 NA 4444F NO CCCLL LL,1 07.21 S 131;94 E 0 0 
3006412,480 09/03/78 232. 180 889 N 00.00 291.9 NA MMMM NO CCCLIL LL1L 05.77 S 131.60 E 0 0 
3006413384 09/03/78 250 54 890 D 54.88 072.50 NA 2222F NO CCCLI 1LLL 08.65 N 060-.5M V 0 0 
07

30061413390 09/03/78 250 55 8?0 D 54.21 070.64 90 EEEEF NO C-CLL LLELL .20 N 060:.92 W 390032 37

3006415190 09/03-/,78 17 47 891 D 58.30 087.56 20 FEfEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 18.72 N 083.97.-W 390032 38

3006415192 09/'03/78 17 48 891 D' 57.97 085.19 20 fEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 17.29 N 084.33 W 390032 3?

3906415195 09/03/78 17 49 891 D 57.58 082.88 5'0 EEEEE. NO CCCLL LLLLL 15.85 N 084.68 W, 390032 40

3006415213 09103/78 17 53 891 D 55.52 074.39 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.09 N 086.07 W 390032 41

3006504535 09/03/78 161 20 899 D, 46.88 148.20 80 FFFFF NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.06 N 083.45 E 390032 42 
3006504542 09/03/78 161 21 899 D 47.83 146.40 90 FEEEF NO CCCLLLLLLL 55.67 N 082.60 E 390032 43 
300650454$ 09/03/78 161 22 899 D - 48.75 144;57 -,90- EEEEF, NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.28-N 0&1.80 E 390032 44 




11/25/78 LANbSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 1 19 
FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78
06:54 
 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/N1TE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3006504553 09/03/78 161 24 899 0 50.52 140.86 50 EFEEE NO CECLL LLLLL 51.49 N 080.33 E 390032 46 
3006504560 09/03/78 161 25 899 O 51.36 138.97 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.09 N 079.65 E 390032 47 
3006504562 09/03/78 161 26 899 D 52.17 137.05 30 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.68 N 079.01 E 390032 48 
3006504565 09/03/78 161 27 899 D 52.94 135.07 10 FEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.27 N 078.39 E 390032 49 
3006504571' 09/03/78 161 28 899 D 53.69 133.04 10 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.86 N 077.80 E 390032 50 
3006504574 09/03/78 161 29 899 D 54.40 130.96 10 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.45 N 077.25 E 390032 51 
3006512455 09/03178 233 161 903 N 00.00 247.62 NA MRMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 S 137.23 E 0 0 
3006513222 09/03/178 250 1 904 D 25.98 211.00 NA 22220 NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 007.81 E 0 0 
3006513435 09/03/78 251 53 904 D 55.50 073.95 70 EtEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.09 N 061.67 W 390032 52 
3006513442 09/03/78 251 54 904 0 54.85 072.02 70 FEESO NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.64 N 062.01 w 390032 53 
3006513444 09/03/78 251 55 904 D 54.16 070'17 70 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.20 N 062.35 w 390032 54 
3006515251 09/03/78 18 48 905 D 58.01 084.70 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 17.29 N 085.76 w 390032 55 
3006515253 09/03/78 IS 49 905 0 57.61 082.40 20 2EEFO NO CCClL LLLLL 15.85 N 086.11 w 390032 56 
3006515260 09/03/78 18 50 905 D 57.16 080.16 60 E2EFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 14.41 N 086.46 w 390032 57 
3006515262 09/03178 18 51 905 D 56.65 078.00 50 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 12.97 N 086.82 w 390032 5F 
3006515265 09/03/78 18 52 905 D 56.10 075.91 40 EE2EO NO CCCLL LLLLl 11.53 N 087.16 w 390032 59 
3006522531 09/03/78 90 132 909 N 00.00 185.75 NA 44440 NO COCLL LLLLL 72.97 5 010.82 E 0 0 
3006522534 09/03/78 90 133 909 N 00.00 188.85 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.73 S 008.22 E 0 0 
3006522541 09/03/78 90 134 909 N 00.00 191.56 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.46 S 005.95 E 0 0 
3006522543 09/03/78 90 135 909 N 00.00 194.06 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLL 69.17 S 003.93 E 0 0 
3006522550 09/03/78 90 136 909 N 00.00 196.38 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.87 S 002.12 E 0 0 
3006613503 09/03/78 1 55 918 D 54.12 049.73 60 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.21 N 063.80 w 390032 60 
3006615294 09/03/78 19 4S 919 D 58.94 091.47 30 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.59 N 086.09 w 390032 61 
3006615300 09/03/78 19 46 919 b 58.70 089.00 50 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 20.16 N 086.46 w 390032 62 
3006615303 09/03/78 19 47 919 O 58.40 086.56 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 18.72 N 086.82 W 390032 63 
3006615305 09/03/78 19 48 919 0 58.04 084.19 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 17.28 N 087.18 w 390032 64 
3006615312 09/03/78 19 49 919 D 57.63 081.89 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLL 15.84 N 087.53 W 390032 65 
3006615314 09/03/78 19 50 919 0 57.16 079.66 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 14.40 N 087.88 w 390032 66 
3006615321 09/03/78 19 51 919 D 56.65 077.51 40 EEEEE NO CECLL LLLLL 12.96 N 088.22 w 390032 67 
3006622081 09/30/78 91 10 923 , 36.00 168.52 so EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.51 N 162.57 w 390032 183 
3006622083 09/30/78 91 11 923 0 38.01 166.00 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.22 N 164.61 w 390032 184 
3006622090 09/30/78 91 12 923 0 39.11 163.66 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.92 N 166.41 W 0 0 
3006622595 09/03/78 91 134 923 N 00.00 191.50 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLL 70.46 S 004.53 E 0 0 
3006623001 09/03/78 91 135 923 N 00.00 194.00 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.17 S 002.48 E 0 0 
3006703232 09/03/78 145 23 926 D 50.13 142.47 60 EEEEE No CCCLL LLLLL 52.89 N 104.00 F 390032 68 
3006703235 09/03/78 145 24 926 D 50.99 140.58 80 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.49 N 103.28 E 390032 69 
3006703311 09/03/78 145 42 926 D 59.35 098.80 90 FEFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 25.90 N 094.30 E 390032 70 
3006703314 09/03/78 145 43 926 D 59.29 096.23 80 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 24.47 N 093.91 E 390032 71 
3006703320 09/03/78 145 44 926 D 59.16 093.68 60 EFEFE NO CCCtL LLLLL 23.03 N 093.53 E 390032 72 
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06:54 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN- SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3006703325 09/03/78 145 46 926 D 58.72 088.67 20 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 20.16 N 092.79 E 390032 74


3006801470 09/03/78 128 26 939 D 52.85 136.50 80 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.68 N 126.35 E 390032 75


3006801473 09/03/78 128 27 939 D 53.62 134.45 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 125.75 E 390032 76


3006801475 09/03/78 128 28 939 D 54.35 132.37 70 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 125.16 E 390032 77


3006801482 09/03/78 128 29 939 D 55.04 130.25 40 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 124.59 E 390032 78


3006801484 09/03/78 128 30 939 D 55.69 128.07 10 EEEEO NO CCCEL LLLL 43.02 N 124.05 E 390032 79


3006801491 09/,03/78 128 31 939 D 56.29 125.84 0 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 123.53 E 390032 s0


3006801493 09/03/78 128 32 939 D 56.85 123.54 0 EEECO NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 123.03 r 390032 81


3006801500 09/03/78 128 33 939 D 57.37 121.19 0 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 122.54 E 390032 82


006801502 09/03/78 .128 34 939 D 57.83 118.78 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 122.06 E 390032 83


5006801505 09/03/78 128 35 939 0 58.23 116.34 0 EEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 N 121.60 E 390032 84


3006801511 09/03/78 128 36 939 0 58.58 113.85 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL 1LLLL 34.49 N 121.15 E 390032 85


3006801514 09/03/78 128 37 939 D 58.88 111.31 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.,06 N 120.71 F 390032 86


3006801520 f09103/78 128 38 939 D 59.12 108.73 20 EEEEC NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.63 N 120.29 E 390032 67


3006801523 09/03/78 128 39 939 D 59.29 106.15 40 EFFFO NO CCCLL L4LLL 30.20 N 119.87 E 390032 8.


3006801525 09/03/78 128 40 939 D 59.40 1,03.56 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.77 N 119.47, E 390032 89 

3006801'532 09/03/78 128 41 939 D 59.45 100.96 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLkLL 27.33 N 11-9.07 E 390032 90 

3006801534 09/03/78 128 42 939 D 5,9.44 098.35 80 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 25.90 N 118.68 E 390032 91 

3006801541 09/03178 128 43 939 0 59.37 095.77 80 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 24.47 N 118.29 E 390032 92 

3007115505 09/03/78 24 27 989 D 54.39 133.68 10 EFEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.24 N 085.01 W '390032 93 

3007ii5511 09/03/78 24 28 989 D 55.10 131.55 30 EEEFE NO CCCLL LILLI 45.83 N 085.61 W 390032 94 

300715514 '09103/78 24 29 989 D 55.77 129.36 70 EEEEE NO CCCLL tLLLL 44.43 N 086.18 W 390032 95 

3007115520 09/03/78 24 30 989 D '56.40 127.12 90 EEEEE NO CECLL LLLLL 43.01 N 086.73 W 390032 96 

3007115523 09/03/78 24 31 989 D 56.98 124.81 100 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.59 N 087.25 W 390032 97 

3007115525 09/03/78 24 32 989 D 57.52 122.45 100 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 087.76 W 390032 9F 

3007115532 09/03/78 24 33 989 D 58.00 120.03 100, EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 088.25 W 390032 99 

3007115534 09/03/78 24 34 989 D 58.43 117.57 100 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.33 N 086.73 W 390032 10 

3007115541 09/03/78 24 35 989 D 58.81 115.06 90 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 N 089.18 W 390032 101 

3007115543 09/03/78 24 36 989 D 59.13 112.50 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.48 N 089.63 W 390032 102 

3007115550 09/03/78 24 37 989 D 59.39 109.91 20 EEEES NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 N 090.07 W 390032 103 

3007115552 09/03/78 24 38 989 D 59.59 107.28 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.62 N 090.50 W 390032 104 

3007115555 09103/78 24 39 989 D 59.72 104.63 0 EEEEM NO CCLL LLLLL 30.19 N 090.91 W 390032 105 

3007115561 09/03/78 24 40 989 D 59.80 102.00 0 EFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.76,N 091.32 W 390032 106 

3007918194 09/30/78 50 26 1102 D 55.09 134.25 70 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 121.72 W 390032 166 
3007918200 09/30/78 50 27 1102 D 55.81 132.04 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 122.34 W 390032 167 

3007918203 09/30/78 50 28 1102 D 56.48 129.77 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLL 45.85 N 122.92 W 390032 168 

3007918205 09/30/78 50 29 1102 D 57.11 127.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 44.43 N 123.48 W 390032 169 

3007918212 09/30/78 50 30 1102 D 57.69 125.06 90 FEE2 NO CCCL LLL 43.01 N 124.02 W 390032 170 

3007918214 09/30/78 50 31 1102 D 58.?2.122.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 124.54 W 390032 171 

3007918221 09/30778 50 32 1102 D 58.71 120.12 40 E2EE NO CC-CL LLL 40.17 N. 125.04 W 390032 172 
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06:55 FROM 09/01/78 TO 'C19/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY ":CM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3008420255 09/30/78 73 12 1173 D 42.86 162.87 30 2EEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 67.89 N 140.58 W 390032 173


3008420261 09/30/78. 73 13 1173 D 43.92 160.56 20 EEE2E 'NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.58 N 142.21 W 390032 174


3008420264 09/30/78 73 14 1173 D 44.97 158.34 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.25 N 143.68 W 390032 175 
3008420270 09/30/78 73 15 1173 D 46.01 156.20 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 63.90 N 145.02 W 390032 176 
3008420272 09/30/78 73 16 1173 D 47.02 154.11 70 EEEEF £40 CCCLL LLLLL 62.55 N 146.25 W 390032 177 
3008420275 09/30/78 73 17 1173 D 48.02 152.06 90 EFEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 61.18 N 147.37 W 390032 178 
3008420281 09/30/78 73 18 1173 D 49.00 150.02 90 EEEEM N0 CCCLL LLLL 59.81 N 148.42 V 390032 179 
3008520311 09/24/78 74 11 1187 D 41.00 165.00 NA M No L L 69.18 N 140.18 W 0 0 
3008520313 09/24/78 74 12 1187 D 43-00 162.00 10 F '40 L L 67.86 N 142.00 W 0 0 
3008520320 09/24/78 74 13 1187 D 44.00 160.00 30 F N0 L L 66.54 N 143.62 W 0 0 
3008520322 09/24/78 74 14 1187 D 45.00 158.00 90 E NO L L 65.21 N 145.08 W 0 0 
3008520324 09/24/78 74 15 1187 D 46.00 156.00 90 E '10 L L 63.88 N 146.42 W 0 0 
3008520331 09/24/78 74 16 1187 D 47.00 154.00 60 E NO L L 62.51 N 147.65 W 0 0 
3008520333 09/24/78 74 17 1187 D 48.00 151.00 70 E N(' L L 61.16 N 148.78 W 0 0 
3008520340 09/24/78 74 18 1187 D 49.00 149.00 80 F 10 L L 59.79 N 149.82 w 0 0 
3008520342 09/24/78 74 19 1187 D 50.00 147.00 90 F '40 L L 58.41 N 150.78 W 0 a 
3008720423 09/17/78 76 11 1215 D 42.00 165.00 0 E 1,0 L L 69.19 N 143.07 W 0 0 
3008720430 09/17/78 76 12 1215 D 43.00 162.00 10 E NO L L 67.89 N 144.88 W 0 0 
3008720432 09/17/78 76 13 1215 D 44.00 160.00 30 E '-0 L L 66.58 N 146.50 W 0 0 
3008720435 09/17/78 76 14 1215 D 45.00 158.00 50 E N4O L L 65.25 N 148.00 w 0 0 
3008720441 09/17/78 76 15 1215 D 46.00 155.00 80 E NO L L 63.91 N 149.32 W 0 0 
3008720444 09/17/78 76 16 1215 D 47.00 153.00 80 E 1qO L L 62.54 N 150.55 W 0 0 
3008720450 09/17/78 76 17 1215 D 48.00 151.00 90 E NO L L 61.18 N 151.68 W 0 0 
3008720453 09/17t78 76 18 1215 D 49.00 149.00 90 E NO L L 59.81 N 152.72 W 0 0

3008720455 09/17/78 76 19 1215 D 50.00 147.00 90 E 'W L L 5P.43 N 153.68 W 0. U 
3008720462 09/17/78 76 20 1215 D 51.00 145.00 NA N No L L 57.04 N 154.58 W 0 0 
3008801334 09/17/78 112 214 1217 N 00.00 317.00 90 F NqO L L 43.01 N 069.27 V 0 0 
3008813252 09/03/78 238 187 1224 N 00.00 307.41 NA MMMMM N40 CCCLL LLLLL 04.32 N 120.68 E 0 0 
3008813255 09/03/78 232 1P8 1224 N 00.00 308.36 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLL 05.76 N 120.35 E 0 0 
3008813261 09/03/78 238 189 1224 N 00.00 309.25 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.20 N 120.01 E 0 0 
3008902040 09/03/78 131 25 1232 D 55.55 134.78 60 E666M iNO CCCLL LLL L 50.07 N 122.71 E 390032 107 
3008902042 09/03/78 131 26 1232 D 56.26 132.51 30 EEEEE N0 CCCLL LLLL 48.67 N 122.07 E 390032 -108 
3008902045 09/03/78 131 27 1232 D 56.94 130.18 40 EEEEE N0 CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 121.46 E 390032 109 
3008902051 09/03/78 131 28 1232 D 57.57 127.80 60 EEEEE Nn CCCLL L1LL 45.85 N 120.87 E 390032 110 
3008902053 09/03/78 131 29 1232 D 58.15 125.36 50 EEEEE '40 CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 120.30 E 390032 111 
3008902060 09/03/78 131 30 1232 D 58.68 122.P6 20 FEFEE NO CCCLL LLLL 43.02 N 119.76 E 390032 112 
3008902062 09/03/78 131 31 1232 D 59.16 120.30 20 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 119.23 E 390032 113 
3008902065 09/03/78 131 32 1232 D 59.59 117.69 10 EEEEE 1NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 118.73 E 390032 114 
3008902071 09/03/78 131 33 1232 D 59.95 115.03 30 EEFEE '40 CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 118.25 f 390032 115 
3008905282 09/03/78 167 20 1234 D 51.45 145.41 -50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 57.03 N 074.90 E 390032 ..116 
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06:55 .... FROM 09101/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % COLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE .# /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3008905285 09/03/78 167 21 1234 D 52.34 143.34 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.65 N 074.04 E 390032 117 
3008905291 09/03/78 167 2 1234 v 53.20 141.25 60 . EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 N 073.23 E 390032 ll& 
3008905294 09/03/78 167 23 1234 0 54.02 139.13 40 EfEEE NO CCCLL LLLL" 52.87 N' 072.48 F 39003? 119 
3008905300 09/03/78 167 24 1234 D' 54.81 136.96 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 51.47' N 071.77 E 390032 120 
308905303 09/03/78 167 25 1234 D 55.56 134.75 70 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLl 50;06 N 071.10 E 390032 121


3008905305 09/03178"167 26 '1234 D 56.28 132.47 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.66 N 070.46 E 39b032 122'


3'00,205554 09f03/78'170 44 1276 D' 59.71 084.40' 10, FEEEE NO CULL LLLI 2302 N 057.71 E' 39032 123'






3009205563-09/03/78" 170 46 1276 D: 58:82 079.53 20 FEFEE NO CCCLI LL{LL 2M 15' N 056.97rE 390032 125


36d9,20 565•.09'03/78' 170- 47' 1276- D' 58 29 '07 21- 30' fiE N6 CCELL LLLIL 18;71"N 05&.61 E 390032 126


3od9,2o65709L0 '/78 1'70 48 1276 D 5747i 075'00'- 40 EEEEM' 06 CCCLL LLLU. 1'X27 N, 05625_ E' 390052. 12i' 
36092O6072t09/0?79- 170 72 i27t, D 34.43 04 5' 56 EiEEE NO CCCLL LELL 17.28 S 048.02:E 3?0032 128" 
3660,203ji 01'0o 8" 6i 20' 1284 D 51A80d 1% 60" EEEEE' NO ccdL kLLLL 540g4'N lt5.92 W 390032 401
'309 O22'5o09/6317?135 32 128- . D 59 81 116 76 I6 EEEk NO CCL[LLLL 40A1'7"N 1it.6?F, 390032 129 
3093023c1,09/03/78'135' 33' 1288" D 60.i,,114'06' 10 EEEE NO'- CCCLL:LiLi 38:75 N' 112.5; E' 3?b6n 130


3,009302,304''09.0378"135- 34' 1,28' D 60 .43 -1V1ii34 16t EEEEE' N16' CCCLLLLLIL 3.732'N 112.0'1.E 
 39003'2 13,1'

30093023i0j09t0 /'78"135 35 128'9 v 60'66'108;57' 1' FEEE N6 CCCLL'LLLLL 35 96N'- 11'I 61AE' "9v' 132 
30093O2313-0900/79-135 36- 1289- D 6081 '1d57' 6 EtEEE NO CCCLL.LLLL 34.47-N" 11i16"E 3?0032 133 
3009304081 09/03/78:153 20. 1289 D 51.83 144 W9? 86" EEEEE NO' CtCLL'LULL 57.04' N 0996 E: 390032-' 13Z 
30093040$3 0?/t05/8> 153" 1289 P 52J1 142.86 70 EEEEE N' CCCtL LLLL 55.65 N' 0941 E_ 390032 135


30093040§0 09,03/'78.1 3 22, 129" 0 53j56 140.73' 90 EEEFE- NO' CCCLL LLLLL 5,4.26'N 0931'E 390032' 136­

3009304092 09/03/79"153 23' 1289' D 54.37 138'57' 90' FEEEE' NO' CCCLL'LLLLL. 52i87 N' 092.56 'E' 390032 187


3009305512 09/08/78 171 2b 129,0 D 51.,87 144;90 60' FVFE NO' CdCL LLLLL 57.00 N 069.2d E' 390032- 220


30355 5 09108i78.171 21 1290 D 52;74 142.80 60 EFFEE NO CCLL ILLIL 55.62 N' 068.35 E 39003!2 221


30030521 09/08/78 171* 22 1290" D 53.58 140.68 80' EFFEE NO CCCLL' LL'11 54:23-N 067 56 E 390032 Z22

3009305524 09/08/78 171 23 1290 0 54.4b 138.52 80, FFFEE' NO CeCL LL1LL 52.84'N 066.80,'E 390032 223


3009305530 09108/78"171 24- 1290' D 55 I[136.31 80' FFFEE NO CC,CL'LLLLL 51.44 N' 066.09 t 39003 224


3009305533'09/08A78 171 25 1290 D 55.91" 134.06 80 FFFEE NO' CCCLL LLLLL 50.04:N, 065.40 E 390032 225


300?307335 09/08/78:189 18 1291 D 50.04 14'9.04 20 FFFEE NO' CCCCL LLtL 59.73:N 045.28 E 390032 226


3009307341 09/08/78 189 19 1291' D 50.97 14697' 10 FFFEE NO' CCCLL'LLLLL 58.37 N' 044.31 E 390032 227


3609307344 00/08/19 189 20 1291'' D 51.87 144,89 30 FFEEE NO CCCLL' LLLLL 56.99 N 043,40 E 390032 228 
3069307350 09/08/78 189 21 1291 D 52.75 142.80 50 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.61 N' 042.55 E 390031 229


3009307353 09/08/78 189 22 1291 D 53.59 140.67 60 FFEEE NO CCCLL'LLLIL 54.22 N 041.75 E 390D32 230


3009307355 09/08/78'189' 23 1291 D 54.40 138.51' 70 FFEEE NO CCCLL'LLLLL 52z83 N 041.00 E' 390032 231


3009307362 09/08/78 189 24 1291 55.18 '136.31 40 FFEEE- NO' CCCLL-LeLLL 51.44 N 040.27. E 39b032 232


3009307364 09/08/78 189 25 1291 D 55.9 2 134.05 60' FFEEE' NO CCCCL LLLLL 50.04 N 039.'6Q E' 390032 233


3009307371 09/08/78 189' 26 i291 o 56.62 131i75 30 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.63 N 038.96 E 390032 234






3009307380 09/08/78 189 28 1,291 D 57.89 126.97 40 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.82 N' 037..75:E 390032 236
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06:56 FROM 09/01/78 To 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3009423345 09/03/78 101 80 1314 D 24.48 042.60 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 $ 144.00 E 390032 138


3009500594 09/03/78 119 36 1315 D 60.84 105.41 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 'N 134.09 E 390032 139


3009502412 09/03/78 137 32 1316 D 59.89 116.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 110.16 E 390032 140


3009502414 09/03/78 137 33 1316 D 60.22 113.64 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 109.67 E 390032 141


3009502421 09/03/78 137 34 1316 D 60.49 110.91 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLI 37.32 N 109.20 E 390032 142


3009502423 09/03/78 137 35 1316 D 60.70 108.14 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N 108.75 E 390032 143


3009502430 09/03/78 137 36 1316 D 60.84 105.36 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N 108.30 E 390032 144


3009502432 09/03/78 137 37 1316 D 60.92 102.57 80 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 107.84 E 390032 145


3009502435 09/03/78 137 38 1316 D 60.93 099.79 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 107.40 E 390032 146


3009502441 09/03/78 137 39 1316 D '60.87 097.01 90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 106.98 E 390032 147 

3009514311 09/03/78 11 1 1323 D 31.49 211.03 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 009.38 W 390032 148 

3009519481 09/03/78 66 18 1326 D 50.22 148.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 138.36 W 390032 334 

3009519484 09/03/78 66 19 1326 D 51.15 146.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 139.33 W 390032 335 

3009523385 09/03/78 102 76 1328 D 29.25 043.68 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 S 144.11 E 390032 149 

3009523392 09/03/78 102 77 1328 D 28.04 043.35 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S 143.73 E 390032 150 

3009523394 09/03/78 102 78 1328 D 26.83 043.06 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 S 143.34 E 390032 151 

3009523401 09/03/78 102 79 1328 D 25.61 042.80 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S 142.95 F 390032 152 

3009523403 09/03/78 102 80 1328 D 24.39 042.57 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 142.54 E 390032 153 

3009523410 09/03/78 102 81 1328 D 23.15 042.38 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 $ 142.13 E 390032 154 

3009523412 09/03/78 102 82 1328 D 21.90 042.22 0 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 141.72 E 390032 155 

3009601053 09/03/78 120 36 1329 D 60.85 105.21 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 132.64 E 390032 156 
3009602470 09/03/78 138 32 1330 D 59.92 116.14 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N 108.75 E 390032 157 
3009602473 09/03/78 138 33 1330 D 60.24 113.43 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N 108.26 E 390032 158 
3009602475 09/03/78 138 34 1330 D 60.51 110.70 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 107.78 E 390032 159 
3009602482 09/03/78 138 35 1330 D 60.71 107.96 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 107.31 E 390032 160 
3009602484 09/03/78 138 36 1330 D 60.85 105.17 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 106.84 E 390032 161 
3009602491 09/03/78 138- 37 1330 D 60.92 102.37 50 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 106.39 E 390032 16? 
3009602493 09/03/78 138 38 1330 D 60.93 099.60 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 105.97 v 390032 163 
3009602500 09/03/78 138 39 1330 D 60.87 096.82 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 105.55 E 390032 164 
3009602502 09/03/78 138 40 1330 D 60.74 094.06 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N 105.14 E 390032 165 
3010116593 09/30/78 36 26 1408 D 56.96 130.57 10 MFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 101.62 W 390032 185 
3010116595 09/30/78 36 27 1408 D 57.59 12P.17 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 102.25 W 390032 186 
3010117002 09/30/78 36 28 1408 D 58.17 125.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 102.82 w 390032 187 
3010117004 09/30/78 36 29 1408 D 58.70 123.1R 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 103.38 W 390032 188 
3010117011 09/30/78 36 30 1408 D 59.18 120.59 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 103.93 W 390032 189 
3010117013 09/30/78 36 31 1408 D 59.61 117.96 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 104.45 W 390032 190 
3010117020 09/30/78 36 32 1408 D 59.98 115.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 104.96 W 390032 191 
30101170Z2 09/30/78 36 33 1408 D 60.28 112.55 10 EESF NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 105.45 W 390032 19? 
3010117025 09/30/78 36 34 1408 D 60.53 109.80 10 EEFE - NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 105.93 , 390032 193 
3010117031 09/30,/78 36 35 1408 D 60.71 107.02 NA- MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N " 106.38 W 0 0 
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06:56 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN -SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3010117034 09/30/78 36 36 140p D 60.82 104.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 106.83 W 0 0 
3010117040 09/30/78 36 37 1408 D 60.87 101.43 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 107.26 W 390032 194 
3010117043 09/30/78 36 38 1408 p 40.85 098.64 .10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 107.69 W 3,90032 195 
b1oso153o 09130/7,8 129 26 1455 D 56.98 130.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48 66 N 124.96 E 390034 429 
3fl1501533 09/30/78 .129 27 1455 v 57.60 127.77 20 EEEE -,NO CCCL -[ILL 47.25 N 124.35 E 390034 430 
-30105-01535 09/30/.78 129 28, 1455 0 58.18 125.30 10 EEEE NO ,CCCL JLLL 45.84 N 123.,75 E 390034 431 
3010501542 09/30/78 129 29 1455 0 5R.70 122.76 0 EEEE ,NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 123.19 E 390034 432 
3061057000 09/30/78 163 19 1458 D 51'.54 145.,18 -70 EEEE NO C&CL LLlL 58.37 N 052.91 E 39Q04 433 
3010507q02 09/30/78 183 20 1458 0 52.42 ,143.64 70 EEEE :NO S.CCL ;LLLL 56.99 N 'Q52.00 E 390 '4 4.34







_O1?507.P1 09/30/78 1,83 ,22 ,458 .54.08,ni .3 2 80 E ;NO Ccci L I-LL :54.23 -N 656.'35 E 30S44 4,30 
3010507014,09t30/78 183 23 -D 54.86 .EEEE -. QL 1 4L 52.84 N 1 90034 4371458 037.0 .90 ,O 049.59 E 
320 b 9/3 078 183 24 1458 D 55.61 .134,83 90 EEEE NO C-6CL LLL 5i1,.44 N 048..88 E 390'34 438 
,3Q1b0702'3 p/ 25 0 6'0 3.5 13j2.52 Ef-EE ,, NO5 CCOL. 2iL L' ., .4 N~ 948,20 E -39Q034 43981"3 14 2 s80 
OT105.O 099/30/48 183 26 -X145 8 0 5.6 .99 91-:1 80 ~EFE :l0 fCb CL ULLf. 444 4k 0~7.'6,4 -E 39Pb3'4 440 
01oz1,o0032 *b9/30/78 183 27 i458 0 57.61 i'273 '0 EEEE NO 'CCL I4LLL 47.23 N o,.693 E 39b03'4 441 
'o31,__oZ034 Ib9/30/78 .1p3 458 '1 8 .18A25.26 z80 -NO OCL LULL 45 .82 -N 0A6.34 ,E -9d034 442kEEE 
3 0 1p07041 ?b9y/.3Of7'8.,1.83 29 1458 D0 58.7t'122.73 0b ,E8EF :E0 COOLbL 4 4 .4-l' lk 945 , .?IE 390034 443 
i'bi,507043 09/30/8 l,3 '0 i'1,8 D 59.1) 70 ,P 0 LLL A N 390034 44420.15 -EE'EE CCC'L ' 00 045.22 
i0.1_d)0/ 1 j09/30/78 '183 &2 14 58 D - 21 .2,5 042.23 20 -EEEE NO ICcCIL ' ALL - 31..62 S t?-5.51, E 390034 445 
301,05 t'264 ,09/3078 .1.83 83 -1458 P '20.00" 042.12 30 EEEE NO C'OL -L 33.05 S 025.08 E 396034 446 
"01bg08431 09/30/.78 201 19 14:59 D 51.,55 1t45,.76 90 EEEE -NO 6OCL L IL 58.35 N -027.11 E 39Q0034 447 
30t,050834 b9/3b/78 201 20 ,!,59 0' 52.42 1,43.62 90 t EE .NO 'CCL LLL , 56,m98 'N 026.20 E 390034 448 
:,o1O5p8440 09/30/78 201 24 .1,459 D 53.27 1A1.47 90 IEEEE NO CCCL L LLL 55_60 N 025.35 E c390034 449 
'-3105084'43 09/30/78 201 22 1,459 0 '54.09 139.29 9b EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5,4.21 N '024.55 E 390034 450 
3010508454 ,09IB/78 2-0-1 2-5 1459 0 56.32 132.52 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 56.03 N 022.39 E 390932 238 
301050841 09/08/78 201 26 3459 D '56.98 130.16 90 kEEE NO 6CC L tLLL .48.3 N : 021.75 E 390032 239 
30T50863 09/08/78 201 27 '14,59 D 57. O 1'27.76 80 EEEE NO bcd 'LL 47.23 N 0?1.13 E 390032 '240 
301,05P840' 09/08/78 201 28 -1459 D 58.17 i25.29 70' EEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N 029.54 E '039032 241 
3010508472 9/08/78 201 29 '1459 D. 58.70 i22.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 019.97 F 390032 242 
3010508475 09/08/78 201 30 1459 D 59.17 120.17 60 EEEF NO C-CCL LLLL 42.99 N 019.43 E 390032 -243 
3010508481 09/08/78 201 31 1459 D 59.58 117.54 20 EEE NO CCCL LLL 41.57 N 018.90 E 3§0032 244 
'3010510383 09/08/78 219 48 1460 O 57.08 073.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL L,LLL 17.27 N 044.00 W' 0 0 
3010510390 09/08/78 219 49 1460 P 56.41 071.36 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL .15.83 N 014.3-5 W 390032 245 
'3010512021 b9/08/78 236 1 1461 0 32.10 210.50 40 2EE6 NO QCCL 'LLLL 79.95 N 027.88 F 3,90032 246 
3010513Z53 09/08/78 3 1 1462 D 32.11 2i0.50 NA 6666 NO ECCL LLLL : .96 N 0P?. 07 E 0 0 
30105140-71 53.33 40 909/08/78 4 53 1462 0 064.05 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 067.38 W 3 0032 247 
3010514074 09 /b8/78 4 54 1462 .D 52.48 062.44 40 FEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL ,08..64 N 067.72 w 390032 248 
3010514080 09/08/78: 4, 55 1462 D 51.60 060.94 60. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07-19 N 06e.05 W, 390032 - 249 
30-10720535 09,/24/78 78 10 1494 D 4L54 166.48 , 90. EFEE NO,., CCCLL LLLCL.' 70.49 N 143.92 W , 390032 196 
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11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 25
06:56 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NiTE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3010720542 09/24/78 78 11 1494 0 43.61 163.78 90 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.21 N 145.95 W 390032 19?


3010720544 09/24/78 78 12 1494 D 44.66 161.25 90 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.91 N 147.76 W 390032 198


3010720550 09/24/78 78 13 1494 D 45.70 158.83 70 EEEEE No CCCLL LLLLL 66.58 N 149.39 W 390032 199


3010720553 09/24/78 78 14 1494 D 46.72 156.51 70 EE2EE NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.25 N 150.85 W 390032 200


3010720555 09/24/78 78 15 1494 0 47.73 154.27 60 2EEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 63.90 N 152.19 W 390032 201


3010720562 09/24/78 78 16 1494 D 48.71 152.08 50 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 62.54 N 153.41 W 390032 202


3010720564 09/24/78 78 17 1494 D 49.67 149.91 10 F2FEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 61.18 N 154.54 W 390032 203


3010720571 09/24/78 78 18 1494 0 50.59 147.79 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.82 N 155.59 W 390032 204


3010720573 09/24/78 78 19 1494 0 51.50 145.66 50' FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.44 N 156.56 W 390032 205


3010720580 09/24/78 78 20 1494 D 52.37 143.53 100 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.06 N 157.47 W 390032 206


301072058? 09/24/78 78 21 1494 D 53.22 141.36 90 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.67-N 158.31 W 390032 207


3011003380 09/24178 134 209 1525 N 00.00 317.81 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 098.35 W 0 0


3011003383 09/24/78 134 210 1525 N 00.00 317.82 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 098.82 W 0 [1


3011003385 09/24/78 134 211 1525 N 00.00 317.80 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 099.31 W 0 a


3011003392 09/24/78 134 212 1525 N 00.00 317.75 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 099.80 W 0 0


3011003394 09/24/78 134 213 1525 N 00.00 317.64 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 100.30 W 0 0


3011003401 09/24/78 134 214 1525 N 00.00 317.51 NA 4444E No CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 100.83 U 0 0


3011003403 09/24178 134 215 1525 N 00.00 317.34 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 101.37 W 0 0


3011003410 09/24/78 134 216 1525 N 00.00 317.13 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.A5 N 101.94 W 0 0


3011003412 09/24/78 134 217 1525 N 00.00 316.88 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 102.53 w 0 0


3011003414 09/24/78 134 218 1525 N 00.00 316.59 NA 4444E NO (CCLL LLLLL 48.66 N 103.14 W 0 0


3011016082 09/24/78 27 27 1533 b 57.47 127.35 70 FFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 089.35 W 390032 208


3011016085 09/24/78 27 28 1533 D 58.04 124.87 90 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 089.95 w 390032 209


3011016091 09/24/78 27 29 1533 0 58.55 122.35 90 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 090.50 1 390032 210


3011016094 09/24/78 27 30 1533 D 59.01 119.80 90 EEFEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.01 N 091.04 W 390032 211


3011016100 09/24/78 27 31 1533 t 59.41 117.18 80 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 091.56 W 390032 212


3011016103 09/24/78 27 32 1533 D 59.76 114.51 80 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 092.07 W 390032 213


3011016105 09/24/78 27 33 1533 D 60.05 111.81 90 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 092.55 W 390032 214


3011016112 09/24178 27 34 1533 D 60.27 109.08 70 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLL 37,33 N 093.02 w 390032 215


3011016114 09124/78 27 35 1533 D 60.43 106.32 40 EEEEE No CCCLL LLLL 35.90 N 093.50 W 390032 216 
3011016121 09/24/78 27 36 1533 D 60.53 103.54 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.48 N 093.94 W 390032 217 
3011016123 09/24/78 27 37 1533 D 60.56 100.77 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 N 094.3B W 390032 21, 
3011016130 09/24/78 27 38 1533 v 60.53 098.03 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.62 N 094.80 W 390032 219 
3011319482 09/09/78 66 18 1577 D 50.42 147.42 90 FFFFM NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.82 N 138.39 W 390032 316 
3011319485 09/09/78 66 19 1577 D 51.32 145.30 100 FFFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.45 N 139.36 W 390032 317 
3011602285 09/09/78 122 208 1608 N 00.00 317.42 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.50 N 080.67 W 0 0 
301160229? 09/09/78 122 209 1608 N 00.00 317.47 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 081.13 w 0 % 
3012508561 09/08/78 203 22 1738 0 52.89 138.63 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 021.63 E 390032 402 
3012508564 09/08/78 203 23 1738 D 53.66 136.47 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 020.88 E 390032 403 
3012508570 09/08/78 203 24 1738 D 54.39 134.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.45 N 020.17 E 390032 404 
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06:57 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 NTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3012508573 09/08/78 203 25 1,738 0 55.09 132.04 70 EEE E NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 019.50 E 390032 405


3012508575 09/08/78 203 26 173D D 55.74 129.76 50 EFEE NO 
 cctL LLLL 48.65 N 018.84 E 390032 406


301-2r5085A2 09/08 78 203 27 1738 0 56.36 127.42 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 
 018.23 E 390032 407


3012508584 09/03/78 203 28 1738 D 56.93 125.04 So EEFE NO CCCL LLL 45%83 N 017.63 E 590032 408


301-25Q$591 09/08/78 2o3 29 173P D 57.44 1,22.61 80 gEE 'N6 CcCZ LILL 44.42 N 017.06 'E 390032 409 
3Q1250859-3 09/08/78 203 36 1.7-8 D 57.91 120.15 ib EEE NO Cctgl LLLL 43.01 N 016.51 t 390032 410 301251 40 09/08/78 238 1 9 0' CtCCL t LL A 411'740 D 31.26 209.32 6E'E2 NO 79.*7 N 025.25 390032 
 
301.25 135-71 09/08/78 5 1 1741 D 31.25 ;09;'4 NA 666 NO CCL LICIL 79.99 N o00.77 W 0 0 
3 025 1,41.83 09/08/78 6 52 174 D 53.5.2 067.62 20 'ETAE do 6tc'L LLLL 11 .52 9 069-.93 W 390032 412 
301,2§:14190 09/081O.8 6 53. 1741 b 52.73 065.92 40 E%'E NQ CECL LLL 10.d9 N 670.28 Q 390032 413 
3012,51 4,02 0/08 78 6 54 17,1 0 51.91, 064.3,1 60 EEEE NO ,CCL LLt 08.65 N 070.62 W 390032 414 
302,514195 09/08/,78 6 5; 1.741 D 59.07 0b62.0 ?P tEEE N6 C'CL ICLLL 07.2b N 070.95 W 390032 415 
30,1;2520*20 0b9/08/.7 96 8~ 1'746 D 22.6? 043.T9 1906 itfE NO CC&CL LLLL 30.19 'S 156,.73 E 390032 416 
3,01,2.52.92 09/98/8 96 82, P,6 D 21.44 043.63 90 E'E'E NO CCCLtLL 3f2.63 S 1410.32 £ 39002 '41730122.Z3,05 09tO,!8 ,g6 83 t74.6 0 2,-213 0 EEEE NO 0&L LL 33.0'S 149.89 E 390032 4T8/0/7sa.beL-:L 33.03.25,230871 09/0s17g ?6 a4 1746 S l&.%8 64'A1 50 EEE !Jb CCL Lii 34.47 S 1'4'9.'44 E 390032 4T9 
3,1?252,3&4 040g8/ 78 96 AS 17 46 S 17.74k 033? ?20 EE NO ctE LCOL 35: 90 S f49.00 E 3003? 4,203011523090 09/08178 9'6 86 1746 S 1'6.52 b4.32 1O EIEEE NO CCCL LLTL 37.32 S '14$.5 E 390032 421 
30129t20Qb4 09Jf/78 117 209 i789 N doob 316.29 NA 4444 NO CCel 'L'ILL 35 hN 073.96 0 '0 
S0.12902011 0b9,108r178 117 21W 1789 N 00.00 3f6.32 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 074.45 w n 03012 9 20i b9o/8/78 1,17 2,11 1789 N 00.00 316.42 NA WMMMMNo CCCL LLL L 38:76 N 074.92 W 0 0 
302a902020 609 1 0gt?8§ 117 212 1789 N 0.00 316.28 NA MM'M NO CCtL ILUL 40.1'8 N 075:41 W U 0 
3012902022 Q9j08/78 1,17 213 1,789 N 0d.00 316.20 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 075.92 1 C 0 
301'9 02p25 09/08/78 11 21,4 37.89 N 00.00 316.69 NA 4444 O CCCL LLLL 43-2 N 076.44 , 0 0


3012902031 09/08/78 117 2.15 1789 N 00.00 315.93 NA 4444 0 OCCL LLLL 44&4'3' N 077.00 W a 0


3013016194 09/08/7 8 29 26 1812 D 55.08 130.20 90 EFFF NO CC6L LLLL '48.68 N 091.62 W 390032 351


D.13016,2 1 Q9108/78 -29 27 '112 D 55.70 127.92 80 9EFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 092.25 w 390032 352


301016203 09/08/78 29 28 1812 D 56.28 125.60 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 092.83 W 390032 353


30'13016210 09/08/78 29 29 1812 D 56.81 123.23 50 tEFE NO CCCL bLLi 44;44 N 093.39 W 390032 354


3013016212 09,/08/78 29 30 1812 D 57.30 1?0.81 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLiL 43.02 N 093.93 W 390032 355


3013016215 09/08/18 29 31 1812 D 57.73 118.33 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 094.46 q 390032 356 
3'013016221 09/08/78 29 32 1S12 D 58.11 115.83 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 094.97 W 390032 357 
3130316224 09/08/78 29 33 1812 0 58.43 113.30 90 FEFF No CCCL LLLL 38.77 i 095.46 W 390032 358 3013016230 09/08/78 29 34 1812 D 58.69 110.75 80 EFFE NO FCCL LLLL $7.34 N 095.93 W 390032 359 
3013016233 09/08/78 29 35 1812 D 58.90 108.16 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 096.38 W 300032 360 
3013016235 09/08/78 29 36 1812 R 59.05 105.56 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 096.82 W 390032 361 
3013016242 09/08/78 29 37 1812 D 59.13 102.95 0 tFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 097.26 W 390032 362 
-013016244 09/08/.?8 29 38 1812 D 59.15 100.34 0 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 097.68 W ' 390032 363 
-3013502345 09/08/78,123 208- 1873 N 00.00 315.51 4444 CCCL LLLL, 34.47 N 08,2.22 W 0 - 0NA . NO 
3013502352 09/08/78 123 209 1873 ,'N 00.00 3-15.'59 NA 4444 'NO CCCL LLLL -"35.91-N 082.61 W O, 0 
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06:58 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3013502354 09/08/78 123 210 1873 N 00.00 315.63 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 083.03 w 0 0 
3013502361 09/08/78 123 211 1873 N 00.00 315.64 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 083.50 W 0 0 
3013502363 09/08/78 123 212 1873 N 00.00 315.61 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 084.00 W 0 0 
3013502370 09/08/78 123 213 1873 N 00.00 315.55 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 084.51 w 0 0 
3013502372 09/08/78 123 214 1873 N 00.00 315.45 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 085.04 W U C 
3013502375 09/08/78 123 215 1873 N 00.00 315.31 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 085.59 W 0 0 
3013502381 09/08/78 123 216 1873 N 00.00 315.13 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 086.16 W 0 0 
3013502384 09/08/78 123 217 1873 N 00.00 314.QO NA 4444 NO CCL LLLL 47.25 N 086.76 W 0 0 
3013615121 09/08/78 17 29 1895 D 55.99 124.19 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 076.17 w 390032 250 
3013615124 09/08/78 17 30 1895 D 56.49 121.86 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 076.71 W 390032 251 
3013615130 09/08/78 17 31 1895 D 56.95 119.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 077.23 W 390032 252 
3013615133 09/08/78 17 32 1895 D 57.36 117.06 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 0?7.75 w 390032 253 
3013615135 09/08/78 17 33 1895 D 57.71 114.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 078.23 w 390032 254 
3013615142 09/08/78 17 34 1895 D 58.01 112.10 10 EEEE' NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 078.70 W 390032 255 
3013615144 09/08/78 17 35 1895 D 58.25 109.58 20 EEEE NO CCOL LLLL 35.91 N 079.16 4 390032 256 
3013615151 09/08/78 17 36 1895 D 58.43 107.03 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 079.61 w 390032 257 
3013615153 09/08/78 17 37 1895 D 58.56 104.50 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 080.05 W 390032 258 
3013615160 09/08/78 17 38 1895 D 58.62 101.94 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 31.63 N 080.47 w 390032 259 
3013615162 09/08/78 17 39 1895 D 58.62 099.39 40 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 30.20 N 080.88 W 390032 26n 
3013615165 09/08/78 17 40 1895 D 58.56 096.85 60 FEEE NO CCL LLLL 28.76 N 081.29 v 390032 261 
3013615171 09/08/78 17 41 1895 D 58.44 094.34 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N 081.69 W 390032 262 
3013615174 09/08/78 17 42 1895 D 58.27 091.87 80 EEEE NO COOL LLLL 25.90 N 0b2.10 w 390032 263 
3014215462 09/09/78 23 28 1979 D 54.44 127.67 NA MMMM NO COOL LLLL 45.86 N 084.25 9 0 0l 
3014215464 09/09/78 23 29 1979 D 55.02 125.47 NA MMMM NO COOL ILL 44.45 N 084.81 W 0 0 
3014215471 09/09/78 23 30 1979 D 55.57 123.20 NA MMMM NO COCL LLL 43.03 N 085.34 W 0 0 
3014215473 09/09/78 23 31 1979 D 56.06 120.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 085.85 W 0 0 
3014215480 09/09/78 23 32 1979 D 56.50 118.57 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 0F6.35 wi 0 0 
3014215482 09/09/78 23 33 1979 D 56.89 116.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 086.83 W 0 0 
3014215485 09/09/78 23 34 1979 D 57.23 113.78 NA MMMM NO COCL LLLL 37.33 N 087.29 W 0 0 
3014215491 09/09/78 23 35 1979 D 57.51 111.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 087.76 W 0 0 
3014215494 09/09/78 23 36 1979 D 57.74 108.88 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 068.21 w 0 r 
3014215500 09/09/78 23 37 1979 D 57.91 106.40 NA 2M22 NO COL LLL 33.06 N 088.65 W r3 
3014215503 09/09/78 23 38 1979 D 58.03 103.91 50 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 31.63 N 089.09 W 390032 318 
3014215505 09/09/78 23 39 1979 D 58.08 101.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 089.51 w 390032 319 
3014215512 09/09/78 23 40 1979 D 58.07 098.93 50 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 28.77 N 08P.93 W 390032 520 
3014217285 09/09/78 41 26 1980 D 53.13 131.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL Ll 48.69 N 108.86 w 390032 321 
3014217291 09/09/78 41 27 1980 D 53.80 129.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL LILI 47.28 N 109.48 W 390032 322 
3014217294 09/09/78 41 28 1980 D 54.43 127.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 110.07 W 390032 323 
3014217300 09/09/78 41 29 1980 D 55.01 125.48 0 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 1.10.,64 W 390032 324 
3014217303 09/09/78 41 30 1980 D 55.55"123.25 0, EEEE NO COCL LLLL 43.04 N 111.18 W 390032 325 
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11/25178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 28


06:58 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE ICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL 
 ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAI CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014217305 09/09/78 41 31 1980 D 56.04 120.96 0 .EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 111.71 W 39003Z 326 
3014217311 09/09/78 41 32 1980 O 56.48 118.64 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 112.Q W 390032 327 
3014217314 09/09/78 41 33 1980 D 56.87 116.27 10 EEfE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 112.69 W 390032 328 
3014217320 0909/78 41 34 1980 D 57.22 113.85 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 113.16 W 390032 329 
3014217323 69/09/78 41 35 .1980 0 57.50 111.41 20 EEEE NO CCIL LLL 35.92 N, 113.62 W 390032 330 
301421K732 09/09/78 41 36 19 9 D 57.73 108.94 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 114.07 W 390032 331 
3,014217332 09/09/78 41 37 .9.80 0 57.90 106.46 10 EEEF N0 C9CL. LLL 53.06 N 114.50 W 390032 332 
30142I733Z 09/09/78 41 38 1980 D 58.02 103.98 10 EgEF NJO CCCL 'LLL 31.63 N 1.14 .9f14 390032 333 
Y01'4A173'43 0?1.09J78 42 26 1994 0 52.95 132.17 0 4EEM N,O CCL LLL 48.08 N 110.Z8 w 390032 276 
O1'431,.5D, 09/0/78 42 27 ,194 D 53.62 1J0.06 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 47.'27 N 11'0.89 390032 277 
3014343 52 09/09/78 42 28 ,4 D 54 .25 127.92 0 EfEE NO CL LL- 4,5.8'6 N 111.50 W 390,032 28 
301431.,,35 6909/76 42 29 19,94 0 54.84 153 0 EIEE NO CL ILLI 434J43 N 112-6 3002 279 
30143173 1 0'9/Q9/78 42 3,0 1994 D 55.A,8 123.'51 0 EkEE NO ,CCL LULL 43.03 N 11205 W 3903 2 4 
361C31 7363 09/09178 42 3 1994 v 5.A8 1.21,2?5 0 EEE NO CCCL tLL 45.61 N 11354 W 39032 ?81 
301431,737Q 09/09/78 42 32 t994 D 56.331 1,. 10 FE E No dC LLE. 4 o .0 N, 113,.62 W 390032 282 
1, 56.7 116".5,5 10 EE,E NO cL L 37 N 1145114w 390932 :2833t01431737.3 09/09/78 42 i94 D 3 
303Y417337 09/09/78 42 34 1994 5,. 114.14 2 0 EEEE NO CCCL L IL 3:735 N 11'4 5 39003 8 
3'0141'72 09/09/,7 42 35 1994 D 57.37 I,1i;2 80 FEeE NO CCCL LLL 35 .'2N 05. 6 34o632 ?85 
OCt-L LLLL 4..0 N I8f. 51 390b32 286

_01.1734 09i0478 42 369 7 o 57.461 199.25 20 EtEE N6 
30143173,J18491?/78 42 3,7 !9. 0 57.37 10.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 53.07 N 115.94 W 39Qq32 287 
3014317393 09/09/78 42 3' T,994 D 55739 110.43 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLEL 1:4 N 116-.3 W 390032 *2F8 
3,0141557 0'9690/78. i5 2 2007 53.15 1130.25 90 EEE ,N CqCL LLll 47.27 N 086.51i 39003Z 239 
30144155 09/09/7B 25 ?8 20,07 D 54.08 128.12 70 ..EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 089710 W 390932 29 
0.1414 160' 0 9/78 25 24 2007 D 5k.68 1?594 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 44.44 N 08.66 1 390D32 291 
30144158'. 0909/78 25 30 zOo7 D 55.23 123.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 088.20 W 39nc32 29?


3014415590 09109/78 25 31 2007 55.73 121.,46 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLIL 41.61 N 091.71 W 390032 293


3014415593 .9/09/78 25 32 2oo7 D 56.19 119.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.23 W 390032 294


3014415595 09/09/78 25 33 2007 D 56.60 116.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.76 N 089.71 W 39.0j132 295


30144162 09/09/78 25 34 200 D 56.95 114.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.'34 N 090.19 W 390032 296


3014416004 09/09/78 25 35 2007 0 57.25 112.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 090.66 W 390032 297


301441601i b909/7& 25 36 2007 D 57.49 109.58 50 EEEE NO CCCL LiI 3'4.49 N 091.i1 v 390032 298 
3014416013 o'9/09/76 25 37 ?2007 D 57.68 107.14 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLt 33.06 N 091 .54 W4 390032 299 
3,'01451926i b9/09/78 62 19 2923 D 46.88 146.29 90 EEEE NO OCCI LLLL 5 8.4 133.63 W4 390032 300 
3014519265 b9/09/78 62 20 ?023 0D 47.77 144.38 80 EEEE NO CtC 1111 57.'07 N 134.54 W4 390032 301 
3014519271 09/09/78 62 21 2,023 0 48.64 142.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LIII 55.68 N 135.39 Wi 390032 302 
3014519274 09/0,9/78 62 22 2023 o 49.48 140.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LIII 54.29 N 136.18 Wd 390032 303 
3014521055 09/09/78, 80 10 2024 D 37.91 165.66 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 146.81 W 390032 304


3014521062 09/09/78 80 11 2024 , D 38.97.163.07 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 148.85 V 39003,2 305 
3014521064 09/09/78 80 12 2024 D 40.02 160.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. .,67.93 N. 150.65 W 390032 306


3014521071 09/09/78 80 13 2024 b 43.04 158.40. 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLIL .66.61 N 152.-28.W 390032 307


ARCHIVAkTWH DR[ " OG-ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 29


06:59 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN- SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM COM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014521073 09/09/78 80 14 2024 D 42.05 156.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 153.75 w 390032 308


3014521080 09/09/78 80 15 2024 D 43.05 154.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLl 63.94 N 155.10 W 390032 309


3014521082 09/09/78 80 16 2024 D 44.03 152.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 156.32 W 390032 310


3014521085 09/09/78 80 17 2024 D 45.00 150.15 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 157.45 W 390032 311


3014521091 09/09/78 80 18 2024 D 45.95 148.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL 59.83 N 158.48 W 390032 312


3014521094 09/09/78 80 19 2024 D 46.87 146.28 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLL 58.45 N 159.45 W 390032 313


3014521100 09/09/78 80 20 2024 D 47.76 144.38 60 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL '57.07 N 160.35 w 390032 314


3014521103 09/09/78 80 21 2024 D 48.62 142.48 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 161.21 W 390032 315


3014814373 09/08/78 11 28 2062 D 53.34 129.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL lLLL 45.84 N 066.98 W 390032 422


3014814380 09/08/73 11 29 2062 D 53.96 126.97 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 067.55 W 390032 423


3014816200 09/16/78 29 26 2063 D 51.97 133.20 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 091.65 W 390033 464


3014816202 09/16/78 29 27 2063 D 52.66 131.18 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 092.25 W 390033 465


3014816205 09/16/78 29 28 2063 D 53.32 129.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 092.83 W 390033 466


3014816212 09/16/78 29 29 2063 D 53.94 127.00 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 093.39 W 390033 467


3014816214 09/16/78 29 30 2063 D 54.52 124.83 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 093.94 W 390033 46e


3014816220 09/16/78 29 31 2063 D 55.05 122.65 40 FEFE NO CCCL LILL 41.61 N 094.46 W 390033 469


3014816223 09/16/78 29 32 2063 D 55.53 120.41 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 094.96 W 390033 470


3014816225 09/16/73 29 33 2063 D 55.97 118.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 095.46 W 390033 471


3014816232 09/16/78 29 34 2063 D 56.35 115.82 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 095.93 w 390033 472


3014816234 09/16/78 29 35 2063 D 56.69 113.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 096.40 w 390033 473


3014816241 09116/78 29 36 2063 D 56.97 111.08 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 096.84 W 390033 474


3014816243 09/16/78 29 37 2063 D 57.20 108.67 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 097.28 W 390033 475


3014816250 09/16/78 29 38 2063 D 57.37 106.25 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 097.71 W 390033 476


3014816252 09/16/78 29 39 2063 0 57.48 103.81 90 PFFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 09E.13 W 390033 477


3014816255 09/16/78 29 40 2063 D 57.54 101.39 90 PFEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 098.53 W 390033 478


3014816261 09/16/78 29 41 2063 D 57.54 098.97 90 PFFV NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 098.92 W 390033 479


3014816264 09/16/78 29 42 2063 D 57.48 096.54 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 099.31 W 390033 480 
3014907475 09/03/78 191 22 2072 D 48.73 141.08 20 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL 54.26 N 038.81 E 390032 336 
3014907481 09/03/78 191 23 2072 D 49.55 139.19 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 038.05 E 390032 337 
3014907483 09/03/78 191 24 2072 D 50.34 137.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LlLL 51.48 N 037.33 E 390032 338 
3014907490 09/03178 191 25 2072 n 51.11 135.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 036.65 E 390032 339 
3014907492 09/03/78 191 26 2072 D 51.84 133.35 40 SEEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.00 E 390032 340 
3014907495 09/03/78 191 27 2072 D 52.54 131.34 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 035.38 F 390032 341 
3014907501 09/03/78 191 2? 2072 D 53.19 129.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 034.79 E 390032 342 
3014907504 09/03/78 191 29 2072 D 53.82 127.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 034.22 E 390032 343 
3014909310 09/03/78 209 22 2073 D 48.7a 141.08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 013.01 E 390032 344 
3014909313 09103/78 209 23 2073 D 49.54 139.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 012.25 E 390032 345 
3014909315 09/03/78 209 24 2073 D 50.33 137.27 30 EEEE. NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 011.54 E 390032., 346 
3014909322 09/03/78 209 25 2073 D 51.10 135.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL LILI 50.06 N 010.86E 390032 347 






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE .30 ­
06:59 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN' PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 ,CNTR UAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014912484±09/03/78 244 1 2075 D 26.84 208.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 016.41 E 390032 349


3014914320 09/03/78 11 1 2076 D 26.82 208,.68 10- EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 80.00 N 009.38. W 390032 350


301521501,0 09/08/78 15 29 2118 D 53;16 128.12 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 073.3 W 390032 424


30152i5012 09/08/78 15 30 2118 ,D 53.77 126;03 60 MMFM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 073.88 W 390032 425,


3015215015 09108Y78 15 31 2118 D 54.33 123.90 80 MAFM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61-N 074;40 W 390032 42


3015215021 09/08/78 15 32 2118 D 54.84 121.75 90. EEEE NO CCCL' LLLL 40.1? N 076.90 W 390032 427


3015215024 09108/78 15 33 211$ D 5s.31 1i9;53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 075,.39 W 3 0032 42F 
301521503b 09/08/78 15 34 2i18 D 55-732 '117.'28 40 EFEE NO CCCL. LLLL 37:35 N 07.5;86 W 390032 429 
3015215033 09/08/78 15 35 2118 D' 56.11"114.98 30 EkEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 076:*32 W 390032 430 
301521503'- o9/08/8?8 15 36 2118 D 56.43 112.65 20 EEEE NO C L LLLL 34.49 N 076.76 W 390032 431 
301521,500:09.1i0878 15 41 2i18 D 57.20 1bO72 20 EFE'r NO CCCL LLLL 27.3Z-N 078.85, W 390032 432 
3Ods15i06209'/'0'87B 15 42 211~ 0 57.1?' 098.53 30 E EE N1' CCCL LLL. 25 Z91 N 0.79.2'W1 39003? 433 
30 'S21565 o08/ O : 1:5 43 2118 D 57.12 '095'96 60 EEEE NO eCCL LLL 24.4 7 N 0,963W' 390032 434 
14 E'EE LILL 47.283'15O1253' 0/0OO 2 27 21:3 D 155 132.54 30 NO CC'CL N 134.44 E 390032 43, 
T5 40160 09/08/78 124' 28 2i38 D 5'22 13'.56 76 E-E% Nb ECECt L L 45.87'.N 1,30,.85 F 39002- -436 
'30135401263 09,/0,8/78 1;?4 29 2138 D 52:87 128.55 90 EEEE NO Ct tILlL 44.:4 5 N 1i3A.3 0, 3§10P,2 437 
A'0 55 0 o26'5 09A/0I7'8 1*24 30 2138 D 53;48 1?6.50 O0 EFEE NO CCCL- IILLL 43.03 N t?9.76 E 390,032 4,38 
3&15'4O1.2l1 090/&8178 1Z4 3i 2J38 D 4.06 14.37 20 E EE NO CCCL LILL 41.61 N 129.25 E 390,032 439


301540127. 09/08/78 124 32 21 3 8 D 54:59 122.21 10 EEEE NO CC'CL LLLL 40:19 N 128-.73 F 39f032 440


3015401'2'80 09708/78 124 33 i138 0 55.07 12002" 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 38.77 N 1128.25 £ 39003' 441


3015403073 09/08/78 142 24 2139 D 49.25 138.29 10 EEEE NO CC*CL LLLL 51.50 N 10..56 E 390032 442'


30t52403080 0 /08/78 142 25 2139 D 50';03 136.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N T06.89 E 390032 443 
3 A015h04552 0-/0'8/78 1601 35 21A0 D 55.86 115;61 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N, 075.67 E 390032 444


3615404555.6908/1 160 36 2140 D 56.20 113.31 40 EE'EE NO 0CCL LLLL 34.49- N 075.23 E 394J032 445


301544561 09/08/78 160 37 2140 0 56.48 111-.QO 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 074.80 E 390032 446


3015404564 09/08/78 f60 38 2140 D 56.71 108.64 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 074.3B E 390032 447


315404-57U 09./08/78 160 39 2140 D 56.89 106.27 10 fEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30. O N 073.96 E 390032 448


3015404573 09/08/78 160 40 2140 D 57.00 103.88 10 EE EX NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 073.55 E 390032 449


3015404575 09/08/78 i60 41 2140 D 57.07 101.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 073.16 L 390032 450


36i5406381' 09/08/78 178 34 2141 D 55.47 117.89 30 MEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 050.33 E 390032 364


3015408192 09/08/78 196 29 2142 D 52.32 128.62 80 EEFP NO CCCL IILL 44.44 N 027.06 E 390032 365


3015408i95 09/08/78 196 30 2142 D 53.43 126.57 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.51 E 396032 366


3015408224 09/08/78 196 37 2142 D 56.46 111.03 1-0 FEFP NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 023.17 E 390032 367


3015408231 09/08/78 196 38 214? D 56.70 108.6 10 tFFP NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 022.75 E 390032 36?


3015411341 09/08/1t8 231 1 2144 D 25.55 208.57 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.96 N 035.06 E 39003? 369


3015413173 09/08/78 249 1 2145 D 25.52 208.65 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 009.25 E 390032 3/0


3015413294 09/08/78 250 30 -2145 -53.39 i26.64 80 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 050.91 w 39U032 371


3015413300 09/08178 250 31 2145 D 53.96 124.55 70 EFFP NO CCL LLLL 41.61 N 051.43 W 390032 372


3015413394 09/08/78 250 .54 2145 D 52.94 073.66 -50 EEFF , NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N, 060.60 W 390032 373


3015413400 09/08/78 250 55 2145 0 52' 071.92 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL' 07.21.,N 06,0.94 W 390032 374


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 31


06:59 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORRIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE a /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015415200 09/08/78 17 47 2146 D 56.24 087.77 20 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 083.97 w 390032 375 
3015415202 09/08/78 17 48 2146 D 55.91 085.58 .10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 084.33 W 390032 376 
3015415205 09/08/78 17 49 2146 D 55.54 083.44 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 084.68 W 390032 377 
3015415211 09/08/78 17 50 2146 D 55.11 081.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 085.04 w 0 0 
3015415214 09/08/78 17 51 2146 0 54.64 079.34 70 EEPF NO - CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 085.39 W 390032 378 
3015415220 09/08/78 17 52 2146 D 54.12 077.39 60 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 085.73 w 390032 379 
3015500071 09/08/78 107 73 2151 D 35.95 051.82 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 S 138.00 E 0 0 
3015500073 09/08/78 107 74 2151 D 34.86 051.22 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 S 137.62 E 390032 380 
3015501305 09/08/78 125 26 2152 D 50.58 134.75 70 EPFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 130.62 E 390032 381


3015501312 09/08178 125 27 2152 D S1.31 132.83 10 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 130.01 E 390032 382


3015501314 09/08/78 125 28 2152 D 52.00 130.87 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 129.43 E 390032 383


3015501321 09/08/78 125 29 2152 D 52.66 128.86 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 128.87 E 390032 384


3015501323 09/08/78 125 30 2152 D 53.28 126.81 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 128.33 E 390032 385


3015501330 09/08/78 125 31 2152 D 53.86 124.72 30 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 127.81 E 390032 386


3015501332 09/08/78 125 32 2152 D 54.40 122.58 80 FFPP NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 127.30 E 390032 387


3015501335 09/08/78 125 33 2152 D 54.89 120.40 80 FFFP NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 126.82 E 390032 388


3015501341 09/08/78 125 34 2152 D 55.34 118.18 60 FFFp NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 126.35 E 390032 389


3015605065 09/03/78 162 35 2168 D 55.55 116.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 072.81 E 390033 142


3015605072 09/03/78 162 36 2168 D 55.90 114.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 072.36 E 390033 143


3015605074 09/03/78 162 37 2168 D 56.21 111.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 071.92 E 390033 144


3015605092 09/09/78 16? 41 2168 D 56.88 162.45 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 070.28 E 390032 507


301560831Z 09/09/78 198 30 2170 D 53.02 127.23 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 023.64 E 390032 508


3015608314 09/09/78 198 31 2170 D 53.61 125.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 023.11 E 390032 509


3015608341 09/09/78 198 37 2170 D 56.19 111.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 020.30 E 390032 510


3015608344 09/09/78 198 38 2170 D 56.44 109.59 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 019.88 c 390032 511


3015608400 09/09/78 198 '51 2170 D 54.70 080.17 10 EEFS NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 015.00 E 390032 512


3015608403 09[09/78 198 52 2170 D 54.19 078.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 014.65 E 390032 513


3015611454 09/09/78 233 1 2172 D 24.98 208.65 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 032.19 F 390032 514


3015615242 09/08/78 19 30 2174 D 52.96 127.31 50 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 079.61 W 390032 390


3015615245 09/08/78 19 31 2174 D 53.55 125.25 70 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 080.14 w 390032 391


3015615251 09/08/78 19 32 2174 D 54.10 123.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 080.64 W 390032 392


3015615254 09/08/78 19 33 2174 D 54.60 121.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 081.12 w 390032 393


3015615260 09/08/78 19 34 2174 D 55.07 118.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 081.59 w 390032 394


3015615263 09/08/78 19 35 2174 D 55.48 116.59 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 082.04 w 390032 395


3015615265 09/08/78 19 36 2174 D $5.84 114.32 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 082.50 W 390032 396


3015615272 09/08/78 19 37 2174 0 56.15 112.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 082.93 w 390032 397


3015615274 09/08/78 19 -38 2174 0 56.40 109.71 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 083.36 W 390032 398


3015615281 09/08/78 19 39 2174 D 56.61 107.37 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 083.78 w 390032 399


3015615283 09/08/78 19 40 2174 D 56.75 105.02 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 084.18 W 390032 400








11/25178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 	 'AGE 32


06:59 	 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTRE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015705065 09/09/78' 163 21 	 21'82 D 45.94 14432 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 079.73 E 390032 516


3015'705'071 09/09/78 163 22 	 2182 D 46.82 142.56 20 E'EEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 078.92 E 390032 517


3015705'074 09/09/78 163 23 	 2182 D 47.68 140.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5.2.9 N 078.17 E 390032 .518


3o157ot08o 09/09/78 163 24 	 2182 D 48.51- 1,38.98 10. EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 51.'50 N 077.45 E 3 '632 519 
301570568.3 09/09/78 163 25 2182 D 49.31 137.15 to. EEFF NO tCEL 1LL 5.6.10 N 076.76 E 3.90032 520 
3,b1s70516'Q 09/09/78 163 43 2182 0 56.82' 098:.Z5 90 EiE NO CCCL I{HLL 24.47 N 08':0 E i90d32 521 
3' 5705162 d09/09/78 163 44 1'82 D 56.75 095.91 NA E2 E NO CCCl HLL 23.04 N 67.6 E 9q0,32 5 2. 
0 6,91 09103/78 181 f9 2183 D 44.11 147.85 80, E NO CCXL ,LL "5841 N 05.5. E 3 12 
ft157064,94 09/02/78 181 ?9 2183 D 45.03 146,08 $ EEE NO CCL LILL 5>A3 N 6,47 3603'3 145 
1 U76 509/02'178 181 21 2183 D 45.9 144.33. 90 EEEE NO CCI-CLL, L-L 55-65 0 ' , 900? 62 
5 1 0-, 09002-78' 161 
-293 8 5 70 EE 5 .65 N 0 32052 6430301 0 623 1 /  - 2 'D 0 2 NCL LCLL 	 9 E46.81 142.5 70 EEEE 	 LCCCL 5LL6L N3015708330 09278 1if 23 213 D 47.67 .?7C8WLLA ME NO .. B7 0690 QFE 5qobs20 430 
3d15708542 09/02178 181 24 21r83 D 48''0 142.97 60 FEEE 4q C9LA 5 f . N 52. tE 3 02 633 
301,5716614 09102/78 1 25'681 183 49.30 3is3 1 EEEE CCCL LLLL 46.0 N 45.5 E 39032 4 
3)1i.57'd3 09V02178 18 47 	 218- 6 5 61.gtO:4 3 5 1-.' '9002 z'.86 A .6115EEES 	 NP ci LLDL N 06 390W2 
3015t1o4 9102178 8 32W 	21&89 55.19 123.55 10 EEEE NO 49CL LLLL 14.10 N 07.5 W 390032 69 
3MS0571S140 09/02178 3 -	
.L LL .05 s 1 E8W 90032 54013015717'6 09/02/7 3811 4 	 21833 0',10,2 09t0(2178 1 84 2 6 15.90 8 .26 1010 E2EE ijo dcEL LLLL 3 1.5 39.04032 541 
301570832 09/02/7810 7  1 835 218489 4Z5.O2- 146.0t5 908  9C9SL LLLL '5.733 Q05 10.9.31 542 
183 0 50.71; 013 5 gEEE NO (CA 7 ,7 w 	 5554L 	 0032
 
,60 .5 533 W 11 203 0 3.10 ,.4 NA EEEMP1M NOO CCL I nN 	 390032029 qQ F , 90 00 
3015708152 09t02/78 199 Z45.02- 147.85 NA NO 	 34.A9 N Q10.?8 C30.1S570S3326 - 1 17, 21 243189 6 55.17 144.340 66 NMMMzEFE '0 CCLC LLLL 	 8150 390S2 643CL -  55.64 r9 6 i- b 1 030157171 2d.91t02/181 8 302183 Di 5290 06.9:0 20 EfEEE NO CCC. ILILL 13.28, N 00.44 W 39032 637 
Y01571071t4 09/02/zs.ie 1p EE 4, 39oo324831 23' D 53.s6 12.6 E jNp CtC44L VLLL w o,0o9 E ,5 

3Ot5?17323 09t02/78 38 28 	 '219 6 542 13d1.63 805 EgEE NO0 CCCL LL 45.8A6 I o10.76 wb 3902 56 
289 52.0 EEE 390032 554030157171146t  30 02902/78 9/0b  8 38 9 21  i 894 D 4.9 29.6135.43p1 10 4M MMtE NO'NO "Q, CCLtg LLLL 486757.02~ N 110.5069.3q W  0 
30,15707332 09/0 /78 384 30 21 9 60, 452.74 127.67 10 flEE NOmk CeC LLL 5430 N 16.861, F 3 0 a 
3015717135 09/2/7 38 23 2184 D 43.34 142560i EEE NO C C LLLL 16 N 07.39 E 390042 559 
,301571714 09/ 02/ 78 38 2 	 2189 0 534.96 13.55 "10 eft NO CCL LLLL 40.19 N 10,7.89 W 39032 560 
30'1571713 09/02/78 38 25 	 21v89 0 55.30 129.0 10 FiEE 'NO cg CL LLLL N 109.31 W 390032 563-4.5. 
 
3015717144 09/02/78 38 33 	 2189 D 54.41 1355 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 11o3 W 390032 5613015717155 09/02/78 38 36 	 2189 D 55.67 114.80 10 FEF'E NO CCCL ILLL 4'429 N 109.76 W 39002 56493015717150 09/02/78 38 4 	 2189 D 54.8 11 .26 1,0 EEEE NO CCL LLL 37.344 N 108.85 W 390032 5463015717162 09/02/78 38 37 	 2189 D 55.99 12.53 10 EfiE NO CCCL LILE. 40.ti9 N 110.19 W 390032 565 
3015717.173 091/02/78 38 40 2189 0D 56.64 112.553 20 EEt NO CCCL LjLL 28*.77 N. 11019 W 390032 566 
3015717180 09/02/78 -35 41' 2189 0 56.741'03.21.- NO CCCL N I*. 390032 s670 fEEi 	 HHLL 27.34 182 W 
ARCHIVA TN& )R[ qJoG-ARC"II


11425/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 33


07:00 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID rATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015717182 09/02/78 38 42 2189 D 56.79 100.86 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 112.22 W 390032 568


3015717185 09/02/78 38 43 2189 0 56.78 098.51 NA E2EE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.60 w 39003? 569


3015800213 09/02/78 110 66 2193 D 43.66 058.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL NHLL 0E.64 S 136.13 E 390032 645


3015800215 09/02/78 110 67 2193 0 42.69 057.39 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 135.79 E 390032 646


3015800222 09/02/78 110 68 2193 D 41.71 056.46 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S 135.44 E 390032 647


3015801474 09/03/78 128 25 2194 D 49.10 137.37 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 126.97 E 0 0


3015801481 09/03/78 128 26 2194 D 49.88 135.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 126.33 E 390033 146


3015801483 09/03/78 128 27 2194 D 50.63 133.64 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 125.71 E 390033 147


3015801515 09/03/78 128 35 2194 D 55.25 117.15 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 121.57 E 390032 451


3015801521 09/03/78 128 36 2194 D 55.62 114.92 60 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.12 E 390032 452


3015801524 09/03/78 128 37 2194 D 55.95 112.66 10 FEFE No CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 120.68 E 390032 453


3015801530 09/03/78 128 38 2194 0 56.22 110.37 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 120.25 E 390032 454


3015801533 09/03/78 128 39 2194 D 56.44 108.06 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 119.83 E 390032 455


3015801535 09/03/78 128 40 2194 D 56.60 105.73 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 119.42 E 390032 456


3015801542 09/03/78 128 41 2194 D 56.71 103.38 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 119.02 E 390032 457


3015801544 09/03/78 128 42 2194 D 56.76 101.02 70 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 118.63 E 390032 458


3015801551 09/03/78 128 43 2194 D 56.76 098.68 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 118.26 E 390032 459


3015805205 09/03/78 164 41 2196 0 56.70 103.46 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 067.41 E 390032 460


3015805212 09/03/78 164 42 2196 D 56.75 101.10 50 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 067.01 E 390032 461


3015805214 09/03/78 164 43 2196 D 56.75 098.76 70 FFFE NO' CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 066.63 E 390032 462


3015807061 09/03/78 182 46 2197 D 56.40 091.89 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 039.71 E 390032 463


3015807064 09/03/178 182 47 2197 D 56.18 089.64 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.72 N 039.35 E 390032 464


3015807070 09/03/78 182 48 2197 D 55.90 087.44 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.28 N 039.00 E 390032 465


3015807073 09/03/78 182 49 2197 D 55.57 085.28 40 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 038.64 E 390032 466


3015807220 09/03/78 182 84 2197 D 24.27 047.97 10 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 026.07 E 390032 467


3016002011 09/09/78 130 30 2222 D 52.23 128.50 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.14 E 390032 523


3016002014 09/09/78 130 31 2222 D 52.85 126.50 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 120.61 E 390032 524


3016002020 09/09/78 130 32 2222 D 53.43 124.44 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 120.10 E 390032 525


3016002023 09/09/78 130 33 2222 0 53.97 122.35 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 119.61 E 390032 526


3016002025 09/09/78 130 34 2222 D 54.46 120.23 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 119.15 E 390032 52?


3016002032 09/09/78 130 35 2222 D 54.91 118.05 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 118.69 E 390032 528


3016002034 09/09/78 130 36 2222 D 55.31 115.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 118.25, E 390032 529


3016002041 09/09/78 130 37 2222 D 55.65 113.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.80 r 390032 530 
3016002043 09/09/78 130 38 2222 D 55.95 111.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 117.38 E 390032 531


3016002050 09/09/78 130 39 2222 D 56.19 109.03 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.97 E 390032 532


3016002052 09/09/78 130 40 2222 D 56.38 106.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 116.57 E 390032 533


3016002070 09/09/78 130 44 22Z2 D 56.58 097.42 30 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 115.03 E 390032 534


3016002120 09/09/178 130 56 2222 D 52.11,072.72 30 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 110,77 E 390032 535


3016002123 09/09/78 130 57 2222 D 51.44 071.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.34 N 110.43 E 390032 536.

















FROM 09/01/78' TO 09/30/78
07:,00 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAYINITE SUN SUN % CLD 
 QUALITY CCM CCM MODO GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 C-NTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016002132 09/09/78 130 
 59 2222 D 50.00 067.93 30 EEEE NO C'CCL IHLL 01.45 N 
 109.76 E 390032 538


3016002134 09/09/78 130 60 2222 D 49.23 066.46 EFEE NO C'CCL HHLL 00,;01 N 109.42 E 390032 539


301,6002141 09/09/78 130 61 2222 D 48.43 065.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 01.42 S 109.09 E 390032 540


3016002143 09/09/78 130 62 2222 D 47.61 063.75 NA E2EE- NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 s ib8.77 E 390632 541


3.016002150 09/09/78 1-30 63 2222 D 46.75 f062.-50 10 2-EEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 108.44 E 390032 542


301§6002152 09/09/78 130 64 2222 D ,45.87 061.3'0 10 EEEE N40 COOL HHLL 
 05.75 S 108.11 E 390032 543
3-016002155 09/09/78 130 65 2222 D 44. 96 060.16 20 EEEE NO C.CL HULL 07.I9 s !07.77 E 390032 544


3016005413 09/09178 1.66 63 Z224 D 46.76 062.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 04;31 S 056.82 E 390032 545


3016005415 09/09/78 166 64 -2224 D 45.88 061.33 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 056.48 E 390032 546


301005422 09/09/78 166 65 .224 D 4498.06020 '30 EfEE NO CCCL HLL 07.19 S 0 6.13 E 39O03,2 547


3016005424 09I09178 1,66 66 2224 
 D 44.05 059.12 EEEE NO CfL HHLL P8.63 S 05'5;79 E 390d32 548
3016007163 0'909178 i84 43 225 0 6.6 099.84 0 EEE NO g CL HHLL 24.47 N 03798 E 90032 549


30160071,65 09/0,/78 184 44 2225 6 56.57 097.54 10 EEF O q-- L iiHLL 23.03 N 037360 E 390032 550 
.30160Q7172 09/09/78 1,84 .45 2225 ' D 56.49 095.25 10 EES No- xCL "JHLL 21;59 N 637.23 E 390032 551 
,30160071-74 09/09/78 184 46 2225 D 56. 4 092.96 i0 EEF INO CCL AHLL 20.f6 h 036.85 E 3:900'32 552 
3o01 0?f33 09/09/78 184 84 2225 0 24'7 P48.32 NO -CL Ih-iIL 34.A 0 ,-3 55310 EEE 's oS .22E 3.0'0'23p16N2575 09/b-3/78 95 72 .2234 o 38.22 q54.:03 EgEE3 NO ccft thLL 1747 S 155'56 E 3(60t3 
 1.77 
30 1
,602 25 8 2 
 09/d3/78 95 73 2234 0 37.'18 053.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL HLL T.71 155.'0 E 396633 178 
3016022584 /03/7,8 95 74 2'234 D 36.13 052-67 2P EEgE NO CCCEL HULL 20e14 S i-5-43 E 390033 179 
3016022591 09/03/78 95 75 i234 D 35.6 052.0p EgEE O DCCL IHLL 2-1. 58 S 15447 E 3'90033 180

3016022593 09103/78 95 76 223A D 33.97 051.50 90 EEEE O CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 154.10 E 390033 181 
3016023000 09/03/78 95 77 22,4 D 32.87 P50.96 30 EEE NO CCL HHLL 24.45 5 153.73 E 390033 182 
301,6023002 09/03/78 95 78 223A D 31.76 050.47 10 9EEE NO CCCL IHLL 25;89 S 1153'.34 E 390033 183 
3016023005 09/63/78 95 7.9 2234 D 30.64 050.03 NA E2EE NO CCL HkuL 27.32 S i52.95 E 390033 '184 
3016100275 06j03/78 113 40 2235 0 "56.28 107.20 8P EE E NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 140.95 E 390033 185 
3016100282 09/03/78 113 41 2235 D 56.,42 104.90 90 EEEE NO CCL HULL 27.34 N 140.56 E 390033 186


306100341 09/03178 113 55 22-35 D 52:81 074.90 70 EE E NO CCGL HHLL 07o21 N 135.52 E 390033 187


3916100355 09/03/78 113 59 2235 D 50.11 068.31 10 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 134.17 E 390033 188
3016100361 P9/03/78 113 60 2235 D 49.35 066.84 20 EfEE NO CCCL HILL 00.01 N IL33.83 F 39033 189


3016100364 09/03/78 113 61 2235 D 48.56 
 065.43 66 ESEE NO gCCL HHLL 01.43 S 133.50 E 390033 190


3016100370 09/03/78 li3 6? 2235 D 47.74 064.1'0 70 FEEE NO CCCL.AHLL 02.87 S 133.16 E 39D033 191 
3916100373 09/03/78 113 63 2235 D 46.89 062:83 EEEE NO CCSL HHLL 04o31 S 132.83 E 390033 192


3016100375 09/03/78 113 64 2235 0 46.02 061.63 30 EFEE NO 
 CCEL HHLL 05.75 S 132.50 E 390033 193


3016100382 09/03/78 113 
 65 2235 D 45.12 060.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 07.19 S 132.16 E 390033 194


301410384 09/03/78 113 66 2235 D 44.20 059.40 30 EESE NO CCCL. HHLL 08.64 -S 131.82 E 390033 195


3016100390 09/03/78 113 67 2235 D 43.25 058.37 30 EEEE 
 NO CCCL IHLL 10.08 S 131;50 E 390033 196 
3016100393 09/03/78 113 68 ?235 D 42.28 057.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL - 11.52 S 131.14 E 390033 197 
3016100400 09/03/78 113 69 2235 D' 41:30 056.48 , 0 EEEE NO CCCL HFLL 12.96 S 130.80 E 390033 198


3016102050 09/03/78",131 25 2236 D 48.36 138.13 10 EEEE NO -CCCL LCLI 50.08 N. 122,.69 E 39003? 468


30161,02052 09/03/79 131 26 2236 - D' 49.15 136.34 20 EEEE NO CtECL LLLL ,48.68 K. 122.04 E 390032 469 
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07:00 FROM 09/01f78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016102054 09/03/78 131 27 2236 D 49.92 134.52 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 121.41 E 390032 470


3016102061 09/03/78 131 28 2236 D 50.65 132.66 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.82 E 390032 471


3016102063 09/03/78 131 29 2236 D 51.35 130.77 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 120.26 E 390032 472


3016102070 09/03/78 131 30 2236 D 52.01 128.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 119.72 E 390032 473


3016102072 09/03/78 131 31 2236 D 52.64 126.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.18 E 390032 474


3016102075 09/03/78 131 32 2236 D 53.23 124.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.66 F 390032 475


30161.02081 09/03/78 131 33 2236 D 53.78 122.73 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 118.18 E 390032 476


3016102084 09/03/78 131 34 2236 D 54.28 120.63 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 117.72 E 390032 477 
3016102090 09/03/78 131 35 2236 D 54.74 118.46 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 117.26 F 390032 478 
3016102093 09/03/78 131 36 2236 D 55.15 116.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.82 E 390032 479 
3016102095 09/03178 131 37 2236 D 55.51 114.05 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 116.38 F 390032 480 
3016102102 09/03/78 131 38 2236 D 55.81 111.80 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 115.96 E 390032 481 
3016102104 09/03/78 131 39 2236 D 56.07 109.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 30.21 N 115.55 E 390032 482 
3016102111 09/03/78 131 40 2236 D 56.27 107.25 40 EEEF NO CCCL ILL. 28.77 N 115.14 E 390032 483 
3016102113 09/03178 131 41 2236 D 56.42 104.93 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 114.75 E 390032 484 
3016102120 09/03/78 131 42 2236 D 56.51 102.61 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 114.36 1 39003? 485 
3016102122 09/03/78 131 43 2236 D 56.54 100.29 70 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 24.47 N 113.98 E 390032 486 
3016102125 09/03/78 131 44 2236 D 56.52 097.97 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 113.60 E 390032 487 
3016102131 09/03/78 131 45 2236 D 56.45 095.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 113.22 E 390032 488 
3016102211 09/03/78 131 64 2236 D 46.03 061.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 106.68 E 390032 489 
3016102213 09/03/78 131 65 2236 D 45.13 060.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 106.35 E 390032 490 
3016103470 09/03/78 149 22 2237 D 45.79 143.40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 098.97 E 390032 491 
3016107130 09/03/78 185 21 2239 D 44.87 145.11 60 EEFE NO CCCL LILL 55.65 N 048.21 E 390033 14P 
3016107133 09/03/78 185 22 2239 0 45.76 143.40 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 047.41 E 0 0 
3016107135 09/03/78 185 23 2239 D 46.64 141.68 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 046.66 E 390033 149 
3016107142 09/03/78 185 24 2239 D 47.49 139.94 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 045.94 E 390033 150 
3016107144 09/03178 185 25 2239 D 48.31 138.18 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 045.26 F 390033 151 
3016'107151 09/03/78 185 26 2239 D 49.11 136.39 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 044.61 E 390033 152 
3016107153 09/03/78 185 27 2239 0 49.87 134.58 50 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 044.00 E 390033 153 
3016107160 09/03/78 185 28 2239 D 50.60 132.72 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 043.39 E 390033 154 
3016107162 09/03/78 lb5 29 2239 D 51.31 130.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL LILL 44.45 N 042.82 E 0 C 
3016107165 09/03/78 185 30 2239 0 51.97 128.89 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 042.27 E 0 0 
3016107215 09/03/78 185 42 2239 D 56.49 102.73 0 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 036.91 E 390033 155 
30161.07221 09/03/78 185 43 2239 D 56.53 100.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 24.47 N 036.53 E 390033 156 
3016107224 09/03/78 185 44 2239 D 56.51 098.09 NA E22E NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 036.15 E 390033 157 
3016107251 09/03/78 185 50 2239 D 55.26 084.75 10 EEPE NO CCCL ILLL. 14.41 N 034.00 E 390033 15& 
3016107253 09/03/78 185 51 2239 D 54.87 082.68 40 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 033.64 E 390033 159 
3016107260 09/03/78 185 52 2239 D 54.43 080.67 . 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 033.30 E 390033 160 
3016205530 09/02/78 168 63 2252 D 47.08 063.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 053.95 E 390032 64b 
.3016205532 09/02/78 168 64 2252 D 46.22 062.07 40: EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S ' 053.61 F 390032 649 
11/25178 
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07:00 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


ORSERVATIOAr ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 4,5678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROL'L FRAME


3016205535 09/02/78 168 65 2252 D 45.33 060.91 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 053.27 E 390032 650 
3016207271 09/02/78 186 41 2253 D 56.29 105.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27,34 N 035.87 E 390032 651 
301'607273 09/02/78 186 42 2253 D 56.40 103.26 0 EEEE NO CeCL HHLL 25.90 N 035.48 E 390032 652 
3'01'6207280 09102/78 186 43 2Z53 D 56.45 100-95 10 E2,EE NO C,C,CL HHLL ?A.47. N 035.10 E 390032 653 
5016207303 09/02178 186 49 2253 D 55.61 087.43 10 EEFE NO CiCL LLLL 15.85 N 032..90 E 3'90032 654 
301,6207320.5 09/02178 186 50 2253 D 55.28 085.30 10 &EFE NO 6 DL LLL 1,4.41 N 032.54 E 390032 655 
3.0.16207312 09/02/78 186 51 2253 D 54.90 083.23 10 EE E N0CeL LILLL 12.97 N 03-2,.20 E 390032 656 
3016207364 09/02/78 186 64 2253 D 46.22- 062.09 70 EEE- NO C-GCL tLILL 05.o75 S 02 80 E 390032 657 
3,01-62'07,371 09/02/76 186 65 2.253 D 45.33 060.92 10 EEEE- NO tCXL LELL O-9 S' 0 27.46 E 390032 656 
3016207373,09/02178 186 66 ?253 D 44.42 059.8? 0 EE'EE NO CCCL LCLL 08.63 S Q27.12 E 3,9"0032 659 
3-2,'2OZA,50, 09,/02/'78 1,86 84 2,2-53 D 25.30 048.-68 20 E'EEE NO CdC-L, HHL,L 14.47 S 020.33 e 399032 ,660 
301620,452'09/,02778 156 85 2 53 D 24.15 04.,4 60 E2EE NO C&cI HHLL 3 59,0 S -01.9.88 E 39,0032 461 
3'01:62I7403 0919217& 43 26 22-59 D 48,4 136.81 20 1EEE NO LC,LkL 48.69 11,1.73 4 390032.z & 
3,bO162174'0.5, ,§9/06.z78 40 27 25,9 D 4%5.,2_'135'01, 60 I-1EE 9~ qO cfl - cLX. 472;8 N l1,2-235 ~l 39Q032 605 
301,6,2141,2 00/0217f k3 28 2259 D 5b:26 133.19 90i E{E NO ,CL4G. LL . 7 N 112,.94 q 39003,2 6060 
301,6217414 09/02/,78 43 29 2259 D 50.97 1'31.32 80 EE - N CCCL LLL 44,.:A6 N 1'1,3.5 tt ,3,90032 607 
3Q62741 02-/ 7* 43. 30 '25 165194 0 EEE 90 - CL,14 43 ,.6,4 N. f14 .0'6 390042 60F3,01621,7423 0P/02,78 43, 31 2?59 D 52.29 127.47 40, EEE N LL 41.62 N 1tQ&9 3,00-32 609 
,o1627wA 30 0,9402/78- 43 32 Z259 D 52.89 1,55.'48 16 EEEE ,NO 0CCCL LLLL 4041l q 1'1 5.10 W 3,90032 61,0
3,01 6217432 0 12/78 43 33 2259 6 53,.45 1,t4 4 10 EEEE NO ,CCCLL.LL 3§.7,8 N 115.58 Q -390032 61:1 
559,f2 0, ftE No CCCL LLL 3'-7.36 N 1,$6.05 W 390032 612'301621$1:? 09 0/ ' ,3 259 0
3b16217,4,41 ',91h02/78 43 f 2259 D 54.44 1i9.23 10 iEEEE NO GCCL LLLL 35.9,3 N 116.50 W 390032 -613 
301.6177444 0902/78 43 36 2259 0 54.87, 11,7-.08 0 EFEE - 4C', LLLL - 34'50 N 1'16.94 w 390032 61,4 
3016217450 9fO2t78 43 37 225- 1 55.2-5 114.P8 40 CEE NO gCC. L-LL 3±.07 N 117..38 W 3'90032 61,5 
301621745,3 09"/02178 43 38 2M59 D 55.58 142-a.64 80 EEE E NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 117.80 1 390032 616 
30i63b0345 09/03:/78 115 29 2263 D -50.90 131.42 70 2'iEE NO CeCL HHLL 44.46 N 143.19 t 390032 570 
30163'00351 09/03/78 If5 30 2263 D 5 1.58 12'9.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL -HLL 43.04 N 142...65 E 3-90032 571 
3(l6300354, 0'9/03/78 115 3i 2263 D -52.23 127.57 70 EEE NO CCCL HLL 41 .62 N 142.13 E 390032 72 
301630530 Q9/03/78' 115 73 2263 D 37.65 053.88 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 1vI.71 S 126.52 E 390032 573 
3016302183 9/03/78 133 30 2264 D 51.50, 1,29.55 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.85 E '390032 574 
3 0 1 6 0 2 1 g5 9/03/78 133 31 2264 D 52.21 127.59 50 tEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 116.32 E 390032 575 
3016302192 09/03/78 133 32 2264 D 52.82 125.60 80 tEEE NO CCCL LLL. 40.20 N 115.80 F 390032 576 
3016302194 09/03/78 133 33 2264 D 53.38 123.56 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 115.31 E 390032 577 
301'6302201 09/03/78 133 34 2264 D 53.91 1,21.48 90 IEEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 114.84 E 390032 578 
3016302203 09/03/78 133 35 2264 D 54.39 119.,36 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL M 35.93 N 114.38 E 390032 579 
3016302210 09/03/78 133 36 2264 D 54.81 117.21 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 113.93 F 390032 580 
3016302212 09/03/78 133 37 2264 D 55.20 115.03 80 FEEE. NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 113.50 E 390032 581 
3016302215 09/03178 133 38 2264 , 55.53 112.79 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 113.08 E 390032., 5F2 
.3016302221 09/03178 133 39 2264 D 55.81 110.54 .. 70 .EEEE NO CCCL LLI 30.21 N 11,2.67 E 390032 5 3. 
3016302224 09/03/78 133 40 2264, D 56.04 108.28 80, EEEE NO', CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 112.26 E - 390032 584 
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07:01 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCH -MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45 78. QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016302244 09/03/78 133 45 2264 D 56.35 096.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N. 11U.34 E 390032 585 
3016302251 09/03/78 133 46 2264 D 56.25 094.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 109.98 E 390032 586 
3016302253 09/03/78 133 47 2264 D 56.10 092.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 109.6? E 390032 587 
3016302260 09/03/78 133 48 2264 D 55.88 090.05 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 109.26 E 390032 588 
3016305430 09/16/78 169 25 2266 D 47.81 138.70 80 EEME NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 068.16 L 390032 725 
3016305584 09/16/78 169 63 2266 D 47.25 063.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 052.51 E 390032 726 
3016305591 09/16/78 169 64 2Z66 D 46.39 062.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL HhLL 05.75 S 052.18 F 0 0 
3016305593 09/16/78 169 65 2266 D 45.51 061.28 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 051.84 E 390032 727 
3016306000 09/16/78 169 66 2266 D 44.60 060.16 10 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 051.50 E 390032 728 
3016306002 09/16/78 169 67 2266 D 43.67 059.11 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 051.15 E 390032 729 
3016306005 09/16/78 169 68 2266 D 42.72 058.11 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 050.81 E 390032 730 
3016306011 09/16/78 169 69 2266 D 41.75 057.17 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 050.47 E 390032 731 
3016306014 09/16/78 169 70 2266 D 40.77 056.29 70 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 050.12 E 390032 732 
3016306020 09/16/78 169 71 2266 D 39.76 055.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL IIHLL 15.83 S 049.77 E 390032 733 
3016306032 09/03/78 169 74 2266 D 36.65 053.26 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 048.70 E 390033 161 
3016306034 09/03/78 169 75 2266 D 35.59 052.62 60 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 048.33 E 390033 162 
3016306041 09/03/78 169 76 2266 D 34.52 052.03 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 047.96 E 390033 163 
3016306043 09/03/78 169 77 2266 D 33.43 051.50 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 047.57 E 390033 164 
3016306050 09/03/78 169 78 2266 D 32.33 050.98 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 047.19 E 390033 165 
3016307232 09/03/78 187 18 2267 D 41.48 150.61 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 048.07 E 0 0 
3016307234 09/03/78 187 19 2267 D 42.44 148.90 90 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 047.09 E 390033 166 
3016307243 09/03/78 187 21 2267 D 44.32 145.53 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 045.34 E 390032 589 
3016307250 09/03/78 187 22 2267 0 45.22 143.85 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 044.54 E 390032 590 
3016307252 09/03/78 187 23 2267 D 46.11 142.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 043.78 E 390032 591 
3016307255 09/03178 187 24 2267 D 46.96 140.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 043.07 E 390032 59? 
3016307261 09/03/78 1F7 25 2267 D 47.80 138.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 042.39 E 390032 593 
3016307264 09/03/78 187 26 2267 D 48.60 136.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 041.73 E 390032 594 
3016307270 09/03/78 187 27 2267 D 49.38 135.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 041.11 E 390032 595 
3016307273 09/03/78 187 28 2267 0 50.13 133.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.1-6 N 040.51 E 390032 596 
3016307275 09/03/78 187 29 2267 D 50.84 131.51 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 039.94 E 390032 597 
3016307323 09/03/78 187 40 2267 D 56.01 108.40 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 034.83 E 390032 598 
3016307325 09/03/78 187 41 2267 D 56.19 106.11 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 034.43 E 390032 599 
3016307332 09/03/78 187 42 2267 D 56.31 103.81 i10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 034.04 E 390032 600 
3016307502 09/03/78 187 83 2267 D 26.73 049.11 170 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S 019.32 E 390032 601 
3016307504 09/03/78 187 84 2267 D 25.57 048.85 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 018.89 E 390032 602 
3016307511 09/03/78 187 85 2267 D 24.42 048.64 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.89 S 018.43 E 390032 603 
3016309082 00/03/78 205 22 2268 D 45.20 143.86 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 018.73 E 390033 167 
3016309084 09/03/78 205 23 2268 D 46.08 142.17 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 017.98 E 390033 168 
3016309090 09/03/78 205 24 2268 D 46.95 140.46 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 017.26 E 390033' 169 




11/25/78 LANDSAT, MSS SENSOR- PAGE 38


07:01 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


ORSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 'ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD aOALITY CCM CCR MOD E GA.IN, PICTU RE PICTORE, MICR'OFILM MICF,.k


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZiM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRIAME


.301630,9095 09/03478 205 26 2268 o 48.59 136.97 - EE-EE 'ij CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 015.93 E 390033 "71 
$'ol4309102 09/'03/78 205 2.7 2268 D 49.37 135.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 47.26 N 015.32 E 390033 '72 
1016309104 09/03/78 205 28 2268 D 50.12 133.37 10 EIEF N CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 01A.73 E 390033 '73 
3013,09111 09/03/78 205 29 '2268 D 50.83 1,31.52 10 £EEE NO - CCL LLL 44.43 N 014.17 E 390033 174 
1toi,63-fo612 69/03/78 r6 46 2272 0 56.23 09'4.85 N A MMMM NO CC(L HjHL ?.16 N 0 96 .52 W 0 U 
,3b!6319264 09/03/8 62 19 '274 6 .42.27 149.6 NA .Mm Np CCCL LLLL 58.94 N ,33.65 W 0 0 
301631927,P ,09/03/78 62 20 2274 D 43.22 147.35 NA MMM NO CCCL ,1iL 57.08 N , 34.55 W 0 0 
,.16319273 0.9/03,/78 62 '21 '7 .4-1 14 5.< O ' E N 6L'lLL135.40 W~ 390033 tS0 
-3016319275 9103'78 62 2 22g4 D 45.06 '14.90 0 2222 NO CCCL LiLL'L 'S N 136.20 W 1 ..0 0 
3b1-63 '1 6p t 0,8 :09 9,,2275 D 33.02 166.77 NA -22E 'Cc L.L-L 70 50 N 146.80 Y 390033 '51 
q1 8b 2275 34"Zi1'764:32 :0 EgE 0J Scl L 6..2 14.2V 390033 -5 'Akh 7O63 092lP3471 11 D C i! 

3016321070.063/I78 0 12- 2275 D 35.18 1A2.06 30 fFE NO ] tICCLL 67.91 N 150.63 V 390'0335 

3016321i7t,2 003178 80 2'275 36.-23 0 E 0CCL . N W 390033
1,3 D 1 9.95EFE -LL 56.5 159.26 54 
3046&2iO65 09103/ 78 98 14 2275 D 37.28 157.95. EEE - CgLL ILL N 750.73 1 39003-3 55 
3601632 b321 5 I373835 93,o,B2 0-911,;17 0Q EEE NO CCtL LLL 5.l90 ,4 39,0Q3­
,30562,314,08 20 EpE -57491378 1 4 3 2s , 52.32 1.2 o CCLgLL , .12 N 1156.29 W 390033 
16425p 9067§ -0 32 22Az 40.35 25 9 0 E EFE CCCL L L 6.i.19 N ,15.4 'W 390035 -5s 
3602632p3 -091-3/79 80 It 2275 D 41.30 1 Q.73 'n0 EEFE NO CC )4L 59.78 N 11. 48 e 390033 759 
3Q6 2O,5 01/63/7§ 1p t 22755 D 4?216 9.94 109 EEEE S0 CCCL LLLL 5B.45 N .159.46 W 390033 63L 
301 3?402 10 3/7- 80 20 28 .2)14.5 70 Efy 40 CC14. ILy37 sp N 460.36 W 390033Z75 161 
30163128104 0/03/78 80 21 27 D 44.3 15.617 9,0 2 2 PPNCCCL LLLL 35.9 N 161 .2 )4 0 03 
30.1632380 09/0-37 98 40 2??6 D 36.89 03.4 60 EfFE NO CCC4. HL*J ZO..15 S 13350 E 390033 75 
301i407328 09/03/78 18 75 2276 D 5760 15.5 NA FEF NO CCCL VHLL 21.58 N 50.i0 k 390033 73 
301640221 0910/7P 1834 25 276 D 47. 973 .?4 10 FEEE No CCgL LLL 51.01 N 18.,31 E 30033 3 
*30Olt64 02444 09/ 16 /7 fi4 31 2278 D 52.00 ?.9,§ 20 'EEEE N6 C6,n i1l -14N 1., 9023 30 6402273~~~~~ 28 53 1.2 4 ~~~~EEf NO CCCIl 316N 11.3E
 302091/8143 L L LL
30l640250 09/31678 134 32 2278 D 2.61 5.9.932 id EF NO 4.3. n 314.36 F 3900325C2i61L 
301640253 091'6/78 134 33 2278 D 5.18 23 0 FEF NO CCCL HLLi 34.7 S 01.74E 39 0032 '7709804 

3 61 640 225'5 0,9/16/78 134 34 2278 D '53.71 721.94 10 'EiEE '6P CCCL CLI. 37.36 N i173 .4 F1 390032 -36 
301640262 09t1607S 134 35 27 D 54.20 119.83 30 EEF NO 'CttL LLLL 35.93 N i-2?.9 p 390032 '59 
3016402264 0'9/16/78 134 36 2278 D 54.64 117.69 60 EEE V CC LLL L 34.50 N~ 112.50,F 390P32 '40 
3016402271 02/16/78 134 37 2l78 D 55.04 715.53 70 fE t NO C C C) )LLL. 33.0 N i172.06 E 390032 -141 
30'16402273 09/16/78 134 38 2270 0 55.38 113.5? 40 EEE NO CCC*L tILLL 3l164 N 111.63 E 39'0032 742 
3016402280 09/16/78 134 39 2278 D 55.67 111.0? NA '6m4M NO, CC CiLILL1. 30.?l N 111.21 E .0 0 
39164073i 09/03/78 1$S 40 2281 D 55.89 108.93 8b 'FEFy p' CC . HH4L 2§.7 N 033.40 E 3§0033 2 
3014407384 09/03/78 188 41 2281 D 56.08 106.65 90 FE F F NO0 9CCt HHtIL 27.34 N 033.00 F 390033 '30 
3016407554 09/03/78 1'88 82 2281l D 28,;14 049.61 70 FEFF NO0 CCCI. HHLL 31.61 S 01'8.31 E 30003 Z31 
3016407560 09/03/78 188 83 2281 D 27.00 049.30 90 FEFF 'NO CCL HHJLL -33.04 S 017.89 E 390033 , '32 
3016407563 09/03/78 18F 84 2281 D- 82.85 0494LO4 90 FEFF :N9 CCCL .WhL L 34.47 5 01.7.45 E 390033 7:33 
3016407565 09703178 188 85 2281 D 24.70 048.81 90 FEFF. NO . CCCL HLL - 35.89 s 07.00 E - 390033 .34 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 39


07:01 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAI CNTR LONG ROLL FRkME


3016412314 09/03/78 241 1 2284 D 22.54 208.86 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 
 79.99 N 020.72 E 390033 336


3016414150 09/03/78 8 1 
 2285 D 22.50 208.90 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 80.02 N 005.07 W 390033 337


3016414332 09/03/78 9 45 2285 D 56.28 097.66 20 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 071.7E W 390033 338


3016414335 09/03/78 9 46 2285 D 56.20 095.38 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 072.15 W 390033 339


3016414341 09/03/78 9 47 




3016414344 09/03/78 9 48 2285 D 55.87 090.92 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 
 17.29 N 072.87 W 390033 341


3016416152 09/03/78 27 42 2286 D 56.18 104.57 10 
 FFFM NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 096.44 W 390033 342


3016416155 09/03/78 27 43 2286 D 56.27 102.27 20 FEP6 NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 096.82 w 390033 343


3016416161 09/03/78 27 44 56.30 099.98 20 CCCL 1 097.20 W 390033 344
2286 D FEFF NO HHLL 23.03 N 
 
3016416164 09/03/78 27 45 2286 D 56.28 097.69 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 097.58 w 0 0


3016417520 09/02/78 45 26 2287 D 48.23 137.39 80 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 114.61 w 390033 13


3016417522 09/02/78 45 27 2287 D 49.01 135.64 NA 2MMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 115.23 W 0 0


3016417525 09/02/78 45 28 2287 D 49.77 133.84 90 EMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 115.82 W 390033 14


3016417531 09/02/78 45 29 2287 D 50.50 132.01 80 E2 2 2  NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 116.38 w 390033 15


3016417534 09/02/78 45 30 2287 D 51.19 130.14 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.92 W 390033 16


3016417540 09/02/78 45 31 2287 D 51.85 128.22 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 
 117.44 W 390033 17


3016417543 09/02/78 45 32 2287 D 52.47 126.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 117.94 V 390033 18


3016417545 09/02/78 45 33 2287 D 53.05 124.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 118.43 W 390033 19


3016417552 09/02/78 45 34 2287 D 53.59 122.22 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 118.90 W 390033 20






3016417561 09/02/78 45 36 2287 D 54.53 118.01 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.81 t4 390033 22 
3016417563 09/02/78 45 37 2287 D 54.93 115.84 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 120.25 w 390033 23 
3016419325 09/02/78 63 20 2288 D 42.94 147.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 136.00 w 0 0 
3016421115 09/02/78 81 10 2289 D 32.68 166.94 30 EFFF No CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 
 148.25 W 390033 1 
3016421122 09/02/78 81 11 2280 b 33.76 164.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 150.28 W 390033 2 
3016421124 09/02/78 
 81 12 2289 p 34.83 162.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 152.09 W 390033 3 
3016421131 09/02/78 81 13 2289 D 35.89 160.14 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 153.73 w 390033 4 
3016421133 09/02/78 81 14 2289 D 36.93 158.16 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLL 65.29 N 155.20 w 390033 5 
3016421140 09/02/78 81 15 2289 D 37.96 156.27 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 156.54 W 390033 6

3016421142 09/02/78 81 16 2289 D 38.99 154.44 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 157.77 W 390033 7 
3016421145 09/02/78 81 17 2289 D 40.00 152.66 80 FFEE NO CCCL LILL 61.22 N 158.89 W 390033 2 
3016421151 09/02/78 81 18 2289 D 41.00 150.92 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 159.93 w 390033 9 
3016421154 09/02/78 81 19 2289 D 41.98 149.21 80 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 160.90 W 390033 10


3016421160 09/02/78 81 20 2289 D 42.93 147.54 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLL 57.08 N 161.79 W 390033 11


3016421163 09/02/78 81 21 2289 D 43.86 145.88 90 FFEF NO 
 CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 162.65 W 390033 12


3016421165 09/02/78 81 22 2289 D 44.77 144.23 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 163.46 w 0 
 0 

3016423194 09/03/78 99 69 2290 D 42.11 057.72 70 PFFF NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 150.87 E 390033 345 

3016423200 09/03/78 99 70 2290 D 41,13 056.82 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S: 150.52 E 390033 346 

3016423203 09/03/78 99 71 2290 D 40.13 055.96 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S . 150.16 E 390033 . 347 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 :3SS SENSOR PAGE 40 
07 01 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30Y78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 "45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 'ROLL FRAME


3016423212 09/03/78 99 73 2290 D 38.10 054.42 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 149.45 E 3, 0033 349 
3016423214 09/02/78 99 74 2290 P 37.07 053.72 i0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14'S 149.09 E 390032 '709 
3616423221 09/02/78 99 75 .2290 D 36.02 053.07 0 EE'EE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 148.75 E 390032 710 
3016423223 09/02/78 99 76 2290 0 34.95 052.46 0 22EE NO CCCL POLL 23.02 S 148.37 E 390p32 711 
3016423230 09/02/78 99 77 2290 D 33.86 051.90 '0 EEEE NO ,CFCL HHLL 24.46 S 148.00 E 390032 712 
3016423232 09/02/78 99 78 2290 D 32J7 051.38 10 EEEE ,r0 CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 147.60 E 390032 713 
*3016423t25 09/62/78 99 79 2290 D 31.67 0 6.90 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S i47".21 E 39002 714 
301&423241 09/02178 99 80 2290 D 30.56 050.'7 ,70 EEEE N0 .CCCL HHLL 28..75 S 146.80 E 390032 715 
016423244 09/02.78 99 81 2290 D 29.44 b50.08 80 EEE NO CCCL I"LL 30.1;8 $ 1,4,.39 E 390632 7t6 
3016423250 09/02/78 99 82 2290 D 28.31 049.73 70 EEEE NO ,C¢CL -4'LL 31.61 S 145.?7 E '39P932 747 
30-V 3253 09/02/78 99 83 .2290 D 27.17 Q49.42 ib EEEE NO CCL PHpL 33.,04 S 1,45.45 F 3900,32 718 
301642325 09/02/78 99 84 90 26.q2 049115 80 EEE.E NO CCCL HHLL 3t.9 £ 145.12 E , 390032 719 
301642262 09/l1/78 99 85 2290 D 24.855 4B.92 :O EEE 'NO CigL LLLL "37.90 S 144 8 E 390032 ?20 
3q05,4b?264 69/16/79 99 E16 22§9 D 7. 1o b. 7 40 EEE NtO CgL LII 17.1t S 144 22 E 39003 .43 
'361 500'4 0916/18 *i17 23 2291 D 8521474iC,6L 5i EEEE -NO '58,? N 144. S90032 744JHLL 3 E 
3065A,455 04/1,6/79 117 24 2291 ID 46.49 14.9 70 ,EEEE O CECL HILL 41.50 N 143 41 E 390P32 7-9 
36,160 054 ,9116'/78 "117 5 ,2?91 D. 47.33 139.20 40 EEEE No .C-tL H0LL 1p.1j N 142;72 E 390032 746 
3016500k5 09/116/78 117 76 2291 p 4§-15 13-i.47 5 EtE NO CCCL -HHLL 148;70 N 142.07 E 390b32 747 
3,01650043 O?/1,6/7 117 7 2291- D 48.95 135,.7P 60 FEEE NO tCUCL HLL 47.29 N 141,46 *E 3,0032 748 
30665,045 Q /5!678117 28 2291 I 49.72 133.90 70 EE NO C CL HPLLI 45.05 N '140 F 390032 749 
A? D .13 103 57.75 NO CCCL 'LLLL 1125.06 E 3900323,0165 019 50911.6/18 1717 ??91 , . EEEE .4 12.A6 S 750 
72 D 41.1.6 10 NEEE L 14,2 .§ 12,.7 756 
3916501034 09'16 78 117 71 2292 D 45o.99 54 0 E2EEFE 9 CCCL ILL 15.873 12.35 E 390032 757 
3,016501094 Q9/16/78 117 82 f291 D 28. 4 1.5 60 .EEE NO CeCL LLLL 31.63 S 120.19 E 390032 753 
301650104 09/1.6/78 117 291 4 049.?3 EEEE C4CL 33.05 E 754 
3,016501032 ,09116/7 11.7 291 05..85 O POCCRL "390032 
83 D 75 40 '0 'LLLL 119.? 390032 
30165021091 0911.6/78 117 34 2291 D 26.02 049.16 30 EEEE NO ,CICL LLLL 34.4-8 S 119.32 E 396032 760 
%01650240 09/16/78 135 32 ?292 D 52.90 126.3 40 E4EE NO C(CL 'LLLL 4b.21 N 112.9 E 390032 756 
301650211 0,9/16/78 135 33 .2292 D 52:99 A14.3 . 50 2EE NO CCCL LLL 08.77 N 112.46 E 390032 757 
30165023149/16/78 135 34 2292 " 53.52 122.35 80 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 37.35 N 111.98 IE 3900-32 758 
30T16502326 09/16/78 135 35 2292 D 54.02 120.28 90 EEEE N9 tCL LLLL 35.92 N 111.52 E 390032 759 
3016502323 09/16/78 135 36 2292 D 54.47 118.15 80 EEEE NO ZCCL LLLL 34.50 N 111.08 E 390032 760 
3016502411 09/16/78 135 57 [2292 51.98 073.43 90 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33 N 103.29 E 390032 761 
3016502414 0O/16/78 135 58 2292 D 51.33 071.76 80 E,EEE Nb CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 102.96 E 390032 762 

301.6504091 p.9/0o2/la7 153 20 2,293 0 42.84 147.61 50 EE NO CCCI. LLL 57.08 N 094.89 E 30L032 721 
3,.6 504.093 0.9/02/78 153 21 2293 0. 43.77 145.95 40 EEEE NJO CCCL LLLL 5-5.70 N 094:04 t 390032 722 
,301'650410009/02/78 153 22 2293 D 44;69 144.29 40 EEEE NO *CCCL tILL '54.3D N 093.25 E 390032 723 
3016504102 09/02/78 153 23 229-3 b- 45.58 142.62 50 EE EE NO CCCL LLLL -52.91 N 092.48 E 390032 724. 
3016505522 09/09/78 171 20 2294 , .42.84 147.59, 60 EEEE NO CCCL LULL - 5,75 N 069.12 E 390032. 785 
3016505525 09/09/78 171 21 2294 D '43.77 145.93 80 -EEEE NO , CCCL LLLL 55.67-N - 068.26 E 390032 786 
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07:01 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY' PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 4567g OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016505534 09/09/78 171 23 2294 D 45.57 142.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL 52.89 N 066.70 E 390032 788


3016505540 09/09/78 171 24 2294 D 46.44 140.95 20 EEEE NO CCCL LL 51.50 N 065.98 F 390032 789


3016505543 09/09/78 171 25 2294 D 47.28 139.25 rEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 065.30 E 390032 790


3016506011 09/09/78 171 41 2294 D 55.98 107.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 057.38 E 390032 791


3016506013 09/09/78 171 42 2294 D 56.13 104.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 056.98 E 390032 792


3016506020 09/09/78 171 43 2294 D 56.23 102.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 056.60 E 390032 793


3016506040 09/09/78 171 48 2294 D 55.87 091.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 054.76 E 390032 794


3016506043 09/09/78 171 49 2294 D 55.63 089.09 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 054.40 E 390032 795 
3016506045 09/09/78 171 50 2294 D 55.35 086.95 10 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 054.05 E 390032 796 
3016506052 09/09/78 171 51 2294 D 55.01 084.85 EEEE NO CCCL "HHLL 12.97 N 053.70 E 390032 797 
30P6506054 09/09/78 171 52 2294 D 54.62 082.81 30 FEEE NO CCCI HHLL 11.53 N 053.35 E ,390032 798 
3016507345 09/09/78 189 18 2295 D 40.89 150.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 59.79 N 045.20 E 390032 799 
3016507351 09/09/78 189 19 2295 D 41.86 149.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 58.42 N 044.22 E 390032 800 
3016507354 09/09/78 189 20 2295 D 42.81 147.61 70 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.32 E 390032 801 
3016507363 09/03/78 189 22 2295 D 44.67 144.29 NA FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 041.67 E 390032 662 
3016507365 09/03/78 189 23 2295 D 45.56 142.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 52.87 N 040.92 E 390032 663 
3016507372 09/03/78 189 24 2295 D 46.43 140.96 EEEE NO CCCL LILI 51.48 N 040.20 E 390032 664 
3016507374 09/03/78 189 25 2295 D 47.27 139.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LL 50.07 N 039.52 E 390032 665 
3016507381 09/03/78 189 26 2295 D 48.09 137.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 48.67 N 038.88 E 390032 666 
3016507383 09/03/78 189 27 2295 D 48.88 135.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 038.26 E 390032 667 
3016507390 09/03/78 189 28 2295 D 49.64 134.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 037.66 E 390032 668 
3016507392 09/03/78 189 29 2295 D 50.37 132.18 EEEF NO CCCI LiLL 44.44 N 037.09 E 390032 669 
3016507433 09/03/78 189 39 2295 D 55.51 111.70 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 032.37 E 39003? 670 
3016509194 09/03/78 207 22 2296 D 44.64 144.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL tLL 54.27 N 015.86 E 390032 671 
3016509201 09/03/78 207 23 2296 D 45.53 142.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LeLL 52.7 N 015.10 E 390032 672 
3016509203 09/03/78 207 24 2296 D 46.41 140.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL tLL 51.47 N 014.39 E 390032 673 
3016509210 09/03/78 207 25 2296 D 47.25 139.28 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 013.71 E 0 0 
3016509212 09/03/78 207 26 2296 D 48.07 137.56 NA MFMM NO CCCL tILL 48.67 N 013.06 E 390032 674 
3016514384 09/03/78 10 44 2299 D 56.24 100.50 70 2222 NO CCCL HLL 23.03 N 072.82 W 0 0 
3016514391 09/03/78 10 45 2299 D 56.23 098.22 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 073.19 W 390032 675 
3016514393 09/03/78 10 46 2299 D 56.16 095.95 30 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 073.56 W 390032 676 
3016516143 09,09/78 28 26 2300 D 47.99 137.65 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 090.22 w 390032 802 
3016516145 09/09/78 28 27 2300 D 48.78 135.90 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 090.e4 W 390032 803 
3016516152 09/09/78 28 28 2300 D 49.55 134.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 091.43 W 390032 804 
3016516154 09/09/78 28 29 2300 D 50.28 132.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 092.00 w 390032 805 
3016516161 09/09/78 2b 30 2300 D 50.98 130.45 10 FEES NO CCCL LLL 43.04 N 092.54 W 390032 806 
3016516163 09/09/78 28 31 2300 D' 51.64 128.56 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 41.62 N 093.06 W 390032 807 
3016516170 09/09/78 28 32 2300 D 52.27 126.63 70 EEFE NO CCCL LILL 40.20 N 093.57 W 390032 808 
3016516172 09/09/78 28 33 2300 D 2.86 124.64 20 EEEE NO CCCI LILt 38.7,8 N 094.06 w 390032 809 
3016516175 09/09778' 28 34 2300 D 53.41 122.60 ,10" EEEE NO CCCL LL 37.36, N - 094.54 w 390032 PlO 
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11/25/78,, LANDSA. .3 . MSS SENSOR 	 --PAGE 42 
07:01 	 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN. SUN, % CLD QUALITY' CCM CCM MODE GAIN P1CTORE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR'LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME' 
30,16516181 09/09/78 28 35 2300 D 53.92 120.53. 10- EEE NO CCCL LLJL 35.93 N 095.00 W 390032 811 
3P-16516.184 09/09/78, 28 36 2300 D 54.37 118.43 10 EEEE NO CUCCL' LtLi 34.5 N 095.44 W 390032 912 
3016516190 .09/09/ 8 28 37 2300, D, 54-78 116.29, 0 EEFE NO CCCL' LLL 33,07 N 095.87 W 39,0032 813 
30165:16.193 09/091.78 28 38 2300 D 55.15 114-.11 10- FEEE NO CCat LLLL 3i.64 N 096.28 W 390032, 814 
3016-51'M'95 09/09'/78 28 39 2300 D 55.46 111.89 30. EfEf NO CC'CL LLLL 30.21 N. 09'.70 W 390032 E15 
3016516202 09/09/78 28. 40 23,0,0 D 55..o7?, 1P9.o66 30 EEEE NO., CCCL LL'LL 28.7,7' N 097.10 W 39,0032.- 816 
3T0165:16204 0,97'09/78 28, 41 2300. D, 55.93'.10,7.39: 10: E N C<C* LI'LL 27.34 N 097t.50, W 390,032 817 
3,016516211 091091:7§ 28 42 2300" D 56.09: 105.11 10, EfEE NO' CC.CL LLLL 2'5'.9i N 0?7.88 W 39O:32 81E 
3,0'151774 0,9/30178 46, 26 230V, D' 47..9& 137.69 90 MiEE No. C.CF' LLULL 48,.69' N, 1.11o05 W 390'33' 2A 
3Sq1:6$,175 81 09'/30/78? 46 27 2 0-I, D 4,8.76, 13,.9:' 8'0 FEEE, NO. C CLC LLLLl " 4'7'.2,8' N 116.66 W 390033 244 
3:0.1 	6,51,5:83- 0,9/3B/786 46. 28 2301 D 49.53 134 .1"6' 90; EEE. N O' C;CC," L 4,.87LN. 117'25 W 3,-.3 245' 
23-01 D 30' 13L,., 4446 N 117 3y00333.0.14.51759b' 0.9/3'/78 46 29 50,.26 1,3,3Z.. EE.EE No, CS L, 4;14' 	 24 6' 
6 	 ­3016'51.75,9, 09730178: 4,6 30' 2301,. D, 50°9 1,30 5f0 40, EE NO ,tL 1,11, , 43.04' N 11,8_36 W 390033 2?47 
30!6:5211'74A099-/,3/,78; 82" 10. 2'303 D ii. ,716?7.'62, 60, EE''E" 0" C.,C€L LI'LLL 7.0' 54' N." 149. 68' W- 390032 67? 
3,5 ',8:0,0;/.78 82 1"1 2 03 . 3'3.4.5 1-4.59 20. FEEE NO CC'L LL ' N 15,.1 39032 678 
301-:5"'21183 0/105178 8-2' 12 2303. D. 34.5 16Z.32- 90 FEtE' NO, C'CCL LL.L 67*.93' N 153 5 G- 6792 
3.01k5'2,12185 8 13, 2303, D; -5EEE0G337.8.   ,60. l6 oj."2? 40 ECEE'CLP0L-,,, fcctt 6.6,"' 'L'I6L-N W ­ 68,1 . 0 N'o 1.5,5.13 39003 

301'.69217192; 0 88/,03/782 1'4,2'" D, 36.6,6. 158.22 2' EEE NY C, 65,24 N 1 6.61 W' 39 O32' 681
3.03' 52,1, 1$4.09103./,7S,0 2 15', 37..4, 1.. 4.61 	 CC.CL LNLO ./ 23Qt D , ,EE ' 
3.,01"65216.11 1,0 ,8 82 2390 , 38.71, 1.-5' LL 6,2.5,6 N 159e.1.7 68316, 	 , EEE'CC,'J 2 W 39.00-3 2 
 
,
310.1:6 5,21. 1)309/3,/.f78 82 17 	 2,363' D 9.72 1 Z.79, 4 E:E,El. Cct>I 61.2'1 N 1 3160.31' 3,00, 2 684'N9t II LC 	 W 
30t!21-219 OW,4q3,78- 82 1& 	2:3Q3.- D. 4f0"7,t 151' .0§8, 60 ElEE NO, C'59.&'. N, 1.t36' W 390 32 695,'

310152,1,212 09/031/78 82 19 	 2-30"3 D 41. T140' 9 ' eEEE, Nb( C'CL L LL 5a.486' N 162".'3" w 3Vd032_ 6i6 
3,01'6521:21,5'. 09,/03/78 82 20 23035 147.75 9, EE 4a ec CL 57.8, N 1:5.25 3'9,0032 687. 
31.165212-21 9d/0./,78, 82 2,1 23.03 6 42f5. 14*6,.10 80, 9EE EE NO CCCI LCLL 55.69, N' 1647.0 W' 3,90632' 6881/78.2Z0 10DN
3'0.16'521 ,24 09/03/,78 82 22 23Q3,3 ) 44.48 14 '.a46 9.9 2 2.2'2 NO,, cfc(ILL 53XN.L4. 
3'01.6 22326.4 6091978 10,0 72 2.04 o 39.37 055.47 4d, E-EE NO C.,GL Hh 17.27 S .48.ZA0 E 39'003? e1,9
310,165,23270: 091,09/78 100 73 2'304, D 38.35 054.71 30 E'EEE N'O dCC nL 187.71 s it4e.04' E 390032 820 
3'01'61523273 09/g9,178 100 74 2304 D 37.31, 054,.00 10 Eek ' CCCL, 1 20.15 S, 1'47.67 E 390032 821RHL L 
3:01652,r3Z75 09/,09/78 106 7.5 230,4 D 36.2i 0,53:33 NA 22EE NO CCCI ON LL 2,1.58' S 1'4 7".3P E 390b32 822,3016523282 00,102/78 100 76 23'04 D 35.20 05,.71 10, EE NO CCCLt LLL 23.02 8 14.6.93 E 390033 24 
30,166523,284 09/02178 100 77 2304 D 34..12 0,52-.14, 56 EEEE 10 CCCI LLLL 24.46 S 146.55 E 390033 25 
3d,16523291 09/034,78, 100 78 2304 D 33.04 05,.61 '90 EEE NO CCCL LIAL 25.88 S 1\6. 16 E 39'0032' 689 
30.1652,3293 091,03,178 1:00 79, 23f04 D 31.94 051. 13 1.OQ EEEF NO ectc LLL 27.32 S 145%'.7 E 390032 690 
301,6523300 09/03/78 100 80 2304 D 30.83 050.t69 100 9EEE Nb' CCCL LILL 28.75 S 1,45.37, 390032 691 
3016523302 09/-03/78 1,00 81 230,4 D 29.71 050°2,9 100 EEFE NO CCCL LELL 30.1'8 S 144.96 E 390032 692 
3016523305,09/03/78 100 82 2304 0 28;58'049..93 90 EEFF NO,, fCC LLLL 3.1.62 S 144.56 E 390032 693 
3016523311 09/03/78 100 83 2304 D 27.45,049.'61 . 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 144.13 t ' 390032 694 
301,6,523314 09/03/78 100 84 2304 D 26,.31 .049.34, '9b FEE NO OCCL LLLL 34.4.7 $' 1'4l3.69 E 390032 695' 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 43 
07:02 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV' AZIM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678.45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3016523323 09/03/78 100 86 2304 D 24.00 048.91 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S 142.78 E 390032 697 
3016601093 09/03/78 118 71 2305 D 40.38 056.29 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 122.92 E 390032 698 
3016601095 09103/78 118 72 2305 D 39.38 055.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 122.57 E 390032 699 
3016601102 09/03/78 118 73 2305 D 38.37 054.73 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 122.21 E 390032 700 
3016601134 09/03/78 118 81 2305 D 29.72 050.30 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 119.16 E 390032 701 
3016601140 09/03/78 118 82 2305 D 28.59 049.94 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 118.75 E 390032 702 
3016601143 09/03/78 118 83 2305 D 27.46 049.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 118.32 E 390032 703 
3016601145 09/03/78 118 84 2305 D 26.32 049.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 S 117.88 E 390032 704 
3016602363 09/03178'136 32 2306 D 52.18 126.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 390032 705 
3016602370 09/03/78 136 33 2306 D 52.78 124.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.00 E 390032 706 
3016602372 09/03/78 136 





























3016606095 09/16/78 172 



























3016606104 09/1678 172 



























3016606113 09/16/78 172 



























3016606121 09/16/78 172 
3016606183 09/16/76 172 








































3016606192 09/16/78 172 



























3016606201 09/16/78 172 73 2308 D 38.41 054.78 10 FEEF NO CCCL HMLL 18.71 S 044.75 E 390033 757 
3016606203 09/16/78 172 74 2308 D 37.37 054.06 10 FEEt NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 044.38 E 390033 758 
3016606210 09/16/78 172 
3016606212 09/16178 172 
3016606215 09/16/78 172 
3016614375 09/02/78 11 


























































































































































































3016616240 09/16/78 29 35 2314 D 53.72 121.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 096.41 W 390033 769 
3016616242 09/16178 29 36 2314 D 54.20 118.92 - 10 EEEE NO: CCCL LLLL 3.49.49 N 096.85 w 390033 770 
A R IM
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11125/78 LANOSAT 3 -MSS SENSOR PAGE 44


07%02 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLO QUALITY CCM CCM MObE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFIL MI1CFLM.


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNiR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016616245 09/16/78 29 37 2314 D 54.62 116.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 097.29 W 390033 77t 
3016616251 09/16/78 29 3s 2314 D 55.00 114.60 10 SEEE NO CCCL LLLt 31:64 N 097.71 W 390033 772 
J016616254 09/16/78 2? 39 2314 D 55.33 112.40 10 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 098.13 W 390033 773 
3Q1661,6260 09/16/78 29 40 2314 D 55.60 110.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL ELLL 28.77 N 098. 4 W 390033 774 
,301661163 09f16/78 29 41 2314 O - 55.82 1,07.92 10 EEE NO tC L LCLL 27.34 N 8.93 W 39d033 775 
3916616265 09/16/7 29 42 2,314 D 55.99 105 68 0 EEEE NO CCCL iLL 25.91 N 099.32 W 390033 7768 
301661'292 09/16/78 29 48 2314 b 55.86 0§2.1 NA ?22 NO CCCt HHi 17.29 N 10'.55 W 0 0 
1661_033 q9/02/78 47 26 2315 D 47.70 137.98 80 EEEE NO CCCL LL 48.70 hi 117.50 W 320033 27 
301'61 8035 091402/7', 47 27 2315 D 48.50 136.25 20 i'EE NO CCtL LLL 47.2'9 N s'18.1 W 390,033 28 
3,ql'66§042 09/02/78 47 28 2315 D 49.?8 1'34.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL tiiL 4 88 N 11,§.70 W 390033 29 
301661i8044 Q09/02/7A 4*7 29 2315 6. 'O'0, 132:6A ld EEEf 60 ,ErCL ILKL ,44.46 N 1,1.26 W4 3b 
30i,6-6 805i d9/02/7 47 30 23,15 0 50L.?3 130. 4 0 EEEE NO CCCL CLL .04 N I''.0 W i 3 3i 
3016A9180 53 0?;.21?& 47 3i 23i5 D 1.46' 128.9? 0 FE E NO' CCCL CtiL 41.62 N i'20.3i .1W 390,033 32 
3f1 6f8d o1402/7t4 47 32 2315 D 5'2a.04 +2 7.06 40. EE NO "345. 9 o '.25W 90033 36 CC4 
30.1'66,062 090'2 /7 8247 33 j5.04 1'06 O C CtL *fl15.8' 14 30 "EE5 E LILL 49.20 4 W SJ39 j3 
3"4 1 806 5 09/02170 47 34 2-315 D 93.20 12308 10 EEEE NO CCLtLLL 3 71 .162.79 03359.86 N 14 
3.161d7.1 0?/0247 47 35 21 5 0 5-3.1?l12. 03 EEEE NO tCI LCL 3E.9 N 122.-5 3.9033 36 
32 0910217& f3 J 31 D '32.05 i67.10 NA 'FF E N0 COOL LLLL 7K.D N W
30166,21 20 '2i9933 q113 37 
30W6621230 091p2Y78 P3 21IL 2317 p 3LCCLJ3.146.68 30 gEEE , ,LLL 6.24 N 153. 15 W 39033 38 
.... .090/7-0r'616 3 -317 b 39, I'5.0~ 0 ' EEE NO CCl LL34 638 N 161 7 t 9fl033 4
,3016621282 V91"02178/cb $34 22 2317 D 44.20 1.4,4 69 E4Eb NO LLL 47.31 S1A.3 W .39.0033 39 
30i6212 44 09/P2/78 83 1-3 2317 0 45.2 16037 600 EEE NO CCCL LLL 6.6'2 k 1 67 w 339 
bi662132s09116178 1 4 231? 3 .5 18.5241 60 EEE NO UCCCLLLL 65.29 N 154.06 W 490033 41 
3016? 12 53 *6?/ / 9Z1883 15 31? D 37.36 56539 50 EEM 0 CtL TLL 63.94 N 159.418 W 390033 42 
3016623255 09/16D782 3 16 ~317 D 38,380'54.7j N0 2??? NO tCCL LLLL 6R:59 N 14Q.64 W a a 
301,661262 09/02/78 83 17 '2317 b 39.30 153.00 90 FEEE NO CtL ILL 6 N 161.78 W 390033 431.23 
3p1*6201614 09/02/78 183 1 2317 D 40.39 5.30 4 0 tEEE NO CCCL LLL 59.86 N 162.82 W 390033 44 
3916621271 09§/,0 2.178 3 19 231? D 41:.7 14.9,.62 100 9EEE N0 ' kCt L 1.1 5.48 ~ t.78 W4 39033 45 
tO166219273 09/,02/7.8 83 20 2317 147.97 i 10 tCL LLL 70'9 N 164'6 14D 42t.33 tEEE Nto ' t 390033 46 
3016621280 09/902? 78 F3 21 ?317 D 43.28 146.33 100 S EE NO CCCL 5. -0 N -165.5 4W 'q do033 47, 'LILL 
30166,21282 -002/78 83 22 2317 D 44.20 144.70 100 FEES NO CCCL' LLL 54.31 N 166.34 W4 390033 4F 
3016621285 09/102/78 83 23 2317 6 100 tEEE NOCCCL Liii 52. ,2 9 6. 3.90033 4945.09 143.07 .9w
3016,62-3370 o9/1'6/7B&101 83 2316 0 27.73 049.80 90 EEEE ib CCtL tILL 33.05 S 142.70 5 3990033 7?? 
3016623372 '09/16/78 101 84 2318 D 26.58 049.52 90 EEES t40 CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 14,2.26 f 396033 77 
3016623375 09/16/78 101' 85 2318 D 25.42 049.27 50 EtEM - O CCCL ~LLj 3 ..9 S 141:81 E 390032 763 
30,14623'381 09/16/78 ioi 86 ?318 0 24.28 049.0 10 EiEM NO £CCL LiLL. 37.32 S 141.35 3,90032 764 
301i6701140 09/16/78 119 68 2319 0 43.51 059.40 10 EESi NO CCC. '4IIL 11.51 S 122.51 E 390032 765 
301,6701142 09/16/78 119 69 23-19 D 42:57 058.42 1,0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL1 12.95 S 122.16 E 390032 766 
3016701145 09'/16/78 119 '70 2319 D '41.61 057.50 0. -EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14-.39 S 121.82 E 390032 767 
3016701151 09/16178 119 71 2319 D 40.62 056.61 10. EkE NO CCCL -HLL 15.83 S ,1217 E 390032 768 
3016701154 09/16/78 119 '72 2319 "0 39.62 055.78 - 10 EE7FE NO CCCL HHLL' 17.27 S 121.12 E 390032 769 
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11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 45


07:02 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NIT SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM M]CFLM


IV DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016701160 09/16/78 119 73 2319 D 38.61 055.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL HELL 18.71 S 120.77 E 390032 770

3016701163 09/16/78 119 74 2319 D 37.57 054.28 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 120.41 E 390032 771

3016701190 09/16/78 119 80 2319 D 31.12 050.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 118.12 E 390032 772

3016701192 09/16/78 119 81 2319 D 30.01 050.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 5 117.71 E 390032 773

3016701195 09/16/78 119 82 2319 D 28.88 050.14 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 117.30 F 39003? 774

3016701201 09/16/78 119 83 2319 D 27.74 049.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 116.88 E 390032 775

3016702422 09/16/78 137 32 2320 D 51.97 127.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 110.05 E 390032 776

3016702424 09/16/78 137 33 2320 D 52.57 125.23 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.56 E 390032 777

3016702431 09/16/78 137 34 2320 D 53.13 123.23 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 109.09 F 390032 778

3016702433 09/16/78 137 35 2320 D 53.65 121.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 108.64 E 390032 779

3016702440 09/16/78 137 36 2320 D 54.12 119.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 108.20 E 390032 780

3016702442 09/16/78 137 37 2320 D 54.55 116.98 10 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.0? N 107.76 E 390032 781,

3016702445 09/16/78 137 38 2320 D 54.94 114.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.33 E 390032 782'

3016702451 09/16/78 137 39 2320 D 55.27 112.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 106.92 E 390032 783

3016702522 09/16/78 137 56 2320 D 52.79 076.18 50 EEEC NO CCCL LLLL 05.77 N 100.75 E 390032 784

3016704204 09/16/78 155 20 2321 D 42.26 148.00 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 092.04 E 390033 779 
3016704210 09/16/78 155 21 2321 D 43.20 146.37 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 091.19 E 390033 780 
3016704213 09/16/78 155 22 2321 D 44.13 144.75 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 090.39 E 0 0 
3016704215 09/16/78 155 23 2321 D 45.03 143.10 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 089.63 E 0 0 
3016704380 09/16/78 155 62 2321 D 48.71 066.65 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 072.92 L 390033 781 
3016704383 09/16/78 155 63 2321 D 47.92 065.29 70 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 072.58 E 390033 782 
3016704385 09/16/78 155 64 2321 D 47.09 064.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 072.25 E 390033 783 
3016704392 09/16/78 155 65 2321 D 46.24 062.77 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 071.91 E 390033 784 
3016706035 09/09/78 173 20 2322 D 42.25 148.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 066.25 E 390033 50 
3016706042 09/09/78 173 21 2322 D 43.19 146.37 90 BEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 065.38 E 390033 51 
3016706044 09/09/78 173 22 2322 D - 44.12 144.75 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 064.57 E 390033 52 
3016706051 09/09/78 173 23 2322 D 45.02 143.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 063.81 E 390033 53 
3016706053 09/09/78 173 24 2322 0 45.89 141.47 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 063.09 E 390033 54 
3016706060 09/09/78 173 25 2322 D 46.75 139.80 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 062.42 E 0 0 
3016706182 09/09/78 173 55 2322 0 53.35 078.07 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 049.46 E 0 f, 
3016706185 09/09/78 173 56 2322 D 52.80 076.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 049.12 F 390033 55 
3016706241 09/09/78 173 69 2322 O 42.61 058.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S 044.75 E 390033 56 
3016706244 09/09/78 173 70 2322 D 41.64 057.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 14.39 S 044.39 E 390033 57 
3016706250 09/09/78 173 71 2322 D 40.66 056.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 044.04 E 0 0 

3016706253 09/09/78 173 72 2322 D 39.66 055.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL" HHLL 17.27 S 043.68 E 390033 58 

3016706255 09/09/78 173 73 2322 D 38.65 055.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 043.33 E 390033 59 

3016707462 09/16/78 191 18 2323 D 40.30 151.30 go EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 042.34 L 390033 87 

3016707464.09/16/78 191 19 2323 D 41-.27 149.65 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 041.37 E 390033 88 

3016707471 09/16/78,191 20 2323 D 42.24 148.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 57.04 N 040.46 E 390033 89 

3016707473 09/16/78 191 21 2323 D 43.18 146.37 10. 'EEFE NO, CCCL LLL, 55.66 N 039.60 E 390033 90"
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3016707480 09/16/78 191 22 2323 D 44.10 144.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 038.80 E 390033 91


3016707485 09/16/78 191 24 2323 D 45.88 141.47 10 . EEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.33 E ,390033 532 
3016707491 09/16/78 191 25 2,23 D 46.74 139.81 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 036.65 E 390033 533 
,3016707494 09/.16/78 191 26 323 D 47.5,7 138'.12 10 EEEE NO CCeL LLLL 48c67 N 036.00 E 390033 534 
3016707,500 09/16/78 191 27 "2323 D " 48.37 136.40 10 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 035.38 E 390033 535 
3016707,503 09/16/78 191 28 2323 D 49.14 134,66 .10 :EREF NO CCCL .LLL '-45.86 N 034.'79 E 390033 536 
3016707505 09/16/78 191 29 'Z 23 D 49.89 132.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL CLLL ' 44.44 N 034.22 E 390033 537 
30167093.12 09/16/78 209 22 2324 44.08 144..76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.2,7 N 012.98 E 390033 538.D 
 
301,670931 09/16/78 209 23 2"324 D 44'.98 1,43.13 30 EEEE NO CCSL LLLL 52.87 N 012.23 E 390033 539 
30167093"20 09/16/78 209 24 ,'2c324 D 45.86 141 ..50 -40 .EEtE NO CCCL LLLL -5.1 8 N 01,1.52 E 390033 540 
'301670.9323 09/1h/78 209 25 2324 D0 46.2 139.83 30 .EFFF NO' ,dCCL LLLL 50.07 N 010.84 E 390033 541 
301'67,1449 09/16/78 12 43 2327 D 56.03 1,03.94 .30 !FFF NO LCC L HHLL' 24.48 N 075.34 W 39033 542 
1 LOCC 075 .7130167fl50 'd/1.6/78 i2 44 23.27 0 56.10 191.65 40 EtEE NO '41.H.LL 304 N W 390033 543 
301:6,7.14504 0.9/16/78 12 45 327 D 56.12 929.38 50 EEEE NO CCCL ,HtLL 21.60 N .076.08 W 390033 544 
b'f6.17vi45.1.0 09/16/78 12 46 23,27 D 56.94 0gy.12 20 EE.EE .NO CCOL HLL 20.17 N 076h45 W 390033 545 
t067i4513 09/16/78 12 47 2327 D 5549 '094.88 30 EESE NO CCCL 4HLL 18.73 N 076.82 W 390033 546 
3O167 fA535 09/1/78 12 48 "-27 D ,55.85 092.66 30 FEEE -NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 077.17 W 390033 547 
30,167.16 60 :09/03/78 30 26 2328 D 47.46 138.25 60 FEEM ,NO CCCL LLLL 48..69 N 093.10 W 390933 199 
3.0,1,6716262 09703/78 39 ?Z :232 8 D 48.27 136.53 EEEM NO ,CcL LLLLL0 47.2,8 N 093.71 W 39b03,3 200 
30 716 265 .09:103178 30 28 2328 D .49.05 134.78 10 EEE N0 CCCL LILL 4-5.87 N 094.30 W 390033 201 
301671f6271 09/03i78 30 29 23,28 D #9.,'9 133.00 0 FEEE N0 CCIt fLHL 44r.45 N 04.86 W 390033 202 
30 V6 71 274 09/0D3/78 30 30 S28 D 50.,51 -131 .,18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LL L 43.04 N 095.40 W 390033 203 
3016716280G 0,9/03/78 30 31 28 D 51.19 129,33 0 EEEE NO CCEL LILL 41,62 N 095.93 W -390033 204 
3016716283 09/03/78 30 32 2328 D 5'.84 127.42 0 EEtE NO CCCL LLL 40.29 N 096.43 W 390033 205 
3f 16716285 09/03/78 30 33 2328 D 52.44 125.48 20 EEE E NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096'.93 W 390033 206 
301671'6292 09/.03/78 30 34 2328 D 53.01 123.50 60 9EEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 097.40 W 390033 207 
3.16716294 09/03/78 30 35 2328 D 53.53 121.47 90 EEEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 997.86 W 390033 208 
3016716301 09/03/78 30 36 2328 D 54.02 119.40 i0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 098.31 W 390033 209 
3016716303 09/03/78 30 37 2328 D 54'.45 117.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 0§6.75 W 390033 210 
3016716310 09/03/78 30 38 2328 D 54.84 115.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 099.17 W 390033 211 
3016716312 09/03/78 30 39 2328 D 55.18 112.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.59 W 390033 212 
3016716315 09/03/78 30 40 2328 D 55.47 110.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 28.78 N 100.00 W 390033 213 
3016716321 09/03/78 30 41 2328 D 55.71 108.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.38 W 390033 214 
3016718091 09/03/78 48 26 2329 D 47.44 138.27 70 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 118.93 W 390033 215 
3016718094 09/03/78 48 27 2329 D 48.25 136.55 - 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47,.29 N 119.55 W 390U33 216 
3016718100 09/03/78 48 28 2329 D 49.03 134.81 90 FEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 120.13 W 390033 217 
3016718103 09/03/78 48 29 2329 49.77 133.04 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 W 390033 218 
.301,6718105 09103/78 48 3D 2329 D. 50.9 131.22 00 EEEE NO' CCCL ILLL 43.04 N 121.23 W 390033 219 
30167181.12 0,9/03/78 48 3-1 2329 D 51.17 129.36 10 EEEE , NO. CCCL LLLL 41.63 N" 121.76-W 390033- 220 
3016718114 09/03/78 48 32 2329 D 51.82,127.46 0, EEEE NO CCCL 'LLLL 
 '40.21 Nt. 122.27 W 390033 221 
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3016718121 09/03/78 48 33 2329 D 52.43 125.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 38.78 N 122.76 W 390033 222 
3016718123 09/03/78 48 34 2329 D 53.00 123.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 123.23 W 0 0 
3016719491 09/16/78 66 18 2330 0 40.11 151.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 138.42 W 0 0 
3016719494 09/16/78 66 19 2330 D 41.09 149.80 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 139.39 W 0 0 
3016721291 09/16/78 84 10 2331 0 31.73 167.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.55 N 152.55 W 390033 548 
3016721293 09/16/78 84 11 2331 D 32.82 164.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 154.59 W 390033 549 
3016721300 09/16/78 84 12 2331 D 33.89 162.57 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.96 N 156.40 W 390033 550 
3016721302 09/16/78 84 13 2331 D 34.96 160.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 158.04 W 390033 551 
3016721305 09/16/78 84 14 2331 D 36.01 158.53 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 159.50 W 390033 55? 
3016721311 09/16/78 84 15 2331 D 37.05 156.67 100 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 160.84 W 390033 553 
3016721314 09/16/78 84 16 2331 D 38.07 154.89 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 62.59 N 162.06 W 390033 554 
3016721320 09/16/78 84 17 2331 D 39.10 153.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 163.19 W 390033 555 
3016721323 09/16J78 84 18 2331 b 40.09 151.46 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 164.25 W 390033 556 
3016721325 09/16/78 84 19 2331 D 41.07 149.81 100 FEEE NO CCCL tLL 58.47 N 165.21 W 390033 557 
3016721332 09/16/78 84 20 2331 D 42.04 148.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 166.12 W 390033 558 
3016721334 09/16/78 84 21 2331 D 42.99 146.S4 '80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 166.97 W 390033 559 
3016721341 09/16/78 84 22 2331 D 43.92 144.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL tLL 54.31 N 167.76 W 0 0 
3016723363 09/16/78 102 68 2332 D 43.71 059.73 40 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 146.90 E 390033 92 
3016723365 09/16/78 102 69 2332 D 42.77 058.73 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 146.55 E 390033 93 
3016723372 09/16/78 102 70 2332 D 41.81 057.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 146.21 E 390033 94 
3016723374 09/16/78 102 71 2332 D 40.83 056.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 145.85 E 390033 95 
3016723381 09/16/78 102 72 2332 D 39.83 056.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL H-LL 17.27 S 145.50 E 390033 96 
3016723424 09/16/78 102 83 2332 D 28.02 050.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 33.05 S 141.25 E 390033 97 
3016723431 09/16/78 102 84 2332 D 26.88 049.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 140.81 E 390033 98 
3016723433 09/16/78 102 85 2332 D 25.72 049.45 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 140.36 E 390033 99 
3016801244 09/16/78 120 80 2333 D 31.40 051.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 116.67 E 390033 100 
3016801251 09/16178 120 81 2333 D 30.29 050.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 116.27 E 390033 101 
3016801253 09/16/78 120 82 2333 D 29.17 050.35 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 115.85 E 390033 102 
3016802480 09/09/78 138 32 2334 D 51.74 127.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 108.60 E 390033 60 
3016802483 09/09/78 138 33 2334 0 52.35 125.68 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 108.11 E 390033 61 
3016802485 09/09/78 138 34 2334 D 52.92 123.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LL 37.36 N 107.64 E 390033 62 
3016802492 09/09/78 138 35 2334 D 53.45 121.67 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL, 35.94 N 107.19 E 390033 63 
3016802494 09/09/78 138 36 2334 D 53.94 119.60 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 106.75 E 390033 64 
3016802501 09/09178 138 37 2334 D, 54.38 117.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 106.31 E 390033 65 
3016802503 09/09/78 138 38 2334 D 54.78 115.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 105.89 E 390033 66 
3016802510 09/09/78 138 39 2334 D 55.12 113.16 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 105.48 E 390033 67 
3016802512 09/09/78 138 40 2334 D 55.42 110.96 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 105.08 E 390033 68 
3016806250 09/16/78 174 57 2336 D 52.32 074.98 40 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL. 04.33 N 047.36 E 390033 512 
3016806252 09/16/78 174 58 2336 D 51.-71 073.27 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 02.88 N 047'.03 E 0 0 
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3016809381 09/17/178 210 25 2338 D 46.44 140.11 10 FEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 50.97 N 009.41 ,E 390034 i11..


3016809484 09/17/78 210 50 2338 0 55.41 088.77 40 M222 NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 001.85 I 0 0


3016811113 09/17/78 227 1 2339. 0 21.26 208.97 NA M2MM NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 040.80 E 0 1


3016812545-09,/17/78"245 1 2340 D 21.23 208.92 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLIL 79.96 N 015.00 E 390fl34 118


3016814485 09/16/78- 13 27 2341 D 48.03 136.81 '80, EE22 NO CCCL LLLL 47428 N 069.31 W 390033 513


30,168144?92 09/16/78 13 .28 2341 D 48.81'135;09 NA MMtM NO CCCL'' LLLL 45'.86 N 069..90.W 0 0


30-16814494 09/16/78 13 29 2341 D 49-.57 133.32 NA MMMMM NO CCtLL LLL 44. 5 N 070.46'W 0 0 
30.16814501, 09/16/78 13. 30 2341 D 50.29 131:52 NA' 22 2" NO CCCL, LLLL; 43.03'N 071,00 w .0 0 
3016814503' 091,6/78 13 31 2341 D 50'.98Z129.68 80 EE E NO" CC'L' LLLL 41.tI N 071;53-w 390033 514 
3016814510 09/16/78. 13 32 2341 D 51.63:127,79 NA EIEEIE NO: 40,9MN 072,WW 390033 515. 
3016$Th512t09/16/78± 13,' 33-< 2341 D 52.25 12586 - NA 22E22E NO CCCL LLLL'. 38T9 N 072.52- 0 O?202 NO C'C17CL 378,-k 076:-.8W 3? 0 -011HV 71N3Q0',1 ,4 55,1 .0/1 8 ' 13 42' 234A1. 55..8 0' 104.76 5b EJEC'E NO' CCCL LL 25'i9 76.8. 
3016814553'09/17/78: 13, 43 2341 D 55":94 104.51 60' EE NO' CCCL' HHL 248 N b76-: 77: W 390634 1I20. 
3O68470 09/.17813 44 2341. D 5 03 -102.25 60., EF EE NO CL"HLL 23i-04' N' 077.lSW'4 9004. 12 
30-1'6814,562'090-17/78 13 45 2341' D 56.06 09A.96 NA 'MMM. NO" CC-'HHL12 21',60:N '07742 W .-. 
30168,14565 09/047/78 13 46 , 234.1 'D 56,04;,097,.70 '70 FFEE , 6' dCi' ImLL 2.0-1,7 077.89 w 39U034 122 
301t6$4571:o/Z781.4 2341f 0 55 .'96: 095:'46 flA 1MM4 NO CtCb*L- )AILL 1873* N O78.25-' w 0 
3016814574..09/17/78, 13, 48 234.. D , 55'83 093.25 40' 2?2E NO: CC0:L .H 17.29.N 07h. 61W 396034 12 
301:68-45 80:09/17/78 ,13,-49 2341 D 55.,6 0b91005 50 EEE NO C'CC 14 '1 15.85 N 07,8.96 'W 396034 124 
30,168-14583,09/-1/78.', 13,, 50. 2341 D 55.41,: 08'8.90, 0 FEEE, NO CCC'L OLL 14. 41'N 079 .31'W 004' 203 
3016814585' 091/17,/78;' 13 51' 23,41 D 55' 12, 08,7'7 50 FtEE N0' CCCL HLL 12:.97 N 079 65 390034 126301681,4592,o9/,17/78. 13 '52. 2341 D 54-78.-84 70 0 EF E NO C ' tLHLL 11.53 N 08o.00 w 390034' 127. 
3016814594..09/l7/-78 13 53. 2341 D 54.39",082.68 60 FEAE. NO0 CCCL HHLL i'0,69 N Q034,W ,0634 12& 
30168r163",01bb./03/78 31 26s. 2324 47.19 138v54 NA' MrF, N0. CCCL 'LLL 48.70 N 094 W '3?O?33 223' 
301681632.1'109/03/78,- 31 27 '2342 D 48.00 136,85 EEME NO CCCL' LLiL 47.28 N 095114 W 390033 224'0 
 
3016816323 09/03/78 31 28 2342 D 48:79 135'..' 10 EEEE' NdO CCL LUL 5:7 N . - w 9,33 .225 
3016816330 o/03/78. 31 29' 2342 D 49.55 133.36 10 CEEE NO jCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096.30 w 390033 2Z6 
3016816332 '09/03/78 31 30 -2342 D 50.27 131.55 'O EEE NO CCL LLUC 43.04 N pU6-.4 W 39.0033 227 
30,16R16335 '09/03/78. 31 31 2342 0 50.96-129.72 iO EEEE NO CCCL LIIL 41.2 N 0?97.36 W 3940033 228 
3016816341 09/03/78 31 32 2342 D 51.61 127.84 10 EEE NO CCCIL LLLL 40.20 N 097 .86 W 39,0033 J29 
3016816344 09/03/78 31 33 2342 D 52.23 125,91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL' 38.77 N 098.35 W 390033 230


3016816350 09/03/78 31 34 2342 D 52i81 123.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL tLEL 37.35 N 698.83 W 390033 231


3016816353 09/03/78 - 31 35 2342 D 53.35 121.92 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 099.29 W 390033 232 
301681,6355 09/03/78 31 36 2342 0 '53.84 11986 50 EEEE NO CCCL ELLL 34.50 N 099.73 W 390033 233


3016816362 09/03/78 31 37 2342 D 54.2911776 30 'EEEE NO CCCL LiL -3.07N 100.16 W 390033 234


3016816364 09/03/78 31 38 2342 D 54.69 115.63 10 EtEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.44 N 100.58 W 390033 235


3016816371 09/03/78 31 39 2342 D 55.04 113.45 10 EEE NO CCCL LLL 30.2 N 101.00 W 390033 236


3016816373 09/03/78 31 40 2342 D" 55.35'111.25 20 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 28.77 N 101.39 w 390033 237


3016816403 09/03/78 31 4? .2342 0. 55.96 095.52 ' 60 EEEE NO ,CCL HLL ,18.73 N" 104.07 w 390033 238 
3016819550 09/16/78 67 18 2344 D 39:81" 15*1.63 90' 6EPE NO , CCCL CLLL" . 59.85 N 139.86 6 '390033 103 
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3016820063 09/17/78 67 46 2344 D 56.03 097.88 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 155.34 W 390034 129 
3016820070 09/17/78 67 7 2344 D 55.96 095.63 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 155.70 W 390034 130 
3016821345 09/16/78 85 10 2345 D 31.40 167.32 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 154.,00 W 390033 104 
3016821352 09/16/78 85 11 2345 D 32.49 164.90 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 156.03 W 390033 105 
3016821354 09/16/78 85 12 2345 D 33.57 162.69 80 EEPE NO -CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 157.84 W 390033 106 
3016821361 09/16/78 85 13 2345 D 34.63 160.63 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 159.47 W 390033 107 
3016821363 09/16/78 85 14 2345 D 35.69 158.68 90 EEPE NO .CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 160.95 W 390033 108 
3016821370 09/16/78 85 15 2345 D 36.73 156.83 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 63.96 N 162.29 W 390033 109 
3016821372 09/16/78 85 16 2345 D 37.76 155.04 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 163.52 w 390033 110 
3016821375 09/16/78 85 17 2345 D 38.77 153.34 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 164.65 W 390033 111 
3016823451 09?16/78 103 75 2346 D 37.03 054.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 142.98 E 390033 112 
3016823453 09/16/78 103 76 2346 D 35.98 053.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 23.02 S 142.61 C 390033 113 
3016823460 09/16/78 103 77 2346 D 34.92 052.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 142.22 E 390033 114 
3016823462 09/16/78 103 78 2346 D 33.84 052.32 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 S 141.83 E 390033 115 
3016823480 09/16178 103 82 2346 D 29'.44 050.54 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 140.23 E 390033 116 
3016823483 09/16/78 103 83 2346 D 28.32 050.20 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 139.81 E 390033 117 
3016823485 09/16/78 103 84 2346 D 27.18 049.90 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 139.38 E 390033 118 
3016901044 09/16/78 121 18 2347 D 39.74 151.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 59.84 N 142.66 E 390033 119 
3016901051 09/16/78 121 19 2347 D 40.73 150.03 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 58.47 N 141.68 E 390033 120 
3016901273 09/16/78 121 73 2347 D 39.09 055.59 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 117.90 E 390033 121 
3016901280 09/16/78 121 74 2347 D 38.07 054.84 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 117.54 E 390033 122 
3016901282 09/16/78 121 75 2347 D 37.03 054.14 0 EE,EE NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 S 117.18 E 390033 123 
3016901285 09/16/78 121 76 2347 D 35.98 053.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 116.82 E 390033 124 
3016901291 09/16/78 121 77 2347 D 34.92 052.89 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 S 116.44 E 390033 125 
3016901294 09/16/78 121 78 2347 D 33.84 052.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 116.05 E 390033 126 
3016901300 09/16/78 121 79 2347 D 32.76 051.82 0 BEEF NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 S 115.66 E 390033 127


3016901303 09/16/78 121 80 2347 D 31.67 051.36 0 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 28.76 S 115.26 E 390033 12t


3016901305 09/16/78 121 81 2347 D 30.57 050.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 30.19 S 114.86 E 390033 129


3016914550 09/16/78 14 28 2355 D 48.56 135.41 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 071.36 W 3QQ0 481
3 3  
 
3016914553 09/16/78 14 29 2355 D 49.32, 133.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 071.92 W 390033 482


3016914555 09/16/78 14 30 2355 D 50.06 131.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 072.47 W 390033 483


3016914562 09/16/78 14 31 2355 D 50.75 130.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 073.00 W 390033 484


3016914564 09/16/78 14 32 2355 0 51.41 128.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 073.50 W 390033 485


3016914571 09/16/78 14 33 2355 D 52.04 126.28 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 073.97 W 390033 486


3016915003 09/16/78 14 41 2355 D 55.49 109.54 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 077.43 W 390033 487


3016915005 09/16/78 14 42 2355 D 55.70 107.31 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLl 25.91 N 077.83 W 390033 488


3016915012 09/16/78 14 43 2355 D 55.85 105.07 NA 2222 NO CCCL LlLL 24.48 N 078.21 W U 0


3016920002 09/16/78 68 17 2358 D ,38.49 153.50- 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 140.26 W 390033 560


3016923450 09/16/78 104 61 2360 D 49.91 069.34 80 EEEE NO ,CCCL HHLL - 01.42 S 146.40 E 390033 130 
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3016923455 09/16/78 104 63 2360 D 48.40 066.48 70 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 145.75 E 390033 132 

3016923462 09/16/78 104 64 2366 D 47.61 065.i6 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 145.41 E 390033 133 

3016923464 09/16/78 104 65 2360 D 46.78 063.89 80 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 145.07 E 390033 134 

3016923471 09/16/78 104 66 2360 D 45.92 062.67 90 EfEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 144.75 E 390033 135 

3016923473 09/16/78 104 67 2360 D 45.04 061.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 144.40 E 390033 136 

3016923480 09/16/78 104 68 2360 D 44.14 060.44 50 EEEt NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 144.05 E 390033 137 

3616923482 09/16/78 104 69 2360 D 43.21 059.41 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.96 S 143.71 E 390033 138 

3016923485 09/16/78 104 10 2360 D 42.27 058.45 40 kEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 143.36 E 390033 139 

3016923541 09/16/78 104 83 2360 D 28.59 050.39 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 138.40 E 390033 140 

3016923544 09/16/78 104 84 2360 D 27.47 050.08 50 EEEU NO CCCL' LLLL 34.47 S 137.96 E 390033 141 

3017001135 09/03/78 122 26 2361 D 46.82 138.96 30 EEFE NO tcL LiLL 48.70 N 134.90 E 390033 248 

3017001141 09/03/78 122 27 2361 D 47.64 137.29 30 EEEE NO CCEL LLLL 47.29 N 134.29 E 390033 249 

3017001144 09/03/78 122 28 2361 D 48.44 135.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 45.87 N 133.71 E 390033 250 

3017001150 09/03/78 122 29 2361 D 49.21 i33.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 133.15 E 390033 251 

3017001153 09/03/78 122 30 2361 D 49.95 132.04 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 132 60 E 0 0 

3017001271 09/03/78 122 58 2361 D 51.9 074.18 60 PPPE NO CCCL HkLL 02.89 N 121.60 E 390033 252 

3017001273 09/03/78 122 59 2361 6 51.30 072.51 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 01:45 N 12i.26 E 390033 253 

3017001280 09/03/78 122 60 2361 D 50.62 070.90 4b SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 120.92 E 390033 254 

3017001282 09/03/78 122 61 2361 D 49.?2 069.38 50 EEEE NO ccCL HHLL 01:43 S 12P.59 E 390033 255 

3017001285 09/03/78 122 62 2361 D 49.19 067.92 70 FEtE No CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 120.25 E 390033 256 

3017001291 09/03/78 122 63 2361 6 48.42 066.53 40 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S iiQ.91 E 390033 257 

30i7001294 09/03/78 122 64 2361 D 47.62 065.19 10 EEEE NO CCL HHLL 05.75 S 119.57 E 390033 258 

3017001300 09/03/78 122 65 2361 D 46.79 063.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 119.23 E 390033 259 

3017001303 09/02/78 i22 66 2361 D 45.93 062.70 20 rEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 118.90 E 390033 386 

3017001305 09/02/78 122 67 2361 D 45.06 061.55 20 FEE NO CCcL HHLL 10.07 S 118.56 E 390033 387 

3017001355 09/02/78 122 79 2361 'D 33.04 052.05 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S 114:25 E 390033 388 

3017001361 09/02/78 122 80 2361 D 31.95 051.58 0 EEEE NO cCCL LLLL 28.76 S 113.84 E 390033 389 

3017004450 09/09/78 158 37 2363 D 54.03 118.52 NA 2222 NO fCCL LLLL 33.07 N 077.64 E 0 0 

3017006372 09/09/78 176 59 2364 D 51.33 072.62 NA MMMM NO CCCL HkLL 01.45 N 043.81 k 0 0 

3017006374 09/09/78 176 60 2364 D 50.66 07i.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.00 N 043.47 E 0 0 

3017006404 09/09/78 176 67 2364 D 45.10 061.62 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 041.11 E 390033 69 

3017006410 09/09/78 176 68 2364 D 44.19 060.53 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 040.77 E 390033 70 

3017006413 09/09/78 176 69 2364 D 43.27 059.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 040.42 E 390033 71 

3017006415 09/09/78 176 70 2364 D 42.33 058.53 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 040.07 E 390033 72 

3017006422 09/09/78 176 71 2364 6 41.37 057.62 80 SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S. 039.72 F. 390033 73 

3017006424 09/09/78 176 72 2364 D 40.39 056.75 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 039.37 E 390033 74 

3017008265 09/09/78 194 74 2365 D 38.39 055.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 012.83 E 390033 75 

3017009594 09/09/78 212 49 2366 D 55.65 092.11 . 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 004.38 W 3?0033 76 
3017010001 09/08/-78 212 50 2366 D 55.44 089.94 30 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 004.73 W 390033 403 

3017011230 09/06/7 229 1 2367 ' D - 20.57 209.03 90 EEEE NO CC CL LLLL 79.98 N 037.93 E 390033 404 
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3017013062 09/08/78 247 1 2368 D 20.54 209.06 70 FESE NO CCCL LLLL 79.99 N 012.12 E 390033 405


3017015011 09/16/78 15 29 2369 D 49.07 134.01 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 073.35 w 390033 516


3017015014 09/16/78 15 30 2369 D 49.81 132.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 073.90 W 390033 517


3017015020 09/16/78 15 31 2369 D 50.52 130.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 074.42 W 390033 518


3017015023 09/16/78 15 32 2369 D 51.19 128.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 074.92 W 390033 519


3017015025 09/16/78 15 33 2369 D 51.82 126.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 075.40 W 390033 520


3017015032 09/16/78 15 34 2369 D 52.42 124.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 075.87 W 390033 521


3017015034 09/16/78 15 35 2369 D 52.97 122.80 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 076.34 W 390033 522


3017015041 09/16/78 15 36 2369 D 53.49 120.78 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 076.79 W 0 0


3017015061 09/08/78 15 41 2369 D 55.36 110.13 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 078.87 W 390033 406

3017015064 09/08/78 15 42 2369 D 55.59 107.89 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 079.26 W 390033 407

3017015070 09/08/78 15 43 2369 D 55.76 105.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 079.64 W 390033 408

3017015073 09/08/78 15 44 2369 D 55.88 103.42 40 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 080.02 W 390033 409

3017015075 09/08/78 15 45 2369 D 55.94 101.17 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 080.39 W 390033 410

3017015082 09/08/78 15 46 2369 D 55.95 098.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N 080.76 W 390033 411

3017015084 09/08/78 15 47 2369 D 55.90 096.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 081.12 W 390033 412

3017015091 09/08/78 15 48 2369 D 55.80 094.45 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 081.48 W 390033 413

3017016431 09/08/78 33 26 2370 D 46.65 139.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 097.41 W 0 0

3017016434 09/08/78 33 27 2370 D 47.48 137.46 NA 2MMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 098.02 W 0 f)

3017016440 09/08/78 33 28 2370 D 48.28 135.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 098.62 w 390033 414

3017016443 09/08/78 33 29 2370 D 49.05 134.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.18 W 390033 415

3017016445 09/08/78 33 30 2370 D 49.78 132.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 099.72 w 390033 416

3017016452 09/08/78 33 31 2370 D 50.49 130.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 100.25 W 390033 417

3017016454 09/08/78 33 32 2370 D 51.17 128.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 100.75 W 390033 41R

3017016461 09/08/78 33 33 2370 D 51.81 126.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 101.23 W 390033 419

3017016463 '09/08/78 33 34 2370 D 52.40 124.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 101.70 I 390033 420

3017016470 09/08/78 33 35 2370 D 52.96 122.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 102.16 W 390033 421

3017016472 09/08/78 33 36 2370 D 53.48 120.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 102.60 w 390033 422

3017016475 09/08/78 33 37 2370 D 53.95 118.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 103.04 I 390033 423

3017016481 09/08/78 33 38 2370 0 54.37 116.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 103.46 W 390033 424

3017016484 09/08/78 33 39 2370 D 54.75 114.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 103.88 W 390033 425

3017016490 09/08/78 33 40 2370 D 55.08 112.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 104.28 W 390033 426

3017018263 09/03/78 51 26 2371 D 46.63 139.15 70 EFMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 123.22 W 390033 239

3017018265 09/03/78 51 27 2371 D 47.46 137.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 123.84 W 390033 240

3017018272 09/03/78 51 28 2371 D 48.26 135.80 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 124.43 W 390033 241

3017018274 09/03/78 51 29 2371 D 49.03 134.07 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 125.00 W 390033 242

3017018281 09/03/78 51 30 2371 D 49.77 132.31 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 125.54 W 0 0

3017020054 09/16/78 69 16 2372 D 37.16 155.33 90 EEFE NO' CCL LLLL 62.59 N 140.55 W 390033 523

3017020060 09/16/78 69 17 2372 D .38.19 153.63 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 141.68 W 390033 524

3017020171 09/08/78 69 44 2372 0 55.86 103.56 . 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL - 23.04 N ' 15,7.45 W 390033 427 
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3017020174 09/08/78 69 45 2372 D 55.93 101.30 ,30 EEEE NO 'CCCL HALL 21.60 N 1'57.83 W 390033 42'8 
3017020180 09/08178 69 46 2372 D 55.94 099.05 NA MMMI NO CCCL HHLL 20.17, N 158.20 W 0 0 
3017021462 09/09/78 87 10 2373 D 30.75 167.50 NA KMMM NO CCCL tELL 70.57 N 156.87 W 0 0 
3017021465 09/09/78 87 11 2373 D 31.84 165.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 69.28 N 158.91 w LI 0 































3017021515 09/9/78 87 23 2373 o 43.95 .14.06 NA .MMMM NO CCCL LLLL -52.92 N 172.,84 W 0 0 
3&17621521 09/09/78 87 24 2373 0 44.85 142,.47 NA MMM NO CtCL ULLL -51.52 N 173.56 W 0 0 
3p7'023534 69/091/78 105 
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30171012'60 '69/'03,/78 123 27 2375 D 47 .38 137. 59 50 JEE N 'CCL LLLL 47.29 N '1,3281 E 390033 2164 
6017 12 09/'03178 123 28 2375 D 4'8 1 135 90 0 'EEFE NO 'CCLC -L'LLL ,4 .8 N 132.ar 39003 3 265 
3017101205 09/03/78 123 29 2375 0 .48.97 134.16 8'0 EE,2E NO CCL LLLL 44.46 N 131.705 '390033 266 
'0171b1211 '09/'03/78 123 30 237.5 D 49'.71 132. 40 60 EEFE NO C C'L LLLL '43.05 N' 1T.15 E 39.0033 267 
'301'7101214 '09/03/78 123 31 2375 0 5b".41 130.61 30 EEFE NO .CCL LLLL 41.63 N ihO.62 5 390033 ,268 
3017101220 09/03/78 123 32 2375 0 51.09 128.77 10 12 EE NO C CL LLLL 40.21 N 130.11 E 390033 269 
30.171b12'23 09/03/78 123 33 .2375 D 5'1°73 126.89 10 EEEE NO tCL LLLt *8.79 N 2'29.6-3 E 390033 270 
3017101?25 09/03178 123 34 '2375 0 52.33 124.97 NA :2222 NO CCCL ,LLLL 37.36 N 1,29.17 E 0 0 
3017101393 09/03/78 123 74 2375 D 38.58 055.42 10 PPEP 'NO CCCL HALL ,20.15 S 114.67 E 390033 271 
3017101395 09/03/78 123 75 ,2375 D 37.56 054.69 0 ,EEFE NO CL HALL 21.58 S 114.30 E 390033 .272 
3017101402 09/03/78 123 76 2375 D 36.51 -054.02 10 EEPE NO CCCL HALL 23.02 S 14.3.93 E 390033 273 
3017101404 09/03/78 123 77 '2375 D 35'.46 053.40 . 0 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 113.55 E 390033 274 
3017101411 09/03/78 123 78 2375 D 34.39 052.82 10 EEFE NO CCCL HALL 25.89 S 113.17 E 390033 275 
301,7101413 09/03/78 123 79 2375 D 33.32 052.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 27.32 S 112.78 E 390033 276 
3017106263 09/02/78 177 19 2378 D ,40.09 150.39 40: EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N t061. 4 3 E 390033 390 
3017106265 09/02/78 177 20 2378 D , 41.06 148.81 50. .,EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 57.05 N 060;52 E 390033 391 
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3017106274 09/02/78 177 22 2378 b 42.96 145.66 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 05a.87 E 390033 393


3017106281 09/02/78 177 23 2378 b 43.88 144.09 10 FEtE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 058.12 F' 390033 394


3017106283 09/02/78 177 24 2378 D 44.78 142.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 057.40 E 390033 395


3017106433 09/02/78 177 60 2378 b 50.80 071.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.00 N 042.05 E 0 0


30171064-35 09/02/78 177 61 2378 D 50.11 069.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL NHLL 01.43 S 041.71 E 0 0


3017106442 09/02/78 177 62 2378 D 49.38 068.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 041.38 U 390033 396


3017106444 09/02/78 177 63 2378 b 48.63 067.03 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHIL 04.31 S 041.05 E 390033 397


3017106451 09/02/78 177 64 2378 D 47.84 065.68 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 040.71 E 390033 398


3017106453 09/02/78 177 65 2378 D 47.02 064.39 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.20 S 040.38 E 390033 399


3017106460 09/02/78 177 66 2378 'D 46.17 063.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.64 S 040.04 E 390033 400


3017106462 09103/78 177 67 2378 D 45.30 062.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHL 10.08 S 039.69 E 390033 277


3017106483 09/03/78 177 72 2378 D 40.63 057.06 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 037.95 E 0 0


3017106485 09/03/78 177 73 2378 0 39.64 056.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 037.60 E 390033 278


3017108094 09/03/78 195 19 2379 D 40.07 150.41 10 PPPP NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 035.63 E 390033 279


3017108101 09/03178 195 20 2379 D 41.04 148.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 034.71 E 390033 280


3017108103 09/03/78 195 21 2379 D 42.00 147.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 033.86 E 390033 281


3017108110 09/03/78 195 22 2379 b 42.94 14S.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 033.07 E 390033 282


3017108112 09/03/178 195 23 2379 0 43.86 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 032.31 E 390033 283


3017108115 09/03/78 195 24 2379 D 44.76 142.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 031.59 E 390033 2P4


3017108121 09/03/78 195 25 2379 D 45.64 140.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 030.91 E 390033 285


301710812A 09/03/78 195 26 2379 D 46.49 139.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 030.26 E 390033 286


3017108130 09/03/78 195 27 2379 D 47.32 137.65 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 029.65 E 390033 287


3017108133 09/03/78 195 28 2379 D 48.12 135.96 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 029.05 E 390033 288


3017106135 09/03/78 195 29 2379 D 48.90 134.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 028.50 E 390033 289


3017108142 09/03/78 195 30 2379 D 49.64 132.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 027.94 E 390033 290


3017108291 09/03/78 195 66 2379 D 46.19 063.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 014.21 E 390033 291


3017108294 09/03/78 195 67 2379 D 45.32 062.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL fHHLL 10.07 S 013.87 E 390033 292


3017115070 09/17178 16 29 2383 D 48.81 134.39 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 074.78 w 390034 80


3017115072 09/17/78 16 30 2383 D 49.55 132.65 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 075.32 W 390034 81


3017115075 09117/78 16 31 2383 D 50.26 130.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 075.83 W 390034 82


3017115081 09/17/78 16 32 2383 D 50.95 129.03 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 076.34 W 390034 F3


3017115084 09/17178 16 33 2383 D 51.60 127.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 076.83 W 390034 84


3017115090 09/17/78 16 34 2383 D 52.20 125.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 077.31 W 390034 85


3017115093 09/17/78 16 35 2383 D 52.77 123.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 077.77 W 390034 86


3017115095 09/17/78 16 36 2383 D 53.30 121.28 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 078.22 w 390034 87


3017115102 09/17/78 16 37 2383 D 53.78 119.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 078.65 w 390034


3017115104 09/17/78 16 38 2383 D 54.22 117.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 079.07 w 390034 89


3017115111 09/17/78 16 39 2383 D 54.61 115.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL llL 30.21 N 079.50 w 390034 90


3017115113 09/17/78 16 40 2383 D 54.95 112.86 30, EF.EE NO CCCL LLLL .28.77 N 079.89 w 390034 91
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3017115122 09/17/78 16 42 2383 D 55.48 108.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 080.68 W 0 0


3017115125 09/17/78 16 43 2383 D 55.67 106.26 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 081.06 W 0 0


3017116490 09/08/78 34 26 2384 D 46.37 139.44 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 098.84 W 0 0 

3017116492 09"/08/78 34 27 2384 D 47.20 137.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 099.45 w 390033 429 

3017116495 69/08/78 34 28 2384 D 48.01 136.12 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 45.87 N 100.04 W 390033 430 
3017116501 09/08/78 34 29 2384 D 48.79 134.41 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 100.61 W 390033 431 

317116504 09/08/78 34 30 2384 D 49.54 132.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 101.15 W 390033 432 

3017116510 09/08/78 34 31 2384 D 50.25 130.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 101.67 W 390033 433 

3017116513 09/08/78 34 32 23.84 D 50.93 129.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 40.20 N 102.17 W 390033 434


3017116,515 09/08/78 34 33 2384 D 51.58 127.19 10 EtEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.18 N 102.66 W 390033 435


3017116522 09/08/78 34 34 2384 D 52.19 125.27 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 103.13 W 390033 436


3017116524 09/08/78 34 35 2384 D 52.75 123.32 10 EEEF NO CCCL LILL 35.92 N 103.58 W 390033 437


3017114531 09/08/78 34 36 2384 D 53.28 121.33 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 104.03 w 390033 4$8


301,7116533 09/08/78 34 37 2384 D 53.76 119.29 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 104 47 w 0 0


3017116540 09/08/78 34 38 2384 D 54.20 117.22 NA MMMM No CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 104.90 W 0 0


3017116542 09/08/78 34 39 2384 D 54.59 115.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 105.3f1 W 390033 439


3017116560 09/08/78 34 43 2384 D 55.66 106.31 89 EEEE NO CCCL HHLI 24.47 N 106.88 W 390033 440


3017116563 09/08/78 34 44 2384 D 55.79 104.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 107.26 W 390033 441


3017118321 09/16/78 52 26 2385 D 46.35 139.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLtL 48.70 N 124.66 W 0 0


3917118 ?4 09/16/78 52 27 2385 D 47.18 137.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 125.27 W 390033 525


3017120230 09/03/78 7b 44 2386 D 55.78 104.19 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.05 N 158.91 W 39033 293


3017120232 09/03/78 70 45 2386 D 55.86 101.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL 4HLL 21.61 N 159.28 W 0 0


3017121521 09/16/78 88 10 2387 D 30.42 167.59 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 158.27 W 390033 526


3017121523 09/16/78 88 11 2387 1 31.52 165.20 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.22 N 160.31 W 390033 527


3017121530 09/16/78 88 12 2387 D 32.60 163.03 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 162.12 W 390033 52$


3017121532 09/16/78 88 13 2387 D 33.66 161 00 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 163.75 W 390033 529


3017121535 09/16/78 81 14 2387 D 34.73 159.08 80 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 165.23 w 390033 530


3017121573 09/16/78 88 23 2387 D 43.66 144.30 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 174.26 w 390033 531


30171 1580 09/16/78 88 24 2387 D 44.57 142.73 NA MMMM NO CCCI LLLL 51.51 N 174.97 W 0 0


3017204554 09/02/78 160 35 2391 D 52.66 123.56 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 075.66 E 390033 401


3017204560 09/02/78 160 36 2391 D 53.18 121.58 30 EESE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 075.22 E 390033 402


3017204562 09/02/78 160 37 2391 D 53.68 119.54 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 074.79 E 0 0


3017206383 09/16/78 178 34 2392 D 52.07 125.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 050.31 E 0 0


3017206403 09/16/78 178 39 2392 D 54.51 115.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 048.13 E 390033 655


3017206410 09/16/78 178 40 2392 D 54.86 113.22 NA 22MM NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 047.72 E 0 0


3017206453 09/16/78 178 51 2392 D 55.23 088.93 NA MM2M NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 043.67 F 0 0


3017206455 09/16/78 178 52 2392 D 54.94 086.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 043.32 E 390033 656


3017208194 09/16/78 196 29 2393 D 48.63 134.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 027.03 E 390033 657


3017208200 09/16/78 196 30 2393 D 49.39 132.89 '10 'EEEE, NO CCCL LLLL 43.04,N 026.48 E 390033 658
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07:04 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/N]TE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 cETY 45678 45678 CNTR LAY CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017208230 09116178 196 37 2393 D 53.65 119.61 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 023.15 E 0 0


3017208232 09/16/78 196 38 2393 D 54.10 117.54 *NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 022.73 E 0 0


3017208314 09/16178 196 58 2393 D 52.22 075.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 015.46 E 0 0


3017208320 09/16/78 196 59 2393 D 51.61 073.67 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.45 N 015.12 E 390033 659


3017208323 09/16/78 196 60 2393 D 50.96 072.03 NA EEEE NO CCCLC LLL 00.01 N 014.78 E 390033 660
 
3017208325 09/16/78 196 61 2393 D 50.28 070.46 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 S 014.45 E 390033 661 

3017208332 09/16/78 196 62 2393 D 49.57 068.96 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 S 014.11 E 390033 662 

3017208334 09/16178 196 63 2393 D 48.82 067.5Z NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 S 013.77 E 390033 663 

3017208341 09/16/78 196 64 2393 D 48.04 066.14 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 013.44 E 390033 664 
3017208343 09/16/78 196 65 2393 D 47.23 064.84 NA REEF NO CCCL ILLL 07.19 S 013.10 E 390033 665 
3017213395 09/08/78 250 54 2396 D 54.24 082.97 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 060.60 W 390033 583 
3017213401 09/08/78 250 55 2396 D 53.81 081.01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 060.94 w 390033 584 
3017215124 09/08178 17 29 2397 D 48.55 134.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 076.21 W 0 a 
3017215131 09/08/78 17 30 2397 D 49.30 133.01 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 076.75 W 0 v 
3017215133 09/08/78 17 31 2397 D 50.02 131.26 50 222E NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 077.28 w 390033 442 
3017215140 09/08/78 17 32 2397 D 50.71 129.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 077.78 W 390033 443 
3017215142 09/08/78 17 33 2397 D 51.37 127.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 078.27 W 390033 444 
3017215145 09/08/78 17 34 2397 D 51.99 125.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 078.75 W 390033 445 
3017215151 09/08/78 17 35 2397 D 52.57 123.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 079.20 W 390033 446 

3017215154 09/08178 17 36 2397 D 53.11 121.76 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 34.49 N 079.63 W 390033 447 
3017215160 09/08/78 17 37 2397 D 53.60 119.73 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 080.07 w 390033 440 
3017215163 09/08178 17 38 2397 D 54.05 117.67 40 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 080.50 W 390033 449 
3017215165 09/08/78 17 39 2397 D 54.46 115.56 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 080.92 v 390033 45C 
3017215172 09/08/78 17 40 2397 D 54.81 113.43 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 081.32 w 390033 451 
3017215174 09/08/78 17 41 2397 D 55.11 111.27 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 081.73 W 390033 452 
3017215181 09/08178 17 42 2397 D 55.37 109.09 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 082.12 w 0 0 
3017215190 09/08/78 17 44 2397 D 55.72 104.63 NA MMMM NO CCCL HULL 23.04 N 082.88 W 0 C 
3017215192 09/08/78 17 45 2397 D 55.81 102.40 NA MMMM, NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 083.25 W 0 0 
3017215194 09108178 17 46 2397 D 55.85 100.16 20 SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 083.62 w 390033 585 
3017215201 09/08178 17 47 2397 D 55.84 097.92 20 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 18.73 N 083.98 w 390033 586 
3017216544 09/03/78 35 26 2398 D 46.09 139.75 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 100.27 W 390033 362 
3017216551 09/03178 35 27 2398 D 46.93 138.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 100.88 W 390033 363 
3017216553 09/03/78 35 28 2398 D 47.75 136.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 101.47 W 390033 364 
3017216560 09/03/78 35 29 2398 D 48.53 134.77 30 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102.03 W 390033 365 
3017216562 09/03178 35 30 2398 D 49.28 133.05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 102.57 W 390033 366 
3017216565 09/03178 35 31 2398 D 50.01 131.28 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 103.09 W 390033 367 
3017216571 09/03f78 35 32 2398 D 50.70 129.47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 103.60 W 390033 361 
3017216574 09/03178 35 33 2398 D 51.36 127.61 30. EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 38.78 N 104.09 w 390033 369 
3017216580 09/03/78 35 34 2398 D 51.98 125.72 , 30 EE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N, 104.57 1 390033" 370 
3017216583 09/03778 35 35 2398 D 52.55 123.78 30 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.03 w 390033 371 
ARCHIVA TN DR[ P?!OG-ARCHIM
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % 'CLD QUALITY CCM CON MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEy AZIM COVER 45678 aLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017216585 09/03/78 35 36 2398 D 53.09 121.81 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.47 W 39G0033 372


30172,16592 09/03/78 35 37 2398 D 53.58 1r79.80 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 105.90 w '90033 373


3017216594 09/03/78 35- '38 2398 0 54.03 117.73 80 ,EEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 106.32 W 390033 374


301721.7001 09/03/78 35 39 2398 D 54.44 115.63 80 EEEE NO 'PCL LLL 30.20 N 106.73 W 370033 375


-3017220162 09/03/78 -71 14 2400 D 34.41 159.25 'NA 922E NO "CCCL LLL 65.30 N 140.85 W, 390033 376


:3037220164 09/03/78 71 15 ,2400 D 35.47 157.42 50 LEEE NO CCL LLLL 63.95 N 142.20 W 390033 377


3017 20171 09/03/78 71 '16 2.400 D 36.51 155.68 70 EEFE NO CCCL L4LL 62.59 N 143.43 W 390033 378


30172'0173 09/03178 -71 17 2400 D .37.54 154.01 50 ,EEFE 
 NO CCPL LLLL 61.23 N VA4. 56 W 390033 379


301J221575 09/03/78 ,89 10 :2401 D 30.09 167.70 10 EEVE NO CCtCL aLL .70.52'N ,W971 W 399033 380


30172215&2 09/03/78 89 11 2401 D 31.18'165.33 10 EEFE NO CCCL LL -69.24 N 16175 W 390033 381


•3p17221584'b9/03/78 -89 12 :2401 D 32.26 163.17 10 ,EFE ,'NO eCCL- LLL -6,7.94 N 763-.57' W. 390033 -3B2 
,301Z121591 09/03/78 89 13 2401 0 33.33,16115 50, EEEE NO rC'CL -LtLL 66.63 N 16520 W '390033 3A3 
;301?22032 .0/03/78 -80 23 ?01 D 434 6 144.57 90 LEEFE NO 'CCL LLLL -52.92 N I1171 W 396033 .3Z4 
30722034'0/0378.8924 2401 0 ,44.28'19j'.00 'NA 2F2 -NO JCCL 4LL N 7.43 3903 38 
;301 000 4 09108/78 107 69 V2402 D '"4,.90'060.4A 10 iEEE NO cCL lHiLL '724'5'S 1 39' E A9d033 "58 
. POi7bO6V6 09/0i/78 In? 76 _'02 D 42.? 059,47 10 tON~E :C~LVL '14.39 S '3)05E 303 8p'fl, QPO63.99/0/78 107 71 .?402 0 .42-02 058,51 'NA . E6ME "NO CCL HLL 5.83 S. ?0'E ' 0033 294 
,30106015509/,0/78 107 72 .2402 D 41,96 057.,61 O, EE - *NO FCCL -HHLL 17.27 S 138.35 E ,790033 295 
3 O300072 09/03/,78 107 73 .2402 D .40.08 0Sf,.77 :0 EEEE NO CC CL HHLL .18.1 S 18;po E 390033 '296 
pi74bo074.60(0/378 107 '74 2402 D 39.08 05;98 0 ' - EE NO *CCCL 'HNLL 20. 5"S 1 7.3 E 390033 2974 
_?11o09/03/78107 82 24P2 D 30 o 051.37 10 EEEE 'NO 9CCL LLLL 31.2 S 134.50 E 39Q633 ;298 
.3p17300l1499/03/78 107 *83 .2402 D 29.49 051.00 40 'ENO CCCL 4-LL 33;04 S 4.08 E 390033 2,99 
,017301310'091,03/78 125 26 2403 D 45,.9 139.06 90 'EEEE NO CCLLLL '48.71 N 1'30.59 F 390033 300 
'3p 0o1313 09/03/L8 125 27 2403 D >46.83 138.25 80 LEEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.'0 N 129.97 E 3(0033 301 
3017,301315 09/03/78 125 28 2403 D 47.64 136.60 NA MMMM NO CCL LLLL 45.89 N 129.38 E 0 0 
3017'01322 07/03/78 125 29. 2403 D 48.4334. 91 30 EFEE "NO ,CCCL L41 44.47 N, 128.81 E 790033 302 
301730132,4 09/03/78 125 30 2403 D 49.19 133.18 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4 '.06'N 128.26 E 3§9033 303 
3017301331 09/03/78 125 31 2403 D 49.92 131.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N 127.75 E 390033 304 
301?301333 09/03/78 125 32 ' 2403 D 50.62. 129.62 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 127.25 E 390033 305 
3p173013.40 09b13/78 125 33 2403 D 51.27 127.79 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLL 38.79' N 126.76 E 0 0 
3017307342 09/03/78 125 34 2403 D .51.89 125.90 NA MMMM NO CCL LLLL 37.36 N 126.30 E 0 0 
3017301453 .09/03/78 125 61 2403 D 50.41 070.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL ,01.42 S 116.26 E 390033 306 
3017301460 09/03/78 125 62 2403 D 49.70 069.33 30 EEE NO CCCL HULL 02.86 S 115.93 E 390033 307 




 125 64 2403 D 48.19 066.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 115.27 E 390033 309 
3017301471 09/03/78 125 65 2403 D 47.39 065.17 10 22EE NO CCCL HULL 97.19 S 114.93 E 390033 310 
3017301474 09/03/78 125 66 2403 D 46.56 063.91 10 'PEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 114.59 E 390033 311 
'3017304585 09/08/78 161 29 2405 D 48.41 134.93, NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 077.21 F .1 0 
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07:04 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT OAY/NITE SUN SUN % COLD QUALITY CCM CCM MO BE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM WICFLM


ID DATE NI /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY' 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017306385 09/08/78 179 21 2406 D 41.38 147.75 80 EEFE NO. CCCL LLL 55.69 N 056.76 E 390033 591


3017306391 09/08/78 179 22 2406 D 42.33 146.19 60 EEFE NO CCCL LILt 54.29 N 055.96 E 390033 592


3017306394 0 Q/ 0 8 / 7 8 179 23 2406 D 43.27 144.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 055.21 E 390033 593


3017306400 09/08/78 179 24 2406 D 44.18 143.08 10 EFPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 054.50 E 390033 594


3017306403 09/08/78 179 a5 2406 D 45.06 '141.51 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 053.82 E 390033 595


3017306502 09/08/78 179 49 2406 D 55.64 093.85 10 FMFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 042.92 E 390033 596


3017306505 09/08/78 179 50 2406 D 55.47 091.67 40 EEEE NO CCCL BULL 14.41 N 042.57 E 390033 597


3017306511 09/08/78 179 51 2406 b 55.25 089.53 20 FEPE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 042.23 E 390033 598


3017307023 09/08/78 179 78 2406 D 35.04 053.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 032.85 F 390033 599


3017307025 09/08/78 179 79 2406 D 33.97 052.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL UHLL 27.32 S 032.46 E 0 0


3017307032 09/08/78 179 80 2406 D 32.87 052.31 30 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 28.75 S 032.06 E 390033 600


3017307034 09/08/78 179 81 2406 D 31.78 051.84 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 031.65 E 390033 601


3017307041 09/08/78 179 82 2406 b 30.69 051.43 90 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 31.61 S 031.23 E 390033 602


3017308223 09/03/78 197 22 2407 D 42.32 146.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 030.18 E 390033 312


3017308225 09/03/78 197 23 2407 D 43.25 144.5 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 029.42 E 390033 313


3017308232 09/03/78 197 24 2407 D 44.17 143.09 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 028.70 E 390033 314


3017308234 09/03/78 197 25 2407 D 45.05 141.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 028.02 E 390033 315 
3017308241 09/03/78 197 26 2407 D 45.92 139.94 20 EEEE NO . CCCL * LILL 48.69 N 027.36 E 390033 316 
3017308243 09103/78 197 27 2407 D 46.76 138.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 026.75 E 390033 317 
3017308250 09/03/78 197 28 2407 D 47.58 136.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 026.15 F 390033 318 
3017308252 09/03/78 197 29 2407 D 48.37 134.98 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 025.59 E 390033 319 
3017308255 09/03/78 197 30 2407 D 49.13 133.27 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 43.04 N 025.05 E 390033 320 
3017308261 09/03/78 197 31 2407 D 49.86 131.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLL 41.62 N 024.53 E 0 0 
3017310111 09/03/78 215 35 2408 D 52.42 124.11 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 003.19 W 0 0 
3017315185 09/08/78 18 30 2411 0 49.05 133.39 70 MEME NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 078.18 W 390033 453 
3017315192 09/08/78 18 31 2411 0 49.78 131.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 078.71 W 390033 454 
3017315194 09/08/78 18 32 2411 D 50.48 129.85 60 FEEE NO CCCL LL 40.20 N 079.21 W 390033 455 
3017315201 09/08/78 18 33 2411 0 51.15 128.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 079.69 W 390033 456 
3017315203 09/08/78 18 34 2411 D 51.77 126.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLI 37.35 N 080.17 W 390033 457 
3017315210 09/08/78 18 35 2411 D 52.36 124.22 10 EEE NO CCCL LLL 35.92 N 080.63 W 390033 458 
3017315212 09/08/78 18 36 2411 D 52.91 122.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 081.08 W 390033 459 
3017315215 09/08/78 18 37 2411 b 53.42 120.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 081.52 W 390033 460 
3017315221 09/08/78 18 38 2411 D 53.88 118.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL 31.64 N 081.94 W 390033 461 
3017315224 09/08/78 18 39 2411 b 54.30 116.11 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 082.36 W 390033 462 
3017315230 09/08/78 18 40 2411 b 54.67 113.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 082.78 W 390033 463 
3017315233 09/08/78 18 41 2411 D 54.99 111.82 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 083.18 W 0 0 
3017317003 09/16/78 36 26 2412 t 45.81 140.04 60 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 101.70 W 390033 561 
3017317005 09/16/78, 36 27 2412 b 46.65 138.44. 30 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL .47.28 N 102.31 W 390033 562 
3017317012 09/16/78, 36 .28 2412 D 47.47 136.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N - 102.90 W 390033 563 
301317014 09/,6178- 36 29 2412 b 48.27 135.13 40, EEEE NO CCCL LLLL- 44.46 N, 103.47 w 390033 564 
WH DHER OG -ARC"I"
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN .SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MO6E GAIN PICTURE PICTURE :MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE f# /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLjY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017-317021 09/1,6/78 36 30 .2412 0 49.03 1'33.'42 30 EEE NO 0CCL LLLL 43.b4 N 104.01 W 9O033 565






 36 32 241'2 D 
 50.46 129.89 90 EE-EE NO CCCL LLL 40.20 N 105.04 W 39'0033 567


3017'317032 09/16/78 36 33 ' 2412 D 51.13 1,28.06 80 EEEE NO CCCL VLLL 38.78 N 105.S3 W 390033 568


3017317'035 09/'16/78 36 34 2412 D 51,.76 126.19 30 LEEE 'NO CCCL. LLLL 37.35 N 106.00 W 390033 569


30173-1741 09/16/,78 36 35 2412 D 52.35',24.26 :20 EEEE NO (C1L LLLL 35.43 N 1'06.47 W 390033 570


30173 17044 09/16/78 36 3A ,2412 D 52.90 1.22 30 10 EfEE NO CCCL LLLL 3,..50 N 106.91 W 39,0033 571


3017317050 09116/.78 36 37 ' 412 D 53 .0 120.29 30 EEE NO CCL tLCLL 33..07 N 107.34 W 390033 572


301173j,1053 09/.16/78 36 38 2412 D 53.87 118.25 20 EEEE NO C'CCL tLLLL 1-.164 N J,.0776 W 390033 573 
0173?071 09/16/7Z& 36 42 2412 D 55.2 109.72 10 ,EEE,'F N0 t.C6CL'HiLL 2591 N 109.37 1W 390033 '574 
'30173-1073 0V/16t78 36 43 4,12 D 55.46 107.,51 10 gEE NO .. CCL HHLL- 24V47 N I'9..75' W 390033 -575 
3b0t31t08'0 '09/16/78 .36 44 24.1'2 D 55.3 1,5 . 2 10 EkEE .N9PCCL :w&LL 2"3.04 N .10.1,2 W 3900,33 576


301Y370b82 09/f'6,/78 36 45 'Z412 D .55.74 103'.P4 ,0 XEFE NO CL KH.LL 2. 60 N ,10;50 W 39003-3 577


30171'7,085 09/'16/78 36 46 2:412 D 55.79 100%81 , 0 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL .0'1 N I,0: 86 W 390033 0,8

61sz14 t9/ 09/78 '13 A414 fi1. .8 NO , ,20.1L W1p8172 D 33.1 W mCli-M .C 6 N 390 57
 
3Q173,202,20 09109/78 72 14 4 D 3'4.08 ',59.. 8 4A M NO GCL LLL 65,29 N ih?.p W 0 0
 
3017'202,23 09/09178 72 15 2414 D 35'.13 1,57.58 pN M'M NO CL 63.95-N 1431.64 w 0 
, i73 25 0 9/09/78 72 ,16 "4,1.4 D 3661-7 1, 55.8t7 NA mImN b e L 632-A50-N 4 ~688' 0 054.21 N XC CL LL 42.6 0'.8:7 241.4 ,31;20 41-C2 1L NAo N W4VO1732i02'32. 0,/09/78 17 D 5MM 614 1.46.01 0 
3'0132.204 .. /1'6/78 90 1.0 ? 5 D 29.71 )67.87 90 EEPE -NO CEL LLLL 70.5'5 N 161;16 W 39003 579CNL L L 69 N 13t0 W '390033 -5103017322040 9,/6178 '90 1.1 415 D ,0.81 lt65.S1 70 eFFE 
 Wo 

30173,22043 09/1'6/78 90 12 24.1 5 0 3-13.91 t63..32 7 .,XFTE NO C CL LtLL 67 95 N 165.bl W 390033 581


.3017322'045 09/16r/78 90 13 .24,15 0 32.98 161.30 .,50 ,F.FE NO CCL L 66 63 N f6:63 4 390033 582 
,-0173?29O 09716/78 90 23 2415 D 43.P6 1'44.J3 N4A ~MAM 440m 'CLC ILL 529'2 N 177.15 W4 0 0 
3017322093 0?t16/78 -90 24 .2,415 D 43,98 143.28 NA IMM. $0 CL LLL 'f.52 N 177;66 W 0 0 
3'01'7400083 09/03/78 108 62 .2416 ) 49.86 069.77 JNA 2222 NO .CCCL HHLL 02Z87 $ 140A34 E 0 0 
3017400101 09/03/78 108 66 2416 D 4,6.75 ,064.29 100 .EEE ,NO 'CCCL HHLL 08'63 5 138.98 E 390033 321 
30174001,03 09/Q3/.8 108 67 2416 D 45.90 063.08 90 E.EEE NO CCCL "HHLL 10-.07 S 1'38.64 E 390033 322 
30174,60110 09,03/78 108 68 2416 D 45.03 061.94 70 EEEE NO CCL WHILL 1151 S 138,29 E 390033 323 
3017400112 09103/78 108 69 2416 D 44.13 060.85 40 EEFE No CCCL HHLL 12i95 S 137.94 E 390033 324 
3017400115 69/031/y 108 70 2416 D 43.21 059.82 10 E FE NO CCCL 'HHLL 14.39 S 137:60 E 390033 325 
3017400121 09/03/78 108 71 2416 D 42.27 058.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 137.25 E 390033 326 
3017400165 09/03/78 108 82 2416 0 30.80 051.58 10 FEE JO 'CCL 'LLLL 31.62 S 133.07 E 390033 327 
3617400171 09/03/78 108 83 2416 D 29:79 051.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33w04 S 132.64 E 390033 32?

3017405070 09/16/78 162 35 2419 D S2.25 124.47 20 .EEEE NO CCCL hiLL 35.93 N 072.77 E 390033 666

3017405073 09/16/78 162 36 2419 D 52..81 122.52 NA MIMM NO CCCL HHLL 34.50,N 072.33 F 0 0

.3017405075 09/16/78 162 37 2419 6 5332 120.52 30 FEEF NO CCCL HIL 33.07 N 071.91 E 390033 667 
3017,405082 09/16/78 162 38 2419' D 53.79 118i50 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL . 31.64 N 071'.50 E 390033 668 
3017405084 09/16/78 162 39 2419 D 54,21 116.43 0 EEEE NO CCL HLL - 30.21 N 071.08 E 390033 669 
3017405091 09/16/78'162 40 2419 D 54.58.,114.31 0' 'FEFF NO CCCL HHLL, -28.78 N 070.67 E 390033 670' 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 59


07:05 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017405093 09/16/78 162 41 2419 D 54.91 112.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 070.27 E 390033 671

3017405100 09/16/78 162 42 ?419 D 55.19 109.98 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 069.88 6 390033 672

3017405102 09/16/78 162 43 2419 D 55.41 107.78 60 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 069.50 E 390033 673

3017405105 09/16/78 162 44 2419 D 55.59 105.56 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 069.12 E 390033 674 
3017405111 09/16/78 162 45 2419 D 55.70 103.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 068.75 E 390033 675 
3017406554 09/16/78 180 48 2420 D 55.73 096.68 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 041.84 E 0 0 
3017406561 09/16/78 180 49 2420 0 55.63 094.47 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.48 E 390033 676 
3017406563 09/16/78 180 50 2420 D 55.48 092.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.13 E 390033 677 
3017408313 09/16/78 198 30 2421 D 48.88 133.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 023.62 E 390033 678 
3017408320 09/16/78 198 31 2421 D 49.62 131.90 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 023.10 E 0 0 
3017408343 09/16/78 198 37 2421 0 53.29 120.62 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 020.28 E 0 0 
3017408345 09/16/78 198 38 2421 D 53.76 118.5R 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 019.86 E 390033 679 
3017410124 09/08/78 216 25 2422 0 44.75 141.82 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 50.08 N 000.79 E 390033 603 
3017410131 09/08/78 216 26 2422 D 45.62 140.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 48.67 N 000.15 E 0 0 
3017410133 09/08/78 216 27 2422 D 46.47 138.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 47.26 N 000.44 N 390033 604 
3017410140 09/08/78 216 28 2422 D 47.29 137.03 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 45.85 N 001.03 W 390033 605 
3017410142 09/08/78 216 29 2422 D 48.09 135.38 10 EEFE NO CCCL HALL 44.44 N 001.60 W 390033 606 
3017410145 09/08/78 216 30 2422 0 48.85 133.69 20 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 43.02 N 002.14 W 390033 607 
3017410165 09/08/78 216 35 2422 D 52.21 124.58 10 FFEF NO CCCL HHLL 35.93 N 004.62 W 390033 608 
3017411460 09/08/78 233 1 2423 S 19.18 209.16 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 032.20 E 390033 609 
3017413291 09/08/78 251 1 2424 S 19.14 209.31 80 EEEF NO CCCL ILLL 80.00 N 006.38 r 390033 610 
3017413505 09/08/78 1 53 2424 D 54.73 086.1,6 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 063.13 W 390033 611 
3017413512 09/08/78 1 54 2424 D 54.38 084.14 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 063.47 W 390033 612 
3017413514 09/08/78 1 55 2424 D 53.97 082.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 063.80 W 390033 613 
3017417061 09/16/78 37 P6 2426 D 45.52 140.36 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 103.14 W 390033 489 
3017417064 09/16/78 37 27 2426 D 46.37 138.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 103.75 W 390033 490 
3017417070 09/16/78 37 28 2426 D 47.20 137.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 104.33 W 390033 491 
3017417073 09/16/78 37 29 2426 0 48.00 135.50 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 104.90 W 390033 492 
3017417075 09/16/78 37 30 2426 0 48.77 133.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 105.44 W 390033 493 
3017417082 09/16/78 37 31 2426 D 49.52 132.07 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 105.96 w 390033 494 
3017417084 09/16/78 37 32 2426 0 50.23 130.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 106.47 W 390033 495 
3017417091 09/16/78 37 33 2426 D 50.90 128.50 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.97 W 390033 496 
3017417093 09/16/78 37 34 2426 D 51.54 126.63 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 107.45 W 390033 497 
3017417100 09/16/78 37 35 2426 D 52.14 124.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 107.91 U 390033 498 
3017417102 09/16/78 37 36 2426 D 52.71 122.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 108.36 W 390033 499 
3017417105 09/16/78 37 37 2426 D 53.22 120.79 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 108.79 W 390033 500 
3017417111 09/16/78 37 38 2426 D 53.69 118.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 109.21 W 390033 501 
3017417123 09/16/78 37 41 2426 0 54.84 112.48 10 E6EE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 110.42 w 390033 502 
3017417125 09/16778 37 42 2426 D 55.12 110.31 0 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 110.81 W 390033 503






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 M§S SENSOR PAGE 60


07:05 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT bAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM NICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


,3017417134 09/16/78 37 44 2426 D 55.54 105.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 1'11.56 W - 390033 505 
3d17417141 09/16/78 37 45 2426 D 55.67 103.68 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 111.-94 W " 390033 506 
3017500171 09108/78 109 69 2430 D 44.37 061.23 80 EEME NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 136.52 E 390033 614 
3017500173 09/08/78 109 70 _430 D 43.47, 060.19 60 EEME NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 136.17 E 390033 615 
30175001,80 09/08/78 109 71 2430 D 42.53 059.21 10 FE2F NO C6CL HHLL +5.83 S 135.82 E 390033 616 
30175014,14 09/16/78 127 24 2431 D 43.65 143.57 10 EEEE NO 'CLCL ,LLLL 51.51 N 129,07 E 390633 680 
5917501471 06116/78 12? 25 2,431 P 44. 5 142.02 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 50.10 'N 1,28.39 F 390033 6A1 
301,5014'3 09/16/78 12? 26 2431 D 45.43 140.46 -10 EFE NQ &O&L tLL ,48.69 N 7.75 E 30033 6820- , oj43o b9/16/78 12,7 27 ? 31 46.2$ 13.88 50 EE , CICL LILL 47.29 N 127.13 E 390033 483 
3017501432 09/b6178 127 28 231 D 4,.,1 13?.27 920 EEE O CCCL LLLL '45 .88 N 1"263 E 390033 684 
3P7561t45 091A67 f2- 29 ?23A 6 47.91 13,5.61 90 FEE E NO c 44;47 N 685
C , ;ILLl 125.96 E 390033 
30,17501444 09i6/i8 127 30 2431 D 48 69 133.93 9,0 EEEE NO ttCdL LLL 04L05 N 125.61 E '3 Q003 - 686 
~-b'i 0,4.31220 N 6y O CtCX t'LLL V .63 N 124.8.8 F 0 030,Yl 5 O 09068/78 127 32 231 0 5b.14 '130I.44 80 EFF NO CCCL LiLLt 4,.21 N 124;38 -E 390034 62 
3017,59473 09/08/78 127 38 243D1 0 54.6 118.6 30 .EFE .NO CCU LILL S-1 '3 N i2 8.EE 390034 63 
5 40 7 1 . 4 7 - EEFE NO 
 C Cc LL L 30.1 N 1-2 1 - 77 E 3?197514920.4 9" 9 080/78/  127 40 54.46 114..30 90 <EF E . 
-03,5 ,4 9109P 127 4 1 431 0 4.80 11.04 ?0 FEF - N ' tfL ILLL 527.35 N i2 "ib7 E '9 036 
?1 39 2.311 DD CCC LLLL 2'8&s N 12T816 'E 390034 65 
,0j501491A : .1p403 EE NO LLL N 70,9/0/78 1327 4 2431 n , 589.5732 14. 3 ,0 CCCL r24.483017050910/Q8 l2 45 ? 2132 D 3.O2 11.68 N 222E~ , c~cC. LLLL '2I501 N F ,- 03 7l,NO 103.O-7
3,75,500 09/08/178 127 44 _31 D 8. 106.100 90 jFFE 'N 'CCL LLLL 23.64 N 114.3? E 39034 '68 
3'0?0a7?43 09/,/78 145 23 2432 D 42.70 145.13 10 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 10.'V7 F 390034 69 
301750350 b910/ 15 23 2432 0 4.6 14.13 60 22E NO CCCL LLLL -51.50 N 103.25 F 390034 7r' 
30175b5068 0§, /? 163 20 2433 D 32.82 i42.6 ?0 EESE NO CCCL LLLL '51oi N 080.57 F 3'90033 70t 
S9%50 6670 #930/78 116 21, 2433 D 40.? 15§.17 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 5,.68 N 079.72 r 390033 704 
0-17069073 09/30/78 163 22 24 3 D 41.75 146.65 70 EEfE NO CCcL LLL '54.29 N 078.91 E 390033 705 
30170075 9/30/78 163 23 2433 D . 148.13 60 EEP NO CCEL LLLL '52.0 N 078:15 E 390033 706 
01?59548 09/30/78 163 24 ?434 .43Z1 1463.60 S0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 07.43 f 390033 7073017506493 09/30/78 181 19 2434 0 38.81 
 151.23 70 EEP, NO EECL LLL 58.42 N 052.70 E 390033 708


3017506495 09/30/78 181 20 2434 D 39.5O 149.69 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 05479 r 390033 709


3017506502 0/i30/78 181 21 2434 0 40.78 14.17 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL -55.6 N 03.94 E 390033 710


3017506504 09/30/78 181 22 2434 n '41.73 146.66 10 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 053.14 E 390033 711


3017506511 60#,/78 181 23 g444 D 42.6? 145.15 10 SSPE NO CCCL LULL 528 N 052.39 E 390033 712 
3017506513 09/30/78 181 24 2434 0 -43.59 143.62 20 SEPS NO CCCL ILLL '51.48 N 051.67 F 390033 713 
3O1,7508322 09/17/78 199 18 2435 D -37.78 152.81 80 EES NO CCCL LILL 59.79 N 03046 E M9034 932 
3070340/1/81? 1 435 D 38.79 151.25- 80 FF55 NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 029.89 E 39003Z4 93 
3017508331 09/17/78 199 20 2435 D 39.78149.?1 80 FFEE NO CCCL LELL 57.04 N 028.98 E 390034 94 
3017508333 09/17/78 199 21 2435 D - -40.76 148.19 70 EEFE NO -CCCL LLLL 55.65 N - 028.13 E 390034 95 
3017508340 09/17/78 199 22 2435 D .41.72 146.67 60 EEFE - NO.. CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 027.33 E 390034 96 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 61


07:05 FROM 09101/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MXCFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3017508345 09/17/78 199 24 2435 D 43.58 143.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 025.86 E 390034 98 
3017508351 09/17/78 199 25 2435 D 44.48 142.09 s0 FEEF NO CCCL tLtL 50.07 N 025.18 F 390034 99 
3017508354 09/17/78 199 26 2435 D 45.36 140.53 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 024.54 E 390034 100 
3017515302 09/16/78 20 30 2439 D 48.54 134.14 NA 66EE NO CCCL tLLL 43.03 N 081.05 W 390033 797 
3017515305 09/16/78 26 31 2439 D 49.29 132.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.57 W 390033 798 
3017515311 09/16/78 20 32 2439 D 50.01 130.67 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 082.08 W 390033 799 
3017515314 09/16/78 20 33 2439 D 50.69 128.88 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 38.77 N 082.57 W 390033 800 
3017515320 09/16/78 20 34 2439 D 51.34 127.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 083.05 W 390033 01 
3017515323 09/16/78 20 35' 2439 D 51.95 125.16 10 EEFE NO CCCL tILL 35.92 N 083.50 W 390033 802 
3017515325 09/16/78 20 36 2439 D 52.52 123.23 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34:50 N 083.95 W 390033 803 
3017515332 09/16/78 20 37 2439 D 53.05 121.25 50 FEEF NO CCCL tLlL 33.07 N 084.38 W 390033 804 
301751,5334 09116/78 20 38 2439 0 53.54 119.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 31.64 N 084.$0 W 390033 805 
3017515341 09116/78 20 39 2439 D 53.98 117.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL I30:21 N 085.22 1 390033 806 
3017515343 09/16/78 20 40 2439 b 54.37 115.10 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLL 28.78 N 085.64 k 0 0 
3017517120 09/16/78 38 26 2440 D 45.24 140.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL tLLL 48.70 N 104.58 W 0 0 
3017517122 09/16/78 38 27 2440 D 46.10 139.08 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 105.20 W 390033 807 
3017517125 09/16/78 38 28 2440 D 46.93 137.48 80 EEEF NO CCCL iLIL 45.87 N 105 78 W 390033 808 
3017517131 09/16/78 38 29 2440 D 47.74 135.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106.33 V 390033 809 
3017517134 09/16/78 38 30 2440 D 48.51 134.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILI 43.03 N 106.87 1 390033 210 
3017517140 09/16/78 38 31 2440 D 49.26 132.47 ,10 EEEE NO CCC L LLLL 41.62 N 107.39 W 390033 811 
3017517143 09/16/78 38 32 2440 D 49.99 130.71 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.90 W 390033 812 
3017517145 09/16/78 38 33 2440 D 50.67 128.91 10 EEEE NO CCOL LLLt 38.78 N 108.40 W 390033 813 
3017517152 09/16/78 38 34 2440 D 51.32 127.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LL 37.36 N 10R.68 W 390033 814 
3017517154 09/16/78 38 35 2440 D 51.93 125.20 0 EEFE NO CCCL 1LL 35.94 N 109.36 W 390033 815 
3017517161 09/16/78 38 36 2440 D 52.50 123.28 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 109.81 W 390033 816 
3017517175 09/16/78 38 40 2440 D 54.36 115.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 111.46 W 390033 817 
3017517181 09/16/78 38 41 2440 D 54.71 113.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 111.86 W 390033 818 
3017517184 09/16/178 38 42 2440 D 55.01 110.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 112.25 W 390033 819 
3017517190 09/16/78 38 43 2440 0 55.25 108.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.62 W 390033 820 
3017520322 09/16/78 74 11 2442 0 30.18 165.69 80 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 140.22 w 390034 1 
3017520324 09/16/78 74 12 2442 D 31.28 163.51 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 67.92 N 142.04 W 390034 2 































3017520342 09/16/78 74 16 2442 D 35.53 156.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 62.58 N 147.71 w 390034 6 
3017520345 09/16/78 74 17 2442 D 36.57 154.53 10 LEES NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 148.85 W 39034 7, 
3017520351 09/16/78 74 18 2442 D 37.59 152.95 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 149.90 1 390034 8 
3017601475 09/17/r8 128 25 2445 D 44.25 142.32, 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL .50.10 N 126.96 E 390034 101 
30176,01482 09/17/78 12R 26 2445 D' 45.14 140.76 -20 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N ' 126.31 E 390034 102 




11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR .AGE 62


07:05 ,,FROM 09/01/7,8 TO 09,/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN C CCMCCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM M]CFLM
LD QUALITY 
ID D'ATE I /SPCL ELEV AZlM COVER. 45678 QLTY 45678, 45678 CNTR-LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FR AE 
3017601491 09/17/78 128 28 2445 D 46.84 137.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 125.11 E 390034 104 
3017601493 09/17/78 128 29 2445 D 47.,65 135.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL. 44.46 N 124.55:"E 390034 105 
3017601500 09/17178 128 30 2445 D 48.44 134.28 100. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.1-4 N 124.00 E 39,034 106 
301Y601502 09/17178 128 31 2445 0 49.19 132.58 90 FEEE NO. CCCL :'LLLL 41.62 N 123.48 E 390034 107 
301-7601,505 09/17/780128 32 2445 0 49.91 130.,A4 70 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 E 390034 108 
301.7603511 09/17178 128. 33 2445 0 50.60 129.05, 70 CEEE No. CCCL LLL 38.78 N 122.48 F 390034 109 
301760154,4 09/17/78 128 34 2445, D 51.25 127.22 40 1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 122,.01 F 39Ob3 4 110 
30.1760152,0- 09/17/78 128 35, 2445 D 51.86 125.34 . 20 EEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 35.3. N 121.55'E 390034' 111 
301'7601523 09/17/78. 128 36 245: D 52.44 123.43 30 E2E'E NO CCCL, LULL, 34.50 'N, 121.11 F 390034 112 
3017601,525 09/17/78 128 37. 2445 0 52497 '12147. 50 E2EE NO . CCl( LLLL 33.07 N 120.68E 390034 113 
301,7601532 09/17/78 128 38 2455 D 53-.46 119.,48, 60 E2EE, NO, CCCLL L§L 31.'64 N 120.27 'E 390034 11A. 
304.7601534 09/17/78 128 . 39'. 244 5 p 53.91 117.44 70 E2Et NO' CCCL LLLL 30.20 ,N 11?.85 ,E 390034 115,' 
3017615363 09/16/78 21"- 31 2453' D 49.04,132.82 NA " MM, NO • CCCL . LILL. 41i.62 N 08,3.02 W .0 ,0 
301.761tI310 09/16/78 21. 32 24 ,3 D 49.76 131.9 NA M21M' , NO CCCL lLLL 4 0.'p20 . N 083..52, W 0 0 
-
301-7615372 0911,6/,78 21' 33 2453 D 50.45 .129.-2 20. 2222 NO. CCCt LL1 38.77N 084 .00, W 0 0 
30f7615375 09/16/78 ' 21 34 :2453 D 51. 11 127i 0' 20, EEEE NO CGC4. LLi L', 37,.35-N . 084.48 W, 390034 9 
3017615381 09/16478 21, 35 24 3 D 51 .-73-25.63 30.- EEE. NO, CCCL LLL' 35,92, N 084'.93 W 390034 10 
3017615384, 09/1.678 21, 36 2453 52.32 123.72 50 EEEE NO CC(LA'.LLLL 34.49T N 0838' J 390034. 11 
30{7'15j90.,09/16/78.; 21 37' 245,3, a 5 8,6 121 -76 - 20 EEEE N0. CCC L' LLLL 33'07:,N . 08 .82W 390034 1? 
3017615393 ,09/16/78 21 38' 2453 D 53.36 119l'6. 30 EEEE- NO.: CCCL, LLLL 31.64. N 086.,25 W 39004, 13 
3017'615395 09/16/78& '21 39, 2453 D 53.81 117'.'73- NA MM1M NO,.- CCCi" LLL 30.21 N . 086.67".W . 0, O 
3017615431' 09/301:78 21 47.' 2453.' 55,67 100.43 . 40 E E E NO,: CCCL2 LLLL. 181.73' N 089-L75, W 390033 714 
9
30.176-5-4 3, 09/30178, 21- 48, 2453. 55.67 (198.22 60 ELEEE., NO., CCC. LLL 17.,29, N, 09,'09 %W 3 .0033, 715 
3017161544 Q.o9/30178 '21 49w. 2453 0 55.61 09602 60 EEEE NO,.' CCCI' LULL 15.85 N 090.45 .- 3900b33 7160 
3017617192 09130/78 '39, .30. 245 D 4 R.28 134.'55 10 FEE,,, NO CCCL'- LLLL 43.04 N ID ';31 W 390033 717 
3017617195 09/30/78 39 31 " 2454 D 49iO2 132.86 10' EEE! NO.,. CCCL LLLL 41.62' N 108.83 W 390033 71V 
3017617201' 09/30'/78 39. 32 2454 0 49.74 131'.12 10 EFEgi NO,. CCL LLLL 4C 2'0 N 10034 W 39e033 719 
30J7617Z04 09/'30/7P 39 33 2454 0 50,.44 129.35. 0 EEE. NO,, CC L,'LLL 38,;8 N 10983 W 39,0033 720 
3017617210,'09/30/78 39 34 2454 0 51.40 127.,52 0 EEEE NO- CCL . LLLLC 37:.36 N 110.31 w 390033 721 
3017617213 09/-0/78. 39 35 2454 0 51.72 125.65 20 EE,EA NO,; CCL . LLLL 35.93' N 110.8 W 390033 722 
11 1 2 2 30,17161,7215 09/30/78 39 36 2454 D 52.31 123.75 30 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 34:50 !N . W 390033 72,3 
30176172,22 09/3d/78 39 37 2454 0 52.84 121.81 . NA Z2EE NO CCCL' LLLL 33.07 N 111,65 W 39033 724 
3017617224 ,09/30/78 39 38 2454 D 53.34 119.84 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64',N 112.07.W 390033 725 
3017617231 09/30/78 39 39 2454 D 53.80 117.80 10 EEFE NO CCCL LCLL 3'0.21 N, 112.48 W 390033' 726 
3017617233 09/30/78' 39 40 2454 D 54.-Z2.. 115.72 0 FEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 2F.78 N 112.88 W 390033 727 
3017617240 09/30/78 39 41 2454 0 54.57 113.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLIL' '27.34-N 113.28' W 390033 728 
3017617242 09/30/78 39' 42 2454 D 54-88 111;47 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 113.66 W 390033 729


3017'620380 09/16f78 75 11 24,56 D 29.83 165.81 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24'N 141.66 W 390034 14 
30,17620383 00/,16(78' 75 12, 2456 30..92 163.67 40, EEFE NO CCCL. LLLL 67.94 N 143.4? W 390034 15






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 63


07:06 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION FNTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017620392 09/16/78 75 14 2456 D 33.08 159.81 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 146.58 W 390034 17


3017620394 09/16/78 75 15 2456 D 34.15 158.03 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.93 N 147.93 W 390034 18


3017620401 09/16/78 75 16 2456 D 35.21 156.33 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 149.16 W 390034 19


3017620403 09/16/78 75 17 2456 D 36.25 154.70 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 150.27 W 390034 20


3017620410 09/16/78 75 18 2456 D 37.28 153.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 151.31 W 390034 21


3017620412 09/16/78 75 19 2456 D 38.29 151.57 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 152.28 W 390034 22


3017622441 09/30178 93 66 2457 D 47.38 065.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 160.50 E 0 0


3017622443 09/30/78 93 67 2457 D 46.56 064.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 160.16 E 390033 730


3017622450 09/30/78 93 68 2457 D 45.71 063.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 159.82 E 390033 731


3017622452 09/30/'78 93 69 2457 D 44.83 061.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 159.47 E 390033 732


3017700275 09/30/78 111 67 2458, D 46.57 064.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 134.35 E 390033 733


3017700281 09/30/78 111 68 2458 D 45.72 063.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S 134.01 E 390033 734


3017701534 09/30/78 129 25 2459 D 43.96 142.61 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 125.51 E 390033 735


3017701540 09/30/78 129 26 2459 D 44.85 141.0P 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.86 F 390033 736


3017701545 09/30/78 129 28 2459 D 46.56 137.94 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 123.66 E 390033 737


3017701552 09/30/78 129 29 2459 D 47.38 136.32 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.10 E 390033 738


3017701554 09/30/78 129 30 2459 D 48.17 134.67 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 r, 390033 739


3017701561 09/30/78 129 31 2459 D 48.93 132.98 0 CEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 122.04 E 390033 740


3017701563 09/30/78 129 32 2459 0 49.66 131.26 0 ESFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 121.54 F 390033 741


3017701570 OQ/30/78 129 33 2459 D 50.36 129.48 20 CEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.05 F 390033 74?


3017701572 09/30/78 129 34 2459 D 51.02 127.67 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 120.58 E 390033 743


3017701575 09/30/78 129 35 2459 D 51.65 125.82 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 120.13 E 390033 744


3017701581 09/30/78 129 36 2459 D 52.24 123.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.68 F 0 0


3017701584 09/30/78 129 37 2459 D 52.79 121.96 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 119.25 E 0 0


3017701590 09/30/78 129 38 2459 D 53.29 119.97 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 118.82 E 390033 745


3017701593 09/30/78 129 39 2459 D 53.75 117.94 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.40 E 0 0


3017701595 09/30/78 129 40 2459 D 54.16 115.91 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 118.00 E 0 0


3017702002 09/30/78 129 41 2459 D 54.52 113.81 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 117.59 F 390033 746


3017702004 09/30/78 129 42 2459 D 54.84 111.67 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 117.19 E 390033 747


3017702011 09/30/78 129 43 2459 D 55.11 109.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 116.81 F 0 0


3017702013 09/30/78 129 44 2459 D 55.33 107.31 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 116.44 F U C


3017702101 09/30/78 129 65 2459 0 48.20 066.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 109.20 E 390033 746


3017705181 09/08/78 165 20 2461 D 39.18 150.13 90 ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 077.70 E 390033 617


3017705183 09/08/78 165 21 2461 D 40.16 148.63 7o EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 076.85 E 390033 618


3017705190 09/08/78 165 22 2461 D 41.13 147.14 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 076.04 E 390033 619


3017705192 09/08/78 165 23 2461 D 42.08 145.65 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL - 52.90 N 075.29 E 390033 620


3017705194 09/08/78 165 24 2461. D 43.00 144.16 70 EE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 074.57 E 390033 621


3017705201 09/08/78 165 25 2461 D 43.92 142.65 20 EEEE NO, CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 073.90 F 390033 622


3017705203 09/08/78 165 26 2461 D 44.81 141.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL ,LLLL 48.69 N 073.26 E 390033 623






11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 . MSS SENSOR PAGE 04 
07:06 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTPRE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFL4


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZiM COVER 45678 GLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017705274 09/08/78 165 43 2461 D 55.09 109.62 30 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 065-,1 9 F 3,90033 ;625, 
3017707010 09/08/78 183 19 2462 0 38.16 151.64 40 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 052,.84 E 390033 '626 
30,177701 2 09/08/78 183 20 2462 D 39.16 1 0.13 40 EEEE ,NO CCCL LLLL 57.064 N 051.93 E 390033 o27 
3017707015"09/08/78 183 21 .2462 40.1,4 148.65 20 EE,EE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N -051.07 E 390033 62 

'317707021 09/08/78 183 22 2462 0 41.11 147,.15 10 EEEE NO XCCL LILL 54,.27 N 050.26 E 390033 62* 

63 r,
301770024 09/08/78 183 23 2462 D 42.06, 145.66 10 EEEE No CCCL ,LLLL 6 .5.a8N 04931 E 39,0033 
,3'01,7707030 09/08/78 183 -24 2462 D . 42.99 14 ,.17 TO -gEEE NO {CCCL LLLL 51.,4 8 N 048.80 E 390033 631 
3017707033 09/08/78 183 25 '2462 D 43.90 142. 66 20 EEEE NO CCCL ,LL'LL -,5.0b8 N '048.12 E 390033 637

'61't7? 35 09/08/78 '183 26 '2462 D -,4.79 11.13 30 tEE . NO .CCCL L'LLL 48. 8 N 047..47 E 390033 63z 
r3017707942 0908,178 183 27 -22 139.S5 FLEE ULL - r 390033 
 -6345.66 0 NO 	 . a7 N 6.84 CL 
'177'07044 	 0908/7 183 28 -?462 D, 46.1 l3.00 10 EEEE NO iCCCL -LULL .45.86 N 046.25 E 390033 635


701?70.051 09/08/78 183 29 '262 "b 47.32 15.4 0 10 .EEE NO %CCCLtLtLN t
- 54.45 045i.68 ­ 0
 
3d'7 s53 09/10/78 183 30 "62 b '48.11 134.76 NA M 'NO £CCL ULLLL 04.'04 ,045.13 E 0N22 2, B":267,4".2.16.5 30 mE 0 ,eCL LLLL 445N 03,8W 90033 73b61 	E 0 
0 7 8 1 3 84 - '6 "7 4 2 A4-.9NLL29
301778441'3 0 '8 0 /'9 201 19 2463 D-F '.38.14 1  - 900B '151.6 AlL 05 34.465 h O.02 E 1 0 





714 03017.154 14 7 - D .5 .138 12 NA EMM NO WJ LLNO NP?81 W ,0- 0
'pp77'15451 0916/78 22 29 ,-4%67 D 4 7. 2136.52 30 EE EI NO CCCL LLLL 414-.45 N Q8.93 W 3'0033 7&5

301'7715415 09/6178 22 3 2467 D ' 189: 30 .EEEE N CCCLLLL 41.04 N 083.93 k 390033 78
 
30-77154,22 09?1178 22- 31 7 - FE 60.02 UFE E0 NCL LLLL 41 0,91-7:72467 	 4s.6:14.2 0 FEE NO LLLL 41.62 N - 8CIL W 390033 7h.08,46 
3017715424 09/16/78 22 32 Z 7NO -5.53 Y3t.A 70 .EEE CCCL LLLL 4p.290N - 0.96.W 390033 73h 
30177-15423 09/16/78 220 33 467 b Q6. 138.56 .0 FEE tNo LCCCLLLLL 38.8 N 0865.44 W ,390033
 -789 
30t77133 09/1678 22 34 4 67 a .0 127.5 90 EE-E F NO CCCLLiLLL 37.35 N 0985.21 W 390033 -79 
-3017715440 096/78 22 35 -2467 D 51,5' J26.193 90 EE f No CCL CLLL 3.03 N . 1097, W ,3,90033 70 
36 91.2 NO LLLL ,4.50 N a'90033 7OL36017-715442 0916/78 22 ?467 - 52.11 0 EFEE CCCL , 10682W 3 
13017721444 09/16/78 22 37 2467 D 5.2.67 1.28 0 FEES NO eCCL LLLL 33;67 N 0 76 W 390933- 7W 
-3017?115451i9)16-178 22 38 -24i6 7 D : 53.1:8'120-.30 80 EEEE NO CPPL ,LLLL 31,64 N 087.69 W 390033 79k 
3017175453 09(/16178 22 39 -2467 D 53.65 191872 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.1 N PR&.11 W 390033 *79c 
3017715469' 00/16/78 22 40 ? 46 0 -SA. 07 162 3 40 FFFF NO QCCL LLLL i8.78 N 088,.52 W 399,0033 79­
301.717233 09/16/78 40 26 '2468 0 44.66 141.28 10 FEFE NO CCL LULL 4,8.7b N 10 ,7.4,5 w 390033 82 
-

10- EEF NO CCL
 LLLL 47.29 N 10R.06 W 390,33 22

45.53 139.73
27 2468 D  46.38 138.15 30 tEEE NO CCCL LULL A5.87 N 10Q8.6 5 W 390033 $2; 
3017717244 09/16/78 40 29 2468 D 47.20 136.56 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 109.21 W 390033 P2& 
3017717251 09/16/78 40 30 '?468 0 47.99 134.93 20 EEEE . NO CCCL ILUU , 43.04 N- 109.7,6 W - 3,90033 87112 
3017717253 09/16/78 40 31 246b 0 48,76 133.26 10 EFEE NO0 CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 110o.28 w 390033 s82: 
39017717260 09/16/78 40 32 2468 0 49.50 131.54 10 ESEE NO0 CCCL L3.LL 40.20 N 110.79 W 390033 F27 
-301-77172 62 09/16/78 40 33 2468 0 50.20 129.79 10 tEE N0 CCCL LULL 38.78 N 111.28 W 390033 P Z 
3d1?7t7265 091/16/78 40, 34 2468 0 50.87 128.00 10 EEEF, NO- CCCL LIEU 37.36 N 111h76 W 390033 82'­

30,17717271 09/16/78 40,- -35 2468 6 91 .50 126.16 10 SFEE NO-. CCCi. LLLL -35.93 N 112.21 w 390033 P31


301771728-3 09/16/78 40 38 2468 D 53.16'120.36- 0 EEEF NO C.CCL HHLL -,31.64- N',, 113.51 W 390033 b3


301,771728,5- 09/16178.- 40 39 2468 D '53.63 118.35 , 0 EEEE NO. CCCL IHHLL 3,0.2i, N 113.91 W - 390033'-:- F3 





11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 65


07:06 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017717292 09/16/78 40 40 2468 D 54.05 116.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 114.31 W 390033 833


3017717294 09/16/78 40 41 2468 0 54.43 114.20 NA MMMM NO CCCL HLL 27.34 N 114.71 W 0 U


3017717301 09/16/78 40 42 2468 D 54.76 112.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 115.11 W 390033 534


3017717303 09/16/78 40 43- 2468 0 55.03 109.94 NA 2226 NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 115.50 W 0 0


3017719044 09/30/78 58 21 2469 D 39.96 148.79 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 129.66 W 390033 749


3017719050 09/30/78 58 22 2469 0 40.93 147.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 130.46 W 390033 750


3017719053 09/30/78 58 23 2469 D 41.89 145.82 60 EEE NO CCCL LILL 52.91 N 131.22 W 390033 751


3017720435 09/16/78 76 11 2470 v 29.47 165.95 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 143.10 W 390034 30


3017720441 09/16/78 76 12 2470 D 30.57 163.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 144.92 W 390034 31 
3017720444 09/16/78 76 13 2470 D 31.66 161.82 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.61 N 146.54 W 390034 32 
3017720450 09/16/78- 76 14 2470 D 32.73 159.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 65.27 N 148.01 W 390034 33 
3017720453 09/16/78 76 15 2470 D 33.80 158.21 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.93 N 149.36 W 390034 34 
3017720455 09/16/78 76 16 2470 0 34.86 156.53 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.58 N 150.59 W 390034 35 
3017720461 09/16/78 76 17 2470 D 35.90 154.91 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 151.72 W 390034 36 
3017720464 09/16/78 76 18 2470 D 36.92 153.35 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 152.77 W 390034 37 
3017720470 09/16/78 76 19 2470 D 37.94 151.82 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 153.75 w 390034 38 
3017800340 09/08/78 112 68 2472 D 45.96 063.53 NA 2222 -NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 132.56 E 0 0 
3017801592 09/08/78 130 25 2473 D 43.66 142.90 30 ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 124.07 E 390033 637 
3017801595 09/08/78 130 26 2473 D 44.56 141.38 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 123.42 E 390033 638 
3017802001 09/08/78 130 27 2473 D 45.43 139.84 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 122.80 F 390033 639 
3017802004 09/08/78 130 28 2473 D 46.28 138.28 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 122.21 E 390033 640 
3017802010 09/08/78 130 29 2473 D 47.11 136.68 0 FEEE NO CCCL LILL 44.47 N 121.65 E 390033 641 
301780a013 09/08/78 130 30 2473 0 47.90 135.06 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 121.11 E 390033 642 
3017802015 09/08/78 130 31 2473 D 48.67 133.39 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 120.58 E 390033 643 
3017802022 09/08/78 130 32 2473 D 49.41 131.67 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 120.08 F 390033 644 
3017802024 09/08/78 130 33 2473 D 50.12 129.92 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79'N 119.59 F 390033 645 
3017802031 09/08/78 130 34 2473 D 50.79 128.13 10 EFEE NO CCCL LILL 37.36 N 119.12 E 390033 646 
3017802033 09/08/78 130 35 2473 D 51.43 126.30 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 118.66 F 390033 647 
3017802040 09/08/78 130 36 2473 D 52.02 124.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 118.22 E 390033 648 
3017802042 09/08/78 130 37 2473 D 52.58 122.51 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.80 E 390033 649 
3017802045 09/08/78 130 38 2473 D 53.10 120.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 31.64 N 117.38 E 390033 650 
3017802051 09/08/78 130 39 2473 D 53.57 118.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.96 E 30033 651 
3017802054 09/08/78 130 40 2473 0 54.00 116.46 NA F222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.?8 N 116.55 E 390033 652 
3017802072 09108/78 130 44 2473 D 55.23 107.95 NA FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 115.00 E 390033 653 
3017802153 09/08/78 130 64 2473 v 49.16 068.79 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 108.10 E 0 0 
3017802160 09/08/78 130 65 2473 D 48.41 067.39 4Q EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 s 107.76 E 390033 654 
3017807164 09/17/78 184 43 2476 0 54.97 110.25 0 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 037.94 E 390034 179 
3017807170 09/17/78 184 44 2476 D 55.21 108.08 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 23,.04 N 037.57 E 390034 180 
3017807173 09/17/78 184 45 2476 D 55.39 105.88 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHL1 21.60 N '037.19 C '390034, 181 
3017807175 09/17/78 184 46 2476 D . 55.52 103.68 0 EEEE NO.. CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 036,83 E 390034 182 
I 
ARCHIVA WTWDRE RToG-ARCHIM 
11/25/78 LANDSAS 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 66


07t06 FROM 09/01/78 TO. 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017810381 09/16/78 220 31 2478 D 48.58 133.53 40 EEFE NO CCCL NHLL 41.61 N 008.41 W 390034 23


3017810384 09/16/78 220 32 2478 6 49.32 131.83 30 EFFE NO CCCL HALL 40.19 N 008.92 W 390034 24


3017810390 09/16/78 220 33 2478 D 50.03 130.09 20 EEFE NO CCCL NHLL 38.77 N *009.41 W 39l0034 .25


3017810393 09/16/78 220 34 2478 D 50.71 128.31 NA MKMM NO CCCL HHLL 37.35 N 009.89 W 0 0


3017810420 09/16/78 220 40 2478 D 53.94 11'6.69 50 EE*FE NO CCCL HHLL 2b.78 N 012.48 W 390034 26


3017810422 09/16/78 220 41 2478 D 54.33 114.60 NA 2222 O CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 012.88 W 0 0


301,7810463 09/16/78 220 51 2478 D 55.36 092;8,2 NA' 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 016.55 W & 0


3017810465 09/16/78- 220 52 247,8, D 55,.17 090.68 1.00 EEPE NO CCL HHLL 11.53 N 016.89 W 390034 27


3017815553 09/16/78 23 49 2481 D 55.58 09.7.31 NA MMMM NO CCCL HALL 15.85 N 093;31 W 0 11


3017815555 09/16/78 23 50 2481 D 55.50, 095.12 90 EEFE NO0 CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 093.66 W 390036 28

3017817291 09/16/78 41 26 2482 D 44.36 141.59 1,0 MEEE NO ECOL LLLL 48-?0 N 108.89 W 390033 835


301781294 09/16/78 '41 -27 2482 D 45.24 140.06 10 E.EE NO CCCL LILI 47.29 N 109t50 w 390033 836 
3017817300 09/16/78 41 28 2482 D 46.09 13,8.51 10 EEEE NO COCL LLLL 4'5.87 N 10.,08 W 390033 &37 
3017817303 09/16/78 41 29 2482 D 46.92 136.93 10 EfEE NO CCSL LLLL 44'54 N 11:0.64 0 390033 ' 8 
3017817305 09/16/78 41 30 2482 D 47.72 135431 20 EECEE NO CCL tILL 43;64 N 11:1.18 W 390033 839 
3017,817312 Q9/16178 41 31 ?482 D 48.50 1,33.66 50 EEEE to CCC LpL! 41',62 N 111.70 390033 840 
3r01781?314 09116/78 41 32 2482 D 49.24 13i.96 $0' 5EEf NO CCCL -LLLL 40.20 N 112.21 w 390033 E41 
3.017817321 09/16/78 41 33 2482 D 49,.94 130.23 2,0 E EE NO CCCL LILL i8".8N 112.70 W 390,033 P42 
3-0377817323 09/16/78 41 34 2482 D 50.64 l8.45 lb EEEE NO tCCL LLLL 37.36 N 11"3.18 W 390033 843 
3011817330 09/16/78 41 15 2482 D 51.28 126.62 10 EEEE 00 CCCL LLL 35.93 N i13.65 W 490033 844 
30178,17332' b9/16/78 41 36 2482 D 51.89 124.75 NA 62EE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 114.10 W 390033 845 
3017817335 09/16/78 41 37 24,82 0 52.46 1,22.83 0 EEEE NO CCCC (LLL 33.08 N 114.53 W 390033 846 
30178117341 09/16/78 41 38 2482 D 52.98 120,.87 0 EEEE NO CCCI LLL 31.65 N 114.96 W 390033 347 
3017§17344 09/16/78 41 39 ?482 D 53.46,11888 30 EEE NO CC4i. LLLL 30.21 N 115.36 W 390033 848 
30,17817350 09/16/78 41 40 2482 D 53.90 116.8A5 '70 2E22 NO CCCL LLLL 28.7,8 N 115.75 W 39'0033 849 
3017820491 09/16/78 77 10 2484 D 28.01 168.4d0 10 EEEE NO CCCL L1LL 70.54 N 142.51 w 390034 39 
3017820493 09/16/78 7-7 11 2484 D 29.12 166.07 10 E EFE NO CCCL LLL 69.25 N 144.54 W 390034 40 
3017820500 09/16/78 77 12 2484 D , 30.2-2 163.95 33 FEEE , NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 146.35 W 390034 41 
3017820502 09/16/78 77 13 0484 D 31.31 161.98 30 EFEE NO CCCL [UL 66.63 N 148.00 W 390034 42 
3017820505 09/16/78 77 14 2,484 0 32.39 160.13 30 EFEE NO CCL LLLL 65.30 N 149.46 W 390034 43 
3017820511 09/16/78 77 15 2484 D 33.45 158.38 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 150.80 W 390034 44 
3017820513 09/16/78 77 16 2484 D 34.51 156.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 62.59 N 152.03 W 390034 45 
3017820520 09/16/78 77 17 2484 D 35.56 155.10 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 153.16 W 390034 46 
3017820522 09/16/78 77 18 2484 D 36.5? 153.54 70 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 59.86 N 154.21 W 390034 47 
3017820525 09/16/.78 77 19 2484 D 37.61 152.b2 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58 48 N 155.18 W .390034 48 
3017900362 09/17/78 113 60 2486 , D 51.96 075.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 133.81 E 0 0 
3017900365 09/17/78 113 61 2486 b 51.36 073.'87 60' EEEE NO CCCL HHIL 01.42 S 133.48 E 390034 183 
3017900371 09/17/7,8 113 62 2486 0 50.72 072.26- 70 EEEE NO - CCCL' SHLL 02.87 S , 133.15 E 390034 184 
3017900374 09/17/78 113 '63 2486 D 50.05 070.71 , 60 EEEV- NO CCCL IhULL 04.31 S • 132782 F 39003A 185 
3017900380 09/17/78' 113 -64 Z486 D 49.'34 069.23 '40- EEEF,, NO C CL HALL 05.475 S '132.50 E 39003C - 186' 
- A R C H IM
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11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 67


07:06 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 2 RBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017900383 09/17/78 113 65 2486 D 48.60 067.81 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 132.15 E 390034 187


3017900385 09/17/78 113 66 2486 D 47.82 066.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 131.81 E 390034 188


3017900392 09/17/78 113 67 2486 D 47.02 065.16 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 131.47 F 390034 I9


3017900394 09/17/78 113 68 2486 D 46.18 063.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 131.12 E 390034 190


3017900401 09/17/78 113 69 2486 D 45.32 062.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 130.77 E 390034 191


3017905294 09/16/78 167 20 2489 D 38.52 150.57 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 074.83 E 390033 687


3017905300 09/16/78 167 21 2489 D 39.52 149.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 073.98 E 390035 688


3017905302 09/16/78 167 22 2489 D 40.49 147.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 073.16 E 390033 689


3017905305 09/16/78 167 23 2489 D 41.45 146.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 072.42 E 390033 690


3017905311 09/16/78 167 24 2489 D 42.39 144.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 071.70 E 390033 691


3017905314 09/16/78 167 25 2489 D 43.31 143.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 071.02 E 390033 692


3017905320 09/16/78 167 26 2489 D 44.21 141.75 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 070.37 E 0 0


3017905384 09/16/78 167 42 2489 D 54.56 112.97 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 062.70 E 0 0


3017905391 09/16/78 167 43 2489 D 54.86 110.83 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 062.31 E 390033 693


3017905473 09/16/78 167 63 2489 D 50.08 070.79 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 055.38 F 390033 694 

3017905475 09/16/78 167 64 2489 D 49.37 069.30 30 SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 055.04 E 390033 695 

3017907120 09/16/78 185 18 2490 D 36.49 153.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 050.94 E 390033 696 
3017907123 09/16/78 185 19 2490 D 37.51 152.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 049.96 F 390033 697 
3017907132 09/30/78 185 21 2490 D 39.50 149.11 10 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 048.20 E 390034 495 
3017907134 09/30/78 185 22 2490 D 40.48 147.65 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLIL 54.27 N 047.40 E 390034 496 
3017907141 09/30/78 185 23 2490 D 41.44 146.19 30 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 046.64 E 390034 497 
3017907143 09/30/78 185 24 2490 D 42.38 144.72 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 045.92 E 390034 498 
301790715U 09/30/78 185 25 2490 D 43.30 143.25 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 045.25 E 390034 499 
3017907152 09/30/78 185 26 2490 D 44.20 141.75 30 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 044.59 F 390034 500 
3017907155 09/30/78 185 27 2490 1D 45.08 140.23 56 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 043.97 E 390034 501

3017907161 09/30/78 185 28 2490 D 45.94 138.69 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 043.37 E 390034 502

3017907164 09/30/78 185 29 2490 D 46.77 137.12 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 042.80 F 390034 503

3017907170 09/30/78 185 30 2490 D 47.58 135.52 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 042.25 E 390034 504

3017907220 09/30/78 185 42 2490 D 54.56 113.00 NA 222M NO CCEL HHLL 25.90 N 036.91 E 0 0

3017907222 09/30/78 185 43 2490 D 54.86 110.86 10 FF2F NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 036.53 E 390034 505

3017907225 09/30/78 185 44 2490 D 55.11 108.69 0 EE2M NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 036.15 E 390034 506

3017907393 09/30/78 185 84 2490 D 30.38 051.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL HULL 34.47 S 021.75 E 0 0

3017908554 09/16/78 203 19 2491 D 37.49 152.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 024.15 E 390033 698

3017914130 09/16/78 6 37 2494 D 52.29 123.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.07 N 064.30 W 390034 29

3017914132 09/16/78 6 38 2494 D 52.82 121.32 NA MMMM NO CCCL HULL 31.64 N 064.73 W 0 0 
3017915521 09/16/78 24 27 2495 D 44.98 140.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 085.11 W 390033 850 
3017915523 09/16/78 24 2 2495 D 45.84 138.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 085.69 W 390033 851 
3017915530 09/16/78 24 2c 2495 13 46.67 137.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 086.25 W 390033 852 
3017915532 09/16/78 24 3C 2495 D 47.48, 135.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 086.80 W 390033 M53 
3017915535 09/16/78 24 31 2495 D 48.26 134.0i, 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62, N 067.32 W 390033 854 
-
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3017915541 09/16/78 24 32 2495 D 49.'01 132.34 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 087.80 W 390033 855 
3017915543 09/16/78 24 33 2495 D 49.73 130.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 088,32 W 390033 856 
3017915550 09/16178 24 34 2Z95 D 50.42 128.86 30 -EEE NO tCCICL LLLL 37.35 N 088.79 W 390033 857 
3017915552 09/16/78 24 '35 2495 D -51.08 127.06 70 EEfE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 089.25 W 3Q033 F58 































3017915570 b9/16/-8 24 39 2?495 D 53.30 119.39 10 tEE NO CCCL LLLL 30 20 N 090.95 . 390033 862 
3017917350 09/17/78 42 26 2496 D 44.0? I41,.89 60 EEEE N0 CCCL ILLL 48.70 N 110.3,2 W' 390034 33h 
3017917352 09/17/78 42 27 2496 D 44.95 140.38 N4 MIMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 170.93 6 "0 0 
30 791,7355 09/17?78 142 28 2496 D 45.81 138.85 80 EEEE NO CgcL LLLEL ',.R7 N 131.,51 w 390034 339 
301c 917361 09117/78 















































'Z. b N 13.4 W 1,13.-65 W '0 390034 ,'0341L 
3,017917375 09/17178 42 33 2?6 D 49'72 130;65 10 EEEE NO ,CEC1 "LLLL 38.78 J1A.15 W 390034 341 
301'7917382 b9i17 /8 42 34 ?496 D 50.41 128.B8 0 Eg 'E NO COCL LLLL -37,36 N ,14.62W 390034 342 

























3 .,51 N 
N 
115.54 W 
i38115-98 W 39±0034 - 390034 344 345 
3017917,00 09/17/78 42 38 ;2496 D 52.79 121.41 50 EEEE NO- ICCL LLLL 31.65 N 116.40 W 390034 346 
301791,7402 09/17/78 42 39 '2496 D 53.,29 119.:43 NA 2?22 NO CCCL £'LLL 30,?2 N 116.81 W (0 0 
3017919154 09/08/78 60 20 '2447 D 3.-32 1 0.73 1'00 1EFE hO CC:CL LL L p710 N 131.70 W 390034 71 
3017'19161 09/08/78 60 21 2497 D 39.32 149.26 100 EE NO ,CL L41L 55.70 N 132.55 W 390034 72 
3017919163 09/08/78 60 22 24'97 D 40. 30. 47.80 90 EEFE NO CCCL' L-LLL 54,;31 N 133.35 W 390034 73 
3017919170 09108/78 60 23 2497 0 41.26 146.35 NA MMM NO C'L LLL. 52.91 N 134.10 W c 0 
3017920545 09/16/78 78 10 2 98 D ,27.67 168.50 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 141.94 w 390o34 49 
3017920552 09/16/78 78 11 2498 D 28.79 166.16 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.23 N 145.96 W 390034 50 
301020554 09/16/78 78 12 2498 D 29.89 164.05 50 EEFE NO ECCL LLL 67.93 N 147.78 w .390034 51 
3017920561 09/16/78 78 13 2498 1D 30.98 162.09 10 EEFE NO CCL LLLL 66.60 N 149.40 W 390034 52 
3017920563 09/16/78 78 14 2498 D 32.06 160.25 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 150.88 W 390034 53 
3017920570 09/16/78 78 15 2498 D 33.12 158.52 10 EFFE NO CCCL LiLL 63.93 N 152.21, W 390034 54 
3017920572 09/16/78 78 16 24,98 0 34.18 156.86 30 EEFE NO CCL ILLI 62.58 N 153.45 W 390034 55 
3017920574 09/16/78 78 17 2498 b 35.23, .55.27 60 EFEF NO CCCL . LLLL 61.22 N 154.59 W 390034 56 
3617920581 09/16/78 78 18 2498 D 36.26 ,53.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL' LLLL 59.85 N 155.64 W 390034 57 
3017920583 09/16/78 78 19 2498 n 37.29 152.22 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL - 58.47 N 156.61 W 390034 58 
3017920590 09/16/78 78 20 2498 D 38;30 150.75 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL' 57.09 N 157.52 W 390034 59 
3018002105 09/16/78 132 25 2501 D 43.0Z143.47 .90 'EEEF NO, CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 121.22 E . 390033 699 
3018002112 0.9/16/78 132 26 2501 6. .43.98- 141.97 90' EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 120.57 E . 390033 700 
3018062114 09/16/78 132 27 2501 - 4 44.87 140.47 -70 EEEE: NO CCCL LLLL .!.7.29 N " 119-95 E 390033 701 
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3018002121 09/16/78 132 28 2501 D 45.73 138.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 119.36 E 390033 702


3018002185 09/16/78 132 44 2501 D 55.03 109.18 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 112.15 E 390034 60


3018002191 09116/78 132 45 2501 D 55.24 107.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 111.78 E 390034 61


3018017443 09/17178 43 35 2510 D 50.84 127.55 10 2EFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 116.55 W 390034 153


3018017445 09/17/78 43 36 2510 D 51.47 125.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 117.00 W 390034 154


3018017452 09/17/78 43 37 2510 D 52.05 123.85 60 EEEE NO CCCL. LLL 33.08 N 117.42 W 390034 155


3018017454 09/17/78 43 38 2510 D 52.60 121.94 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 117.83 W 390034 156


3018019213 09/17/78 61 20 2511 D 38.00 150.94 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 133.13 w 390034 157


3018100573 09117/78 115 83 2514 D 32.01 052.69 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 122.60 E 390034 238


3018102184 09/17/78 133 30 2515 D 47.11 136.16 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.83 F 390034 239


3018102191 09/17/78 133 31 2515 D 47.90 134.55 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 116.31 E 390034 240


3018102193 09/17/78 133 32 2515 D 48.67 132.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 115.80 E 390034 241


3018102200 09/17/78 133 33 2515 D 49.40 131.21 90 EEEE NO LLLL 38.78 N 115.31 F 390034 242
*.CCCL 
 
3018102202 09/17/78 133 34 2515 D 50.10 129.48 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 114.83 E 390034 243


3018102205 09117/78 133 35 2515 D 50.76 127.71 100 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 35.93 N 114.37 E 390034 244


3018102211 09/17/78 133 36 2515 D 51.40 125.88 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 34.50 N 113.93 E 390034 245


3018102214 09/17/78 133 37 2515 D 51.99 124.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 113.50 E 390034 246


3018102220 09/17/78 133 38 2515 D 52.54 122.10 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 31.64 N 113.08 E 390034 247


3C18102223 09/17/78 133 39 2515 D 53.05 120.15 10 FEFE No CCCL LILL 30.21 N 112.67 E 390034 248


3018102225 09/17/78 133 40 2515 D 53.52 118.16 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 112.26 E 390034 249


3018103575 09/17/78 151 20 2516 D 37.89 151.00 80 FFPF NO CCCL LLL 57.09 N 097.75 E 390034 250


3018103581 09117/78 151 21 2516 D 38.90 149.54 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 096.89 E 390034 251


3012107251 09117/78 187 22 2512 D 39.85 148.13 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 044.53 E 390034 131


3018107254 09/17/78 187 23. 2518 D 40.81 146.70 0 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 043.78 E 390034. 132


3018107260 09/17/78 187 24 2518 D 41.76 145.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 043.06 F 390034 133


3018107263 09/17/78 187 25 2518 D 42.69 143.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 042.39 E 390034 134


3018107265 09/17/78 187 26 2518 D 43.61 142.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 041.75 E 390034 135


3018107272 09117/78 1F7 27 2518 D 44.50 140.83 40 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 041.13 E 390034 136


3018107274 09/17/78 187 28 2518 D 45.37 139.37 70 E.EEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 040.54 E 390034 137


3018107280 09/17/78 187 29 2515 D 46.22 137.83 70 . EFEE NO CCCL LLlL 44.44 N 039.97 E 390034 138 
3018107324 09/17/78 187 40 2518 D 53.48 118.31 0 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 034.82 E 390034 139 
3018107330 09/17/78 187 41 2518 D 53.91 116.26 0 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 034.43 E 390034 140 
3018107333 09/17/78 187 42 251F D 54.29 114.18 0 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 034.03 E 390034 141 
3018116034 09/30/78 26 27 2523 D 44.39 141.00 NA FFFE NO -CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 087.98 W 390034 415 
3018116040 09/30/78 26 28 2523 D 45.26 139.50 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 088.57 W 390034 416 
3018116043 09130/78 26 29 2523 D 46.11 137.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 089.13 W 390034 417 
3018116045 09130/78 26 30 2523 D 46.94 136.39 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 089.67 W 390034 418 
3018116052 09/30/78 26 31 . 2523 D 47.74 134.79 *10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 090.19 W 390034 419 
3018116054 09/30/78 26 32 25Z3 D- 48.51 133.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 090.69 W . 390034 420 
3.018116060 09/30/78 26. 33 2523 D 49.25 131.47 10L EFEE NO CCCk LLLL, 38.77 N 091.17 W 390134 421
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3018116063 09/30/78 26 34 2523 D 49.96 129.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 091.63 W 0 0


3018116065 09/30/78 ?6 35 2523 D 50.63 127.98 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N *092.09 W 0 0


018116072 09/30/78 26 36 2523 D 51.27 126.16 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 092.54 W 390034 422


03O1,116074 09/30/78 26 37 2523 0 51.87 124.29 80 EFEE NO CCCL LILL 33.06 N 092.98 W 390034 423


018116081 09/30/78 26 38 2523 D '52.43 122.39 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 093.4.0 W 390034 424


3018116V83 09/30/78 26 39 2523- D 52.95 12045 NA 2222 NO CXCL kLLL 30,20 N 093.82 W 0 0 
3018119265 09117/78 62 19 2525 D 36.65 152.62 50 .FFMM NO C,C,CL LULL 58.46 N 133.65 'W 390034 192 
qp1,8119271 09/17/78 62 20 2525 D 3Y..66 15.1.16 40 6EMM NO CCC L LLLL 57;09 N 134.56 W 3'90034 193 
3018119274 09/17/78 62 21 2525 D 38.67 i49.72 50 F F22 NO C-CCL ILLL 55.70 N 1.35.:41 iW 390,034 '194 
301811 ?80 09/17/78 62 22 2525 D 39.65 148.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLI 54.30 N 136.21 w a 0 
3018121062 09/17/78 80 10 25'26 0 20.93 16,8.75 10 EEFE NO CCC L j.t.54 N 146.81 W 3'9003 '347 
3018121065 09/17/78 80 11 2526 D 28.Os 166.46 40 EEEE .NO CCCL ,LLLL L9.26 N 448.85 W 390034 348 
,30,8121071 09/17/78 8'0 12 2526 D 29.16 164.35 30 .FEEE NO CCCL LLL" 67:95 N -1-50.6,7 W 390034 349 
30181'21074 09/17/78 80 13 2526 D 30.26 1,62.39 50 EEEE NO rCCL Ltt ,66.62 N 152.29 W 3003 4 3'5f 
3081?1,080 09/17/78 8,0 14 2526 3 160.56 40 EEEE NO CC.GL LILLL 65.28 N 153.7,6 w 390034 3'51S,1.35
30181210.82 09/17/78 80 15 2526 0D 32.43 158.84 20 EEE tCdLNO C LLL .63.94 'N f55.10IDW 390034 352 
301'A121085 09/17/78 80 16 2526 D 33.49 157.22 1P ,EEEE NO *CCCL LL 62.59 N 156.33 W 390034 353 
301821091 09/1,7/78 80 17 2526 D 34.54 155.65 40 E EEF NO CCCL LLL 61.22 N 157.46 W 390034 354 
3018121.094 09/17/78 80 18 2526 D 35.59 154.13 80 EE E NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N, 158.51 W 390034 355 
301.8121100 09/17/78 80 19 2526 D 36.62 152.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 8.'47 N 1'59.48 w 390434 356 
301§121103 09/17/78 80 20 2526 D -37.6; 151.18 100 EhEE NO CCL LLLL '57.10 N 160.39 W 390034 35J 
3018121I05 09/17/78 80 21 '526 D 38o64 149.75 NA 2222 NO tCCL LLLL 55.71 N 161.25 W 0 0 
3,018 123175 09/17/78 98 78 2527 ID 37.57 055.67 50 FFFF NO CCCL LLL 25.89 S 149.03 'E 390034 142 
3018,23182 09/17/78 98 79 227 D 36.55 0'55.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S 148.64 E 39'0034 143 
3018323184 09/17/78 98 80 ?527 0 35.51 054.42 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 148.25 E 390034 144 
3018123191 09/17/78 98 81 2527 D 34.A5 053.86 70 EfEE No CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 147.84 E 390034 145 

3018123193 09/17/78 98 82 2527 D 33.38 053.35 80 EEEE NO bCCL LLLL 31.62 S 147.42 E 390034 146 

30,8123200 09/17/78 98 83 2527 D 32.30 052.89 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.A4 S 147.00 E 390034 147 

3018123202 09/17/78 98 84 2527 D 31.22 052.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 1,46.55 E 390034 148 
3018123205 09/17/78 98 85 2521 D 30.12 052.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 35.89 S 146.10 E 390034 149 

3018123211 09/17/78 98 86 2527 D 29.01 051.78 100 EEEE NO CC LLLL 37.32 S 145.64 E 390034 ,150 

3018201025 09/17/78 116 82 2528 D 33.42 053.37 20 EEEE .No CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 121.57 E 390034 '151 

3018201031 09/17/78 116 83 2528 D 32-34 052.91 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 121.15 E 390034 i52 

3018205580 09?17/78 170 47 2531 D 55.38 104.03 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 056.53 E 390034 158 
3018205583 09/17/78 170 48 2531 D' 55.46 101.83 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.49 N 056.17 E 390034 159 

3018205585 09/17/78 170 49 2531 6 55.50 099.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 055.82 E 390034 195 
3018205592 09/17/78 170 50 2531 D 55.48 097.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 055.47 E 390034 196 

3018205594,09/17/78 170 51 2531 o! 55;40,095.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 12.97 N 055.13 E 390034 197 

3018206001 09/17/78 170" 52 2531 D, 55.27 093.13 8,0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL , 11.53 N '054.76 F 390034, 198­













 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
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3018207385 09/17/78 188 41 2532 D 53.76 116.83 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 033.00 E 390034 200


3018213115 09/17/78 242 97 2535 S 16.69 051.37 100 FPFE NO CCCL HHLL 52.82 S 
 067.26 W 390034 201


3018213122 09/17/78 242 
 98 2535 S 15.51 051.65 70 pFFE NO CCCL HHLL 54.22 S 068.01 W 390034 202


3018214333 09/17/78 9 45 2536 D 55.01 108.58 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 071.78 W 390034 203


3018214340 09/17/78 9 46 2536 D 55.21 106.42 10 FFEP NO CCCL 
 HHLL 20.17 N 072.15 W 390034 204


3018214342 09/17/78 9 47 2536 D 55.35 104.25 20 FFEP NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 072.52 W 390034 205


3018214345 (9/17/78 9 48 2536 
 D 55.45 102.05 20 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 072.87 W 390034 206


3018214363 09117/78 9 52 2536 D 55.28 093.36 40 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 074.27 W 390034 207


3018216092 09/17178 27 27 2537 D 44.10 141.30 NA E222 NO CCCL 
 LLLL 47.29 N 089.42 w 390034 160


3018216095 09/17/78 27 28 2537 D 44.98 139.82 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 090.00 W 390034 161


3018216101 09/17/78 27 29 2537 D 45.84 138.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 
 090.56 W 390034 162 
3018216104 09/17/78 27 30 2537 D 46.67 136.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 091.10 w 390034 163 
3018216110 09/17/78 27 31 2537 D 47.48 135.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 091.62 W 390034 164


3018216113 09/17/78 27 32 2537 D 
 48.26 133.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 092.13 W 390034 165


3018216115 09/17/78 27 33 2537 D 49.01 131.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 092.62 w 390034 166


3018216121 09/17/78 27 34 2537 b 49.73 130.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 093.09 w 390034 167 
3018216124 09/17/78 27 35 2537 D 50.40 128.44 40 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 093.55 w 390034 168


3018216130 09/17/78 27 36 2537 D 
 51.05 126.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLE 34.50 N 094.00 w 390034 169


3018216133 09/17/78 27 37 2537 D 51.66 124.83 10 




 27 38 2537 D 52.23 122.95 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 094.86 W 0 0


3018216153 09/17/78 27 42 2537 D 54.10 114.98 NA MMMM 
 NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 096.46 W 0 0


3018216160 09/17/78 27 43 2537 D 54.45 112.91 
 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 096.84 W 0 0


3018216162 09/17/78 27 44 2537 D 54.75 110.79 




 27 45 2537 D 55.00 108.64 90 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 097.60 W 390034 208


3018216183 09/17/78 27 49 








 45 26 2538 D 43.18 142.79 50 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 114.61 W 390034 394


3018217524 09/17/78 45 27 2538 D 44.08 141.33 40 EEFE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 115.23 w 390034 395


3018217530 09/17/78 45 28 253P D 44.95 139.86 30 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 115.83 W 390034 396


3018217533 09/17/78 45 29 2538 D 45.81 138.35 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 116.40 w 390034 397


3018217535 09/17/78 45 
 30 2538 D 46.64 136.81 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 116.94 w 390034 398


3018217542 09/17178 45 31 2538 
 D 47.44 135.23 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 117.46 w 390034 399


3018217544 09/17/78 45 32 2538 D 48.22 133.61 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 117.97 w 390034 400


3018217551 09/17/78 45 33 2538 D 48.98 131.95 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 
 38.18 N 118.46 W 390034 401


3018217553 09/17178 45 34 2538 D 49.70 130.25 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 118.93 w 390034 402


3018217560 09/17/78 45 35 2538 D 50.38 128.50 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 
 35.94 N 119.40 W 390034 403


3018217562 09/17/78 45 




3018217565 09/17/78 45 37 2538 D 51.65 124.E6 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 
 33.08 N 120.28 w D 0 
3018221121 09/17/78 81 10 2540 D 26.5'9 168.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 148.25 W 390034 ", 211 




11/2-5/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR 1 S(6 E 72 ­
07:07 FROM 09/01/78 TO 69/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCN MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE ft /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 ENTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018221125 09/17/78 81 12 2540 D 28.80 164.48 - 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 152.10 W '320034 213,


3018221132 09/17/78 81 13 2540 D 29.89 162.55 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 153.73 W 399034 214


30182?1134 09/17/78 81 14 2540 D 30.98 160.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65;20 N 155.20 W 390034 215


3b0822y141 09117/78 81 15 2540 D 32.06 159.03 40 EFEE N CCCL LLLL '63.5 N 156.55 W 390034 216


3018?21143 09/17/78 81 16 2540 D 33.13 157.40 90 PFEE NO CtCL LLLL 62.60 N 157.78 W 320034 217 
4018221150 09/17/78 81 17 2540 D 34.19 155.84 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLL 81.2 N 158.92 W 390034 21A


3018221152 09/17/78 81 18 2540 D 35.24 154.33 100 FFEE NO CqCL LLLL 59.87 N 159,97 W 39,034 219


3b182M1155 09(17178 81 19 2540 D 36.28 152.86 NA MM M NO CCCL LLLL 58.50 N 160;94 W 0 0


6i8221161 0917/78 81 20 560 D 37.30 151.40 '90 FFEP NO tCCL LLL 57.11 N 161.95 W 39f034 220 
3018221164 09/17/78 81 21 2540 D 38.31 149.98 90 FFEF NO ECL tILL 557? N 162.69 W 490034 221 
2018223193 09/17178 99 68 2541 D0 4711 065.61 N 2222 NO 'CCL IN'LL 11 .51 S 151;21 E 0 0 
3 09/17/78 99 69 2541 D 46.28 064.37 20 EEEE NO
901822395 CCCL NHLL 1295 1
 E 3'4034 222


3018223202-q9/17/78 99 70 2541 D 65.43 063.19 20 REEF NO CCCL ONLL i439 S 1.52 3E0b64 223 
3o1,82220'4 09117/78 99 71 .2541 8 44.55 062.09 20 EE F NO CCCL 'OLL 15.83 S 150.17 E 3.0034 22

3bi223211 09/117/78 99 72 251 8 43.66 9§1.05 20 REEF 'NO CCCLNOLi 1,27 S 149.81 E 390034 225 
3018223213 O0/17/78 99 73 241 D 42.74 060.06 30 -EEEE NO CCCL kHLL 1871 S 19:46 E 400934 ?26 
3618223220 09/17178 99 74 2541 D 41.80 059.13 70 EEF NO CCCI $HLL 20.14 S 3'9*1O E 390034 227 
Spl,82232222 0?/1?787 99 75 2 A1 D 0 .8a5 958.26 NA 22FF NO CCCL H-BLL 21-58 S 1484 73 EF ,3 34 2283018223225 09/17/78 99 76 t541 D 39.88 057.44 T00 EE NO CCCL hHLL j3 02 S 148.37 E 390034 229
.42 2325,9/17/7§ -..... . .. ..... 
1301,822231 00/1?/78 99 77 2.41 D 318.r$9 056.67 190 EEEE 'N6 CCCL 'KHtL -44S 480 F 3q034 230

301223233 Q9/178 99 78 2141 D 37.88 05'5.96 90 EEEE NO CeL hfNLL 2:5.89 S 147461 E 39Q034 .231

301822324q Q?/17/78 99 79 2541 D 36.87 Q55.30 100 EFISE N0 CCL 1HLL 27.32 S 147.2? E .390034 232

3018223242 p9/1,7/78 99 80 2541 D 35.83 -05.68 TbO NO CCCL NHLL .28.?6 S 146-81 E 3gg93 233-EEE 
 
301822Z3245 09/17/78 9? 81 2541 D 34.77 054 .11 90 EEE NO CECL NHLL 30.18 S i46;40 E 39034 234


3018223252 09/17(78 9.9 2 2541 D 33.70 053.58 90 FFFF NO CCCL HtLL 3,.61 S 14597 E 390034 235


301822254 09/17/78 99 83 2541 D 32.63 053.11 5U EEEEC 'NO 
 33.04 S 145;54 E 396034
, oLL 236 
3018223261 09/17/78 99 84 2541 D 31.55 052.69 30 FEEE NO CCCL HNLL 34.47 S 14510 E 390034 237


3018223263 06 17/78 99 85 2541 D 30.46 052;31 60 FEPE NO tCCL LLLL 35.89 S 144;65 1 3?0034 358


3618223270 d9/1778 99 86 2541 D 29;36 051.97 5C FEPE No CCCL LLL 37.31 S 144.11f E 39W034 359


3018391031 09/17/78 117 69 2542 D 46.30 064.39 30 FEFF NO CCCL POLL 12.96 S 125.05 E 390034 360


3018301l033 09,17/78 117 70 2542 D 45.45 063.23 30 FEFE NO CCCL HLL 14.40 S 124.71 E 390034 361


3018301040 09/17/78 117 71 2542 D 44.5$ 062.13 60 FEFE NO CCCL IOLL 15.83 S 124.36 E 390034 362

S016301083 09/17/78 117 82 2542 D 33.73 053.60 80 FEPE NO CCCL , LLLL 31.62 S 12616 E 390q34 363 
3018301090 09/17/78 117 83 2542 D 32.66 053.13 60 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 119.73 E 390034 364

3018301092 09/17/78 117 84 2542 D .31.58 052.70 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL J4.47 S 119.2? E 390034 365

301830231b 09/17/78 135 32 2543 D 48i14 133.73 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 4020 N 112;94 E 390034 366

3018302313 09)17/78 135 33 2543 D 48.90 132.08 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N. 112.45 E 390034 367

3018302315 09/17/78 135 34 2543 D 49.62 130.39 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 111.97 E 3QC034  36F

3018302322 99/17/78 135- 35' 2543 D 50.30 128.65 7n FEFE - NO CCCL LLLL. 35.93 N 111.51 E 390034 . 369 





11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 73


07:08 FROM 09101/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018302362 09/17178 135 45 2543 D 54.96 108.94 NA F22E NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 107.45 E 390034 371


3018302365 09/17/78 135 46 2543 D 55.17 106.76 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N 107.08 E 390034 372


3018302371 09/17/78 135 47 2543 D 55.32 104.56 40 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 106.72 E 390034 373


3018304092 09/17/78 153 20 2544 0 37.23 151.43 80 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 094.87 E 390034 171


3018304094 09/17/78 153 21 2544 D 38.24 150.01 90 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 094.02 E 390034 172


3018304101 09/17/78 153 22 2544 D 39.24 148.60 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 093.22 E 390034 173


3018305523 09/17/78 171 20 2545 D 37.21 151.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 069.12 E 390034 174


3018305530 09/17/78 171 21 2545 D 38.22 150.03 40 FEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 068.27 E 390034 175


3018305532 09/17/78 171 22 2545 D 39.22 148.61 10 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 54..28 N .067.47 E 390034 176


3018305535 09/17/78 171 23 2545 D 40.20 147.19 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 066.72 E 390034 177


3018305541 09/17/78 171 24 2545 D 41.16 145.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 066.00 E 390034 178


3018316144 09/17/78 28 26 2551 D 42.89 143.08 50 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 090.25 W 390034 374


3018316151 09/17/78 28 27 2551 D 43.80 141.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 090.86 W 390034 375


3018316153 09/17/78 28 28 2551 D 44.68 140.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 091.45 W 390034 376


3018316155 09/17178 28 29 2551 D 45.55 138.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 092.02 W 390034 377


3018316162 09/17/78 28 30 2551 0 46.39 137.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 092.56 W 390034 378


3018316164 09/17/78 28 31 2551 D 47.20 135.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 093.07 W 390034 379


3018316171 09/17/78 28 32 2551 D 47.99 133.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 093.58 W 390034 380


3018316173 09/17/78 28 33 2551 D 48.75 132.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 094.06 W 390034 381


3018316180 09/17/78 28 34 2551 D 49.47 130.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 094.52 W 390034 382


3018316182 09/17/78 28 35 2551 D 50.17 128.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 094.98 W 390034 383


3018316185 09/17/78 28 36 2551 D 50.83 127.15 NA MMMM NO CECL LLLL 34.50 N 095.43 W 0 0


3018317580 09/17/78 46 26 2552 D 42.86 143.12 IA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 116.05 W 0 0


3018317582 09/17/78 46 27 2552 D 43.77 141.67 10 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 116.67 w 390034 384


3018317585 09/17/78 46 28 2552 D 44.65 140.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45-.87 N 117.25 w 390034 385


3018317591 09/17/78 46 29 2552 D 45.52 138.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 117.82 W 390034 386


3018317594 09/17/78 46 30 2552 D 46.36 137.17 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 118.36 w 390034 387


3018318000 09/17/78 46 31 2552 D 47.18 135.61 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 118.89 W 390034 388


3018318003 09/17/78 46 32 2552 D 47.96 134.02 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 119.39 W 390034 389


3018318005 09/17/78 46 33 2552 D 48.72 132.38 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3E.78 N 119.88 W 390034 390


3018318012 09/17/78 46 34 2552 D 49.45 130.69 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 120.36 W 390034 
 3g 1 
3018318014 09/17/78 46 35 2552 D 50.15 128.95 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.83 w 390034 392


3018318021 09/17/78 46 36 2552 D 50.E1 127.18 NAI MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 121.27 w 0 0


3018319375 09/17/78 64 18 2553 D 34.93 154.50 10 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 59.87 N 135.57 W 390034 405


3018319382 09/17/78 64 19 2553 D 35.97 153.04 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 136.55 W 390034 406


3018323272 09/17178 100 73 2555 D 43.01 060.41 50 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 148.03 E 390034 28?


3018323274 09/17/78 100 74 2555 D 42.08 059.46 80 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 147.66 E 390034 252 

3018323281 09/17/78 100 75 2555 D 41.14 058.58 90 22EE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 147.30 E 390034 253 

3018323283 09/17178 100 76 2555 D -40.17 Q57.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 146.93 E 390034 254 

3018323290 09/17/78 100 77 2555 D 39.19, 056.97 90' EEEE NO ' CCCL . HHLL 24.45 S 146.54 E 390034 255 
...... &DRR oG -ARCHIM
iVAP 
 
11125/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 74


07:08 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018323292 09/17/78 100 78 2555 D 38.19 056.25 80 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 25.88 S 146.15 E 390034 256


301832,3295 09/17/78 100 79 2555 o 37.16 055.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 27.32 S 145.76 F -390034 257


3018323301 09/17/78 100 80 2555 D 36.14 054.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 28.75 S 145.37 E 390034 258


3018323304 09/17/78 100 81 2555 D 35.09 054.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 30.18 S 144.96 E 390034 259


3018323310 09/17/78 100 82 2555 D 34.03 053.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL NOL 31.61 S 144.54 E 390034 260


3018323313 09/17/78 100 83 2555 D 32.95 053.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 33.04 S 144.10 E 390034 261


3018323315 09/17/78 100 84 2555 D 31.88 052.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 34.46 S 143.67 E 39Q034 262


3018323322 09/17/78 100 85 2555 D 30.80 052.51 60 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 35.89 S 143.22 E 390034 263


3018323324 09/17/78 100 86 2555 D 29.70 052.17 70 FEEE NO CCCL NOLL 37.32 S 142.77 E 390034 264 
3018401035 09/17/78 118 57 2556 D 54.04 084.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 04.33 N 127.64 E 390034 265 
3018401042 09/17/78 118 58 ?556 D 53.63 082.07 20 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 02.89 N 1,27.31 E 390034 266 
3018401044 0,9/17/78 118 59 2556 D 53.18 080.18 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 126.97 E 390034 267 
3018401,051 09/17/78 118 60 2556 D 52.69 078.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 00.01 N 126.63 E 390034 268 
30184010.53 09/17/78 118 61 2556 D 52.16 076.62 80 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 01.42 S 126.30 F 390034 269 
3018401060 09/17/78 118 62 2556 D 51.58 074.93 SO EELE NO CCCL NOLL 02.86 S 125.97 E 390034 270 
3018401062 09/17/78 118 63 2556 0 50.97 073.30 40 FEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 125.65 E 390034 271 
3018401065 09/17/78 118 64 2556 D 50.32 071.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL NOLL 05.Z5 S 125.31 E 390034 272


3018402074 09/17/78 118 210 2556 M 00.00 307.78 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 A 075.95 6- 0 0 
3018408063 09/17/78 190 80 2560 D 36.A5 055.02 30 FFFE NO CCCL NOLL 28.75 S 016.26 E 390034 283


3018408070 09/17/78 190 81 2560 D 35.21 054.44 10 FEFE NO COCL HLL 30.18 S 015.84 E 390034 284


3018409254 09/17/78 208 22 2561 D 38.85 148.89 60 EFEE NO CCL LLLL 54.27 N 014.42 F 390034 285


3018409261 09/17/78 Z08 23 2561 D 39.84 147.50 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 A 013.66 F 390034 286 
3018409263 09/17/78 208 24 Z561 0 40.80 146.10 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 012;95 E 390034 287


3018413214 b9/17/78 244 93 2563 D 22.02 051.13 90 FFFE NO CCCL NOLL 47.22 S 067.47 W 39b034 288


3018413221 09/17/78 244 94 2563 D 20.88 051.16 80 EPFE NO CCCL NOLL 48.63 S 068.08 W 390034 289


3018413223 09/17/78 244 95 2563 S 19.72 051.25 20 EPFE NO CCCL NOLL 50.03 S 068.73 W 390034 290


3018413230 09/17/78 244 96 2563 S 18.57 051.39 40 EPFE NO CCCL NOLL 51.43 S 069.42 W 390034 291


3018414462 09/17/78 11 48 2564 D 55.35 103.41 60 EPEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 075.75 W 3906034 292


3018416202 09/17/78 29 26 2565 D 42.57 143.40 20 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 091.68 W 390034 273


3018416205 09/17/78 29 27 2565 D 43.49 141.97 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 092.29 W 390034 274


3018416211 09/17/78 29 28 2565 D 44.38 140.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 092.88 W 390034 275


3018416214 09/17/78 29 29 2565 D 45.25 139.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 44.46 N 093.44 W 390034 276


3018416220 09/17/78 29 30 2565 D 46.10 137.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 094.00 W 390034 277


3018416223 09/17/78 29 31 2565 D 46.92 135.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 094.51 W 390034 278


3018416225 09/17/78 29 3? 2565 D 47.72 134.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 095.02 W 390034 279


3018416232 09/17/78 29 33 2565 D 48.49 132.77 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 095.51 W 390034 280


3018416234 09/17/78 29 34 2565 D 49.23 131.11 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 095.97 W 390034 2.1


3018416241 09/17/78 29 35 2565 D 49.93 129.40 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 096.43 W 0 0


3018418034 09/17/78 47 26 2566 D. 42.55 143.42 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 117.48 W 0 0






ARCHIVA TWP R9EIOG ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 75


07:08 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018418043 09/17/78 47 28 2566 D. 44.36 140.55 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 118.69 W 0 0


3018418050 09/17/78 47 29 566 0 45.23 139.06 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 119.27 W 0 0


3018418052 09/17/78 47 30 2566 D 46.08 137.55 NA F222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 119.82 W 390034 293


3018418055 09/17/78 47 31 2566 D 46.90 136.01 80 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 120.33 w 390034 294


3018418061 09/17/78 47 32 2566 D 47.69 134.44 80 EEFF NO CCCL LlLL 40.21 N 120.83 w 390034 295


3018418063 09/17/78 47 33 2566 D 48.46 132.83 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.32 w 390034 296


3018418070 09/17/78 47 34 2566 D 49.20 131.17 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 121.79 W 390034 297


3018418072 09/17/78 47 35 2566 D 49.90 129.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 122.25 w 0 0


3018419434 09/17/78 65 18 2567 D 34.59 154.69 30 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 137.00 W 390034 Sq3


3018504205 09/17/78 155 20 2572 D 36.54 151.89 90 2FFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 092.01 E 390034 298


3018504211 09/17/78 155 21 2572 D 37.56 150.50 80 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 091.16 E 390034 299


3018504214 09/17/78 155 22 2572 D 38.57 149.11 80 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 090.37 E 390034 300


3018506040 09/17/78 173 20 2573 D 36.54 151.87 70 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 066.25 E 390034 301


3018506043 09/17/78 173 21 2573 0 37.56 150.48 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 065.40 E 390034 302


3018506045 09/17/78 173 22 2573 D 38.57 149.09 70 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 064.60 E 390034 303


3018506052 09/17/78. 173 23 2573 D 39.55 147.72 90 E2rE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 063.85 E 390034 304


3018506054 09/17/78 173 24 2573 D 40.52 146.34 60 E2FF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 063.14 E 390034 305


3018507463 09/30/78 191 18 2574 D 34.47 154.72 90 6E2E NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 042.34 E 390034 451


3018507470 09/30/78 191 19 2574 D 35.51 153.28 60 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 041.37 E 390034 452


3018507472 09/30/78 191 20 2574 0 36.54 151.87 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 040.46 E 390034 453


3018507475 09/30178 191 21 2574 D 37.54 150.50 80 EE2E NO CCCL 1LlL 55.66 N 039.60 E 390034 454


3018507481 09/30/78 191 22 2574 D 38.54 149.12 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 033.80 E 390034 455


3018507484 09/30/78 191 23 2574 D 39.53 147.75 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 038.04 E 390034 456


3018507490 09/30/78 191 24 2574 D 40.50 146.36 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.33 E 390034 457


3018507493 09/30/78 191 25 2574 D 41.45 144.98 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 036.65 E 0 L


3018507495 09/30/78 191 26 2574 D 42.39 143.58 80 EC2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.00 E 390034 45e


3018507501 09/30/78 191 27 2574 D 43.30 142.16 40 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 035.38 E 390034 459


3018507504 09/30/78 191 28 2574 D 44.20 140.72. 10 EE2E NO CCCL ELLI 45.86 N 034.79 E 390034 460


3018509313 09/30/78 209 22 2575 D 38.51 149.15 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 013.00 E 390034 461


3018509315 09/30/78 209 23 2575 D 39.50 147.77 80 E92E NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 012.23 E 390034 462


3018509322 09/30/78 209 24 2575 D 40.48 146.38 40 E52E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 011.51 E 390034 463


3018518093 09/30/78 48 26 2580 D 42.24 143.73 NA FE22 NO CCCL LLL 48.69 N 113.92 W 390034 425


3018518095 09/30/78 48 27 2580 D 43.16 142.31 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 119.54 W 390034 426 
3018518102 09/30/78 48 28 2580 D 44.06 140.88 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 120.13 W 390034 427 
3018518104 09/30/78 4S 29 2580 D 44.94 139.41 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 W U 0 
3018518111 09/30/78 48 30 2580 D 45.80 137.93 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.23 w 0 0 
3018518113 09/30/78 48 31 2580 D 46.62 136.41 NA MMMm NO CCCL ILLL 41.62 N 121.75 W 0 0 
3018518120 09/30/78 48 32 2580 D 47.43 134.85' NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.26 W 0 0 
3018518122 09/30/78 48 33 2580 D 48.20 133.25 30. FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.75 W 390034 42$ 





11/25/78 LANDSAT .3 - MSS SENSOR PAGE 76" 
07:08 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN , % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM. MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM M-ICFLM 
ID DATE ,# ISPCL EL-EV AZIM COVER 45678 ' QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR' LONG ROLL FRAME 
3018521292 09/30/78 84 10 2582 D 25.48 169.21 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 152.55 W 390034 464'


3018521294. 09/30/78 84 11 2582 D 26.60 166.96 30 EE2F NO CgCL' LLLL 69.25 N 154.59 W 390034 '4'65


3018521301 09/30/78 84 12 2582 D 27.71- 164.91 80 EE2E NO tCCL LLLL 67.95 N .156.41 W 390034 466 
30185,21303 09/30/78' 84 13, 2582 0 28.81 163.00 90 EE2E NO CCCL LILLL 6.64 N 158.04 W 390034 467 
301i852131b09/30/78 8 14 2582 D 29.91. 161'.20 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 159.51 W 390034 468 
3'018521_312 09,/30/78, 84 15 2582 0 31.01 159.51 80 Ek2E NO CDL LLLI 63.95 N 10 85 W 390034 469


30152,31,5 09/30/78 84 16' 2582 D 32-.09 157.92 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.50 N' 162.07'W 390034 470 
3-618521321 09/30/78' 84: 17 252 D' 33.16: 156.38 90 PEZ2E NO CCCL LLILL 61. 2? N 163.20 W 390034 47,1 
3018521324 09/30178 84 18 25,82 D 34.22 154.90 90 FE2E, NO, CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 16'4 .25 W 390034 472 
301852133d 09130/78, 84, 1-9 .2582, D 35.2,6 153.47 90 EE2E No' CCCL LLCL 5848.N 165.22 'W 390,034 '473 
3P,8521 33'09/30/78 84 2b0 2582 D 3@-29 152.07 90 EE2E, NO, CCCL LLLL ,57'.0? N 166.12 W' 390034' 474 
6
3.01852,1335'0V30/78' 84 21. .25'8,2 D 37.31 150i, 9: 90 E'E2 F NO ChDUC LLL 5 570 N 166 97W 390034 475


361P521342 09130/78' 84 .22 2582- D 38.31, 149 31 90 E2E" NO t'U" LLLL- 54-.31'N 167i77' W' 39034 476
'123
3018 60173',:09130Y78 120: 62 2584 D 51,.92 076,05 NA . M MM O CCCL-tL' I,S 11 E 0' 0 ' 
3186 011'7t69/,3O78 120' 63 2'5'g4 D 5'1,33 0,'13 .60 EK'NO CCCL" HHL:L, 04'31 S 12 &E. 390034 47






3'01860.118 09/3qX78,120 5. 254 0 ,'50i03,'0u120 30,,'EE2E NO HILL1CDCt 0;19' 12212' E 390034 479


318 60119 ,0 ,1973:/8 120 '66 2 4. 49;32 6CCL% 08.64 S 121.78 E'
9 D 069.72 20" FF2F NO' HHLL- ,390034 480
 
30 8601193 .9/,078 a120 67 2584 , 0 ' '48,.59 068;31 " 20' FF'2F' NO. ' CCCL' HHL' 10"0& S 12144 E . 390034 ' 
3018 6012b0 09/30/78 120' 6 . 2584' D 47-.83" 066,.97 10, EE2E NO COL,' 11 L'L Ii,95'.'S 12109'E 390034 '482 
301'8601'?'50 09/3O"/78 120' 80. 2584 D 36.81 0 50. 101 'EE2E NO, -CLC:' LELL' 28t76 S' 1 16i 9' E 390034 483, 
30'*1?' 390034, 4846301252.09t30/78' 120, 81" 2584', D, 35.77 054,;88" 40. Et2E; NO': , L 1S 6';2 'E' 
30§01~ 09~,'7,20 '8~ 2564,, 34.72-05'4.32' 60 EEZE' O CC'LL 311:62" S( 115.86' C. 39 5-D 
30180b2482 09/30'/78138 32 2585' D 47.4'134.98 100 EtEE: NO- CC'CL, LLLL 4:2i-N I68.62' E 3900,34 486 
301-8602484 09/30/78 138', 33, 2585, D 48.12, 133.,38 100 EEEE. NO- 'eCDL LLL 3878 N 108;13- E' 3900-34 487 
' 'g&0 24 9 V 09/30/78 138' 34 2585 D. 48.87 131475 100 ECEF- 'NO CCL LLL' 37;36 N 10765- E 39034 4883 0


361'862493 09'/-3078 1 3g 3 2585 D 49.59 130.06 100 EEEtE NO' CCCE LLL ' 35§3'N 107.19 'E 390034 489 
301'8602500 09/30/78 1-38 36 258-5 D .5028 1283.3 100 EEEE NO DCEL LLEL 34:,5 N 10.75 E 390034 490 

301860'62 '09/30/78'138 37 2585 D 50.93 :126.56 90 EEF' NO C'C. LLLL 33:08 N 106.31 E 390034 491


30190250409/30/78 138 38 2585 D 51.54 124.76- 60 EEFEt NO CCL' LLLL 31.65 N 105.89 E 39,0034 492


3018602511 b9/3C/78 138 39 2585 D 52.11 122.91 30 -EEE, NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N' 1-5'47 E 390034 493 
3018602513 09/30/78 138 40 2585 D 52.65" 121.00 40 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 28?78 N -I,05.06 ' 390034 494


30 § 4445 09/17/78-156, 64 2586 D 50:.72 072.81 NA 2222 NO. CCCL. HKfLE 05.75 S 070.81 E 0 0 
3018604451 0917/78 .156, 65 2586 D 5O, 06, 071.27 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL '07.19 S 07h;7 E 0 0


3018406183 09117178 174 41' 2587 D 53.12.119.11 0 FPEE NO CCEL HHLL 27.34 N 053;06 E,, 390034 306


3O1Q606190 09/17/78 174 42 2587 D 53.57 11,7_ 12 10 FP'EE NO' CCCL HHLL -5.,91' N 052.67 E 390034 307


301.80'6192 0917/78 i74 43 2587 D 53.97 115.09 NA 2222 NO- CCCL HHLL 24 .48' N 052.28 E 0 0 
301866222 09/17/8 174 50 2587, D 55.40 100.14 30 2F22 . NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N' 049.7,3 E 390034 30F 
3018606224 09/17/7 174 51 2587 D 55.40 097.96 :10' F2EE NO: CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 049.38 E 390034 ' 309 




11/25178 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 77


07:08 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


I DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018606251 09/17/78 174 57 2587 D 54.25 085.39 40 EFEE NO CCCL HALL 04.33 N 047.34 E 390034 311


3018606254 09/17/78 174 58 2587 D 53.88 083.43 ' 40 FFEE NO CCCL WALL 02.89 N 047.00 E 390034 312


3018609374 09/17/78 210 23 2589 D 39.17 148.03 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 010.78 E 390034 313


3018609485 09/17/78 210 50 2589 D 55.40 100.23 50 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 001.87 W 390034 314


3018701095 09/30/78 121 30 2598 D 45.42 138.42 90 EFFF NO CCCL HALL 43.05 N 134.03 E 390034 318


3018701240 09/30/78 121 64 2598 D 50.88 073.26 40 F2EF NO CCCL NHLL 05.75 S 121.00 E 390034 319


3018701243 09/30/78 121 65 2598 D 50.23 071.71 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 120.66 E 390034 320


3018701245 09/30/78 121 66 2598 D 49.54 070.21 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 120.32 E 390034 321


3018701252 09/30/78 121 67 2598 D 48.82 068.7F 30 FFEE NO CCCL HALL 10.07 S 119.98 E 390034 322


3018701304 09/30/78 121 80 2598 D 37.12 055.75 so FEES NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 115.23 E 390034 323


3018701311 09/30/78 121 81 2598 D 36.09 055.13 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 114.82 E 390034 324


3018702540 09/30/78 139 32 2599 D 47.08 135.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.19 E 390034 325


3018702543 09/30/78 139 33 2599 D 47.87 133.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.71 E 390034 326


3018702545 00/30/78 139 34 2599 D 48.62 132.18 70 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 37.36 N 106.23 E 390034 327


3018702551 09/30/78 139 35 2599 D 49.35 130.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.77 E 0 0


3018702554 09/30/78 139 36 2599 D 50.04 128.85 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.32 E 390034 328


3018702560 09/30/78 139 37 2599 D 50.70 127.09 100 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 104.88 E 390034 329


3018702563 09/30/78 139 38 2599 D 51.33 125.28 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 104.46 E 390034 330


3018702565 09130178 139 39 2599 D 51.92 123.43 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 104.05 E 390034 331


3018704315 09117/78 157 19 2600 D 34.84 153.70 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 090.09 E 390034 315


3018704322 09/17/78 157 20 2600 D 35.87 152.32 70 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 089.18 E 390034 316


3018704324 09/17/78 157 21 2600 D 36.89 150.96 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 088.32 E 390034 317


3018714551 09/30/78 14 28 2606 D 43.52 141.47 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 071.34 W 390034 332


3018714554 09/30/78 14 29 2606 D 44.41 140.04 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 071.91 w 390034 333


3018714560 09/30178 14 30 2606 D 45.28 138.59 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 072.46 W 390034 334


3018714563 09/30/78 14 31 2606 D 46.12 137.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 072.98 W 390034 335


3018714565 09/30/78 14 32 2606 'D 46.94 135.57 NA MMMM NO CCCL ILLL 40.19 A 073.46 W 0 0 
3018715004 09/30/78 14 41 2606 D 52.89 119.89 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 077.43 W 390034 336


3018715010 09/30/78 14 42 2606 D 53.36 117.92 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 077.83 W 390034 337


3018715013 09/30/78 14 43 2606 D 53.78 115.92 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 073.22 W (3 0 
3018716374 09/17/78 32 26 2607 D 41.64 144.31 40 2EFE NO CCCL LLLL 4t,.70 N 095.98 W 390034 407


3018716380 09/17/78 32 27 2607 D 42.5? 142.93 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 096.60 W 390034 408


3018716383 09/17/78 32 28 2607 D 43.49 141.52 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 097.19 W 390034 409


3018716385 09/17/78 32 29 2607 D 44.38 140.09 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 097.75 W 390034 410


3018716392 09/17/78 32 30 2607 D 45.25 158.63 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 098.29 W 390034 411


3018716394 09/17/78 32 31 2607 D 46.09 137.14 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 098.81 W 390034 412


3018716401 09117/78 32 32 2607 D 46.91 135.62 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 099.31 W 390034 413 
3018716403 09/17/78 32 33 2607 D 47.71 134.05 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 099.81 W 390034 414 
3018723545 09/30/78 104 84 2611 D 33.25 053.79 90, EEM NO CCCL LLLL . 34.46 S 137.91 E 390034 507 
3018801140 0913078 122 26 2612 D 41,.52 144.43' 90 EE2E ,NO CCCL LLLL .48.71 N 134.89 E 390034 508, 
ARC .... k~f~W RERMROG-ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 - lSS SENSOR PAGE 78


07:09 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCI MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018801142 09/30/78 122 27 2612 a 42.45 143.05 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLIL 47.30 N 134.28 E 390034 509


3018801145 09/30/78 122 28 2612 D 43.38 141.65 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 133.70 E 390034 510


3018801151 09/30/78 122 29 2612 D 44.27 140.22 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 133.14 E 390034 511


3018801154 09/30/78 122 30 2612 D 45.14 138.77 100 EE2e 40 CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 132.60 E 390634 512


3018801360 09/30/78 122 79 2612 D 38.46 056.71 60 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S 114.20 E 390034 513


3018801363 09/30/78 122 80 2612 D 37.45 056.02 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 113.80 F 390034 514


3018803062 09/30/78 140 48 2613 D 55.14 105.72 80 EE2M NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 099.20 1 390034 515


3018803065 09/30/78 140 49 2613 D 55.28 103.54 80 EE26 NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 098.85 E 390034 516


3018803071 09/30/78 140 50 2613 D 55:35 101.38 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 098.50 E 390034 517


3018823594 09/30/78 105 82 2625 D 35.70 055.05 NA E22E NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 137.37 E 390034 516


3018900001 09/30/78 105 83 2625 D 34-65 054.51 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 136.94 E 390034 519


3018900003 09/30/78 105 84 2625 D 33.59 054.01 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 'S 136.50 E 390034 520


3018901201 09/30/78 123 27 2626 D 42.14 143.39 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 132.84 E 390034 521


3018901203 09/30/78 123 28 2626 D 43.06 142.00 10 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 132.26 E 390034 522


30189b1210 09/30/78 123 29 2626 D 43.96 140.59 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 131.70 E 390034 523


3018901212 09/30/78 123 30 2626 D 44.84 139.15 10 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 131.16 E 390034 524


3018901244 09/130/78 123 38 2626 D 50.92 126.29 80 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 31.65 N 127.39 E 390034 525


3018901251 09/30/78 123 39 2626 D 51.54 124.47 80 EE2E NO CCCL HILL 30.22 N 126.98 E 390034 526


3b18901253 09/30/78 123 40 2626 D 52.11 122.61 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 2b.79 N 126.58 E 390034 52?


3018901260 09/30/78 123 41 2626 D 52.64 120.70 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 126.18 E 390034 526


3018901262 09/30/78 123 42 2626 D 53.13 118.77 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL ?5.92 N 125.80 E 390034 529


30189'01265 09/30/78 123 43 2626 D 53.57 116.90 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 125.41 E 390034 530


3018901394 09/30/78 123 74 2626 D 43.56 061.29 30 EE22 NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 114.65 E 390054 531


3018901400 09/30/78 123 75 2626 D 42.65 060.32 20 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 114.28 E 390034 532


3018901403 09/30/78 123 76 2626 D 41.72 059.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S 113.91 E 0 0


3018904455 09/30/78 159 25 2628 D 40.20 146.11 10 ME6F NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 082.48 F 390034 533


3018904462 09/30/78 159 26 2628 D 41.16 144.77 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 081.84 E 390034 534


3018904464 09/30/78 159 27 2628 D 42.10 143.41 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 081.22 E 390034 535


3018904471 09/30/78 159 28 2628 D 43.02 142.04 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 080.63 6 390034 536


3018904473 09/3b178 159 29 2628 D 43.93 140.63 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLL 44.46 N 080.07 E 390034 537


3018904550 09/30/78 159 47 2628 D 54.87 108.60 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 072.31 E 390034 538


3018904552 09/30/78 159 48 2628 D 55.07 106.46 40 EE2E NO CCCL HNLL 17.29 N 071.96 E 390034 539


3018904555 09/30/78 159 49 2628 D 55.22 104.31 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 071.61 E 390034 540


3018904561 09/30/78 159 50 2628 D 55.32 102.15 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 071.26 E 390034 541


3018904564 09/30/78 159 51 2628 D 55.36 099.98 40 EF2E NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 070.91 E 390034 54?


3018904570 09/30/78 159 52 2628 0 55.36 097.82 70 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 070.56 E 390034 543


3018906264 09/30/78 177 19 2629 D 34.12 154.14 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 061.42 E 390034 544


3018906270 09/30/78 177 20 2629 D 35.16 152.78' 30 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 060.51 E 390034 545


3018906273 09/30/78 177 21 2629 D 36.19 151.44 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N ' 059.65 E 390034 546


3018906275 09/30J78 177 22 2629 D 37.21 150.11 90 ,EE2E NO CCCL LLLL .54.29 N 058.85 E 390034 547


AR ..... TAKRRE ZOG -AROHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 79


07:09 FROM 09101/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT OAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM, MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNrR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018906282 09/30/78 177 23 2629 D 38.22 148.78 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N 05809 E 390034 548


3018906284 09/30/78 177 24 2629 D 39.21 147.46 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 057.37 E 390034 549


3018906291 09/30/78 177 25 2629 D 40.18 146.14 30 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 056.69 E 390034 550


3019201395 09/30178 126 33 2668 D 46.53 135.89 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 125.34 E 390034 551


3019201402 09130/78 126 34 2668 D 47.34 134.36 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 124.86 E 390034 552


3019201404 09/30/78 126 35 2668 D 48.13 132.78 80 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 124.40 E 390034 553


3019201411 09/30/78 126 36 2668 D 48.87 131.17 90 22FE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 123.96 E 390034 554


3019201413 09/30/78 126 37 2668 0 49.59 129.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 123.53 E 390034 555


3019201420 09/30/78 126 38 2668 D 50.27 127.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 123.12 E. 390034 556


3019201422 09/30/78 126 39 2668 0 50.91 126.08 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 122.72 E 390034 55?








INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM








11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 83


06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE-SSUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3016304123 09/02/78 151 56 2265 D 52.44 074.28 50 70 60 50 50 E E E E 05.86 N 080.69 E 390035 668 
3018104124 09/17/78 151 56 2516 D 54.17 084.32 40 50 20 50 '40 E E E E 05.87 N 080.68 E 390037 94 
3016304121 09/02/78 151 55 2265 D 53.03 076.07 60 50 50 90 70 E E E E 07.31 N 081.03 E 390035 664 
3018204180 09/17/78 152 55 2530 D 54.59 086.96 40 20 60 30 50 F E E E 07.32 N 079.58 E 390037 124 
3016404175 09/09/78 152 55 2279 D 53.11 076.57 40 30 60 40 60 F F E E 07.32 N 079.59 E 390035 520 
3018104122 09/17/78 151 55 2516 D 54.52 086.33 30 40 10 70 10 E E E E 07.32 N 081.01 F 390037 90 
3018204174 09/17/78 152 54 2530 D 54.87 089.02 10 10 10 10 30 E E F E 08.76 N . 079.93 E 390037 120 
3016404173 09/09/78 152 54 2279 D 53.65 078.44 40 60 30 50 40 E E F E 08.76 N 079.94 E 390035 516 
3016304114 09/02/78 151 54 2265 D 53.58 077.92 70 90 90 '70 50 'E E E 08.76 N 081.38 E 390035 660 
3018104115 09/17/78 151 54 2516 D 54.82 088.39 10 10 10 30 1'0 E E E -E 08.78 N 081.35 E 390037 86 
3018204171 09/17/78 152 53 2530 D 55.10 091.13 10 NA NA '10 i0 M M E E 10O.20 N 080.27 E 39003? 118 
3016404170 09/09/78 152 53 2279 D 54.15 080.37 50 50 50. 60,,SO, F E F E 1,0.20 N- 080.28 E 390035 512 
3018402444 09/17/78. 136 51 2557 D 55.41 096.77 60 80 50 90 3C E EE E 13,.1'5,N' 103.91 E 390037 176 
3018402441 09/17/78 136 50 2557 D 55.45 098.96 80 90 90 9.0 80 E EtE 8 1.58 N., 104.27 E 390037 172 
3016207302 09/09/78 186 49 2253 D 55.64 087.64 0 10 0 10 lo E E E E 15.99 N 032.93 E. 390035 478 
3018007304 09/17/78 186 49 2504 D 55.55 098.62 0 0 0 0 20 E E;E E 16.02 N 032.92 E 390037 70 
3017807182 09/09/78 184 47 2476 D 55.59 101.77 0 0 0 0 .,'0 E E E E 18.92 N 036.51 E 390036 769 
3017807175 09/09/78 184 46 2476 D 55.51 104.00 0 NA NA 0 0 2 2 E E 20.37 N 036.87 E 390036 767 
3011615062 09/09/78 15 43 1616 D 59.10 085.16 NA NA NA NA NA M M M M 24.46 N 079.59 W 0 0 
3017115124 09/10/78 16 43 2383 D 55.65 106.51 40 50 50 20 40 E E E E 24.64 N 081.03 W 390036 37 
3017015070 09/09/78 15 43 2369 D 55.74 105.94 40 70 40 40 30 E E E E 24.66 N 079.60 W 390036 463 
3018004013 09/17/78 150 43 2502 D 54.72 111.66 90 100 90 100 90 F E E E 24.68 N 086.73 E 390037 66 
3017903555 09/17/78 149 43 2488 D 54.84 "111.07 90 90 90 NA 90 E F 2 E 24.68 N 088.15 E 390037 11 
3017803500 09/09/78 148 43 2474 D 54.95 110.48 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 24.68 N 089.61 E 390036 763 
3011615055 09/09/78 15 42 1616 D 59.45 087.66 NA NA NA NA NA MN M N M 25.88 N 079.20 W 0 0 
3016616265 09/02/78 29 42 2314 D 55.98 105.89 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 26.04 N 099.29 W 390035 436 
3016516211 09/02/78 28 42 2300 D 56.08 105.34 10 10 20 10 20 E E E E 26.05 N 097.E5 W 390035 352 
3017115122 09/10/78 16 42 2383 D 55.45 108.75 60 50 70 60 70 E E E E 26.08 N 080.64 W 390036 33 
3017015063 09/09/78 15 42 2369 D 55.56 108.18 60 90 70 60 50 E E E E 26.10 N 079.21 W 390036 459 
3017803494 09/09/78 148 42 2474 - D 54.66 112.63 80 90 100 70 80 E E F E 26.11 N 090.00 E 390036 ' 759 
3018004011 09/17/78 150 42 2502 D 54.40 113.79 80 100 60 100 70 F E F F 26.12 N 087.11 E 390037 62 
301790355a 09/17/78 149 42 2488 D 54.53 113.21 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 26.12 N 088.54 E 390037 7 
3011615053 09/09/78 15 41 1616 D 59.73 090.22 NA NA NA NA NA M M M M 27.31 N 078.80 W 0 0 
3016516204 09/02/78 28 41 2300 D 55.91 107.62 h 10 20 20 20 10 E E E E 27.48 N. 097.46 W 390035 348 
3017315232 09/09/78 18 41 2411 D -54.96 112.04, 50 30 30 70 80 E E E E , 27.49, N 0$3.15 W 390036 31P 
3016716321 09/09/78 30 41 2328 b 55.69 108.72 -.10 20 10 l10 10 E E F E 27.49'N 100.35 W 390035 656 
AR Co" ANAoR HRZoG'-ARC"IM


11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 84


06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO 
ID DATE Al /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3016616263 09/02/78 29 41 2314 D 55.80 108.17 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 27.50 N 098.90 W 390035 432


3017015061 09/09/78 15 41 2369 D 55.33 110.41 40 20 30 70 50 E E E E 27.52 N 078.82 W 390036 455


3017115115 09/10/78 16 41 2383 D 55.21 110.96 40 40 40 50 50 E E E E 27.53 N 080.25 w 390036 29


3001515441 09/03/78 22 40 208 D 46.30 125.26 90 100 90 100 90 E F E F 28.75 N 088.54 W 390035 141


3001315324 09/03/78 20 40 180 D 45.61 126.00 60 90 90 50 40 E E F F 28.82 N 085.65 W 390035 86


3016516202 09/02/78 28 40 2300 D 55.70 109.89 30 40 40 30 30 E E E E 28.92 N 097.06 W 390035 344


3017315230 09/09/78 18 40 2411 D 54.63 114.20 20 20 30 30 20 E E E E 28.93 N 082.75 W 390036 315


3016716315 09/09/78 30 40 2328 D 55.44 110.97 40 50 30 80 30 E E F E 28.93 N 099.95 w 390035 652


3017016490 09/09/78 33 40 2370 D 55.05 112.58 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 28.93 N 104.25 w 390036 287


3017215171 09/10/78 17 40 2397 D 54.77 113.67 40 50 30 50 40 E E E E 28.94 N 081.29 W 390036 77 
3016616260 09/02/78 29 40 2314 D 55.57 110.42 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 28-94 N 098.50 w 390035 428 
3016816373 09/10/78 31 40 2342 D 55.31 111.51 10 10 20 20 10 E E E E 28.94 N 101.35 w 390035 840 
3016916432 09/10/78 32 40 2356 D 55.18 112.04 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 28.94 N 102.80 W 390035 934 
3017115113 09/10/78 16 40 2383 D 54.91 113.15 20 20 10 40 20 E E E E 28.97 N 079.84 W 390036 25 
3017415284 09/09/78 19 40 2425 D 54.47 114.82 20 20 10 40 20 E E E E 28.98 N 084.15 W 390036 355 
3001415380 09/03/78 21 39 194 D 45.36 127.03 30 20 30 40 NA E E E 2 30.12 N 086.75 W 390035 110 
3001-515435 09/03/78 22 39 208 D 45.67 126.77 70 90 40 100 80 E E E E 30.19 N 088.13 W 390035 137 
3001315322 09/03/78 20 39 180 D 44.96 127.46 60 70 40 70 70 E E E E 30.25 N 085.25 W 390035 ?2 
3017116542 09/30/78 34 39 2384 D 54.56 115.28 20 20 20 20 20 E E F E 30-32 N 105.29 W 390036 585 
3017315223 09/09/78 18 39 2411 D 54.26 116.33 30 40 30 20 40 E E E E 30.36 N 082.33 W 390036 311 
3016516195 09/02/78 28 39 2300 D 55.43 112.13 20 10 20 20 30 E E E F 30,36 N 096.66 W 390035 340 
3016616254 09/02/78 29 39 2314 D 55.29 112.65 10 10 10 10 30 E E E E 30.37 N 098.09 I 390035 424 
3016716312 09/09/78 30 39 2328 D 55.15 113.18 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 30.37 N 099.55 W 390035 648 
3016816371 09/10/78 31 39 2342 D 55.00 113.71 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 30.37 N 100.95 w 390035 836 
3017016484 09/09/78 33 39 2370 D 54.71 114.76 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 30.37 N 103.64 W 390036 263 
3017215165 09/10/78 17 39 2397 D 54.41 115.82 10 10 20 10 20 E F E E 30.38 N 080.68 W 390036 73 
3016916425 09/10/78 32 39 2356 D 54.86 114.23 0 0 0 10 10 E E E E 30.38 N 102.39 W 390035 930


017115110 09/10/78 16 39 2383 D 54.56 115.31 20 30 30 30 10 E E E E 30.41 N 079.44 W 390036 21


3017415282 09/09/78 19 39 2425 D 54.08 116.93 10 10 10 10 10 E E F E 30.42 N 083.75 W 390036 351 
3001415374 09/03/78 21 38 194 D 44.69 128.50 0 0 0 0 10 E E E E 31.55 N 086.32 W 390035 106


3001015144 09/03/78 17 38 138 D 43.29 129.65 80 80 90 70 90 F F E F 31.58 N 080.54 w 390035 25


3001515432 09/03/78 22 38 208 D 45.01 128.25 40 30 20 60 60 E E E E 31.62 N 087.71 W 390035 133


3001315315 09/03/78 20 38 180 D 44.29 128.89 0 0 0 10 10 E E F E 31.68 N 084.82 w 390035 78


3017116540 09/30/78 34 38 2384 D 54.16 117.40 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 31.76 N 104.87 W 390036 581


3017417111 09/10/78 37 38 2426 D 53.65 118.98 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.78 N 109.18 W 390036 207


3017315221 09/09/78 18 38 2411 D 53.83 118.42 10 10 10 20 30 E E E E 31.79 N 081.91 W 390036 307


3016416134 09/09/78 27 38 2286 D 55.26 113.85 10 20 20 10 20 E E E E 31.79 N 094.80 w 390035 536


3017917395 09/09/78 42 38 2496 D 52.74 121.61 30 30 10 80 10 'E E E E 31.79 N . 116.37 w 390036 627 
3016516193 09/02/78 28 38 2300 D0 55.11 114.35 0 0 10 10 10 E E E F 31.80 N 096.25 W 390035 336 
3016616251 09/02/78 29 38 2314 D 54.96 114.86' " 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 31.80 N 097.67 w 390035 420 
ARCHIVA TW0 RE 9[lOG-ARCHIM
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06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3016716310 09/09/78 30 38 2328 D 54.80 115.37 20 30 30 10 30 E E E E .31.80 N 099.13 W 390035 644


3017717282 09/30/78 40 38 2468 D 53.11 120.58 . 0 0 0 0 0 F E F E 31.80 N 113.47 W 390036 677


3017215162 09/10/78 17 38 2397 D 54.00 117.93 40 10 60 50 70 E E E E 31.81 N 080.46 W 390036 69


3016816364 09/10/78 31 38 2342 D 54.64 115.88 10 10 20 10 
 10 E E E E 31.81 N 100.54 w 390035 832


3017016481 09/09/78 33 38 2370 D 54.33 116.90 10 30 10 0 10 E E E E 31.81 N 103.42 W 390036 279


3017817341 09/09/78 41 38 2482 D 52.92 121.10 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 31.81 N 114.92 W 390036 541


3016916423 09/10/78 32 38 2356 D 54.49 116.39 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.82 N 101.96 W 390035 926


3017115104 09/10/78 16 





 19 38 2425 D 53.65 119.01 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 31.85 N 083.32 W 390036 347


3001415371 09/03/78 21 37 194 0 43.99 129.91 0 0 0 10 0 F E F E 32.98 N 085.89 W 390035 102


3001015141 09/03/78 17 37 138 D 42.57 131.00 20 10 
 10 30 60 F E E E 33.00 N 080.10 W 390035 21


3001515430 09/03/78 22 37 208 D 44.32 129.69 20 40 30 10 30 E E E E 33.05 N 087.29 W 390035 129


3001315313 09/03/78 20 37 180 D 43.58 130.29 0 0 0 0 0 F E F E 33.12 N 084.39 W 390035 74


44 37 2273 0 55.06 115.52 60 80 30 90 50 E E E E 33.18 N 118.79 W 390035 248
3016317505 09/02/78 
 
3016417563 09/02/78 45 37 2287 D 54.90 116.01 90 90 90 100 100 F F E E 33.18 N 120.22 W 390035 288


3017116533 09/30/78 34 37 
 2384 D 53.72 119.50 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 33.20 N 104.44 W 390036 577 
3017315214 09/09/78 18 37 2411 D 53.36 120.48 10 20 20 10 10 E E E E 33.23 N 081.48 W 390036 303 
3016416132 09/09/78 27 37 2286 0 54.90 116.05 10 10 10 30 10 E F E E 33.23 N 094.37 W 390035 532 
3016516190 09/02/78 28 37 2300 D 54.74 116.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 095.82 W 390035 332 
3016616245 09/02/78 29 37 2314 D 54.57 117.03 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 097.25 W 390035 416 
3017417104 09/10/78 37 37 2426 D 53.17 121.01 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 33.23 N 108.75 W 390036 203 
3017917393 09/09/78 42 37 2496 D 52.20 123.55 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.23 N 115.94 W 390036 823 
3017215160 09/10/78 17 37 2397 b 53.54 120.00 10 10 10 20 20 E E E E 33.24 N 080.02 W 390036 65 
3016716303 09/09/78 30 37 2328 D 54.41 117.52 80 100 90 90 70 F F F E 33.24 N 098.71 W 390035 640 
390035 8283016816362 09/10/78 31 37 2342 D 54.24 118.02 30 40 40 20 20 E E E E 33.24 N 100.12 W 
 
3016916420 09/10/78 32 37 2356 D 54.07 118.51 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 33.24 N 101.53 W 390035 922


3D17717280 09/30/78 40 37 2468 D 52.59 122.56 0 10 0 0 0 E F E E 33.24 N 113.05 w 390036 673


3017817334 09/09/78 41 37 2482 D 52.39 123.05 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 33.24 N 114.50 W 390036 537


3017016475 09/09/78 33 37 2370 D 53.89 119.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 33.26 N 103.00 w 390036 275


3017115101 09/10/78 16 37 2383 D 53.72 119.52 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 33.27 N 078.60 W 390036 13


3017415273 09/09/78 19 37 2425 D 53.16 121.04 30 40 20 60 10 E E E E 33.27 N 082.89 W 390036 343


3001415365 09/03/78 21 36 194 0 43.27 131.31 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.42 N 085.45 W 390035 98


3001015135 09/03/78 17 36 138 D 41.83 132.32 0 10 10 
 10 0 E E F E 34.43 N 079.66 W 390035 17


3001515423 09/03/78 22 36 208 
 D 43.61 131.10 20 20 20 20 20 E E E E 34.48 N 086.86 W 390035 125


3001315310 09/03/78 20 36 180 D 42.85 131.67 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 34.55 N 083.95 w 390035 70


118.36 w 390035 244
3016317502 09/02/78 44 36 2273 D 54.67 117.71 10 0 0 40 10 E E F E 34.61 N 
 
3016417561 09/02/78 45 36 2287 D 
 54.50 118.17 40 20 0 80 60 E E E E 34.61 N 119.78 w 390035 2E4


3016518015 09/02/78 46 36 2301 D' 54.32 118.65 40 80 20 60 20 E E E E . 34.62 N 121.23 W 390035 3F0


3017116531 09/30/78 34 36 2384 D 53.23 121.53 10 10 10 10, .10 E E E E 34.64 N 104.00 W 390036 573


3017216585 09/10/78 35 36 2398 0 - 53.04 '122.01 " 60' 80 60 80 40 F F E E 34.64 N 105.44 W 390036' 121
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06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017315212 09/09/78 18 36 2411 D 52.85 122.50 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 34.66 N 081.03 W 390036 299


3016616242 09/02/78 29 36 2314 D 54.14 119.16 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 34.66 N 096.81 W 390035 412


3016716301 09/09/78 30 36 2328 D 53.96 119.64 100 100 100 100 100 F F F F 34.66 N 098.27 W 390035 636


3016916414 09/10/78 32 36 2356 D 53.60 120.59 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 34.66 N 101.10 W 390035 918


3017715442 09/09/78 22 36 2467 D 52.04 124.45 90 Jac 100 90 90 E F E E 34.67 N 086.78 w 390036 489


3016416125 09/09/78 27 36 2286 D 54.49 118.22 10 10 10 40 10 F E F F 34.67 N 093.94 W 390035 528


3017417102 09/10/78 37 36 2426 D 52.64 123.00 0 a 10 10 10 E E E E 34.67 N 108.32 W 390036 199


3017717273 09/30/78 40 36 2468 D 52.02 124.50 o 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.67 N 112.61 W 390036 669


3017817332 09/09/78 41 36 2482 D 51.82 124.97 0 0 0 0 0 E E k E 34.67 N 114.05 W 390036 533


3017917390 09/09/78 42 36 2496 D 51.61 125.45 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.67 N 115450 W 390036 819


3017215153 09/10/78 17 36 2397 D 53.04 122.02 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 34.68 N 079.59 W 390036 61


3018316185 09/17/78 28 36 2551 D 50,.74 127.39 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 34.68 N 095,.38 w 390037 162


3016516184 09/02/78 28 36 2300 D 54-32 118.69 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 34.68 N 095.39 W 390035 328


3016816355 09/10178 31 36 2342 D 53.78 120.12 60 60 80 40 70 E E F E 34.68 N 099.69 W 390035 824


3017016472 09/09/78 33 36 2370 D 53.42 121.06 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 34.68 N 102.55 W 390036 271


3016300374 09/09/78 115 36 2263 D 54.77 117.47 30 40 40 30 20 E F F E 34.69 N 139.80 E 390035 490


3017115095 09/10/78 16 36 2383 D 53.23 121.56 20 40 50 10 10 E E E E 34.70 N 078.16 W 390036 9


3017415270 09/09/78 19 36 2425 D 52.64 123.03 60 60 50 70 60 E E E E 34.70 N 082.45 W 390036 339


3018100375 09/17/78 115 36 2514 D 51.31 126.14 40 70 30 50 40 E F E E 34.71 N 139.82 E 39003? 82


3001415362 09/03/78 21 35 194 D 42.52 132.67 0 0 0 0 0 E C E E 35.85 N 085.00 W 390035 94


3001015132 09/03/78 17 35 138 D 41.06 133.61 40 40 30 60 40 F E F E 35.86 N 079.21 w 390035 13


3001515421 09/03/78 22 35 208 D 42.86 132.48 50 70 70 40 20 E E F E 35.91 N 086.41 W 390035 121


3001315304 09/03/78 20 35 180 D 42.10 133.00 10 10 10 20 10 E E F E 35.97 N 083.50 W 390035 66


3016317500 09/02/78 44 35 2273 D 54.23 119.85 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 36.03 N 117.91 w 390035 240


3016417554 09/02/78 45 35 2287 D 54.04 120.30 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 36.03 N 119.33 W 390035 280


3016316064 09/02/78 26 35 2272 D 54.24 119.81 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 36.05 N 092.08 W 390035 212


3016518013 09/02/78 46 35 2301 D 53.86 120.76 10 0 0 30 10 E E E E 36.05 N 120.78 W 390035 376


3016618071 09/02/78 47 35 2315 D 53.67 121.21 40 30 20 90 50 E E E E 36.06 N 122.22 W 390035 460


3017116524 09/30/78 34 35 2384 0 52.70 123.53 0 0 10 10 0 E E E E 36.07 N 103.55 W 390036 569


3017216583 09/10/78 35 35 2398 D 52.49 124.00 20 30 10 50 10 E E E E 36.08 N 105.00 w 390036 117


3017315205 09/09/78 18 35 2411 D 52.30 124.45 20 30 30 10 20 E E E E 36.09 N 080.58 W 390036 ?95


3016616240 09/02/78 29 35 2314 D 53.67 121.25 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 36.09 N 096.36 W 390035 40F


3017715435 09/09/78 22 35 2467 D 51.44 126.34 100 100 100 100 100 E F E E 36.10 N 086.33 w 390036 485


3018416241 09/17/78 29 35 2565 D 49.84 129.61 80 80 90 80 70 E E E E 36.10 N 096.38 W 390037 210


3016716294 09/09/78 30 35 2328 D 53.47 121.72 90 90 90 100 90 F F P F 36.10 N 097.82 3 390035 632 
3016916411 09/10/78 32 35 2356 D 53.09 122.63 20 30 20 20 10 E E E E 36.10 N 100.65 W 390035 914


3017417095 09/10/78 37 35 2426 D 52.08 124.95 0 0 10 0 -10 E E E E 36.10 N 107.87 W 390036 195


3017717271 09/30/78 40 35 2468 D 51.42 126.38 0 10 0 10 10 E E E E 36.10 N 112.17 W 390036 665 
3017817325 09/09/78 41 35 2482 D 51.21 126.84 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 36.10 N 113.60 w 390036 529 





11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 87


06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017215151 09/10/78 17 35 2397 D 52.50 124.01 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 36.11 N 079.15 W 390036 57


3018316182 09/17/78 28 35 2551 D 50.08 129.16 10 20 20 10 20 E E E E 36.11 N 094.93 W 390037 158


3016516181 09/02/78 28 35 2300 D 53.85 120.80 0 0 0 0 10 E E E E 36.11 N 094.95 W 390035 324


3016816353 09/10/78 31 35 2342 D 53.28 122.17 60 80 20 90 60 E E E E 36.11 N 099.25 W 390035 820


3017016470 09/09/78 33 35 2370 D 52.89 123.08 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 36.11 N 102.11 W 390036 267


3016300372 09/09/78 115 35 2263 D 54.33 119.63 40 80 30 40 30 E E E E 36.12 N 140.25 E 390035 486


3017115092 09/10/78 16 35 2383 D 52.69 123.56 30 30 40 20 40 E E E E 36.13 N 077.71 W 390036 5


3018100373 09/17/78 115 35 2514 D 50.67 127.97 50 60 30 70 40 E E E E 36.15 N 140.26 E 390037 78


3001415360 09/03/78 21 34 194 D 41.75 134.00 0 10 10 10 0 F E E E 37.28 N 084.54 W 390035 90


3001015130 09/03/78 17 34 138 D 40.27 134.87 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 37.29 N 078.75 W 390035 9


3001515414 09/03/78 22 34 208 D 42.09 133.82 80 70 80 90 80 F E E E 37.33 N 085.95 W 390035 11/


3001315301 09/03/78 20 34 180 D 41.32 134.31 10 10 10 10 10 E E F E 37.40 N 083.02 W 390035 62


3016317493 09/02/78 44 34 2273 D 53.74 121.96 0 0 0 0 0 E E F E 37.46 N 117.45 W 390035 236


3016316062 09/02/78 26 34 2272 D 53.75 121.92 20 50 10 40 10 E ,E F E 37.47 N 091.62 w 390035 208


3016417552 09/02/78 45 34 2287 D 53.54 122.39 0 10 0 10 0 E E,,E E 37.47 N 118.87 W 390035 276


3016518010 09/02/78 46 34 2301 D 53.35 122.83 0 0 10 0 0 E 'E. E E 37.47 N 120.32 W 390035 372


3016618065 09/02/78 47 34 2315 D 53.15 123.27 0 0 0 10 10 E E' E E 37.49 N 121.76 w 390035 456


3017216580 09/10/78 35 34 2398 D 51.91 125.93 30 40 10 60 10 E 'E,EE 37.51 N 104.52 W 390036 113


3017015031 09/09/78 15 34 2369 D 52.35 125.01 20 30 20 30 20 E E E E 37.52 N 075.83 W 390036 231


3017315203 09/09/78 18 34 2411 D 51.70 126.37 60 70 50 70 50 E E E E 37.52 N 080.12 w 390036 291


3016616233 09/02/78 29 34 2314 D 53.14 123.30 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 37.52 N 095.91 W 390035 404


3017417093 09/10/78 37 34 2426 D 51.47 126.85 20 30 50 10 1 E E E E 37.52 N 107.40 W 390036 191


3016300365 09/09/78 115 34 2263 D 53.85 121.75 80 90 90 90 70. E E F E 37.53 N 140.72 E 390035 4S2


3017715433 09/09/78 22 34 2467 D 50.80' 128.18 100 100 100 100 100 E F E E 37.53 N 085.87 W 390036 481


3016716292 09/09/78 30 34 2328 D 52.94 123.75 70 50 70 90 90' E E F F 37.53 N 097.35 W 390035 628


3016816350 09/10/78 31 34 2342 D 52.74 124.19 20 20 10 50 10 E E E E 37.53 N 098.78 w 390035 816


3016916405 09/10/78 32 34 2356 D 52.53 124.62 20 10 10 20 40 E E E E 37.53 N 100.20 w 39U035 910


3017317034 09/10/78 36 34 2412 D 51.68 126.42 30 40 60 20 30 E E E E 37.53 N 105.96 W 390036 155


3017817323 09/09/18 41 34 2482 D 50.56 128.66 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 37.53 N 113.13 w 390036 525


3017917381 09/09/78 42 34 2496 D 50.33 129.10 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 37.53 N 114.58 W 390036 811


3017215144 09/10/78 17 34 2397 D 51.91 125.95 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 37.54 N 078.69 W 390036 53


3018316180 09/17/78 28 34 2551 D 49.37 130.89 10 10 10 20 10 E E E k 37.54 N 094.47 w 390037 154


3016516175 09/02/78 28 34 2300 D 53.34 122.87 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 37.54 N 094.48 W 390035 320


3018416234 09/17/78 29 34 2565 D 49.13 131.32 20 10 10 50 40 E E E E 37.54 N 095.92 w 390037 206


3017016463 09/09/78 33 34 2370 D 52.33 125.06 10 30 10 10 10 E E E E 37.54 N 101.65 w 390036 263


3017717264 09/30/78 40 34 2468 D 50.78 128.22 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 37.54 N 111.70 W 390036 661


3017115090 09/10/78 16 34 2383 D 52.12 125.52 10 0 10 10 20 E E E E 37.55 N 077.25 w 390036 1


3018100370 09/17/78 115 34 2514 D 50.00 129.75 40 60 30 50 40 E E E E 37.58 N 140.72 E 390037 74


3001015123 09/03/78 17 33 138 D 39.A5 136.10 20 20 40 20 20 E F E E 38.72 N 078.26 W 390035 5


3001515412 09/03/7 22 33 208 D 41.30.135.14 50 50 20. 70 60 E E E F. 38.76 N 085.47 w 390035 113
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO
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3001315295 09/03/78 20 33 180 D 40.52 135.60 0 10 10 c 10 E E E E 38.83 N 082.54 W 390035 58 
3016316055 09/02/78 26 33 2272 D 53.22 123.98 50 90 40 70 10 F E E E 38.89 N 091.14 W 390035 204 
3016317491 09/02/78 44 33 2273 D 53.20 124.02 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 38.89 N 116.97 W 390035 232 
3016417545 09/02/78 45 33 2287 D 53.00 124.44 0 10 10 10 0 E F E E 38.89 N 118.40 w 390035 272 
3016518004 09/02/78 46 33 2301 D 52.79 124.86 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 38.90 N 119.84 w 390035 368 
3016618062 09/02/78 47 33 2315 D 52.59 125.27 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.91 N 121.28 W 390035 452 
3017216574 09/10/78 35 33 2398 D 51.28 127.83 30 60 30 20 10 F E E E 38.94 N 104.05 W 390036 109 
3017015025 09/09/78 15 33 2369 D 51.74 126.95 20 30 30 30 20 E E E E 38.95 N 075.35 W 390036 227 
3017715430 09/09/78 22 33 2467 D 50.13 129.98 100 NA NA 100 100 M M E E 38.95 N 085.39 W 390036 479 
3016616231 09/02/78 29 33 2314 D 52.58 125.31 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38.95 N 095.43 W 390035 400 
3017417090 09/10/78 37 33 2426 D 50.82 128.70 40 40 60 30, 40 E E E E 38.95 N 106.92 W 390036 187 
3017817320 09/09/78 41 33 2482 D 49.87 130.44 10 20 40 0 10 E E E E 38.95 N 112.65 W 390036 521 
3016516172 09/02/78 28 33 2300 D 52.79 124.89 20 10 60 10 10 E E E E 38.96 N 094.01 w 390035 316 
3016716285 09/09/78 30 33 2328 D 52.37 125.75 20 10 10 20 40 F E E F 38.96 N 096.87 w 39C035 624 
3016816344 09/10/78 31 33 2342 D 52.15 126.16 0 10 0 20 0 E E E E 38.96 N 098.30 W 390035 812 
3016916402 09/10/78 32 33 2356 D 51.94 126.57 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38.96 N 099.73 w 390035 906 
3017317032 09/10/78 36 33 2412 D 51.05 128.29 80 80 90 80 80 E E E E 38.96 N 105.48 w 390036 151 
30179'17375 09/09/78 42 33 2496 D 49.63 130,.86 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.96 N 114.10 W j90036 907 
3017215142 09/10/78 17 33 2397 D 51.29 127.84 10 20 10 10 10 E F E E 38.97 N 078.22 w 390036 49 
3018416232 09/17/78 29 33 2565 D 48.39 133.00 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.97 N 09t 45 W 390037 202 
3017016461 09/09/78 33 33 2370 D 51.72 127.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 38.97 N 101.18 W 390036 259 
3017717262 09/30/78 40 33 2468 D 50.11 130.02 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 38.97 N 111.22 w 390036 657 
3017415255 69/09/78 19 33 2425 D 50.82 128.73 80 90 90 100 60 E E E E 38.98 N 081.06 W 390036 335 
3018316173 09/17/78 28 33 2551 D 48.64 132.57 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 38.98 N 094.00 W 390037 150 
3001515405 09/03/78 22 32 208 D 40.49 136.43 NA NA NA NA NA M M M M 40.18 N 084.97 W 0 V 
3001315292 09/03/78 20 32 180 D 39.70 136.85 20 10 10 30 30 E E E E 40.26 N 082.05 W 390035 54 
3016316053 09/02f78 26 32 2272 D 52.65 126.00 60 NA 40 100 40 2 E E E 40.31 N 090.65 W 390035 201 
3016317484 09/02/78 44 32 2273 D 52.63 126.04 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.31 N 116.48 w 390035 228 
3016417543 09/02/78 45 32 2287 D 52.42 126.44 20 40' 40 10 10 E E E E 40.32 N 117.91 W 390035 268 
3016518001 09/02/78 46 32 2301 D 52.20 126.84 10 10 10 10 10 E E E F 40.32 N 119.35 w 390035 364 
3016618060 09/02/78 47 32 2315 D 51.98 127.25 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.33 N 120.78 W 390035 448 
3017216571 09/10/78 35 32 2398 D 50.62 129.68 70 70 70 90 60 E F E E 40.36 N 103.55 W 390036 105 
3017915541 09/09/78 24 32 2495 D 48.93 132.54 0 0 0 0 0 E E E F 40.37 N 087.78 W 390036 565


3017417084 09/10/78 37 32 2426 D 50.14 130.52 20 20 30 30 30 F E E E 40.37 N 106.42 w 390036 183 
3017817314 09/09/78 41 32 2482 6 49.15 132.18 50 80 20 90 40 E E E E 40.37 N 112.16 W 390036 517 
3017917372 09/09/78 42 32 2496 D 48.90 132.58 10 60 0 0 0 E E E E 40.37 N 113.6P W 390036 803


3017015022 09/09/78 15 32 2369 D 51.10 128.84 10 10 10 20 30 E E E E 40.38 N 074.87 w 390036 223


3016516170 09/02/78 28 32 2300 D 52.19 126.88 80 90 80 60 90 E E F F 40.3.8 N 093.52 w 390035 312


3016616224 09/02/78 29 32 2314 b 51.97 127.28 ,10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 40.38 N 094.93 w 390035 396 






11(25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 89


06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD (OVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A -8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017317025 09/10/78 36 32 2412 D 50.37 130.12 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 40.38 N 105.00 W 390036 147


3017215135 09/10/78 17 32 2397 
 D 50.62 129.69 30 70 20 50 10 E E E E 40.39 N 077.73 W 390036 45


3016716283 09/09/78 30 32 2328 D 51.75 127.68 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.39 N 
 096.38 W 390035 620


3016916400 09/10/78 32 32 2356 0 51.31 128.48 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 40.39 N 099.25 W 390035 902


3017016454 09/09/78 33 32 2370 D 51.08 128.88 10 30 10 20 10 E E E E 40.39 N 100.69 W 390036 255






3018416225 09/17/78 29 32 2565 D 47.62 134.61 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 40.40 N 094.96 W 390037 198


3017415252 09/09/78 19 32 2425 D 50.14 130.55 30 20 30 30 50 E E E E 40.41N 080.57 w 390036 331






09/09/78 244 32 2312 D 51.99 127.28 30 30 30 30 30 E E E E 40.43 N 043.27 W 390036 375

3017808552 09/09/78 202 32 2477 , 49.20 132.14 10 10 10 20 10 E E E E 40.47 N 016.97 E 390036 773

3001315290 09/03/78 20 31 180 D 38.85 138.09 0 0 10 10 10 E E E E 41.68 N 081.54 W 39o035 sO

3016317482 09/02/78 44 31 2273 D 52.01 128.02 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 41.75 N 115.97 W 390035 224

3016417540 09/02/78 45 31 2287 D 51.79 128.39 70 90 90 70 60 E E E E 41.75 N 117.40 W 390035 264

3016517595 09/02/78 46 31' 2301 D 51.57 128.78 50 70 70 40 30 E E E E 41.76 N 118.84 W 390035 360

3016618053 09/02/78 47 31 2315 D 51.34 129.16 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 41.76 N 120.27 W 390035 444

3017216565 09/10/78 35 31 2398 D 49.93 1,31.50 30 10 30 20 80 E E F E 41.78 N 103.04 W 390636 i01 
3017417081 09/10/78 37 31 2426 0 49.43 132.29 10 10 30 10 20 E E E E 41.79 N 105.91 W 390036 179 
3017917370 09/09/78 42 31 2496 D 48.15 134.25 40 10 40 50 80 E E E E 41.79 N 113.09 W 390036 799

3016714444 09/10/78 12 31 2327 D 51.12 129.54 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 41.80 N 070.04 W 390035 744

3017915534 09/09/78 24 31 2495 D 48.17 134.21 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 41.80 N 087.27 w 390036 561

3017817311 09/09/78 41 31 2482 D 48.40 133.87 70 90 80 80 50 E E E E 41.80 N 111.64 w 390036 513 
3017015020 09/09/78 15 31 2369 D 50.4a 130.69 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 41.81 N 074.36 W 390036 219 
3017215133 09/10/78 17 31 2397 D 49.93 131.50 50 40 80 60 30 E E E E 41.81 N 077.22 w 39U036 41 
3016516163 09/02/78 28 31 2300 b 51.56 128.82 40 10 60 40 60 F'E F E 41.81 N 093.00 W 39co35 308 
3016616222 09/02/78 29 31 2314 b 51.33 129.20 50 70 40 60 30 F E E E 41.81 N 094.42 W 390035 392 
3016716280 09/09/78 30 31 2328 b 51.10 129.58 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E '41.81 N 095.87 w 390035 616


3016816335 09/10/78 31 31 2342 D 50.87 129.97 0 10 10 0 0 E E E E 41.81 N 
 097.30 W 390035 804


3016916393 09/10/78 32 31 2356 b 50.64 130.35 0 0 0 0 0 EE E E 41.81 N 098.75 W 390035 898


3017016452 09109/78 33 31 2370 0 50.40 130.73 20 30 10 30 10 F E E E 41.81 N 100.19 w 390036 251






3017717253 09/30/78 40 31 2468 D 48.65 133.50 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 41.81 N 110.22 W 390036 649


3018416223 09/17/78 29 31 2565 0 
 46.81 136.19 0 0 0 0 0 E E F E 41.82 N 094.45 W 390037 194 

3016400412 09/02/78 116 31 2277 D 51.92 128.21 90 100 90 100 100 E E E E 41.84 N 140.78 E 390035 680 

3017415250 09/09/78 19 31 2425 b 49.4? 132.32 50 20 70 50 60 E E E E 41.84 N 080.07 W 390036 327 

3018316164 09/17/78 28 31 2551 0 47.08 135.81 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 41i84 N 093.01 w 390037 142 
3016612554 09/09/78 244 31 2312 0 51.35 129.20 20 30 30 10 10 E E E E 41.85 N 042.77 W 390036 371 
3018200413 09/17/78 116 -31 2528 D 47.51 135.20 90 100 100 100 90 E F E E 4..86 N .140.75 E 39037 110 
3,001315283 09/03/78 20 30 180 D 37.99 139.30 0 10 10, 10 , 0 E E Et 43.09 N 081.01 W" 390035 46 
3016317475'09/02/78 44 30 2273 D 51.36'129.95 " 0 10 20 0 0 E E F 'E ".43.17 N 115.45 W 390035 , 220


ARCHIVA TnA lORE TOG-ARC"IM
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06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SFCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3016417534 09/02/78 45 30 2287 D 51.13 130.31 80 70 90 90 90 E E E E 43.17 N 116.88 W 390035 260


3016517592 09/02/78 46 30 2301 D 50.89 130.67 60 90 40 70 50 E E E E 43.18 N 118.31 W 390035 356


3016618051 09/02/78 47 30 2315 0 50.66 131.04 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.19 N 119.76 W 590035 440


3017216562 09)10/78 35 30 2398 D 49.20 133.25 0 0 0 10 I E E E E 43.21 N 102.52 W 390036 97


3017417075 09/10/78 37 30 2426 D 48.68 134.02 30 40 60 10 4U E E E E 43.21 N 105.38 W 390036 175


3017917363 09109/78 42 30 2496 D 47.36 135.89 10 10 20 10 30 E E E E 43.21 N 112.56 W 390036 795


3016714442 09/10/78 12 30 2327 D 50.43 131.40 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 43.22 N 069.51 W 390035 740


3017915532 09/09/78 24 30 2495 D 47.38 135.85 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 43.22 N 086.75 W 390036 557


3017817305 09/09/78 41 30 2482 D 47.62 135.53 10 10 10 30 20 E E E E 43.22 N 111.12 w 390036 509


3016616215 09/02/78 29 30 2314 D 50.65 131.07 60 70 90 60 20 E E E E 43.23 N 093.89 w 390035 388


3016916391 09/10/78 32 30 2356 D 49.93 132.17 10 40 0 10 0 E EE E 43.23 N 098.22 W 390035 894


3017016445 09/09/78 33 30 2370 D 49.69 132.53 10 30 10 20 10 E E E E 43.23 N 099.66 W 390036 247


3017015013 09/09/78 15 30 2369 0 49.71 132.50 0 0 0 10 0 F E E E 43-24 N 073.83 W 390036 215


3016516161 09/02/78 28 30 2300 D 50.89 130.71 10 0 10 10 20 F F E E 43.24 N 092.48 w 390035 304 
3018416220 09/17/78 29 30 2565 0 45.98 137.75 10 10 10 '10 20 E E E E 43.24 N 093.92 W 390037 190 ­
3016716274 09/09/78 30 30 2328 0 50.41 131.44 0 0 0 0 0 E F E E 43.24 N 095.33 W 390035 612


3016816332 09/10/78 31 30 2342 D 50.17 131.81 10 10 10 20 10 5'E E E 43.24 N 096.78 W 390035 800 
3017317020 09/10/78 36 30 2412 v 48.93 133.66 40 70 10 60 30 E E E E 43;24 N 103.95 W 390036 139 ­
3017717250 09/30/78 40 30 2468 D 47.88 135.16 20 30 20 10 20 E E E E 43.24 N 109.69 w 390036 645


3016914555 09/10/78 14 30 2355 D 49.95 132.13 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 43.25 N 072.40 W 390035 880 
3017001153 09/10/78 122 30 2361 0 49.84 132.32 20 10 50 10 10 E E E E 43.26 N 132.68 E 390035 954 
3016400410 09/02/78 116 3b 2277 D 51.26 130.14 70 70 70 90 70 E E E E 43.26 N 141.31 E 390035 676


3017415243 09/09/78 19 30 2425 0 48.67 134.04 30 50 20 10 40 F E E E 43.27 N 079.54 W 390036 323 
3018316162 09/17/78 28 30 2551 D 46.26 137.38 10 20 0 20 0 E E E E 43.27 N 092.50 W 390037 138 
3018200411 09/17/78 116 30 2528 v 46.70 136.80 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 43.28 N 141.27 E 390037 106 
3016317473 09/02/78 44 29 2275 D 50.67 131.84 40 60 40 40 40 E E E E 44.59 N 114.90 W 390035 216 
3016417531 09/02/78 45 29 2287 0 50.43 132.18 80 80 90 60 90 E E E E 44.59 N 116.34 W 390035 256 
3017216560 09/10/78 35 29 2398 P 48.43 134.98 30 40 70 0 20 E E E E 44.63 N 101.97 w 390036 93 
3017417072 09/10/78 37 29 2426 0 47.90 135.71 30 30 10 70 30 E E E E 44.63 N 104.84 W 390036 171 
3016714435 09/10/78 12 29 2327 0 49.71 133.22 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.64 N 068.97 W 390035 736 
3017915525 09/09/78 24 29 2495 D 46.56 137.46 20 30 20 30 10 E E E E 44.64 N 086.19 W 390036 553 
3017917361 09/09/78 42 29 2496 D 46.54 137.50 40 50 60 30 .30 E E E E 44.64 N 112.02 W 390036 791 
3016516154 09/02/78 28 29 2300 D 50.18 132.57 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 44.65 N 091.92 w 390035 300 
3016916384 09/10/78 32 29 2356 D 49.19 133.95 10 10 10 10 10 E E F E 44 65 N 097.67 W 390035 890 
3017817302 09109/78 41 29 2482 D 46.81 137.14 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.65 N 110.57 W 390036 505 
3016914552 09/10/78 14 29 2355 D 49.22 133.91 10 20 20 10 10 E E E F 44.66 N' 071.85 W 390035 876 
3017015011 09/09/78 15 29 2369 D 48.97 134.26 0 0 -0 0 0 E E E E 44.66 N 073.28 W 390036 211 
3016616213 09102/78 29 29 2314 D . 49*.94 132.91 70 70 50 90 100 E E E E. 44.66 N 093.36 w 390035 3F4 
3016716271 09109/78 - 30 29 2328 D 49.69, 133.26 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 44.66 N .094.79 w 390035 608 
3016816330 09/10/-79 31 29 2342 D 49.44 .133.61 10 20 lb 10- . 0 E E F E 44.66 N 096.23 W 390035 7oA 
ARCHIVA kT DR B ..-.... M
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06:50 FROM 09/01/78S TO U9/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE '# /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A S C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017016443 09/09/78 33 29 2370 D 48.94 134.29 30 80 30 30 10 E E E E 44.66 N 099.11 W 390036 243 
3017317014 09/10/78 36 29 2412 D 48.16 135.37 50 50 60 .60 50 E E F E 44.66 N 103.40 w 39,0Q36. 135 
-3017001150 09/10/78 122 29 2361 D 49.10 134.09 20 10 40 10 50 E E E E 44.67 N 133.22-E ,390035 950 
3018416214 09/17/78 29 29 2565 D 45.13 139.25 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 44.67 N 093.37 W 390037 186 
3017717244 09/30178 40 29 2468 D 47.08 136.F0 20 30 10 40 10 E E E E 44'.67 N 109.14 W 390036 641 
3016400403 09/02/78 116 29 2277 D 50.57 132.02 40 20 40 50 60 E E E E 44.68 N 141.85 E 390035 672 
3018316155 09/17/78 28 29 2551 D 45.41 138.91 10 NA NA 10 10 -M M E E 44.69 N 091.94 W 390037 136 
3018200404 09/17/78 116 29 2528 D 45.87 138.35 100 100 100 100 100 E E E E 44.70 N 141.82 E 390037 102 
3017104472 09/09/78 159 29 2377 D 48.77 134,.56 50 80 70 20 30 E E-E E 44.74 N 080.18 E 390036 475 
3016417525 09/02/78 45 28 2287 D 49.70 134.02 90 90 100 90 100 E E E E 46.01 N 115.77 W 390035 252 
301,7216553 09/10178 35 28 2398 D 47.64 136.67 30 10 10 70 30 E E'E E- 46.05 N .'101.40 W 390036 E9 
3017417070 09/10/78 37 28 2426 D 47.09 137.36 0 0 0 10 0 E E F E 46.05 'N '104.27 W 390036 167 
3016714433 09110J78 12 28 2327 D 48.96 135.00 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 4,6.06,N 068.41 w 390035 732 
3017915523 09/09/78 24 28 2495 D 45.72 139.02 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 44.06 N ;',085.62 W 390036 549 
3017917354 09/09/78 42 28 2496 D 45.70 139.06 80 80 80 80 80 E E 'E E 44'.06 N ,'111.44 W 390036 787 
3016516152 09/02/78 28 28 2300 D 49.44 134.38 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 4607 N ,091.35 W 390035 296 
3016716265 09/09/78 30 28 2328 D 48.93 135.04 10 10 20 0 10 E E E F 4W607hN 094.22 W 390035 604 
30t6816323 09/10/78 31 28 2342 D 48.68 135.37 0 0 0 20 10 E E E E 4 " "N 695.66 W 390035 792 
3016916382 09/10/78 32 28 2356 D 48.42 135.69 10, NA NA 10 10 N M E E 46,,'07 N 097,09 w 390035 888 
3017317011 09/10/78 36 28 2412 D 47.36 137.04 50 50 70 40 60 E E E E 46.0F N 102.83 w 390036 131 
3017817300 09/09/78 41 28 2482 D 45.97 138.73 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 46.07, N 110.01 W 390036 501 
3017001144 09/10/78 122 28 2361 D 48.32 135.?3 20 20 40 10 30 E F E E 46.08 N 133.78 E 390035 946 
3016914550 09/10/78 14 28 2355 D 48.45 135.66 10 10 10 20 20 E E E E 46408 N 071.28 W 390035 872 
3018416211 09/17/78 29 28 2565 D 44.25 140.73 10 NA NA 10 10 M M E E 46.09 N 092.80 w 390037 184 
3017016440 09/09/78 33 28 2370 D 48.16 136.02 70 90 70 80 70 E E E E 46.09 N 098.54 W" 390036 239 
3017717241 09/30/78 40 28 2468 D 46.25 138.40 40 60 60 20 30 E E E E 46.10 N 108.57 w 390036 637 
3017004411 09/09/78 158 28 2363 D 48.28 135.89 50 50 40 40 70 E E E E 46.11 N 082.16 E 390036 451 
3017216551 09/10/78 35 27 2398 D 46.82 138.33 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 47.47 N 100.81 W 390036 85 
3017417063 09/10/78 37 27 2426 D 46.26 139.00 10 20 10 0 10 E E E E 47.47 N 103.68 w 390036 163 
3016714430 09/10/78 12 27 2327 D 48.17 136.75 0 0 0 10 0 E E E E 47.48 N 067.82 w 390035 728 
3017917352*09/09/78 42 27 2496 D 44.83 140.60 40 40 10 70 70 E E E E 47.48 N 110.85 W 390036 783 
3017915520 09/09/78 24 27 2495 D 44.85 140.56 10 10 10 10 20 E E E E 47.49 N 085.04 W 390036 545 
3016516145 09/02/78 28 27 2300 D 48.67 136.16 20 . 30 30 10 10 E E E E 47.49 N 090.76 W 390035 292 
3016716262 09/09/78 -30 27 2328 D 48.15 136.78 50 70 80 30 40 F F E F 47.49 N 093.63 W 390035 600 
3016816321 09/10/78 31 27 2342 D 47.89 137.10 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 47.49 N 095.07,w 390035 78b 
3017317005 09/10/78 36 27 2412 D 46.53 138.66 30 30 60 10 40 E E E E 47.49 N 102.25 w 390036 127 
3017817293 09/09/78 41 27 2482 b 45.11 140.28 0 0 10 10 10 F E E E 47.49 N 109.42 w 390036 497 
3017001141 09/10/78 122 27 2361 D 47.52 137.54 30 40 30 30 40 E E E E 47.50 N 134.37 E 390035 942 
3017016434 09/09/78 33 27 2370 D 47.36 137.71 70 80 70 70 80 E E 6 E 47.50 N 097.94 W' 390036 235 
3017717235 0q/30178 40 27 2466 D 45.40 139.97 10 1r 0, 20 10 E F E F . 47.51 N .107.91s w i9)fI1A6 AX 
ARCIVA TMRWX OG ARCHIM
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06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Z CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO*


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3011916594 09/09/78 36 26 1659 D 56.24 129.78 0 NA NA 0 0 m M 0 0 40.79 N 101.62 W 0 0 
3017216544 09/10/78 35 26 2398 D 45.98 139.96 10 20 2.0 10 10 E E E E 48.88 N 100.19 W 390036 81 
3017417061 09/10/78 37 26 2426 D 45.40 140.58 20 40 20 30 10 F E E E 48.89 N 103.06 W 390036 159 
3017917345 09/09/78 42 26 2496 D 43.94 142.11 60 80 80 70 30 E E E E 48.90 N 110.25 w 390036 779 
3017001135 09/10/78 122 26 2361 0 46.69 139.21 30 70 20 30 20 F E E E 48.91 N 135.00 E 390035 938 
3016716260 09/09/78 30 26 2328 D 47.33 138.50 50 40 10 90 70 E E E E 48.91 N 093.01 N 390035 596 
3016816314 09/10/78 31 26 2342 D 47.07 138.79 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 48.91 N 094.45 W 390035 784 
3017317002 09/10/78 36 26 2412 D 45.68 140.30 70 NA NA 80 70 M M E E 48.91 N 101.61 W 390036 125 
3017817291 09/09/78 41 26 2482 b 44.23 141.81 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 48.91 N 108.80 W 390036 493 
3017717232 09/30/78 40 26 2468 D 44.52 141.52 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 48.92 N 107.36 W 390036 629 
3016402221 09/02/78 134 25 2277 0 47.48 139.15 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 50.27 N 118.44 E 390035 6F4 
3018292222 09/17/78 134 25 2529 D 42.30 144.28 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 50.32 N 118.44 E 390037 114 
3016107142 09/09/78 185 24 2239 D 47.37 140.19 20 NA NA 30 10 M M E E 51.68 N 046.03 E 3900'5 464 
3017907143 09/17/78 185 24 2490 D 42.20 145.00 30 5 20 30 20 E E E E 51.75 N 046.04 E 390037 14 
3016907590 09/10/78 193 21 2351 D 42.42 147.10 70 70 70 90 80 E E f E 55.91 N 036.86 E 390035 864 
3016719493 09/09/78 66 19 2330 D 40.96 150.02 70 60 30 100 90 E E E F 53.66 N 139.28 N 390036 3f3 
,3016421153 09/02/78 81 19 2289 D 41.84 149.46 70 60 90 50 90 E E E E 58.66 N 160.77 W 390035 720
"3016607410 09/09/78 190 19 2309 D 41.40 149.76 70 90 90 40 80 
 E E E E 58.67 N 042.96 E 390036 367


.3018407411 09/17/78 190 19 2F60 D 35.62 153.39 40 60 40 30 40 E E E E 58.70 N 043.00 E 390037 IO


.3016719491 09/09/78 66 18 2330 D 39.97 151.69 0 0 10 0 0 E E E E 60.04 N 138.29 W 390036 379 
3016421151 09/02/78 81 18 2289 D 40.86 151.16 70 70 80 70 80 E E E E 60.04 N 159.81 W 390035 716 
3017220175 09/09/78 71 18 2400 D 38.40 152.63 10 10 10 10 30 E E E E 60.08 N 145.46 W 390036 447 
3016920004 09/09/78 68 18 2358 0 39.32.152.11 70 90 90 60 70 F E E E 60.10 N 141.14 W 390036 391 
3016221031 09/02/78 79 17 2261 0 40.46 152.57 70 60 90 60 70 F F F P 61.40 N 155.87 W 390035 197 
3016421144 09/02/78 81 17 2289 D 39.86 152.89 80 80 90 70 90 E E E E 61.41 N 15,.76 W 390035 712 
3016621261 09/09/78 83 17 2317 D 39.26 153.23 90 90 90 90 9 0 E E E E 61.41 N 161.64 W 390035 592 
3017220173 09/09/78 71 17 2400 D 37.38 154.27 40 20 50 50 50 E E t E 61.45 N 144.40 w 390036 443 
3016920001 09/09/78 68 17 2358 D 38.31 153.79 90 90 90 100 90 E E E F 61.47 N 140.09 W 390036 387 
3018321204 09/30/78 82 17 2554 D 33.63 156.34 100 100 100 100 100 E F F F 61.51 N 160;11 W 390037 270 
3016221025 09/02/78 79 16 2261 b 39.45 154.37 40 40 40 50 60 F E F F 62.77 N 154.72 W 390035 193 
3016421142 09/02/78 81 16 2289 D 38.85 154.67 80 90 90 70 80 E E F E 62.77 N 157.63 W 3900i5 7V8 
3016621255 09/09/78 P3 16 2317 D 38.24 154.98 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 62.78 N 160.50 W 390035 588 
3017220170 09/09/78 71 16 2400 D 36.34 155.96 50 60 80 20 70 E E E E 62.82 4 143.25 W 390036 439 
3017320225 09/09/78 72 16 2414 D 35.98 156.18 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 62.85 N 1A4.67 W 390036 716 
3018321201 07/30/78 82 16 2554 D 32.56 157.91 100 100 100 100 100 F E F E 62.87 N 158.96 W 390037 266 
3000920085 09/03/78 70 15 127 D 21.86 157.60 0 10 10 10 0 E E E E 63.99 N 140.71 W 390035 1 
3000621375 09/02/78 85 15 85 D 20.69 157.59 30 10 10 50 50 E E E F 63.99 N 162.92 W 390035 165 
3016221022 09/02/78 79 15 2261 V 38.43 156.23 50 80 70 40 40 E F F F 64.12 N 153.47 W 390035 19 
3016421135 09/02Y78 81 15 2289 D 37.83 156.51 80 90 70 60 80 E E E E 64.13 N 156.39 W 390035 704 
301662125? 09/09/78 83 15 2317 D 37,21 156.80 80 90 50 90 90 E E F E 64.14 N 159.23 W,. 390035 584 
ARCHIVA TTHR KoG -ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 93


06:50 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A 8 C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017220164 09/09/78 71 15 2400 D 35.29 157.71 40 40 30 50 50 E E E E 64.17 N 142.00 a 390036 435


3017320222 09/09/78 72 15 2414 0 34.93 157.92 0 20 0 NA 0 E E 2 E 64.21 N 143.41 W 390036 713 
3017720452 09/09/78 76 15 2470 'D- 33.58 158.56 50 70 80 60 20 F E E F 64.21N 149.10 W 390036 755 
3017820511 0(/30/78 77 15 2484 c 33.25 158.71 50 40 70 60 60 F E E E 64.22 N 150.57 w 390fl36 701 
3018321195 09/30/78 82 15 2554 D 31.48 159.55 100 100 100 100 100 F F F E 64.24 N 157.71 w 390037 262 
3001122033 09/03/7P 90 14 156 D 21.67 159.1Q 0 0 0 10 NA E F E 2 65.27 N I67.9b U 390035 43 
3000621373 09/02/78 85 14 85 S 19.64 159.07 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 65.33 N 161.57 W 390035 161 
3016221020 09/02/78 79 14 2261 D 37.40 158.16 80 90 80 90 70 E E E E .. 65.47 N 152.11 w 390035 185 
3016421133 09/02/78 81 14 2289 D 36.79 158.42 70 90 80 80 60 E E E E- 65.48 N 155.02 w 390035 700


3016621250 09/09/78 83 14 2317 D 36.17 158.69 30 40 10 P0 20 E E F F -65.4F N 157.87 W 390035 580


3016321074 09/09/78 80 14 2275 0 37.10 158.29 60 50- 70 7.0 80 E E'F E 65.49 N 153.50 W 390035 508 
3017220161 09/09/78 71 14 2400 D 34.23 159.55 40 30 60 30 40 E E 9 E 65.52 N 140.63 W 390036 431


3017320220 09/09/78 72 14 2414 D 33.E7 159.75 70 100 90 80 10 E E E E 65.56 N 142.03 W 390036 709


3017720450 09/09/78 76 14 2470 D 32.51 160.35 50 5G NA 30 80 E 2 E E 65i56 N 147.73 W 390036 752


3017021480 09/09/78 87 14 2373 v 34.85 159.31 30 30 70 20 30 E E E E 65.56 N 163.55 W 390036 411 
3017322051 09/09/78 90 14 2415 D 33.85 159.76 P0 80 60 90 90 E E E E 65.56 N 167.85 W.. 390036 736


3017620391 09/30/78 75 14 2456 D 32.84 160.21 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 65.57 N 146.29 w 390036 625


3017820504 09/30/78 77 14 2484 D 32.17 160.50 20 30 20 30 30 E E E E 65.57 N 149.19 w 390036 697


3018321192 09/30/78 ?2 14 2554 c 30.39 161.28 00 90 90 100 100 F F F F 65.59 N 156.33 W -390037 258






3000621370 09/02/78 P5 13 85 S 18.58 160.6b 10 10 10 1C E E E E 66.66 N 160.08 W 390035 157 
3016221013 09/02/78 79 13 2261 D 36.35 160.19 50 10 50 80 90 E E F E 66.81 N 150.62 W 390035 181 
3016421130 09/02/78 81 13 2289 0 35.74 160.43 40 60 30 60 30 E E E E. 66.,I .N 153.52 w 390035 696 
3016621243 09/09/78 83 13 2317 0 35.11 160.6h 60 60 80 60 40 E E E E 66.82 N 156.3o w 390035 576 
3016321072 09/09/78 80 13 2275 0 36.05 160.31 60 50 90 30 70 E E E E 66.P3 N 15-2;00 w '390035 504 
3017121532 09/09/78 88 13 2387 D 33.46 161.36 70 90 60 90 70 E E F E 60.87 N 163.47 W 390036 42? 
3017322045 09/09/7E 90 13 2415 D 32.77 161.69 60 80 80 70 40 E E E E 66.89 N 166.34 W 390036 732 
3017320213 09/09/78 72 13 2414 0 32.80 161.68 90 100 90 100 90 E E F E 66.90 N 140.51 390036 705 
3017720443 09/09/78 76 13 2470 D 31.42 162.25 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 66.90 N 146.22 w 390036 748 
3017820502 09/30/78 77 13 2464 D 31.08 162.37 40 70 20 40 30 F E E E 66.90 N 147.66 W 390036 693 
301-7021473 09/09/78 87 13 2373 4 33.78 161.26 90 90 90 90 90 E E F F 66.90 N 162.05 w 390036 407 
3017620385 09/30/78 75 13 2456 D 31.76 162.12 10 20 10 10 10 E E E E 66.92 N 144.77 W 390036 621 
3018321190 09/30/78 82 13 2554 .D 29.29 163.12 80 '8O *70 90 80 F E F E 66.94 N 154.81 390037 254 
3001122024 09/03/78 90 12 156 S 19.54 162.50 0 10 10 0 10 F F F E 67.93 N 164.84 W --390035 35 
3000621364 09/02/78 85 12 F5 S 17.51 162.40 10 10 10 40 10 E E E E 67.97 N 156.45 W 390035 153 
3016221011 09/02/78 79 12 2261 D 35.29 162.34 20 50 10 10 10 E E E E o8.13 N . 14P.96 W 390035 177 
3016421124 09/02/7F 81 12 22P9 v 34.6? 162.56 40 20 40 60 60 E E E E 68.13 N 151.86 W 390035 692 
3016409095 09/09/78 206 12 2282 0 34.81 162.55 80 90 90 70 80 F E E E 6,.14 N 129.0E E -390035 524 
3016321065 09/09/78 bO 12 2275 -D .34.99 162.45 10 0 10 10 50 E E E E 68.14 N 150.34 W 390035 ,500 
3016621241 0009/78 P3 12 2317 D 34.04 162.80 50 40 60 80 50 E E E E 66.15 N 154.70 W - 390035 572 
ARCHIVA W oR[ oG -ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RRV SENSOR - PAGE 94 
06:50 FROM 09/01/78 T0 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C -D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR


3017121525 09/09/78 88 12 2387 D 32.38 163.46 40 50 40 40 60 E E E E 68.19 N 161.79 W 390036 423 
3017322042 09/09/78 90 12 2415 D 31.69 163.75 80 90 90 70 90 E E EE 68.21 N 164.68 W 390036 728 
3017820495 09/30/78 77 12 2484 D 29.09 164.39 20 30 30 30 20 E E E E 68.22 N 146.00 W 390036 689 
3017720441 09/09/78 76 12 2470 D 30.33 164.27 10 20 0 40 0 E E E E 68.23 N 144.55 w 390036 744 
3017620382 09/30/78 75 12 2456 D 30.67 164.15 60 90 70 50 30 E E E E 68.24 N 143.09 W '390036 617 
3017021471 09/09/78 87 12 2373 D 32.70 163.35 90 90 90 90 90 F E E E 68.24 N 160:38 W 390036 403 
3018321183 09/30/78 82 12 2554 D 28.18 165.09 8p 90 90 70 80 F F E F 68.26 N 153.13 W 390037 250 
3001122021 09/03/78 90 11 156 S 18.47 164.43 10 10 10 10 10 E F E E 69.23 N 163.01 W 390035 31 
3006621361 09/02/78 85 11 85 S 16.44' 164.30 60 90 80 50 50 F E E E 69.27 N 156.60 W 390035 149 
3016421121 09/02/78 81 11 2289 D 33.60 164.85 30 40 40 60 10 E E E E 69.44 N 150.01 w 390035 688 
301'6221004 09/02/78 79 11 2261 D 34.22 164.64 50 80 50 90 10 E E ,E E 69.45 N 147. 1 W 3-Vf035 173


3016321063 09/09/78 80 11 2275 D 33.91 164.75 0 20 10 0 0 E E E E 69.45 N 148.50 - 390035 496 
3016621234 09/09/78 83 11 2317 D 32.96 165.07 20 20 10 40 30. F E E E 69.46 N 152.85 W 390035 568


3017121523 09/09/78 88 11 2387 D 31.29 165.69 50 50 20 70 90 E E E E 69.50 N 159.92 W 390036 419


3017322040 09/09/78 90 11 2415 D 30.59 165.96 70 80 80 70 70 E E E E 69.52 N .162.83 1W 390036 724


3017820493 09/30/78 77 11 2484 D 28.88 166.55 10 0 10 10 30 E E E E 69.53 N 144, 14 W 390036 685


3017620380 09/30178 75 11 2456 D 29.57' 166.35 70 60 80 60 90 E E E E 69.54 N 141.22 W 990036 613


3017720434 09/09/78 76 11 2470 D 29.23 166.45 0 10 0 10 0 E E E E 69.54 N 142.69 W 390036 740


3017021464 09/09/78 87 11 2373 D 31.62 165.59 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 69.54 N 158.53 W 390036 309


3018321181 09/30/78 82 11 2554 D 27.07 167.22 60 70 30 90 60 E E F E 69.57 N 151.25 W 390037 246


3001122015 09/03/78 90 10 156 S 17.39 166.55 - 50 NA NA 0 100 0 M E F 70.52 N 160.95 W 390035 29 
3000621355 09/02/78 85 10 85 s 15.37 166.39 90 100 io0 90 90 E E E E 70.56 N 154.54 W 390035 145


301'6221002 09/02/78 79 10 2261 D 33.14 167.13 80 90 80 80 70 E E E E 70.73 N 145.02 W 390035 169


3016321060 09/09/78 80 10 2275 D 32.'83 167.23 70 NA NA 90 60 M M F F 70.74 N 146.431 W 390035 494


3016621232 09'/09/78 83 10 2317 0 31.87 167.52 50 70 80 10 50. E E E E 70.74 N 150.78 W 390035 564


3017121520 09/09/78 F8 10 2387 D 30.19 168.12 70 90 90 70 50 E E E E 70.78 N 157.83 W 390036 415


3017820490 09/30/78 77 10 2484 D 27.77 168.93 0 10 10 0 10 E E E E 70.U1 N 142.06 W 390036 68I


3017322033 09/09/78 90 10 2415 D 29.49 168.37 ;C 100 90 90 90 F F E E 70.81 N 160.75 W 390036 720


3017021462 09/09/78 87 10 2373 D 30.52 168.02 90 100 90 100 90 E E E E 70.83 N 156.44 W 390036 395


3018321174 09/30/78 82 10 2554 D 25.94 169.55, 40 60 10 80 40 F E E E 70.86 N 149,.13 W 390037 242


3016913035 09/10/78 247 9 2354 b 29.Pb 170.52 C 0 0 10 10 E F E E 72.02 N 023.371W 390035 86R


3017515211 09/30/78 20, 8 2439 D 26.65 174.17 PC 90 100 70 70 P P E E 73.30 N 055.06 W 390036 609


9 100 i60 100 90 F F E E 75.64 N 057.00 W 39003.7 9
3018115545 09/17/78 26 6 2523 D 22.21 181.76 
 
3018316062 09/17/78 28 6 2551 D 21.48 181.89 10 , 0 0 30 30 E E E E 75.65 N 059.79 W 390037 168


3016716171 09/10/78 30 5 2328 0 25.99 184.83 90 100 100 90 80 E E E E 76.67 N 058.81 W 390035 746


3016916284 09/10/78 32 5 2356 D 25.33 184.97 30 100 100 90 60 E E E E 76.69 N 061.,9 W 390035 884


3017813533 09/09/78 5 4 2480 6 21.07 190.56 A0 NA NA 80 80 2 2 E E 77.70 N 017.97 W 390036 777 
3018314215 09/17/78 10 3 2550 S .18.04 196.71 0O NA NA 90 90 M M E F 7d.65 N 019.37 W 390037 166






3016714324 09/10/78, 12 2 2327 D 22.59 2'02.14 20 30 30 20 10 E E E .E 79.39 N 016.15 W 724


-RCNIVAiTM DRE YR o,-ARCHIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 





 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30178


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % 
 CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUDE ROLL FR 
3018217421 09/17/78 45 2 2538 S 17.18 203.25 40 10 100 
 50 10 E E E F 79.48 N 063.16 W" 390037 128


3017507074 09/30/78 181 63 2434 D 49.40 068.97 
 40 10 90 10 80 E F E F 04.23 S 035.32 E 390036 589 
3017507081 09/30/78 181 
 64 2434 D 48.65 067.54 10 10 10 10 10 E E E E 05.67 S 034.98 E 390036 593


3017507083 09/30/78 181 65 2434 D 47.87 066.18 0 0 
 0 
 0 0 E E E E 07.12 S 034.64 E 390036 597


3017507090 09/30/78 181 66 2434 D 47.06 064.88 10 0 10 10 30 -E E E E 
 08.57 S 034.30 E 390036 601


3018423300 09/17/78 101 66 2569 D 49.13 069.27 80 80 80 90 90 E E E E 08.58 S 
 149.04 E 390037 214


3017507092 09/30/78 181 67 2434 D 46.22 063.65 10 10 20 10 
 20 E E E E 10.01 S 033.96,E 390036 605
3018423303 09/17/78 101 67 2569 D 48.39 067.87 80 90 70 90 90 E E E E 10.01 S 148.70 E 390037 218


3017900415 09/17/78 113 73 2486 D 41.69 058.73 0 NA NA 10 0 M M E E 18.67 S 
 129.37 E 390037 1


3017900421 09/17/78 113 74 2486 D 40.73 057.86 30 0 30 
 30 80 E E E E 20.11"S 129.0,0 E 390037 3


3017023564 09/09/78 105 75 2374 D 37.,55 054.68 
 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 21.57,,S' " 140.11- E 390036 467


3016723392 09/10/78 102 75 2332 D 36.78 053.87 0 0 0 0 
 0 E E E E 21.57 -S 144.43 E 390035 752

3016823451 09/10/78 103 75 2346 D 37.03 054.14 0 0 
 0 0 0 F E E E 21.58, 1L97 390035 844
42.9..E 
 
3018423341 09/17/78 101 76 
 2569 D 40.51 058.09 90 100 90 100 90 
 EE 'E E 22.96 " 7'F 45.48.E 390037 222 
3016723395 09/10/78 102 76 2332 
 D 35. 2 053.23 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 22.99 'S ' " 44.05,AE 390035 756,
3017023570 09/09/78 105 76 2374 D 36.51 054.01 0 0 0 0 0 F E E E 2301 ,S' %1'395t , 390036 471
3016823453 09/10/78 103 76 2346 D 35.98 053.50 0 0 0 0 0 FE E 23.02 1'"1%42.60 'E' 390035.. 840 
3018423344 09/17/78 101 77 2569 D 39.53 057.30 100 100 100 100 100 F E E E 24.41 V' ,' '-145. 39,0037 226' 
3016723401 09/10/78 102 77 2332 D 34.66 052.64 0 0 10 0 10 E E E E 24.44 S 143.6 ,E 390035 760
3016823460 09/10/78 103 77 2346 D 
 34.92 052.88 0 0 0 0 0 E E E E 24.45 S, 142.22 E 390035 $52


3017923060 09/17178 96 77 2499 D 38.01 055.81 40 40 
 40 60 20 E E E E 24.45 S 152.26 E 390037 
 22

3016523284 09/09/78 100 77 2304' D 34.09 052.13 50 30 30 90 80 E E E E 24.49 S 146.53 E 390036 359


3016423230 09/09/78 99 77 2290 D 33.83 051.88 0 0 0 0 
 0 E E E E 24.49 S 147.97 E 390035 540


3018423350 09/17/78 101 78 2569 D 3k.53 056.55 100 100 100 
 100 100 E E E E 25.85 S 144.72 E 390037 230

3016823462 09/10/78 103 78 2346 D 33.85 052.33 0 0 ­ 0 0 0 E F E E 25.88 S 141.83 E 390035 856


3017923062 09/17/78 96 78 2499 D 36.98 055.13 50 70 10 80 70 E E E E 25.88 S 151.87 E 390037 26

3016723404 09/10/78 102 78 2332 D 33.58 052.09 0 0 10 10 10 
 E E E E 25.89 S 143.28 E 390035 764


3016423232 09/09/78 99 78 2290 D 32.74 051.37 0 0 0 20 10 F F E E 25.92 S 
 147.58 E 390035' 544


3016523291 09/09/78 100 78 2304 D 33.01 051.60 
 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 25.93 S 146.14 E 390036 363
3018423353 09/17/78 101 79 2569 D 37.52 055.86 90 90 
 90 90 100 F E E E 27.29 S 144.33 E 390037 234


3017923065 09/17/78 96 79 2499 D 35.95 054.50 50 50 
 60 50 40 E E E E 27.'31 S 151.48 E 390037 30 3016723410 09/10/78 102 79 2332 0 32.49 051.59 10 20 10 20 20 E E E E 27.33 S 142.89 E 390035 768


3016423235 09/09/78 99 79 
 2290 D 31.64 050.89 60 50 70 40 80 F E E E 
 27.36 S 147.19 E 390035 54P

3018423355 09/17/78 101 80 2569 D 36.49 055.22 80 90 90 70 70 
 E E E E 28.72 S 143.93 E 390037 '238


3017923071 09/17/78 96 80 2499 D 34.90 053.92 20 10 10 40 30 E E E E 28.73 S 
 151.09 E 390037 34 
3016723413 09/10/78 102 80 2332 D, 31.39 051.13 10 10 10 20 20 E E E E 28.75 S 142.50 F 390035 772

3016423241 09/09/78 99 80 2290 D' 
 .30.53 050.46 80 70 80 90 90 E E F E 28.79 S 146.78 E 390035 552


3016723415 09110/78 102 81 2332 D 30.28 050.71 10 10 20 10 10 
 E E E E 30.17 s 142.09 E 390035 776


3017923074 09/17/78 96 81 2499 D 33.83 053.39 -60-
 60 60 70 60 E E E E 30.17 S 150.68 F' 390037 38


3016423244 09/09/78 99 81 2290 







11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 RBV SENSOR PAGE 96


06:5 1 FROM 09/01/78'T0 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % 'CLOUD COVER QUALITY PICTURE CENTER PICTURE CENTER MICROFILM MICRO


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM TOTAL A B C D A B C D LATITUDE LONGITUOE ROLL FR


301672342.2 09/10/78 102 82 2332 0 29.16 050.34 30 20 10 70 40 E E E E 31.59 S 141.67 E 390035 780 
3016823480 09/10/78 103 82 2346 D 29.44 050.54 50 30 10 90 90 E E E E 31.60 S 140.22 E 390035 860 
3017923080 09/17/78 96 82 2499 D 32.76 052.90 70 80 50 90 90 E E E E 31.60 S 150.27 E ,390037 42 
3016423250 09/09/78 99 82 2290 D 28.28 049.72 70 90 60 90 60 F E F E 31.65 S 145.96 'E 390035 560 
3017923083 09/17/78 96 83 ,2499 D 31.68 052.46 90 90 90 90 90 E E E E 33.02 S 149.84 'E 390037 46 
3017923085 09/17/78 96 84 2499 D 30.58 052.06 70 90 90 60 70 E F E E 34.45 S 149.40 E 390037 5n 
3016123084 09/09/78, 96 84 2248 D 25.1? 048.61 20 20 30 1,0 30 E E t E 34.48 S 149.42 IE 390035 466 
3017923092 09/17/78 96 85 2499 D 29.48.051.71 20 20 30 30 10 E E E E 35.88 S 148.95 iF 390037 54 
3016123090 09/09/78 96 85 2248 D 24 .03 048.40 30 10 30 30 60 F E E E 35.89 S 1'48.97 E 390035 470 
3017923094 09/17/78 96 86 2499 D 28.37 051.40 30 30 30 10 60 EE F E 37.3D S 148.50 E 390037 5F 
30161j3093 09/09/78 96 86 2248 D 22.t7 048.25 40 90 TO 50 40 E E'E E 37.33 S 148.5C E 390035 474 
3017921280 09/17/7,8 78 90 ?498 D 2,.84 050.61 40 10 80 50 50 F 'E E E 42.96 S 172.33 ± 390037 18 
INFORMATION PRODUCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM








11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 97


07:12 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM, MICFLM


ID DATE f /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017106433 09/02/78 177 60 2378 D 50.80 D71.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 00.00 N 042.05 E 0 0






3017208323 09/16/78 196 60 2393 D 50.96 072.03 NA EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 00.01 N 014.78 E 390033 660


3016002134 09/09/78 130 60 2222 D 49.23 066,46 10 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 109.42 E 390032 539


3017001280 09/03/78 122 60 2361 0 50.62 070.90 40 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 120.92 E 390033 254


3018401051 09J17/78 119 60 2556 D 52.69 078.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 126.63 e 3034 268


3017900362 09/17/78 113 60 2486 D 51.96 375.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 133.81 E E c


3016100361 09/03/78 113 60 2235 D 49.35 066.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 00.01 N 133.83 E 390033 189






3017006372 09/09/78 176 59 2364 D 51.33 072.62 NA MMMH NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 043.81 F 0 0


3016002132 09/09/78 130 59 2222 D 50.00 067.93 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 109.76 E 390032 538


3017001273 09/03/78 122 59 2361 D 51.30 072.51 50 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 121.26 E 390033 253


3018401044 09/17/78 118 59 2556 D 53.18 080.18 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 126.97 E 390034 267


3016100355 09/03'/78 113 59 2235 D 50.11 068.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.45 N 134.17 E 390033 1F8


3016806252 09/16/78 174 58 2336 D 51.71 073.27 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 N 047.03 E c .


3017208314 09/16/78 196 58 2393 D 52.22 075.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 02.89 N 015.46 E 6


3018606254 09/17/78 174 58 2587 D 53.88 083.43 40 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 047.00-E 390034 312


3016502414 09/16/78 135 58 2292 D 51.33 071.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 02.E9 N 102.96 E 390032 762


3016002125 09/09/78 130 58 222? . D 50.74 069.45 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 110.09 E 390032 537


3017001271109/03/78 122 58' 2361 D 51.93 074.18 
 60 PPPE NO CCCL HHLL 02.89 N 121.60 E 390033 252


3018401042 09/17/78 118 58 2556 D 53.63 082.07 
 20 EEEE NO CCCL' HHLL 02.89 N 121.31 E 390034 266


3008813252 09/03/78 238 187 1224 N' 00.00 307.41 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 04.32 N 120.68 E 0 n


3018606251 09/17/78 174 57 




3016806250 09/16/78 174 57 2336 D 52.32 374.98 40 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 04.33 N 047.36 F 390033 512


3016502411 09/16/78 135' 57 2292 D 51.98 D73.43 90 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 04.33-N 103.29 E 390032 761


3018401035 09/17/78 118 57 2556 D 54.04 084.02 
 30 EEEF NO CCCL. HHLL 04.33 N 127.64 E 390034 265


3016002123 09/09/78 130 57 ?222 D 51.44 071.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.34 N 110.43 E 390032 536


3008813255 09)03/78 238 188 122h N 00.00 308.36 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 05.76 N 120.35 6 U U


3016706185 09/09/78 173 56 2322 D 52.80 076.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.77 N 049.12 E 390033 55


3016702522 09/16/78 137 56 2320 D 52.79 076.18 50 EEEE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 05.77 N 100.75 E 390032 784


301602120 09/09/78 130 56 2222 D 52.11 072.72 30 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.78 N 110.77 E 390032 535 
3003214021 09/24/78 3 56 444 D 53.11 086.90 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 05.78 N 067.05 W 390032 4 
3010514080 09/08/78 4 55 1462 D 51.60 060.94 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N 068.05 W 390032 249 
3008813261 09/03/78 238 189 1224 N 00.00 309.25 -NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.20 -N 120.01 F 0 0 
3006413390 09/03/'78'250 55 890, D 54.21 070.64 90 '.EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.20 N 060.92 W 390032 37 
3006513444 09/03/78 251 55 904 D 54.16 070.'17 70 EEEEO NO *. . CCCLL LLLLL - 07,.20 N - 062.35 W 390032 54. 
1925/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 98­

07:12 FROM 09/01/78,T0 09/30/78
 

OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE' GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3012514195 09/08/78 6 55 1741 D -51.07 062.80 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 N 070.95 N 390032 415 
3016706182 09/09/78 173 55 2322 D 53.35 078.07 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 049.46 E 0 0 
3016100341 09/03/78 113 55 2235 D 52.81 074.90 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.21 N 135.52 E 390033 187 
3015413400 09/08/78 250 55 2145 D 52.29 071.92 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 060.94 W 390032 374 
3017213401 09/08/78 250 55 2396 D 53.81 081.01 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLI 07.21 N 060.94 W 390033 584 
3006613503 09/03/78 1 55 918 D 54..12 069.73 60 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.21 N 063.80 W 390032 60 
3017413514 09/08/78 1 55 2424 D 53.97 082.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 N 063.80 W 390033 613 
3003214014 09/24/78 3 55 444 D 53.39 088.85 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.22 N 066.71 W 390032 3 
3006513442 09/03/78 251 54 904 D 54.85 072.02 70 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.64 N 062.01 W 390032 53 
3010514074 09/08/78 4 54 1462 D 52.48 062.44 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N 067.72 W 390032 248 
3016606121 09/16/78 172 54 2308 D 53.78.079.43 30 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.65 N 051.25 E 390033 752 
3006413384 09/03/78 250 54 890 D 54.88 072.50 NA 2222F NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.65 N 060.58 W L" 0 
3015413394 09/08/78 250 54 2145 D 52.94 073.66 50 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 060.60 W 390032 373 
3017213395 09/08/78 250 54 2396 D 54.24 082.97 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 060.60 W 390033 583 
3017413512 09/08/78 1 54 2424 D 54.38 084.14 80 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 08.65 N 063.47 W 390033 612 
3012514192 09/08/78 6 54 1741 D 51.91 064.31 60 EEEE NO CC'CL -LLLL 08.65 N 070.62 W 390032 414 
3003214012 09/24/78 3 54 444 D 53.63 090.84 40 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.66 N 066.37 W 390032 2 
3010514071 09/08/78 4 53 1462 D 53.33 064.05 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N 067.38 W 390032 247 
3016606115 09/16-/78 172' 53 2308 D 54.25 081.36 NA M666 NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 051.58 E 0 0 
3006513435 09/03/78 251 53 904 D 55.50 073.95 70 EEGEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.09 N 061.67 W 390032 52 
3017413505 09/08/78 1 53 2424 D 54.73 086,.16 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 063.13 W 390033 611 
3012514190 09/08/78 6 53' 1741 D 52.73 065.92 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.09 N 070.28 W 390032 413 
306814594 09/17/78 13 53 2341 D 54.39 (182.68, 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.09 N 080.34 W 390034 128 
3006415213 09/03/78 17 53 891 D 55.52 074.39 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.09 N 086.07 W 390032 41 
3003214005 09/24/78 3' 53 444 D 53.82 092.84 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.10 N 066.03 W 3,90032 1 
3002019450 09/02/78 63 53 280 D 52.03 099.97 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 10.11 N 152.12 w 390032 620 
3012514183 09/08/78 6 52 1741 D 53.52 067t62 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 069.93 W 390032 412 
3015608403 09/09/78 198 52 2170 D 54.19 078.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 014.65 E 390032 513 
3016107260 09/03/78 185 52 2239 D 54.43 00.67 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 033.30 E 390033 160 
3017206455 09/16/78 178 52 2392 D 54.94 086.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 043.32 E 390033 656 
3016606113 09/16/78 172 52 2308 D 54.67 083.35' 10 FEEF, NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 051.92 E 390033 511 
3016506054 09/09/78 171 52 2294 D 54.62 082.81 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 053.35 E 39003? 798 
3018206001 09/17/78 170 52 2531 D 55.?7 093.13 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.53 N 054.78 F 390034 198 
3018904570 09/30/78 159 52 2628 D ,55.36 097.82 70 EE2E NO CCL HHLL 11.53 N 070.56 F 390034 543 
3017810465 09/16/78 220 52 2478 D 55.17 090.68 100 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 016.89 w 390034 27 
3018214363 09/17/78 9 52 2536 0 55.28 093.36 40 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 N 074.27 W 390034 207 
3016814592 09/17J78 13 52 2341 D 54.78 084.70 50 EFEE NO CCCL HILL 11.53 N 080.00 W 390034 127 
30154152,20 09/08/78 17 52 , 2146 6 54.12 077.39 60 FEFF NO CCCL LLL 11.53 N 085.73 W 390032 379 
3006515265' 09/0318 18 52 905 D' 56.10 075.91 -40 EE2EO NO CECLI LLLLL 11.53 N. 087:16 W 39003i 59 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 99


07:12 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3006615321 09/03/78 19 51 919 D 56.65 077.51 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 12.96 N 088.22 W 390032 67


3015608400 09/09/78 198 51 2170 D 54.70 080.17 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 015.00 E 390032 512


3016207312 09/02/78 186 51 2253 D 54.90 083.23 "10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 032.20 E 390032 656


3016107253 09103/78 185 51 2239 D 54.87 082.68 40 EFPE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 033.64 E 390033 159


3017306511 09/08/78 179 51 2406 D 55.25 089.53 20 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 042.23 E 390033 59P


3017206453 09/16/78 178 51 2392 D 55.23 088.93 NA MM2M NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 043.67 E 0 r


3016606110 09/16/78 172 51 2308 D 55.04 085.41 10 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 052.27 E 390033 510


3016506052 09/09/78 171 51 2294 D 55.01 084.85 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 053.70 E 390032 797


3018205594 09/17/78 170 51 2531 D 55.40 095.28 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 055.13 E 390034 197


3018904564 09/30/78 159 51 2628 D 55.36 099.98 40 EF2E NO CCCL NHLL 12.97 N 070.91 E 390034 542


3017810463 09/16/78 220 51 2478 D 55.36 092.82 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 016.55 w 0 0


3016814585 09/17/78 13 51 2341 D 55.12 086.77 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 N 079.65 w 390034 126


3015415214 09/08/78 17 51 2146 D 54.64 079.34 70 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 12.97 N 085.39 W 390032 378


3006515262 09/03/78 18 51 905 D 56.65 078.00 50 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 12.97 N 086.82 W 390032 58


3018606224 09/17/78 174 51 2587 D 55.40 097.96 10 F2EE NO CCCL HHLL 12.98 N 049.38 E 390034 309


3003215432 09/24/78 21 51 445 D 54.05 096.86 20 EEEFM NO CCCLL LLLLL 12.98 N 091.16 W 390032 11


3015707021 09/02/78 181 50 2183 D 55.17 082.65 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N 039.75 E 390032 639


3006615314 09/03/78 19 50 919 D 57.16 079.66 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 14.40 N 087.88 W 390032 66


3016207305 09/02/78 186 50 2253 D 55.28 085.30 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 032.54 8 390032 655


3016107251 09/03/78 185 50 2239 D 55.26 084.75 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 034.00 E 390033 158


3017406563 09/16/78 180 50 2420 D 55.48 092.30 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 041.13 E 390033 677


3017306505 09/08/78 179 50 2406 D 55.47 091.67 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 042.57 E 390033 597


3016606104 09/16/78 172 50 2308 D 55.37 087.52 20 FEEF NO CCCL NHLL 14.41 N 052.61 E 390033 509

3016506045 09/09/78 171 50 2294 D 55.35 086.95 10 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 054.05 E 390032 796

3018205592 09/17/78 170 50 2531 D 55.48 097.45 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 055.47 F 390034 196 
3018904561 09/30/78 159 50 2628 D 55.32 102.15 30 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 071.26 E 390034 541 
3016809484 09/17/78 210 50 2338 D 55.41 088.77 40 M222 NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 001.85 i 0 0 
3018609485 09/17/78 210 50 2589 D 55.40 100.23 50 FEEE NO C$CL LLLL 14.41 N 001.87 W 390034 314

3017010001 09/08/78 212 50 2366 D 55.44 089.94 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 004.73 w 390033 403

3016814583 09/17/78 13 50 2341 D 55.41 088.90 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 079.31 W 390034 125

3015415211 09/08/78 17 50 2146 D 55.11 081.36 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 14.41 N 085.04 W 0 0

3006515260 09/03/78 18 50 905 D 57.16 080.16 60 E2EFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 14.41 N 086.46 W 390032 57

3017815555 09/16/78 23 50 2481 D 55.50 095.12 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 14.41 N 093.66 w 390034 28

3018606222 09/17/78 174 50 2587 D 55.40 100.14 30 2F22 NO CCCL HHLL 14.42 N 049.73 E 390034 308

3018803071 09/30/78 140 50 2613 D 55.35 101.38 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 14.42 N 098.50 E 390034 517

3003215430 09/24/78 21 50 445 D 54.09 098.94 10 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 14.42 N 090.81 W 390032 10

3010510390 09/08/78 219 49 1460 D 56.41 071.36 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.83 N 014.35 W 390032 245

3015707014 09/02/78 181 49 2183 D 55.56 084.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N 040.09 E 390032 638

3006615312 09/03/78 19 49 919 D 57.63 081.89 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 15.84 N 087.53 W 390032 65
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07:12 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015807073 09/03/78 182 49 2197 D 55.57 085.28 40 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 038.64 E 390032 466 
3017406561 09/16/78 180 49 2420 D 55.63 094.47 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 041.48 E 390033 676 
3017306502 09/08/78 179 49 2406 D 55.64 093.85 10 FMFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 042.92 E 390033 596 
3016606101 09/16/78 172 49 2308 D 55.64 089.67 70 FFEF NO CCCL NHLL 15.85 N 052.96 E 390033 508 
3016506043 09/09/78 171 49 2294 D 55.63 089.09 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL -15.85 N 054.40 E 390032 795 
3018205585 09/17/78 170 49 2531 D 55.50 099.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 055.82 E 390034 195 
3018904555 09/30/78 159 49 2628 D 55.22 104.31 30 EE2E NO CCCL HULL 15.85 N 071.61 E 390034 540 
3018803065 09/30/78 140 49 2613 D 55.28 103.54 80 EE26 NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 098.85 C 390034 516


3017009594 09/09/78 212 49 2366 D 55.65 
 092.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 004.38 W 390033 76


3016814580 09/17/78 13 49 2341 D 55.65 091.05 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 15.85 N 078.96 W 390034 124
3006415195 09/03/78 17 49 891 D 57 .58 082.88 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 15.85 N 084.68 W 390032 40


3015415205 09/08/78 17" 49 2146 D 55.54 08344 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 084.68 W 390032 377


3006515253 09/03/78 18 49 905 D 57.61 
 082 4fl 20 2EEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL '15.85 N 086.11 W 390032 56


3017615440 09/30178 21 49 2453 D 55.61 096.02 60 EEEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 15.85 N 090.45 W 390033 716 
3017815553 09/16/78 23 ' 49 2481 D 55.58 097.31 NA MMMN NO CCCL HHLL 15.85 N 093.31 w 0 ( 
3018216183 09/17/78 27 49 2537 D 55.48 099.92 100 EEEE 
 NO CCCL HULL 15.85 N 099 05 W 390034 209


3003215423 09/24/78 21 49 445 D 54.0,7 101,03 20 EEEF6 NO CCCLL LLLLL 15.86 N 090.46 W 390032 9


3009205572 09/03/78 170 




3010510383 09/08/78 219 48 1460 D 
 57.08 073.41 'NA MMMM NO CCCL LLtLL 17.27 N 014.00 W 0 0


3015807070 09/03/78 182 48 2197 D 55.90 08T.44 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.28 N 039.00 E 390032 465


3'015707012 09/02/78 181 4h 2183 D 55.90 086.90 20 EFEE NO CCCL LULL 1L7.28 N 040.44 E 390032 637


3006'615305 09/03/78 19 
 48 919 D 58 04 084.19 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL 'LLLLL 17.28 N '087.18 W 390032 64 
3017406554 09/16/78 180 48 2420 D 55.73 096.68 -NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 041.84 E 0 0


3016606095 09/16/78 172 48 2308 D 55.86 091.85 100 FEEE NO CCCL 1HLL 17.29 N 053;32 E 390033 507


3016506040 09/09/78 171 48 2294 D 55.87 091.27 
 50 EEEE NO 'CCEL HHLL 17.29 N 054.76 E 390032 794


3018205533 09/17/78 170 48 25S1 D 55.46 101.83 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 05o.17 E 390034 159


3018904552 09/30/78 159 48 2628 D 55.07 106.46 40 EE2E NO CCCL 'HULL .17.29 N 071.96 E 390034 539






3016302260 09/03/78 133 48 2264 D 55_88 090.05 80 EEEE -NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N i09'.26 E 390032 58o


3016414344 09/03/78 9 48 2285 D 55.87 090.92 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 071.87 W 390033 341


3018214345 09/17/78 9 48 2536 D 55.45 102.05 20 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 072.87 W 390034 206






 12 48 2327 D 55.8.5 092.66 30 EEEE 'NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 077.17 W 390033 547


3016814574 09/17/78 13 48 2341 D 55.83 093.25 40 222E NO CCCL 
 HHLL 17.29 N 078.61 W 390034 123


3017015091,09/08/78, 15 48 2369 D 55.80 094.45 40 EEEE NO ' CCCL 'LLLL 17.29 N 081.48 W 390033 413 
300641-5192 09/03/78 17 48 891 D 57.97 085.19 20 EEEEEF NO CCCLL ILLLL 17.29 N 084.33 w 390032 39 
3015415202 09/08/78 17 48 2146 D 55.91 085.58 10 EEEF 'NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N 084.33 W 390032 376


3006515251 09/03/78 18 48 905 D 58.01 084.70 30 EEEE0 NO CCCLL LILLL "-17.29 N 085.76 W 390032 55 
3017615433 09/30/78 21 48 2453 -D 55.67 098.22 6& EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.29 N -, 09,0.09 W 390033 715 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE h /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016616292 09/16/78 29 48 2314 D 55.86 092.11 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 17.29 N 101.55 W 0 0


3009205565 09/03/78 170 47 1276 D 58.29 077.21 30 FEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 18.71 N 056.61 E 390032 126


3015807064 09/03/78 182 47 2197 D 56.18 089.64 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.72 N 039.35 F 390032 464


3015707005 09/02/78 181 47 2183 D 56.19 089.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 040.80 E 390032 636


3006415190 09/03/78 17 47 891 D 58.30 087.56 20 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 18.7Z N 083.97 W 390032 38


3015415200 09/08/78 17 47 2146 D 56.24 087.77 20 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 18.72 N 083.97 W 390032 375 
3006615303 09/03/78 19 47 919 D 58.40 '086.56 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 18.72 N 086.82 W 390032 63


3018205580 09/17/78 170 47 2531 D 55.38 104.03 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 056.53 E 390034 158 
3018904550 09/30/78 159 47 2628 D 54.87 108.60 ,30 EE2E NO CCCL HULL 18.73 N 072.31 E 390034 538 
3018302371 09/17/78 135 47 2543 D 55.32 104.56 40 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 106.72 E 390034 373 
3016302253 09403/78 133 -47 2264 D 56.10 092.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 109.62 E 390032 587 
3016414341 09/03/78 9 47 2285 0 56.06 093.14 30 EEPF NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 07?.51 w 390033 340 
3018214342 09/17/78 9 47 2536 D 55.35 104.25 20 FFEP NO CCCL 'HHLL 18.73 N 072.52 W 390034 205 
3016714513 09/16/78 12 47 2327 D 55.99 094.88 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 076.82 W 390033 546 
3016814571 09/17/78 13 47 2341 D 55.96 095.46 NA NMMM NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 078.25 w 0 0 
3017015084 09/08/78 15 47 2369 D 55.90 096.67 100 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 081.12 W 390033 412


3017215201 09/08/78 17 47 2397 D 55.84 097.92 20 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 18.73 N 083.98 W 
 390033 586 
3003215414 09/24/78 21 47 445 D 53.89 105.18 40 EEFEF NO CCCLL LLLLL- 18.73 N 089.73 w 390032 7 
3017615431 09/30/78 21 47 2453 D 55.67 100.43 40 EEME NO CCCL LLLL 18.73 N 089.75 W 390033 714 
3016816403 09/03/78 31 47 2342 D .55.96 095.52 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 104.07 w 390033 238 
3016820070 09/17/78 67 47 2344 D 55.96 095.63 40 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.73 N 155.70 W 390034 130 
3009205563 09/03/78 170 46 1276 D 58.82 079.53 20 FEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 20.15 N 056.97 E 390032 12.5 
3016007174 09/09/78 184 46 2225 D 56.34 092.96 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 036.85 E 390032 552 
3015807061 09/03/78 182 46 2197 D 56.40 091.89 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 039.71 r 390032 463 
3015707003 09/02/78 181 46 2183 D 56.43 091.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 20.16 N 041.16 E 390032 635 
3006703325 09/03178 145 46 926 D 58.72 088.67 20 EEEEM NO CCCLL ILLLL 20.16 N 092.79 E 390032 74 
3016302251 09/03/78 133 46 2264 D 56.25 094.52 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 109.98 E 390032 56


3016514393 09/03/78 10 46 2299 D 56.16 095.95 30 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 073.56 L 390032 676


3006615300 09/03/78, 19 46 919 D 58.70 089.00 50 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 20.16 N 086.46 w 390032 62


3016316112 09/03178 26 46 2272 D 56.23 094.85 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.16 N 096.52 W 0 0


3017317085 09/16/78 36 46 2412 D 55.79 100.81 0 FFFF NO CCC HHLL 20.16 N 110.86 'W 390033 57& 
3017807175 09/17/78 184 46 2476 D 55.52 103.68 0 SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 036.83 E 390034 1F2 




3016414335 09/03/78 9 46 2285 D 56.20 095.38 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 072.15 w 390033 339


3018214340 09/17/78 9 46 2536 D 55.21 106.42 10 FFEP NO CCCL HLL 20.17 N 072.15 W 390034 204


3016714510 09/16/78 12 46 2327 D 56.08 097.12 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 076.45 W 390033 545


3016814565 09/17/78 13 46 2341 D 56.04 097.70 70 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 077.89 W 390034 122 
3017015082 09/08/78 15 46 2369 D 55.95 098.91 90 EEEE, NO CCCL LLLL 20.17 N 080.76 W 390033 411 
3017215194 09/08/78 , 17 46 2397 D 55.85 100.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N' 083.62 W 390033 585 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/MITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILI MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016820063 09/17/78 67-46 2344 D 56.03 097.88 40 FEEE' NO 'CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 155.34 W 390034 129 
3017020180 09/08/78 69 46 2372 D 55.94 099.05 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 20.17 N 158.20 W 0 0 
3003215014 09/24/78 3 199 444 N 00.00 299.79 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.57 N 093.45 E 0 0 
3016007172 09/09/78 184 45 2225 D 56.49 095.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 N 037.23 E 390032 551 
3009205560 09/03/78 170 45 1276 D 59.29 081.92 20 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.59 N 057.34 E 390032 124 
3006703323 09/03/78 145 45 926 D 58.97 091.15 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.59 N 093.16 E 390032 73 
3006615294 09/03/78 19 45 919 D 58.94 091.47 30 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.59 N 086.09 W 390032 61 
3017807173 09/17/78 184 45 2476 D 55.39 105.88 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 037.19 E 390034 181 
3017405111 0:9/16/78 162 45 2419, D 55.70 103.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 068.75 E 390033 675 
3016302244 09/03/78 133 45 2264' D 56.35 096.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 110.34 E 390032 5F5 
3018002191 09/16/78 132, 45 2501 D 55.24 107.00 20 EEEE, NO CECL LLLL 21.60 N 111.78 E 390034 61 
3016102131 09/03/78 131 45 2236 D 56.45 095.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 113.22 E 390032 4E8 
3016414332 09/03/78 9 45 2285 0 56.28 097.66 20 FFFF NO CCCL HRLL 21.60 N 071.78 W 390033 338 
3018214333 09/17/78 . 9 45 2536 D 55.01 108.58 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 071.78 W 390034 203 
3016514391 09/03/78 10 45 229? D 56.23 098.22 30 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 073.19 W 390032 675 
3016714504 09/16/78 12 45 2327 D 56.12 099.38 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 076.08 W 390033 544 
3016814562 09/17/78 13 45 2341 D 56.06 099.96 NA MMMM NO C-CCL HHLL 21.60 N 077.52 W 0 C 
3017015075 09/08/78 15 45 2369 D 55.94 101.17 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.60 N 080.39 W 390033 410 
3017215192 69/08/78 17 45 2397 D 5.81 102.40 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 083.25 W 0 0 
3016416164 09/03/78 27 45 2286 D 56.28 097.69' NA MMMM NO CCCL HRLL 21.60 N 097.5e W 0 r 
3018216165 69/17/78 27 45 2537 0 55.00 108.64 90 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 097.60 W 390034 208 
3,017317082 09/16/78 36 45 2412 D 55.74 103.04 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 110.50 W 390033 577 
3,017417141 09/16/78 37 45 2426 D 55.67 103.68 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.60 N 111.94 W 390033 506 
3017020174 09/08/78 69 45 2372 D 55.93 101.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 21.60 N 157.83 0 390033 42n 
3018302362 09/17/78 135 4,5 2543 D 54.96 108.94 NA F22E NO CCCL LLLL 21.61 N 107.45 E 390034 371 
3003215405 09/24/78 21 45 445 D 53.50 109.29 20 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 21.61 N 089.01 W 390032 5 
3017120232 09/03/78 70 45 2386 D 55.86 101.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 21.61 N 159.28 W 0 9 
3003215021 09/24/78 3 200 444 'N 00.00 300.63 NA 44442 NO CCCLL LLLLL 23.01 N 093.09 E 0 0 
3009205554 09/03/78 170 44 1276 0 59.71 084.40 10 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 23.02 N 057.71 E 390032 123 
3016107224 09/03/78 185 44 2239 D 56.51 098.09 NA E22E NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 036.15 E 390033 157 
3017907225 09/30/78 185 44 2490 D 55.11 108.69 0 EE21 NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 036.15 E 390034 506 
3016007165 09/09/78 184 44 2225 D 56.57 097.54 10 REEF NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 037.60 E 390032 550 
3006703320 09/03/78 145 44 926 D 59.16 093.68 60 EFEFE NO CCCLL LLLL 23.03 N 093.53 E 390032 72 
3016102125 09/03/78 131 44 2236 D 56.52 097.97 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 113.60 E 390032 487 
3016002070 09/09/78 130 44 2222 D 56.58 097.42 30 EEEE NO 'CCCL LLLL 23.03 N 115.03 E 390032 ' 534 
3016514384 09/03/78 10 44 2299 D 56.24 100.50 70 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 072.82 W 0 0 
3016416161 09/03/78 27 44 2286 D 56.30 099.98 20 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 097.20 W 390033 344 
3017807170 09/17/78 184 44 2476 6 55.21 109.08 10 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 037.57 E 390034 180 
3015705162 09/09/78 163. 44 2182 D 56.75 095.91 'NA ' ' 52FF .. NO CCCL HHLL 23.04--N ' 067.69 E 390032' 522 
3017405105 09/16/78 162 44 2419 .D 55".59 105:;56 ,60' EEEE NO CCCL HHLL " 23.04 'N 069.12 E 390033 . 674 
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3018002185 09/16/78 132 44 2501 b 55.03 109.18 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 112.15 E 390034 60 
3017802072 09/08/78 130 44 2473 D 55.23 107.95 NA FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 115.00 E 390033 653 
3017702013 09/30/78 129 44 2459 D 55.33 107.31 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 116.44 E Q 0 
3017501500 09/08/78 127 44 2431 D 55.51 106.10 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 119.32 E 390034 69 
3016714501 09/16/78 12 44 2327 D 56.10 101.65 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 075.71 w 390033 543 
3016814560 09/17/78 13 44 2341 D 56.0" 102.25 60 EFFEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 077.15 W 390034 121 
3017015073 09/08/78 15 44 2369 D 55.88"103.42 40 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 23.04 N 080.02 W 390033 409 
3017215190 09/08/78 17 44 2397 D 55.72 104.63 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 082.88 W 0 0


3018216162 09/17/78 27 44 2537 D 54.75 110.79 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 097.23 W 0 0


3017116563 09/08/78 34 44 2384 D 55.79 104.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N , 107.26 w 390033 441


3017317080 09/16/78 36 44 2412 D 55.63 105.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 110.12 w 390033 516


3017417134 09/16/78 37 44 2426 D 55.54 105.90, 10 EEEE NO CCCL MHLL 23.04 N 111.56 W 390033 505


3017020171 09/08/78 69 "44 2372 D 55.86 103.56 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.04 N 157.45 W 390033 427


3017120230 09/03/78 70 44 2386 D 55.78 104.19 90 EEEE NO CCCL, HHLL 23.05 N 158.91 W 390033 293


3003215023 09/24/78 3 201 444 N 00.00 301.41 NA 4444M NO CC;CL LLLLL 24.45 N 092.72 E 0 0


3016207280 09/02/78 186 43 2253 D 56.45 100.95 10 E2EE NO CCCI HHLL 24.47 N 035.10 E 390032 653


3016107221 09/03/78 185 43 2239 D 56.53 100.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 036.53 E 390033 156


3017907222 09/30/78 185 43 2490 D 54.86 110.86 10 FF2F NO C'CCL HHLL 24.47 N 036.53 E 39034 505


3017807164 09/17,/78 184 43 2476 D 54.97 110.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 037.94 E 390034 179


3016007163 09/09/78 184 43 2225 D 56.60 099.86 0 EEEE NO CCCIL HHLL 24.47 N 037.98 E 390032 549


3016506020 09/09/78 171 43 2294 D 56.23 102.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 056.60 E 390032 793


3015705160 09/09/78 163 43 2182 D 56.82 098.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 06F.07 E 390032 521


3006703314 09/03/78 145 43 926 D 59.29 096.23 80 EEFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 24.47 N 093.91 E 390032 71 
3016102122 09/03/78 131 43 2236 D 56.54 100.29 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 113.98 F 390032 486 
3006801541 09/03/78 128 43 939 D 59.37 095.77 80 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 24.47 N 118.29 F 390032 92 
3015215065 09/08/78 15 43 2118 D 57.12 095.96 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 079.63 w 390032 434 
3017115125 09/17/78 16 43 2383 D 55.67 106.26 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 24.47 N 081.06 W 0 
3016416155 09/03/78 27 43 2286 D 56.27 102.27 20 FEP6 NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N n96.82 W 39U033 343 
3018216160 09/17/78 27 43 2537 D 54.45 112.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 096.84 W 0 0 
3017116560 09/08/78 34 43 2384 D 55.66 106.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 24.47 N 106.38 W 390033 440 
3017317073 09/16/78 36 43 2412 D 55.46 107.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 109.75 W 390033 575 
3017417132 09/16/78 37 43 2426 D 55.36 108.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 24.47 N 111.19 W 390033 504 
3015717185 09/02/78 38 43 2189 D 56.78 098.51 NA E2EE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.60 W 390032 569 
3017517190 09/16/78 38 43 2440 D 55.25 108.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.47 N 112.62 W 390033 120 
3018606192 09/17/78 174 43 2587 D 53.97 115.09 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 052.28 E 0 0 
3017905391 09/16/78 167 43 2489 D 54.F6 110.83 60 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 062.31 E 390033 693 
3017705274 09/08/78 165 43 2461 D 55.09 109.62 30 EFEE NO CCCL HALL 24.48 N 065.19 F 390033 625 
3015805214 09/03/78 164 43 2196 D 56.75 098.76 70 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL ?4.48 N 066.63 E 390032 462 
3017405102 09/16/78 162 43 2419 D 55.41 107.7e 60 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 24.48 N 069.50 E 390033 673 
3017702011 09/30/78 129 43 2459 D 55.11 109.50 NA' MMMM - NO CCCL LLLL 24.4F3N 116.81 E U U 
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3015801551 09/03/78 128 43 2194 D 56.76 098.68 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 118.26 F 390032 459


3017501494 09/08/78 127 43 2431 D 55.32 108.30 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 119.69 E 390034 67


3018901265 09/30/78 123 43 2626 D 53.57 116.80 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 125.41 E 390034 530


3016714495 09/16/78 12 43 2327 D 56.03 103.94 30 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 075.34 W 390033 542


3016814553 09/17/78 13 43 2341 D 55.94 104.51 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 076.77 W 390034 120 
3016915012 09/16/78 14 43 2355 D 55.85 105.07 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 078.21 W 0 0 
3018715013 09/30/78 14 43 2606 D 53.78 115.92 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 078.22 W 0 0 
3017015070 09/08/78 15 43 2369 D 55.76 105.66 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.48 N 079.64 W 390033 402 
3017717303 09/16/78 40 43 2468 D 55.03 109.94 NA 2226 NO CCCL HHLL 24.48 N 115.50 W 0 0 
3003215030 09/24/78 3 202 444 N 00.00 302.14 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 25.89 N 092.36 E 0 f 
3016207273 09/02/78 186 42 2253 D 56.40 103.26 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 035.48 E 390032 652 
3016107215 09/03/78 185 42 2239 D 56.49 102.73 0 EEPE NO CCCI HHLL 25.90 N 036.97 E 390033 155 
3017907220 09/30/78 185 42 2490 D 54.56 113.00 NA 222M NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 036.91 E 0 ( 
3006703311 09/03/78 145 42 926 D 59.35 098.80 90 FEFFE NO CCCLL LLLEL 25.90 N 094.30 E 390032 70


3016102120 09/03/78 131 42 2236 D 56.51 102.61 ?0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 114.36 F 39003a 485


3006801534 09/03/78 128 42 939 D 59.44 098.35 80 EEEEO NO CCCLIL LLLLL 25.90 N 118.68 E 390032 91


3013615174 09/08/78 17 42 1895 D 58.27 091.87 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25 90 N 082.10 W 390032 263


3016416152 09/03/78 27 42 2286 D 56.18 104.57 10 FFFM NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 096.44 W 390033 342


3014816264 09/16/78 29 42 2063 D 57.48 096.54 90 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 N 099.31 W 390033 480


3015717182 09/02/78 38 42 2189 D 56.79 100.86 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.90 N 112.22 w 3'0032 568


3018107333 09/17/78 187 42 2518 0 54.29 114.18 0 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 034.03 E 390034 141


30163d7332 09/03/78 187 42 2267 D 56.31 103.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL ?5.91 N 034.04 E 390032 600


3P18606190 09/17/78 174 42 2587 D 53.57 117.12 10 FPEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 052.67 E 390034 307


3016596013 09/09/78 171 42 2294 D 56.13 104.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 056.98 E 390032 792


3017905384 09/16/78 167 42 2489 D 54.56 112.97 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 062.70 E 0 0


3017705271 09/08/78 165 42 2461 D 54.82 111.78 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 065.58 E 390033 624


3015805212 09/03/78 164 42 2196 D 56.75 101.10 50 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 067.01 E 390032 461


3017405100 09/16/78 162 42 2419 D 55.19 109.98 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 069.88 E 390033 672


3017702004 09/30/78 129 42 245P D 54.84 111.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 117.19 E 390033 747


3015801544 09/03/78 128 42 2194 D 56.76 101.0? 70 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 11.63 E 390032 458


3017501491 09/08/78 127 42 2431 D 55.09 110.48 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 120.07 E 0 0


301'6814551 09/17/78 13 42 2341 D 55.80 106.76 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 076,38 W 390034 119


3016915005 09/16/78 14 42 2355 D 55.70 107.31 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 077.83 W 390033 48h


3018715010 09/30/78 14 42 2606 D 53.36 117.92 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 077.83 W 390034 337


3015215062 09/08/78 15 42 2118 D 57.19 098.33 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 079.25 W 390032 433


3017015064 09/08/78 15 42 2369 D 55.59 107.89 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 079.26 W 39n033 407


3017115122 09/17/78 16 42 2383 D 55,48 108.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 080.68 A 0 0


3017215181 09/08/78 17 42 2397 D .55.37 109.09 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N, 082.12 W 0 U 
3018216153 09/17/78 '27 42 2537 p 54.10 11,4.98 NA MLM P NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 096.46 W 0 - 0 
3016516211 09/09/78 28 42 2300 D 56.09- 105.14 10 EFEE NO CCCL ULLL - 25-91 N 097.88 W 39P032 8a
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3016616265 09/16/78 29 42 
 2314 D 55.99 105.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.91 N 099.32 w 390033 776 

3017317071 09/16/78 36 42 
 2412 D 55.24 109.72 10 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 109.37 W 390033 574 

3017417125 09/16/78 37 42 2426 D 55.12 110.31 0 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 110.81 W 390033 503 

3017517184 09/16/78 38 42 2440 D 55.01 110.88 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 112.25 W 390033 819 

3017617242 09/30/78 39 42 2454 D 54.88 111.47 30 
 EEEE NO CCCL LL 25.91 N 113.66 W 390033 729 
3017717301 09/16/78 40 42 2468 D 54.76 112.09 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.91 N 115.11 W 390033 834 

3018901262 09/30/78 123 42 2626 D 53.13 118.77 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 25.92 N 125.80 E 390034 529 

3006801532 09/03/78 128 41 939 D 59.45 100.96 30 EGGED NO CCCLL ILLLL 27.33 N 119.07 E 390032 90 

3013615171 09/08/78 17 41 1895 D 58.44 094.34 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N 081.69 W 390032 262 
3018207385 09/17/78 188 41 2532 D 53.76 116.83 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 033.00 E 390034 200 
3016407384 09/03/78 188 41 2281 D 56.08 106.65 90 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 033.00 E 390033 330 
3016307325 09/03/78 187 41 2267 D 56.19 106.11 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL' 27.34 N 034.43 E 390032 599 
3018107330 09/17/78 187 41 2518 D 53.91 116.26 0 EEEE No CCCL HLL 27.34 N 034.43 E 390034 140 
3016207271 09/02/78 186 41 2253 D 56.29 105.58 0 EEFE NO CCCL HLL 27.34 N 035.87 E 390032 651 
3018606183 09/17/78 174 41 2587 D 53.12 119.11 0 FPEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 053.06 F 390034 306 
3016506011 09/09/78 171 41 2294 D 55.98 107.15 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 057.38 FL 390032 791 
3015805205 09/03/78 164 41 2196 D 56.70 103.46 10 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 067.41 E 390032 460 
3017405093 09/16/78 162 41 2419 D 54.91 112.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 27.,34 N 070.27 E 390033 671 
3015605092 09/09/78 162 41 2168 D 56.88 102.45 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 070.28 E 390032 507 
3015404575 09/08/78 160 41 2140 D 57.07 101.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 073.16 E 390032 450 
3016102113 09/03/78 131 41 2236 D 56.42 104.93 70 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 114.75 E 390032 484 
3016100282 09/03/78 113 41 2235 D 56.42 104.90 90 SEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 140.56 E 390033 186 
3017810422 09/16/72 220 41 2478 D 54.33 114.60 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 012.88 W 0 0 
3016915003 09/16/78 14 41 2355 D 55.49 109.54 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLL 27.34 N 077.43 w 390033 487 
3018715004 09/30/78 14 41 2606 D 52.89 119.89 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 077.43 w 390034 336 
3015215060 09/08/78 15 41 2118 D 57.20 100.72 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 078.85 W 390032 432 
3017015061 09/08/78 15 41 2369 D 55.36 110.13 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 078.87 W 390033 406 
3017115120 09/17/78 16 41 2383 D 55.24 110.67 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 080.29 W 0 0 
3017215174 09/08/78 17 41 2397 D 55.11 111.27 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 081.73 W 390033 452 
3016516204 09/09/78 28 41 2300 D 55.93 107.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 097.50 W 390032 817 
3014816261 09/16/78 29 41 2063 D 57.54 098.97 90 PFFF NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 098.92 W 390033 479 
3016616263 09/16/78 29 41 2314 D 55.82 107.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34-N 098.93 W 390033 775 
3015717180 09/02/78 38 41 2189 D 56.74 103.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 111.82 W 390032 567 
3017617240 09/30/78 39 41 2454 D 54.57 113.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.34 N 113.28 W 390033 72s 
3017717294 09/16/78 40 41 2468 D 54.43 114.20 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 27.34 N 114.71 w 0 0 
3017702002 09/30/78 129 41 2459 D 54.52 113.81 50 REEE NO CCCL LLIL 27.35 N 117.59 E 390033 746 
3015801542 09/03/78 128 41 2194 D 56.71 103.38 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 119.02 E 390032 457 
3017501485 09/08/78 127 41 2431 D 54..80 112.64 80 2FFF NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 120.46 E 390034 66 
3018901260'09/30/78 123 
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3016716321 09/03/78 30 41 2328 D 55.71 108.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.35 N 100.38 W 390033 214


3017417123 09/16/78 37 41 2426 D 54.84 112.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 110.42 W 390033 502


3017517181 09/16/78 38 41 2440 D 54.71 113.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.35 N 111.86 W 390033 t18


3009602502 09/03/78 138 40 1330 D 60.74 094.06 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N 105.14 E 39003? 165


3013615165 09/08/78 17 40 1895 D 58.56 096.85 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLL 28.76 N 081.29 W 390032 261


3007115561 09/03/78 24 40 989 D 59.80 102.00 0 EFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.76 N 091.32 W 390032 106


3018207382 09/17/78 188 40 2532 D 53.32 118.85 0 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 033.39 E 390034 199


3016407381 09/03/78 188 40 2281 D 55.89 108.93 80 FEFF NO CCtL HHLL 28.77 N 033.40 E 390033 329


3018107324 09/17/78 187 40 2518 D 53.48 118.31 0 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 034.82 E 390034 139


301630,7323 09/03/78 187 40 2267 D 56.01 108!40 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 2P.77 N 034.83 E 390032 598


3015404573 09/08/78 160 40 2140 D 57,.00 103.F8 10 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 073.55 E 390032 449


3016102111 09/03/78 131 40 2236 D 56.27 107+25 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 115.14 E 39032 483


3006801525 09/03/78 128 40 939 D 59.40 103.56 30 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 28.77 N 119.47 E 390032 89


3019201425 09/30/78 126 40 2668 D 51.52 124.28 100 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 122.31 E 390034 558


3016100275 09/03/78 113 40 2235 D 56.28 107 20 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 140.95 1 390033 185


3017115113 09/17/78 16 40 2383 D 54.95 112.86 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 079.89 W 390034 91


3017215172 09/08/78 17 40 2397 D 54.81 113,43 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 081.32 W 390033 451


3015615283 09/08/78 19 40 2174 D 56.75 105.02 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 084.18 W 390032 400


3014215512 09/09/78 23 40 1979 D 58.07 098.93 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 089.93 W 390032 320


3016516202 09/09/78 28 40 2300 D 55.72 109.66 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 097.10 W 390032 816


3014816255 09/16/78 29 40 
 2063 D 57.54 101.39 90 PFEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 098.53 W 390033 47A


3016616260 09/16/78 29 40 2314 D 55.60 110.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 28.77 N 098.54 w 390033 774


3016816373 09/03/78 31 40 2342 D 55.35 111.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 N 101.39 W 390033 237


3015717173 07/02/78 38 40 2189 D 56.64 105.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 111.43 W 390032 566 
3017717292 09/16/78 40 40 2468 D - 54.05 116.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.77 N 114.31 W 390033 833 
3017206410 09/16/78 179 40 2392 D 54.86 113,22 NA 22MM NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 047.72 E 0 0 
3017405091 09/16/78 162 40 2419 D 54.58 114.31 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 070.67 E 390033 670


3018602513 09/30/78 138 40 2585 D 52.65 121.00 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 105.06 E 390034 494


3016802512 09/09/78 138 40 2334 D 55.42 -110.96 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 105.08 F 390033 68


3016302224 09/03/78 133 40 2264 D 56.04 108.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 112.26 E 390032 584


3018102225 09/17/78 133 40 2515 D 53.52 118.16 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 112.26 E 390034 249


3017802054 09/08/78 130 40 2473 D 54.00 116.46 NA F222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 116.55 E 390033 652


3016002052 09/09/78 130 40 2222 D 56.38 106.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 116.57 E 390032 533


3017701595 09130/78 129 40 2459 D 54.16 115.91 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 118.00 E (0 0


3015801535 09/03/78 128 40 2194 0 56.60 105.73 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 119.42 E 390032 456






3017810420 09/16/78 220 40 2478 D 53.94 116.69 50 EEFF NO CCCL - HHLL 28.78 N 012.48 W 390034 26


3017315230 09/08/78 18 40 2411 D 54.67 113.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL .28.78 N 08278 W 390033 463


3017515343 09/16/78 20 40 2439 D 54.37 115.10 NA 2222 NO CCCL . LLLL 28.78 N CbS.64 W " 0 0 
3017715460 09/16/78 22 40 2467 D 54.07 116.,23 40 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N "088.52 W 390033' 796
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ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016716315 09/03/78 30 40 2328 D 55.47 110.72 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 100.00 w 390033 213 
3017016490 09/08/78 33 40 2370 D 55.08 112.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 104.28 W 390033 426 
3017517175 09/16/78 38 40 2440 D 54.36 115.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.78 N 111.46 W 390033 817 
3017617233 09/30/78 39 40 2454 D 54.21 115.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 112.88 w 390033 727 
3017817350 09/16/78 41 40 2482 D 53.90 116.85 70 2E22 NO CCCL LLLL 28.78 N 115.75 W 390033 849 
3018901253 09/30/78 123 40 2626 D 52.11 122.61 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 28.79 N 126.58 1 390034 527 
3009602500 09/03/78 138 39 1330 D 60.87 096.82 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 105.55 F 390032 164 
3009502441 09/03/78 137 39 1316 D 60.87 097.01 90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 106.98 E 390032 147 
3007115555 09/03/78 24 39 989 D 59.72 104.63 0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 30.19 N 090.91 N 390032 105


3016507433 09/03/78 189 39 2295 D 55.51 111.70 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.20 N 032.37 F 390032 670


3015404570 09/08/78 160 39 2140 D 56.89 106.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 073.96 E 390032 448


3017601534 09/17/78 128 39 2445 D 53.91 117.44 70 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 119.85 1 390034 115






3013615162 09/08/78 17 39 1895 D 58.62 099.39 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 080.88 W 390032 260 
3015615281 09/08/78 19 39 2174 D 56.61 107.37 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 083.78 W 3901032 399 
3014215505 09/09/78 23 39 1979 D 58.08 101.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 089.51 W 390032 319 
3017915570 09/16/78 24 39 2495 D 53.30 119.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 090.95 W 390033 a62 
3018116083 09/30/78 26 39 2523 b 52.95 120.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 093.82 W 0 0 
3014816252 09/16/78 29 39 2063 D 57.48 103.81 90 PFFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 098.13 W 390033 477 
3016616254 09/16/78 29 39 2314 D 55.33 112.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 098.13 W 390033 773 
3016816371 09/03/78 31 39 2342 D 55.04 113.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.20 N 101.00 W 390033 236 
3017217001 09/03/78 35 39 2398 D 54.44 115.63 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 30.20 N 106.73 W 390033 375 
3017206403 09/16/78 178 39 2392 D 54.51 115.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 048.13 1 390033 655 
3017405084 09/16/78 162 39 2419 D 54.21 116.43 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 071.08 E 390033 669 
3018702565 09/30/78 139 39 2599 D 51.92 123.43 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 104.05 E 390034 331 
3016802510 09/09/78 138 39 2334 D 55.12 113.16 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 105.48 1 390033 67 
3016702451 09/16/78 137 39 2320 D 55.27 112.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 106.92 r 390032 783 
3016402280 09/16/78 134 39 2278 0 55.67 111.09 NA 6M6M NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 111.21 E 0 0 
3016302221 09/03/78 133 39 2264 D 55.81 110.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 112.67 E 390032 583 
3018102223 09/17/78 133 39 2515 D 53.05 120.15 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 112.67 1 390034 248 
3016102104 09/03/78 131 39 2236 D 56.07 109.54 3o EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 115.55 C 390032 482 
3017802051 09/08f78 130 39 2473 D 53.57 118.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.96 E 390033 651 
3016002050 09/09/78 130 39 2222 D 56.19 109.03 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 116.97 F 390032 532 
3017701593 09/30/78 129 39 2459 D 53.75 117.94 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 118.40 E 0 0 
3015801533 09/03/78 128 39 2194 D 56.44 108.06 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 119.83 E 390032 455 
3017501480 09/08/78 127 39 2431 D 54.07 116.88 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 121.27 E 390034 64 
3019201422 09/30/78 126 39 2668 D 50.91 126.08 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 122.72 C 390034 557 
3017115111 09/17/78 16 39 2383 D 54.61 115.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 079.50 W 390034 90 
3017215165 09/08/78 17 39 2397 D 54.46 115.56 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 080.92 W 390033 450 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NIrE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MJCFLM
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3017515341 09/16/78 20 39 2439 D 53.98 117.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 085.22 w 39033 806 
30176153 5 09/16/78 21 39 2453 D 53.81 117.73 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 086.67 w 0 0 
301771'5453 09/16/78 22 39 2467 D 53.65 118.28 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 088.11 W 390033 795 
3016516195 07/09/78 28 39 2300 0 55.46 111.89 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 096.70 W 390032 815 
3016716312 09/03/78 30 39 2328 D 55.18 112.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 099.59 w 39n033 212 
3017016484 09/08/78 33 39 2370 D 54.75 114.52 . 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 103.88 W 390033 425 
3017116542 09/08/78 34 39 2384 D 54.59 115.1 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 105.31 w 390033 439 
3017617231 09/30/78 39 39 2454 D 53.80 117.80 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 112.48 w 390033 726 
3017717285 09/16/78 40 39 2468 D 53.63 118.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.21 N 113.91 W 390033 ,32 
3017817344 09/16/78 41 39 2482 D 53.46 118.88 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.21 N 115.36 W 390033 q48 
3018602511 09/30/78 138 39 2585 D 52.11 122.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 1.05.47 E 390034 493 
3018901251 09/30/78 123 39 2626 D 51.54 124.47 80 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 30'.22 N 126.98 E 390034 526 
3017917402 09/17/78 42 39 2496 D 53.29 119.43 NA 22?2 NO CCCL LLLL 30.22 N 116.81 W 0 0 
3009602493 09/03/78 138 38 1330 D 60.93 099.60 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 105.97 E 390032 163 
3009502435 09/03/78 137 38 1316 D 60.93 099.79 90 EFEE NO CCL LLLL 31.62 N 407.40 F 390032 146 
3007115552 09/03/78 24 38 989 D 59.59 107.28 0 EEEEE NO CCLL LLLLL 31-.62 N 090.'50 W 390032 104 
3011016130 09/24/78 27 38 1533 D 60.53 098.03 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.62 N 094.840 W 390032 219 
3010117043 09/30/78 36 38 1408 D 60.85 098.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 107.69 w 390032 195 
3015608344 09/09/78 198 38 2170 D .56.44 109.59 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 019.88 E ,90032 511 
3015408231 0910878 196 38 2142 D 56.70 168.67 10 EFFP NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 022.75 F 390032 368 
3015404564 09/08/78 160 38 2140 D 56.71 102.64 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 074.38 F 390032 447 
3006801520 09/03/78 128 38 939 D 59.12 108.73 20 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 31.63 N 120.29 E 390032 87 
3013615160 '9/08/78 17 38 1895 D 58.62 101.94 30 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 31.63 N p0$.47 W 390032 259 
3015615274 09108/78 19 38 2174 D ,56.40 109.71 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 083.36 W 390032 398 
3014215503- 69/09/78 '23 38 1979 D 58.03 103.91 50 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 089.09 W 390032 318 
3017915564 09/16/78 24 38 2495 D 52.81 121.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 090.53 W 390033 861 
3018116081 09/30/78 26 38 2523 D 52.43 122.39 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 093.40 W 390034 424 
3013016244 09/08/78 29 38 1812 D 59.15 100.3, 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 N 097.68 W 390032 363 
3014816250 09/16/78 29 38 2063 D 57.37 106.25 50 FFEE NO CCCL LLL 31.63 N Q97.71 W 390033 476 
3014217334 09/'09/78 41 38 1980 D 58.02 103.98 10 EEEF NO CCL LLLL 31.63 N 114.91 W 390032 333 
3017408345 09/16/78 198 38 2421 D 5,3.76 118.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 019.86 E 390033 679 
3017208232 09/16/78 196 38 2393 D 54.10 117.54 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLL 3i.64 N 022.73 E 0 0 
3017405082 09/16/78 162 38 2419 D 53.79 118.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.64 N 071.50 C 390033 668 
3018702563 09/30/78 139, 38 2599 D 51.33 125.28 100 FFEE NO CCCE LLLL 31.64 N 104.46 E 390034 330 
3016702445 09/16/78 137 38 2320 D 54.94 114.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 107.33 E 390032 782 
3016402273 09/16/78 134 38 2278 D 55.38 113.32 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 111.63 E 390032 742 
3016302215 09/03/78 133 38 2264 D 55.53 112.79 70 iEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 113.08 E 390032 582 
3018102220 09/17/78 133 38 2515 D 52.54 122.10 10 EEFE• NO . CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 113.08 E 390034 247 
3016102102 09/03/78 131 38 2236 D" 55.81. 111.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 115.96 E 390032 481 
3016002043 09/09/78 130 38 2222 ,D 55.95 ,111.31. ,80 :EEEE NO CCCL LL .31.64 N "1 i7-.38 E . 390032 531 
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3017802045 09/08/78 130 
 38 2473 D 53.10 120.55 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 117.38 E 390033 650


3017701590 09/30/78 129 38 2459 D 53.29 119.97 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 118.82 E 390033 745


3015801530 09/03/78 128 38 2194 D 56.22 110.37 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 120.25 E 390032 454


3017601532 09/17/78 128 38 2445 D 53.46 119.48 60 E2EE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 120.27 E 390034 114


3017501473 09/08/78 127 38 2431 D 53.63 118.96 30 EEFE NO CCCL 
 LLLL 31.64 N 121.69 E 390034 63


3019201420 09/30/78 126 38 2668 D 50.27 127.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 123.12 E 390034 556


3017914132 09116178 6 38 2494 D 52.82 121.32 NA MMM NO CCCL~ HHLL 31.64 N 064.73 w 0 C


3017115104 09/17/78 16 38 2383 D 54.22 117.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 079.07 W 390034 89


3017215163 09/08/78 17 38 2397 D 54.05 117.67 40 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 080'.50 W 390033 449


3017315221 09/08/78 18 38 2411 D 53.88 118.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 081.94 W 390033 461


3017515334 09/16/78 20 38 2439 D 53.54 
 119.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 084.80 W 390033 805 
3017615393 09/16/78 21 38 2453 D 53.36 119.76 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 086.25 w 390034 - 13 
3017715451 09/16/78 22 38 2467 D 53.18 120.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N' 087.69 W 390033 794 
3018216135 09/17/78 27 38 2537 D 52.23 122.95 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 094.86 W 0 0


3016516193 09/09/78 28 38 2300 D 55.15 114.11 10 FLEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 096.28 W 390032 814


3016616251 09/16/78 29 38 2314 D 55.00 114.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 097.71 W 390033 772 
3016716310 09/03/78 30 38 2328 D 54.84 115.13 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 099.17 i 390033 211 
3016816364 09/03/78 31 38 2342 D 54.69 115.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 100.58 w 390033 235 
3017016481 09/08/78 33 38 2370 D 54.37 116.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 103.46 W 390033 424 
3017116540 09/08/78 34 38 2384 0 54.20 117.22 NA MAM NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 104.90 W 0 0 
3017216594 09/03/78 35 38 2398 D 54.03 117.73 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 106.32 W 390033 374 
3017317053 09/16/78 




3017417111 09/16/78 37 38 2426 D 53.69 
 118.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 109.21 W 390033 501


3017617224 09/30/78 39 38 2454 D 53.34 119.84 
 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.64 N 112.07 W 390033 725


3017717283 09/16/78 40 




3014317393 09/09/78 42 38 1994 D 57.91 104.33 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 31.64 N 116.36 W 390032 2pe






3016802503 09/09/78 138 38 2334 D 54.78 115.34 0 EEEE NO CCC LLLL 31.65 N 105.89 E 390033 66


3018602504 09/30/78 138 38 2585 D 51.54 124.76 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 105.89 E 390034 492


3018901244 09/30/78 123 36 2626 D 50.92 126.29 80 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.65 N 127.39 F 390034 525


3017817341 09/16/78 41 38 24P2 D 52.98 120.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 114.96 W 390033 847


3003517383 09/24/78 42 38 488 0 51.63 121.83 50 FFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 
 31.65 N 116.39 W 390032 36


3017917400 09/17/78 42 38 2496 D 52.79 121.41 50 
 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 116.40 W 390034 346


3018017454 09/17/78 43 38 2510 D 
 52.60 121.94 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.65 N 117.83 W 390034 156






 138 37 1330 D 60.92 102.37 50 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 106.39 E 390032 162


3009502432 09/03/78 137 37 1316 D 60.92 102.57 80 EEFF NO CCCL 
 LLLL 33.05 N 107.84 F 390032 145 
3007115550 09/03/78 24 37 989 D 59.39 109.91 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 N 090.07 6i 390032 103 




 37 1408 D 60.R7 101.43 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL '33.05 N 107.26 W 390032 194
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3015608341 09/09/78 198 37 2170 D 56.19 111.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 020.30 E 39032 510 
30151,08224 09/08/78 196 37 2142 D 56.46 111.03 10 FEFP NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 023.17 E 390032 367 
3015404561 09/08/78 160 37 2140 D 56.48 111.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 074.80 E 390032 446 
30068015,14 09/03/78 1"28 37 939 D 58.88 111.31 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.06 N 120.71 E 390032 86 
301361'5153 09/08/78 17 37 1895 D 58.56 104.50 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 080.05 W 390032 258 
3017215160 09/08/78 17 37 2397 D 53.60 119.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 080.07 W 390033 448 
3015615272 09/08/78 19 37 2174 D 56.15 112.02 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 082.93 w 390032 397 
3014215500 09/09/78 23 37 1979 D 57.91 106.40 NA 2M22 NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 088.65 W 0 0 
3017915561 09/16/78 24 37 2495 D 52.27 123.31 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 090.11 W 390033 860 
3014416013 09/09/78 25 37 2007 D 57.68 107.14 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 091.54 w 390032 299 
3018116074 09/30/,78 26 37 2523' D 51.87 124.29 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 092.98 W . 390034 423 
3013016242 09/108/78 29 37 1812 D 59.13 102.95 04 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 097.26 w 390032 362 
3014816243 09/16/78 29 37 2063 D 57.20 108.67 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 097.26 W 390033 475 
3014217332 09/09/78 41 37 1980 D 57.90 106.46 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.06 N 114.50 W 390032 332 
3017408343 09/1'6/78 198 37 2421 D 53.29 120.62 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 020.28 E 0 0 
3017208230 09/16/78 196 37 2393 D 53.65 119.61 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 023.15 E 0 0 
3017405075 09/16/78 162 37 2419 D 53.32 120.52 30 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 33.07 N 071.91 E 390033 667 
3015605074 09/03/78 162 37 2168 D 56.21 111.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 071.92 E 390033 144 
3017204562 09/02/78 160 37 2391 D 53.68 119.54 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 074.79 E 0 0 
3017004450 09/09/78 158 37 2363 D 54.03 118.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 077.64 E 0 0 
3016702442 09/16/78 137 37 2320 0 54.55 116.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 107.76 k 390032 781 
3016402271 09/16/78 134 37 2278 D 55.04 115.53 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 112.06 E 390032 741 
3016302212 09/03/78 133 37 2264 D 55.20 115.03 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 113.50 E 390032 581 
3018102214 09/17/78 133 37 ?515 D 51.99 124.01 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 113.50 E 390034 246 
3016102095 09/03178 131 37 2236 D 55.51 1'14.05 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 116.38 F 390032 480 
3016002041 09/09/78 130 37 2222 D 55.65 113.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.80 E 390032 530 
3017802042 09/08/78 130 37 2473 D 52.58 122.51 30 FEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 117.80 E 390033 649 
3017701584 09/30/78 129 37 2459 D 52.79 121.96 NA, MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 119.25 E 0 0 
3015801524 09/03/78 128 37 2194 D 55.95 112.66 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 120.68 E 390032 453 
3017601525 09/17/78 128 37 2445 D 52.97 121.47 50 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 120.68 F 390034 113 
3019201413 09/30/78 126 37 2668 D 49.59 129.52 9o EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 123.53 E 390034 .555 
3017914130 09/16/78 6 37 2494 D 52.29 123.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL NHLL 33.07 N 064.30 W 390034 29 
3017115102 09/17/78 16 37 2383 D 53.78 119.23 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 078.65 W 390034 88 
3017315215 09/08/78 18 37 2411 D 53.42 120.25 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 081.52 W 390033 460 
3017515332 09/16/78 20 37 2439 D 53.05 121.25 50 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 584.38 W 390033 804 
3017615390 09/16/78 21 37 2453 D 52.86 121.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 085.82 w 390034 12 
3017715444 09/16/78 22 37 2467 D 52.67 122.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 087.26 w 390033 793 
3018216133 09/17/78' 27 37 2537 D 51.66 124.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL .33.07 N 094.43 W 390034 170 
3016516190 09/09/78 28 37 2300 D 54.78 1,6.29 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL, 33.07 N D95.87 W 390032 813 
3016616245 09/16/78 29 37 '314 D 54.62 116.78 T0 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 097N;29 W . 390033 771 
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11/25/78 LANDSAI 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 111 
07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT OAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCt ELEV A2IM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3016716303 09/03/78 30 -37 2328 D 54.45 117.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 098.75 W 390033 210 
3016816362 09/03/78 31 37 2342 D 54.29 117.76 30 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 33.07 N 100.16 W 390033 234 
3017016475 09/08/78 33 37 2370 D 53.95 118.73 C EEEE NO CCCL LILI 33.07 N 103.04 w 390033 423 
3017116533 09/08/78 34 37 2384 D 53.76 119.29 NA MMMMr NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 104.47 W r 0 
3017216592 09/03/78 35 37 2398 D 53.58 119.80 70 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 33.07 N 105.90 w 390033 373 
3017317050 09/16/78 36 37 241? D 53.40 120.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLIL 33.07 N 107.34 w 390033 572 
3017417105 09/16/78 37 37 2426 D 53.22 120.79 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 108.79 W 390033 500 
3015717162 09/02/78 3F 37 2189 D 55.99 112.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL LEO0 33.07 N 110.19 w 390032 565 
3017617222 09/30/78 39 -37 2454 D 52.84 121.81 NA 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 11.65 1 390033 724 
3014317391 09/09/78 42 37 1994 D 57.79 106.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 115.94 W 390032 287 
3016217450 09/02/78 43 37 2259 D 55.25 114.'88 40' EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33407 N ..117.3t W 390032 615* 
3016417563 09/02/78 45 37 2287 0 54.93 115.84 9C EESE NO CCCL LLLL 33.07 N 120.25 . 390033 23 
3018702560 09/30/78 139 37 2599 D 50.70 127.09 100 FFFF NO CCCE LOLL 33.08 N ,,104.t8 E 390034 329 
3016802501 09/09/78 138 37 2334 D 54.38 117.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 6106.31 E 390033 65 
3018602502 09/30/78 138 37 2585 D 50.93 126.56 90 SEEE NO CCCL LLL 33.08 N '106.31 'E '390034 491 
3017817335 09/16/78 41 37 2482 D 52.46 122.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 114.53 W 390033 &46 
3003517380 09/24/78 42 37 488 D 51.08 123.69 50 EFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.08 N "1 5.97 W 390032 35 
3017917393 09/17/78 42 37 2496 D 52.25 123.35 NA 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 115.9t W 390034 345 
3018017452 09/17/78 43 37 2510 D 52.05 123.85 60 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 33.08 N 117.42 ' 390034 155 
3018217565 09/17/78 45 37 2538 D 51.65 124.86 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 33.08 N 120.28 W 0 0 
3003304514 09/24/78 147 208 452 N 00.00 305.72 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.46 N 116.64 w 0 0 
3009502430 09/03/78 137 36 1316 D 60.84 105.36 70 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N 1OF .30 F 390032 144 
3009302313 09/03/78 135 36 1288 D 60.81 105.78 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.47 N 111.16 E 390032 133 
3013502345 09/08/78 123 208 1873 N 00.00 315.51 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLL 34.47 N 082.22 W 0 0 
3009602484 09/03/78 138 36 1330 D 60.85 105.17 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 34.48 N 106.64 E 390032 161 
3009601053 09/03/18 120 36 1329. D 60.85 105-.21 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 132.64 E 390032 156 
3009500594 09/03/78 119 36 1315 0 60.84 105.41 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 134.09 E 390032 139 
3014215494 09/09/78 23 36 1979 D 57.74 108.88 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 088.21 W 0 0 
3007115543 09/03/78 24 36 989 D 59.13 112.50 40 EEEFE NO CCCLI LLLLL 34.48 N 089.63 W 390032 102 
3011016121 09/24/78 27 36 1533 D 60.53 103.54 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.48 N 093.94 W 390032 217 
3010117034 09/30/78 36 36 1406 D 60.82 104.22 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 106.83 wt 1) 0 
3015605072 09/03/78 162 36 2168 D 55.90 114.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 072.36 E 390033 143 
3015404555 09/08/78 160 36 2140 D 56.20 113.31 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 075.23 E 390032 445 
3006801511 09/03/78 128 36 939 D 58.58 113.85 10 EEEEO NO CCCIL LLLLL 34.49 N 121.15 £ 390032 85 
3015215035 09/08/78 15 36 2118 D 56.43 112.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 076.76 W 390032 431 
3013615151 09/08/78 17 36 1895 D 58.43 107.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 079.61 w 390032 257 
3017215154 09/08/78 17 36 2397 D 53.11 121.76 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N &79.63 W 390033 447 
3015615265 09/08/78 19 36 2174 D 55.84 114.32 40 EEEE NO CCCO L,LLL 34.49 N 082.50 W 390032 396 
3017615384 09/16/78 21 36 2453 D 52.32 123.72 50' EEEE NO CCCL LLL 34.49 N 085.38 w 390034 111 
3017915555 09/16/78, 24 36 2495 D' 51.69 125.20 70 FEEE NO' CCCL LLLL, 34.49 N 089.6 W 3900313 859. 
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11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 112


07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CC CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONL ROLL FRAME


3014416011 09/09/78 25 36 2007 D 57.49 109.58 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 091.11 w 39003? 298


3018116072 09/30/78 26 36 2523 D 51.27 126.16 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 092.54 W 390034 422


3013016235 09108/78 29 36 1812 D 59.05 105.56 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 096.82 W 390032 361


3014816241 09/16/78 29 36 2063 D 56.97 111.08 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 096.84 W 390033 474


3016616242 09/16/78 29 36 2314 D 54.20 118.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 096.85 w 390033 770


3015717155 09/02/78 38 36 2189 D 55.67 114.80 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 109.76 W 390032 564


3017405073 09/16/78 162 36 2419 D 52.81 122.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 34.50 N 072.33 E 0 0


3017204560 09102/78 160 36 2391 D 53.18 121.58 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 075.22 E 390033 402


3018702554 09/30/78 139 36 2599 D 50.04 128.85 100 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 105.32 E 390034 326 

3016702440 09/16/78 137 36 2320 D 54.12 119.11 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 108.20 E 390032 780 

3018302324 09/17/78 135 36 2543 D 50.95 126.87 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 111.07 E 390034 370 

3016502323 09/16/78 135 36 2292 D 54.47 118.15 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 111.08 E 390032 760 

3016402264 09/16/78 134 36 2278 D 54.64 117.69 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 112.50 E 39u032 740 

3016302210 09/03/78 133 36 2264 D 54.61 117.21 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 34.50 N 113.93 E 390032 560 

3018102211 09/17/78 133 36 2515 D 51.40 125.88 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34 50 N 113.93 E 390034 245 

3016102093 09/03/78 131 36 2236 D 55.15 116.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 116.82 E 390032 479 

3017802040 09/08/78 130 36 2473 D 52.02 124.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 11E.22 E 390033 648 

3016002034 09/09/78 130 36 2222 D 55.31 115.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 118.25 E 390032 529 
3017701581 09130/78 129 36 2459 D 52.24 123.91 NA 1MMM NO CCCL LLLI 34.50 N 119.68 E 0 0I 
3017601523 09/17/78 128 36 2445 D 52.44 123.43 30 E2FF No CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.11 E 390034 112 
3015801521 09/03/78 128 36 2194 D 55.62 114.92 60 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 121.12 F 390032 452 
3019201411 09/30/78 126 36 2668 0 48.87 131.17 90 22FE NO CCCL LLLI 34.50 N 123.96 E 390034 554 
3017015041 09/16/78 15 36 2369 D 53.49 120.78 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 076.79 w 0 U 
3017115095 09/17/78 16 36 2383 D 53.30 121.28 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 078.22 W 390034 e? 
3011602285 09/09/78 122 208 1608 N 00.00 317.42 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.50 N 080.67 W 0 0 
3017315212 09/08/78 18 36 2411 D 52.91 122.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 081.08 W 390033 459 
3017515325 09/16/78 20 36 2439 D 52.52 123.23 40 FEEE NO CCCL ILLL 34.50 N 023.95 W 390C33 803 
3017715442 09/16/78 22 36 2467 D 52.11 124.22 90 EE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 086.82 W 390033 792 
3018216130 09/17/78 27 36 2537 D 51.05 126.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 094.00 W 390034 169 
3018316185 09/17/78 28 36 2551 D 50.83 127.15 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 095.43 W 0 0 

3016516184 09/09/78 28 36 2300 D 54.37 118.43 10 EEE NO CCCL LILI 34.50 N 095.44 W 390032 812 

3016716301 09/03/78 30 36 2328 D 54.02 119.40 100 EEEE NO CCCL lLLL 34.50 N 098.31 W 390033 209 

3016816355 09/03/78 31 36 2342 D 53.84 119.86 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 099.73 w 390033 233 

3017016472 o9/08/78 33 36 2370 D 53.48 120.80 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 102.60 W 390033 422 

3017116531 09/08/78 34 36 2384 D 53.28 121.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 104.03 W 390033 438 

3017216585 09/03/78 35 36 2398 D 53.09 121.81 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 34.50 N 105.47 W 390033 372 

3017317044 09/16/78 36 36 2412 D 52.90 122.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 106.91 W 390033 571 

3017417102 09/16/78 37 36 2426 D. 52.71 122.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILL!. 34.50 N 108.36 W 390033 499 

3017617215 09/30/78 39 36 2454 D 52.31 .123.75 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 34.50 N 111.22 w 39L0033 723 






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 113


07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE ,GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE f /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014317384 09/09/78,, 42 36 1994 D 57.61 109.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 115.51 W 390032 286 
3016217444 09/02/78 '43 36 2259 D 54.87 117.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLL , .34.50 N 116.94 W 390032 614 
3016417561 09/02/78 45 36 2287 D 54.53 118.01 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.50 N 119.81 W 390033 22 
3016802494 09/09178 138 36 2334' D 53.94 119.60 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 106.75 E 390033 64 
3018602500 09/30/78 138 36 2585 D 50.28 128.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 106.75 E 390034 490 
3017517161 09/16178 38 36 2440 D 52.50 123.28 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 109.81 W 390033 816 
3017817332 09/16178 41 36 2482 D 51.89 124.75 NA 62EE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 114.10 W 390033 345 
3003517374 09/24t78 42 36 488 D 50.50 125.51 80 FFFFM NO CCCLL LLLLL 34.51 N 115.53 W 390032 34 
3017917391 09117/78 42 36 2496 D 51.68 125.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 115.54 W 390034 344 
3018017445 09/17/78 43 36 2510 D 51.47 125.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 117.00 W 390034 154 
3018217562 09/17/78 45 36 •2538 D 5,1.03 126.69 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 119.85 W 390034 404 
3018318021 09/17178 46 36 2552 D 50.81 127.18 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 34.51 N 121.27 W 0 0 
3009502423 09/03/78 137 35 1316 D 60.70 108.14 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N 108.75 E 390032 143 
3003304520 09/24/78 147 209 452 N 00.00 306.11 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.89 N 117.09 W 0 0 
3009602482 09/03178 138 35 1330 D 60.71 107.96 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 107.31 E 390032 160 
3009302310 09/03/78 135 35 1288 D 60.66 108.57 10 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL. 35.90 N 111.61 F 390032 132 
3011016114 09/24/78 27 35 1533 D 60.43 106.32 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.90 N 093.50 W 3Q0O32 216 
3010117031 09/30/78 36 35 1408 D 60.71 107.02 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 106.38 W 0 0 
3006801505 09/03/78 128 35 939 D 58.23 116.34 0 EEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 N 121.60 E 390032 84 
3013615144 09/08/78 17 35 1895 D 58.25 109.58 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 079.16 W 390032 256 
3013502352 09/08/78 123 209 1873 N 00.00 315.59 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 082.61 W 0 0 
3014215401 09/09/78 23 35 1979 D 57.51 111.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 087.76 W 0 0 
3007115541 09/03/78 24 35 989 D 58.81 115.06 90 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.91 N 089.18 k 390032 101 
3013016233 09/08/78 29 35 1812 D 58.90 108.16 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 096.38 6 390032 360 
3015605065 09/03/18 162 35 2168 D 55.55 116.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.Q2 N 072.E1 F 390033 142 
3015404552 09/08/78 160 35 2140 D 55.P6 115.61 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 075.67 F 390032 444 
3016502320 09/16/78 135 35 2292 D 54.02 120.28 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 111.52 E 390032 759 
3016102090 09/03/78 131 35 2236 D 54.74 118.46 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 117.26 E 390032 478 
3017701575 09/30/78 129 35 2459 D 51.65 125.82 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 120.13 E 390033 744 
3015801515 09/03/78 128 35 2194 D 55.25 117.15 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 121.57 1 39003? 451 
3017310111 09/03/78 215 35 2408 D 52.42 124.11 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 35.92 N 003.19 1, 0 0 
3012902004 09/08/78 117 209 1789 N 00.00 316.29 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 073.96 W 0 0 
3015215033 09/08/78 15 35 2118 D 56.11 114.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 076.32 W 390032 430 
3017215151 09/08/78 17 35 2397 D 52.57 123.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 079.20 W 390033 446 
3017315210 09/08/78 18 35 2411 D 52.36 124.22 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 080.63 W 390033 458 
3011602292 09/09/78 122 209 1608 N 00.00 317.47 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 081.13 W 0 U 
3015615263 09/08/78 19 35 2174 D 55.48 116.59 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 082.04 k 390032 395 
3017515323 09/16/78 20 35 2439 D 51.95 125.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 083.50 w 390033 802 
3017615381 09/16/78 21. 35 2453 D 51.73 125.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 084.93 w 390034 10 
3017915552 09/16/78 '24 35 2495 D 51.08 127.06 70 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 35.92 N 089.?5 W 390032" 85? 
ARCHIVATA2ADRf9YioG-ARCHIM 
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07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 

OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 

ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 0 LTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 

3014416004 09/09/78 25 35 2007 D 57.25 112.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 090.66 W 390032 297 
3018116065 09/30/78 26 35 2523 D 50.63 127.98 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 092.09 w 0 C 
3018316182 09/17/78 28 35 2551 D 50.17 128.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 094.98 W 390034 383 
3014816234 09/16/78 29 35 2063 D 56.69 113.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 09b.40 W 390033 473 
3016616240 09/16/78 29 35 2314 D 53.72 121.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 096.41 W 390033 769 
3011003380 09/24/78 134 209 1525 N 00.00 317.81 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.92 N 098.35 W 0 0 
3017116524 09/08/78 34 35 2384 D 52.75 123.32 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 103.58 W 390033 437 
3015717153 09/02/78 38 35 2189 D 55.30 117.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 109.31 W 390032 563 
3014217323 09/09/78 41 35 1980 D 57.50 111.41 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 113.62 W 390032 33C 
3014317382 09/09/78 42 35 1994 D 57.37 111.70 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 115.06 W 390032 285 
3016417554 09/02/78 45 35 2287 D 54.08 120.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.92 N 119.36 6 390033 21 
3017405070 09116/78 162 35 2419 D 52.25 124.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 35.93 N 072.77 E 390033 666 
3017204554 09/02/78 160 35 2391 D 52.66 123.56 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 075.66 E 390033 401 
3018702551 09/30/78 139 35 2599 D ,49.35 130.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.77 F 0 0 
3018602493 09/3U/78 138 35 2585 D 49.59 130.06 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 107.19 E 390034 4L9 
3016702433 09/16/78 137 35 2320 D 53.65 121.19 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 108.64 E 390032 779 
3016602375 09/03/78 136 35 2306 D 53.F4 120.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 110.08 E 390032 708 
3018302322 09/17/78 135 35 2543 D 50.30 128.65 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 111.51 F 390034 369 
3016402262 09/16/78 134 35 2278 D 54.20 119.83 30 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 112.94 E 390032 739 
3018102205 09/17/78 133 35 2515 D 50.76 127.71 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 114.37 E, 390034 244 
3016302203 09/03/78 133 35 2264 D 54.39 119.36 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 114.38 E 390032 579 
3017802033 09/08/78 130 35 2473 D 51.43 126.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 118.66 E 39003. 647 
3016002032 09/09/78 130 35 2222 D 54.91 118.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 118.69 E 39U032 528 
3017601520 09/17/78 128 35 2445 D 51.86 125.34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 121.55 E 390034 111 
3019201404 09/30/78 126 35 2668 D 48.13 132.7E 80 22EE No CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 124.40 F 390034 553 
3017410165 09/08/78 216 35 2422 D 52.21 124.58 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 35.93 N 004.62 W 390033 60& 
3017015034 09/16/78 15 35 2369 D 52.97 122.80 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 076.34 W 390033 522 
3017115093 09/17/78 16 35 2383 D 52.77 123.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 077.77 W 390034 86 
3017715440 09/16/78 22 35 2467 D 51.52 126.11 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 086.38 W 390033 791 
3018216124 09/17/78 27 35 2537 0 50.40 128.44 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 093.55 W 390034 160 
3016516181 09/09/78 28 35 2300 D 53.92 120.53 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 095.00 W 390032 $11 
3018416241 09117/78 29 35 2565 D 49.93 129.40 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 096.43 w 0 0 
3016716294 09/03/78 30 35 2328 D 53.53 121.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 097.86 W 390033 ?0S 
3016816353 09/03/78 31 35 2342 D 53.35 121.92 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 099.29 w 390033 232 
3017016470 09/08/78 33 35 2370 0 52.96 122.83 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 102.16 W 390033 421 
3017216583 09,/03/78 35 35 2398 D 52.55 123.78 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 105.03 w 390033 371 
3017317041 09/16/78 36 35 2412 p 52.35 124.26 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 106.47 w 390033 570 
3017417100 09/16/78 37 35 2426 b 52.14 124.72 10 FEEE NO. CCCL .LLLL 35.93 N 107.91 V 390033 49F 
3017617213 09/30/78 39 35 2454 D 51.72 125.65 20' EEEE NO CCCL -LLLL, 35.93 N 110.78 W 590033 722 
3017717271 09/16/78 40 35 2468 D 51.50 126.16 10 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 112.21 w 390033. e3t. 
... 
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07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE iv /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 ONTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017817330 09/16/78 41 35 2482 D 51.28 126.62 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 113.65 W 390033 Q44 
3003517371 09/24/78 42 35 488 D 49.88 127.28 70 EEFEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 35.93 N 115.09 W 390032 33 
3017917384 09/17/78 42 35 2496 D 51.06 127.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 115.09 W 390034 343 
3016217441 09/02/78 43 35 2259 D 54.44 119.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 116.50 w 390032 613 
3018318014 09/17/78 46 35 2552 D 50.15 128.95 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 120.83 W 390034 392 
3016618071 o9i02/78 47 35 2315 D 53.71 121.03 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 122.25 N 390033 36 
3018418072 09/17/78 47 35 2566 D 49.90"129.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 35.93 N 122.25 W 0 0 
3016802492 09/09/78 138 35 2334 D 53.45 121.67 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 107.19 E 390033' 63 
3017517154 09/16/78 38 35 2440 D 51.93 125.20 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 109.36 W 390033 815 
3018017443 09/17/78 43 35 2510 D 50.84 127.55 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 116.55 N 390034 153 
3018217560 09/17/78 45 35 2538 D 50.38 128.50 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.94 N 119.40 W 390034 403 
3018402074 09/17/78 118 210 2556 N 00.00 307.78 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N 075.95 W 0 0 
3003304523 09/24/78 147 210 452 N 00.00 306.45 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.31 N 117.55 W 0 0 
3009602475 09/03/78 138 34 1330 D 60.51 110.70 20 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 107.78 E 390032 159 
3009502421 09/03/78 137 34 1316 D 60.49 110.91 100 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 109.20 F 390032 142 
3009302304 09/03/78 135 34 1288 D 60.43 111.34 10 EEEEE NO ECCLL LLLLL 37.32 N 112.07 E 390032 131 
3014215485 09/09/76 23 34 1979 D 57.23 113.78 NA MMMM NO' CCCL LLLL 37.33 N'' 087.29 W 0 0 
3007115534 09/03/78 24 34 989 D 58.43 117.57 100 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.33 N 088.73 W 390032 100

3011016112 09/24/78 27 34 1533 D 60.27 109.08 70 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.33 N 093.02 W 390032 215

3010117025 09/30/78 36 34 1408 D 60.53 109.80 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 105.93 W 390032 193


3015406381 09/08/78 178 34 2141 D 55.47 117.89 30 MEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 050.33 E 390032 364


3006601502 09/03/78 128 34 939 D 57.83 118.78 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 122.06 E 390032 83


3015501341 09/08/78 125 34 2152 D 55.34 118.18 60 FFFP NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 126.35 E 390032 389 
3012902011 09/08/78 117 210 1789- N 00.00 316.32 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 074.43 W 0 C 
3013615142 09/08/78 17 34 1895 D 58.01 112.10 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 078.70 W 390032 255 
3015615260 09/08/78 19 34 2174 . D 55.07 118.81 F0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 081.59 N 390032 394 
3013502354 09/08/78 123 210 1873' N 00.00 315.63 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 083.03 W 0 b 
3014416002 09/09/78 25 34 2007 D 56.95 114.41 10 EEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 090.19 W 390032 296 
3018116063 09/30/78 26 34 2523 D 49.96 129.75 NA NMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 091.63 W 0 0 
3013016230 09/08/78 29 34 1812 D 58.69 110.75 80 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 095.93 w 390032 359 
3014816232 09/16/78 29 34 2063 D 56.35 115.82 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 095.93 w 390033 472 
3011003363 09/24/78 134 210 1525 N 00.00 317.82 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.34 N 098.82 W 0 0 
3015717150 09/02/78 38 34 2189 D 54.88 119.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.34 N 108.85 W 390032 562 
3017206383 09/16/78 178 34 2392 D 52.07 125.54 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 050.31 E 0 c 
3016602372 09/03/78 136 34 2306 D 53.33 122.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 110.54 E 390032 707 
3018302315 09/17/78 135 34 2543 D 49.62 130.39 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 111.97 E 390034 368 
3016502314 09/16/78 135 34 2292 D 53.52 122.35 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 111.98 F 390032 758


3016302201 09/03/78 133 34 2264 D 53.91 121.48 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 114.B4 E 390032 57b


301610208-4 09/05/78 131 34 2236 D -54.28 120.63 .80 FEEE NO CCCL [LILL 37.35 N 117.72 E 390032 477


3016002025 09/09/18 130 34 2222 D 54.46 120.23 90 EEE NO CCCL [ILL. 37.35'N 119.15 E 390032 527


ARCIVA T E RTLOG-ARCIM
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07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE U /SPCL ELEV AZI COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017701572 09/30/78 129 34 2459 D 51.02 127.67 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 120.58 F 390033 743 
3004801385 0?/02/78 126 34 660 D 53.10 125.42 0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.35 N 124.88 E 390032 62L 
3017810393 09/16/78 220 34 2478 D 50.71 128.31 NA MMM NO CCCL HLL 37.35 N 009.89 ' 0 0 
3015215030 09/08/78 15 34 2118 D 55.73 117.28 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 075.86 w 390032 429 
3017015032 09/16/78 15 34 2369 D 52.42 124.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 075.87 w 390033 521 
3017115090 09/17/78 16 34 2383 D 52.20 125.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 077.31 k 390034 85 
3017215145 09/08/78 17 34 2397 D 51.99 125.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 078.75 A 390033 445 
3017315203 09/08/78 18 34 2411 D 51.77 126.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 080.17 w 390033 457 
3017515320 09/16/78 20 34 2439 D 51.34 127.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 083.05 W 390033 801 
3017615375 09/16/78 21 34 2453 D 51.11 127.50 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 084.48 W 390034 9 
3017715433 09/16/78 22 34 2467 D 50.89 127.95 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 085.92 W 39 0 033 790 
3017915550 09/16/78 24 34 2495 D 50.42 128.86 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N OEB.79 W 39t0033 857 
3018216121 09/17/78 27 34 2537 D 49.73 130.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 093.09 W 390034 167 
3018316180 09/17/78 28 34 2551 0 49.47 130.65 10 EGEE NO CCL LILLL 37.35 N 094.52 1, 390034 382 
3016616233 09/16/78 29 34 2314 0 53.21 123.06 20 EEEE NO C'CCL LLLL 37.35 N 095.95 W 39'0033 768 
3016816350 09/03/78 31 34 2342 D 52.81 123.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 098.83 W 390033 231 
3017016463 09/08/78 33 34 2370 D 52.40 124.81 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 101.70 W 390033 420 
3017116522 09/08/78 34 34 2384 D 52.19 125.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 103.13 w 390IQ33 436 
3017216580 09/03/78 35 34 2398 D 51.98 125.72 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 104.57 w 390033 370 
3017317035 09/16/78 36 34 2412 D '51.76 126.19 30 FEEE NO CC'fL LLLL 37.35 N 106.00 . 390033 569 
3014217320 09/09/78 41 34 1980 D 57.22 113.85 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.3 N 113.16 w 390032 329 
3014317375 09/09/78 42 34 1994 D 57.08 114.14 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 114.59 W 3'90032 284 
3016417552 0902/78 45 34 2287 D 53.59 122.22 0 EEEE ho CCCL LLLL 37.35 N 118.90 w 390033 2U 
3018702545 09/30/78 139 34 ,2599 D 48.62 132.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 106.23 E 390034 327


3016802485 09/09/78 138 34 2334 D 52.92 123.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 107.64 F 390033 62


3018602491 09/30/78 138 -34 2585 D 48.87 131.75 100 EtEF NO LLLL 37.36 N 107.65 E 390034 48S'
-CCCL 
 
3016702431I9/16/78 137 34 2320 D 53.13 123.23 0 EEEE NO CCe'CL LLLL 37.36 N 109.09 E 390032 77b 
3016402255 09/16/78 134 34 2278 D 53.71 121.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 113.40 E 390032 738 
3018102202 09/11/78 133 34 2515 D 50.10 129,48 90 EEEE 'NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 114.P3 E 390034 243 
3017802031 o91/878 130 34 2473 D 50.79 128.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 119.12 F 390033 646 
3017601514 09/17/78 128 34 2445 D 51 .25 127.22 40 EEEE NO CeCCL LLLL 37.36 N 12L01 E 390034 110 
3019201402 09430/78 126 34 2668 D 47.34 134.36 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 124.86 E 390034 552 
3017301342 09/03/78 125 34 2403 D 51.89 125.90 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLL 37.36 N 126.30 E 0 0 
3017101225 09/03/78 123 34 2375 D 52.33 124.97 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 129.17 F 0 0 
3016516175 09/09/78 28 34 2300 D 53.41. 122.60 10 EEEE NO eCCL ,LLLL 37.36 N 094.54 1 390032 $10 
3018416234 09/17178 29 34 2565 D 49.23 131.11 40 EEFE NO CCeL LLL 37.36 N 095.97 W 390034 281 
3016716292 09/03/78 30 34 2328 D 53.01 123.50 60 iEEE NO CCCL 'LILL 37.36 N 097;40 w 390033 207 
3017417093 09/16/78 37 34, 2426 D -51.54 126.63 20 EEEE,. NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 107.45 w 390033 497 
3017517152 09/16/78 38 34 2440 D 51.32 ,12?.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL .LLLL .37.36 N 108.88 w 390033 814 
3017617210 09/30/78 39 -34 2454 D 51.10,127.52 ', '0. 'EEEE NO , CCCL LLLL', '37;36 N - 110.31 W' 390033 721 
- A R C H IM
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3017717265 09/16/78 40 34 2468 D 50.87 128.00 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 111.76 W 390033 829


3017817323 09/16/78 41 34 2482 D 50.64 128.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 113.18 W 390033 843


3017917382 09/17/78 42 34 2496 D 50.41 128.88 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 114.62 w 390034 342


3003517365 09/24178 42 34 488 D 49.22 129.01 30 FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 37.36 N 114.63 W 390032 32


3016217435 09/02/78 43 34 2259 D 53.97 121.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 116.05 w 390032 612


3018217553 09/1'7/78 45 34 2538 D 49.70 130.25 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 118.93 W 390034 402


3018318012 09/17/78 46 34 2552 D 49.45 130.69 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 120.36 W 390034 391


3016618065 09/02/78 47 34 2315 D 53.20 123.08 10 FEEE NO CCCL 'LLLL 37.36 N 121.79 w 390033 35


3018418070 09/17178 47 34 2566 D 49.20 131.17 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 121.79 W 390034 297


3018518124 09/30/78 48 34 2580 D 48.95 131.61 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 N 123.22 W 0 C0


3016718123 09/03/78 46 34 2329 D 53.00 123.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.36 -N 123.23 W 0 0


3003304525 09/24/78 147 211 452 N 00.00 306.75 NA 2444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.73 N 118.04 W 0 0


3009602473 09/03/78 138 33 1330 D 60.24 113.43 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N 108.26 E 390032 158


3009502414 09/03/78 137 33 1316 D 60.22 113.64 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 109.67 E 390032 141


3009302301 09/03/78 135 33 1288 D 60.15 114.06 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 112.53 E 390032 130


3007115532 09/03/78 24 33 989 D 58.00 120.03 100 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 088.25 W 390032 99


3011016105 09/24/78 27 33 1533 D 60.05 111.81 90 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.75 N 092.55 W 390032 214


3010117022 09/30/78 36 33 1408 D 60.28 112.55 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 105.45 W 390032 192


3008902071 09103/78 131 33 1232 D 59.95 115.03 30 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 118.25 E 390032 115


3006801500 09/03/78 128 33 939 D 57.37 121.19 0 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 122.54 F 390032 82


3006014501 09/17/78 13 33 835 -D 55.81 123.57 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.76 N 072.50 W 0 0


3012902014 09/08/78 117 211 1789 N 00.00 316.32 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 074.92 W 0 0


3013615135 09/08/78 17 33 1895 D 57.71 114.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 078.23 w 390032 254


3014215482 09/09/78 23 33 1979 D 56.89 116.19 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 086.83 W 0 0


3014415595 09/09/78 25 33 2007 D 56.60 116.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N 089.71 w 390032 295


3011003385 09/24/78 134 211 1525 N 00.00 317.80 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLL 38.76 N 099.31 W 0 0


3016502311 09/16/78 135 33 2292 D 52.99 124.38 50 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 112.46 E 390032 757


3015501335 09/08/78 125 33, 2152 D 54.69 1 0.40 80 FFFP NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 126.82 E 390032 388


3015401280 09/08/78 I24 33 2138 D 55.07 120.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 128.25 E 390032 441


3017810390 09/16/78 220 33 2478 0 50.03 130.09 20 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 38.77 N 009.41 W 390034 25


3016814512 09/16/78 13 33 2341 D 52.25 125.86 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 072.52 W 0 0


3016914571 09/16/78 14 33 2355 D 52.04 126.28 60 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 073.97 W 390033 486


3015215024 09108/78 15 33 2118 D 55.31 119.53 80 ECEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 075.39 W 390032 4 F
 

3017015025 09/16/78 15 33 2369 D 51.82 126.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 075.40 W 390033 520


3017115084 09/17/78 16 33 2383 D 51.60 127.16 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 076.83 W 390034' 84


3017315201 09/08/78 18 33 2411 D 51.15 128.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 079.69 W 390033 456


3015615254 09/08/78 19 33 2174 D 54.60 121.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 081.12 W 390032 393


3017515314 09116/78 20 33 7439 D 50.69 128.88 30 EEE'E NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 082.57 W 390033 800


3013502361 09/08/78 123 211 1873 N 00.00 315.64 NA 4444' NO CCCL LLLL .38.77 N 083.50 W' 0 0
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3018116060 09/30/78 26 33 2523 D 49.25 131.47 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 091.17 W 390034 421 
3013016224 09/08/78 29 33 1812 D 58.43 113.30 90 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 095.46 W 390032 358 
3014816225 09,16/78 29 33 2063 D 55.97 118.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LlLL 38.77 N 095.46 W 390033 471 
3016616231 09/16/78 29 33 2314 D 52.65 125.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 095.48 W 390033 767 
3016816344 09/03/78 31 33 2342 D 52.23 125.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 098.35 W 390033 230 
3015717144 09/02/78 38 33 2189 D 54.41 121.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 108.37 W 390032 561 
3014217314 09/09/78 41 33 1980 D 56.87 116.27 10 EEEE NO 'CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 112.69 W 390032 328 
3014317373 09/09/78 42 33 1994 D 56.73 116.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 114.11 W 390032 283 
3016417545 09/02/78 45 33 2287 D 53.05 124.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.77 N 118.43 w 390033 19 
3018702543 09/30/78 139 33 2599 D 47.87 133.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.71 E 390034 326 
3018602484 09/30/78 138 33 2585 D 48.12 133.38 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 108.13 E 390034 487 
3016702424 09/16/78 137 33 2320 D 52.57 125.23 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 109.56 E 390032 777 
3016602370 09/03/78 136 33 2306 D 52.78 124.81 10 EEEE NO . CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 111.00 1 390032 706 
3018302313 09/17/78 135 33 2543 D 48.90 132.08 100 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 11?.45 E 390034 367 
30i6402253 09/16/78 134 33 2278 D 53.18 123.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 113.87 C 39003? 737 
3016302194 09/03/78 133 33 2264 0 53.38 123.56 100 ESEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 115.31 E 390032 57(


3018102200 09/17/78 133 33 2515 D 49.40 131.21 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 115.31 E 390034 242


3016102081 09103/78 131 33 2236 D 53.78 122.73 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 118.18 E 390032 476


3016002023 09/09/78 130 33 2222 D, 53.97 122.35 100 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 119.61 E 390032 526


3017701570 09/30/78 129 33 2459 D 50.36 129.48 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLl 38.78 N 121.05 E 390033 742


3017601511 09/17/78 128 33 2445 0 50.60 129.05 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.18 N 122.48 F 390034 109


3019201395 09/30/78 126 33 2668 D, 46.53 135.89 30 FEEE NO CCCl LLLL 3S.78 N 125.34 E 390034 551


3Q04801382 09/02/78 126 33 660 D 52.49 127.38 0 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.73 N 125.36 E 390032 627


3017215142 09/08/78 17 33 2397 D 51.37 127.59 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 07B.27 W 390033 444


3017715431 09/16/78 22 33 2467 D 50.22 129.76 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 085.44 W 390033 789


3017915543 09/16/78 24 33 2495 D 49.73 130.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 088.32 W 390033 856 
3018216115 09117/78 27 33 2537 D 49.01 131.87 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 092.62 W 390034 166 
'3016516172 09/09/78 28 33 2300 D 52.86 124.64 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 094.06 W 390032 809 
3018316173 09/17/78 28 33 2551 D 48.75 132.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 38.78 N 094.06 W 390034 381 
3018416232 09117/78 29 33 2565 D 48.49 132.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 095.51 W 390034 280 
3016716285 09/03/78 30 33 2328 D 52.44 125.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 096.93 W 390033 206 
3018716403 09/17/78 32 33 2607 D 47.71 134.05 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 099.81 W 390034 414 
3017016461 09/08/78 33 33 2370 D 51.81 126.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 101.23 W 390033 419 
3017116515 09/08/78 34 33 2384 b 51.58 127.19 10 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 102.66 W 391033 435 
3017216574 09/03/78 35 33 2398 D -51.36 127.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 38.78 N 104.09 W 390033 369 
3017317032 09/16/78 36 33 2412 D 51.13 128.06 80 EEEE NO CCCL LL1 38.78 N 105.53 W 390033 56e 
3017417091 09/16/78 37 33 2426 D 50.90 128.50 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 106.97 w 390033 496 
3017517145 09/16/78 38 33 2440 D 50.67 128.91 %.10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 108.40 W 390033 - t13 
3017617204 09/30/78 39 33 2454 D. 50.44 129.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N. 109.63 W 390033 720 
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3017817321 09/16/78 41 33 2482 D 49.96 130.23 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 112.70 w 390033 842 
3017917375 09/17/78 42 33 2496 D 49.72 130.65 -10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 114.15 W 390034 341 
3003517362 09/24/78 42 33 488 D 48.53 130.71 20 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 38.78 N 114.16 W 390032 31 
3016217432 09/02/78 "43 33 2259 D 53.45 123.44 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 115.58 W 390032 611 
3018217551 09/17/78 45 33 2538 D 48.98 131.95 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 11F.46 W 390034 401 
3018318005 09/17/78 46 33 2552 D 48.72 132.38 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 119.88 w 390034 390 
3016618062 09/02/78 47 33 2315 D 52.64 125.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.31 W 390033 34 
3018418063 09/17/78 47 33 2566 D 48.46 132.83 80 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 121.32 W 390034 296 
3018518122 09/30/78 48 33 2580 D 48.20 133.25 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.75 w 390034 42F 
3016718121 09/03/78 48 33 2329 D 52.43 125.51 10 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 38.78 N 122.76 W 390033 222 
3016802483 09/09/78 138 33 2334 D 52.35 125.68 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N, 108.11 E 390033 61 
3017802024 09108/78 130 33 2473 D 50.12 129.92 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 119.59 E 390033 645 
3017301340 09/03/78 125 33 2403 D 51.27 127.79 NA mmMM NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 126.76 C 0 0 
3017101223 09/03/78 123 33 2375 D 51.73 126.89 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.79 N 129.63 E 390033 270 
3003304532 09/24/78 147 212 452 N 00.OD 307.00 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.12 N 118.60 W 0 f 
3009602470 09/03178 138 32 1330 D 59.92 116.14 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N 10.75 E 390032 157 
3009502412 09/03/78 137 32 1316 D 59.89 116.34 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 110.16 E 390032 140 
3009302295 09/03/78 135 32 1288 D 59.81 116.76 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.17 N 113.02 E 390032 129 
3010117020 09/30/78 36 32 1408 D 59.98 115.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 104.96 W 390032 191 
3007918221 09/30/78 50 32 1102 D 58.71 120.12 40 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 125.04 w 390032 172 
3008902065 09/03/78 131 32 1232 D 59.59 117.69 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 118.73 E 390032 114 
3006801493 09/03/78 128 32 939 D 56.85 123.54 0 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 123.03 E 390032 81 
3012902020 09/08/78 117 212 1789 N 00.00 316.2E NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 075.41 w 0 0 
3013615133 09/08/78 17 32 1895 D 57.36 117.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 077.75 w 390032 253 
3014215480 09/09/78 23 32 1979 D 56.50 118.57 NA rMMM NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N 086.35 w 0 0 
3007115525 09/03/78 24 32 989 D 57.52 122.45 100 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 087.76 W 390032 98 
3011016103 09/24/78 27 32 1533 D 59.76 114.51 so EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 092.07 w 390032 213 
301100339 09/24/78 134 212 1525 N 00.00 317.75 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.18 N 099.80 W 0 U 
3015501332 09/08/78 125 32 2152 D 54.40 122.58 80 FFPP NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 127.30 E 390032 387 
3015401274 09/08/78 124 32 2138 D 54.59 122.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL' LLLL 40.19 N 128.73 E 390032 440 
3017810384 09/16/78 220 32 2478 D 49.32 131.83 30 EEFE NO CCCL IHLL 40.19 N 008.92 W 390034 24 
3006014495 09/17/78 13 32 835 D 55.24 125.77 30 EFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.19 N 072.02 w 390034 79 
3016814510 09/16/78 13 32 2341 D 51.63 127.79 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLEL 40.19 N 072.03 w 390033 515 
3018714565 09/30/78 14 32 2606 D 46.94 135.57 NA MMMM NO CECL LLLL 40.19 N 073.46 W 0 0 
3015215021 09/08/78 15 32 2118 0 54.84 121.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 074.90 W 390032 427 
3017115081 09/17/78 16 32 2383 D 50.95 129.03 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 076.34 W 390034 83 
3015615251 09/08/78 19 32 2174 D 54.10 123.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 080.64 W 390032 392 
3013502363 09/08/78 123 212 1873 N 00.00 315.61 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 084.00 W 0 0 
3014415593 09/09/78 25 32 2007 D 56.19 119.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 089.23 L 390032 294 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 120


07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN , % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LA CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3013016221 09/08/78 29 32 1812 D 58.11 115.83 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 094.97 W 390032 357 
3015717141 09/02/78 38 32 2189 D 53.89 123.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 107.8q W 390032 560 
3014317370 09/09/78 42 32 1994 D 56.33 118.91 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N 113.62 W 390032 282 
3018702540 09/30/78 139 32 2599 D 47.08 135.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.19 E 390034 325 
3016602363 09/03/78 136 32 2306 D 52.18 126.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 111.50 E 390032 705 
3018302310 09/17/78 135 32 2543 D 48.14 133.73 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 112.94 E 390034 366 
3016502305 09/16/78 135 32 2292 D 52.40 126.37 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 112.95 E 390032 756 
3016402250 09/16/78 134 32 2278 D 52.61 125.98 10 EEEE No CCCL LLL 40.20 N 114.36 E 390032 ?36 
3016302192 09/G3/78 133 32 2264 D 52.82 125.60 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 115.80 E 390032 576 
3018102193 09/17/78 133 32 2515 D 48.67 132.90 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 115.80 E 390034 241 
3016102075 09/03/78 131 32 2236 D 53.23 124.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 118.66 E 390032 475 
3016002020 09/09/78 130 32 2222 D 53.43 124.44 100 EEEE NO CCCL [LLL 40.20 N 120.1b E 390032 525 
3017701563 09/30/78 129 32 2459 D 49.66 131.26 0 EEFF NO C CL LLLL 40.20 N 121.54 E 390033 741 
301,7601505 09/17/78 128 32 2445 D 49.91 130.84 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 122.97 E 390034 108

30f4801380 09/02/78 126 32 660 D 51.84 129.30 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.20 N 125.84 E 390032 626

3016914564 09/16/78 14 32 2355 D 51.41 128.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 073.50 W 390033 485

3017015023 09/16/78 15 32 2369 D 51.19 i28.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL LJ.L 40.20 N 074.92 W 390033 519

3017215140 09/08/78 17 32 2397 D 50.71 129.45 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 077.78 W 390033 443

3017315194 09/08/78- 18 32 411 D 50.48 129.85 60 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 079.21 W 390033 455

3017515311 09/16/78 20 32 2439 D 50.01 13b.67 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL- 40.20 N 082.08 W 390033 799

3017615370 09/16/78 21 32 2,453 D 49.76 131.09 NA M2MM NO C.CCL LLLL 40.20 N 083.52 W 0 U

3017715424 09/16/78 22 32 2461 D 49.51 131.51 QQ EEEE NO eCCL LLLL 40.20 N 084.96 W 390033 78t

3017915541 09/16/79 24 32 2495 D 49.01 132.34 0 CECE NO CCCL 'LLLL 40.20 N 087.83 w 390033 855

3018116054 09/30/78 26 32 2523 D 48.51 133.15 10 'EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 090.69 w 390034 420

3018216113 09/17/78 27 32 2537 D 48.26 133.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 092.13 w 390034 165

3016516170 09/09/78 28 32 2300 D 52.27 126.63 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 091.57 W 390032 808

3018316171 b9/17/78 28 32 2551 D 47.99 133.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 093.58 w 390034 380

301661622 09/16/78 29 32 ,2314 D 52.06 127.02 10 EEEE NO CCL LLLL 40.20 N 095.00 w 390033 766


3016716283 09/03/78 30 32 2328 D 51.84 127.42 0 EEEE NO ECCL LLLL 40.20 N 096.43 W 390033 205


3016816341 09/03/78 31 32 2342 D 51.61 127.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 097.86 W 390033 229


3018716401 09/17/78 32 32 2607 D 46.91 135.62 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 099.31 W 390034 413


3017016454 09/08/78 33 32 2370 o 51.17 128.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 100.75 W 390033 418


3017116513 09/08/78 34 32 2384 D 50.93 129,.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL- LLLL 40.20 N 102.17 W 390033 434


301,7216571 09/03/78 35 32 2398 D 50.70 129.47 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 103.60 W 390033 368


3017317030 09/16/78 36 32 2412 D 50.46 129.89 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 40.20 N 105.04 W 390033 567


3017417084 09/16/78 37 32 2426 D 50.23 130.30 30 SEEE NO tCCL LLLL 40.20 N 106.47 W 390033 495


3017517143 09/16/78 38 32 2440 D "49.99 130":71 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 107.90 W 390033 812


3017617201 09/30/78 39 32 2454 p 49.74 131.12 -10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N- 109.34 W 390033 719


3017717260 09/16/78 40 32 2468 D, 49.50 131.54 10 ,EEEE NO CCCL LLL 40.20 N - 110.79 W 390033 627 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 121


07:13 rROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM NICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLlY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAr4E


3017817314 09/16/78 41 32 2482 D 49.24 131.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 40.20 N 112.21 W 390033 841


3017917373 09/17/78 42 32 2496 D 48.99 132.37 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 113.65 W 390034 340


3016417543 09/02/78 45 32 2287 D 52.47 126.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 117.94 N 390033 18


3018318003 09117/78 46 32 2552 D 47.96 134.02 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.20 N 119.39 W 390034 389


3016618060 09/02/78 47 32 2315 D 52.04 127.06 0 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 40.20 N 120.82 W 390033 33


3018518120 09/30/78 48 32 2580 D 47.43 134.85 NA MMMM NO: CCCL tLLL 40.20 N" 122.26 W 0 0


3016802480 09/09/78 138 32 2334 D 51.74 127.61 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 108.60 E 390033 60


3018602482 09/30/78 138 32 2585 D- 47.34 134.98 100 EEEE NO CCCL LULL 40.21 N 108.62 E 390034 486
3016702422 09/16/78 137 32 2320 D 51.97 127.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 110.05 F 390032 776.


3017802022 09/08/78 130 32 2473 D 49.41 131.67 40 EEEE NO CCCL -LLLL 40.21 N 120.08 E 390033 644 
3017501450 09/08/78 127 32 2431 D 50.14 130.44 8o EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 124.38 E 390034 62 
3017301333 09/03/78 125 32 2403 D 50.62 129.62 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 127.25 E 390033 305 
3017101220 09/03/78 123 32 2375 D 51.09 128.77 10 22EE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 130.11 E 390033 269 
.3018416225 09/17/78 29 32 2565 D 47.72 134.39 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 095.02 W 390034 279 
3003517360 09/24/78 42 32 488 D 47.82 132.36 10 FFFFF NO CCCLL LLLLL 40.21 N 113.66 w 390032 30 
3016217430 09/02/78 43 32 2259 D 52.89 125.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 40.21 N 115.10 W 390032 610 
3018217544 09/17/78 45 32 2533 D 48.22 133.61 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 117.97 W 390034 400 
3018418061 09/17/78 47 32 2566 D 47.69 134.44 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 120.83 w 390034 295 
.3016718114 09/03/78 48 32 2329 D 51.82 127.46 0. EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.21 N 122.27 w 390033 221 
3003304534 09/24178 147 213 452 N 00.00 307.20 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.52 N 119.12 w 0 0 
3010508481 09/08/78 201 31 1459 D 59.58 117.54 20 EEEE NO CCCL LlLL 41.57 N 01P.90 E 390032 244 
3007115523 09/03/78 24 31 989 D 56.98 124.81 100 EEEEE No CCCLL LLLLL 41.59 N 087.25 W 390032 97 
3010117013 09/30/78 36 31 1408 D 59.61 117.96 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 104.45 w 390032 190 
3008902062 09/03/78 131 31 1232 D 59.16 120.30 20 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 119.23 E 390032 113 
3006801491 09/03/78 128 31 939 D 56.29 125.84 0 FEEEO NO CCCLL LULLL 41.60 N 123.53 E 390032 80 
3012902022 09/08/78 117 213 1789 N 00.00 316.20 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLL 41.60 N 075.92 w 0 0 
3013615130 09/08/78 17 31 1895 D 56.95 119.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 077.23 6 390032 252 
3011016100 09/24/78 27 31 1533 D 59.41 117.18 80 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLL 41.60 N 091.56 w 390032 212 
3011003394 09/24/78 134 213 1525 N 00.00 317.64 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.60 N 100.30 W 0 0 
3007918214 09/30/78 50 31 1102 D 58.22 122.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 41.60 N 124.54 N 390032 171 
3015608314 09/09/78 198 31 2170 D 53.61 125.16 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 023.11 E 390032 509 
3015501330 09/08/78 125 31 2152 D 53.86 124.72 30 FPFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 127.81 E 390032 386


3015401271 09/08/78 124 31 2138 D 54.06 124.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LULL 41.61 N 129.25 E 390032 439 
3017810381 09/16/78 220 31 2478 D' 48.58 133.53 40 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 41.61 N 008.41 W 390034 23 
3015413300 09/08/78 250 31 2145 D 53.96 124.55 70 EFFP NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 051.43 W 390032 372 
3006014492 09/17/78 13 31 835 D 54.63 127.91 10 EEEFO NO CCLL LLLLL 41.61 N 071.51 W 390034 78 
3016814503 09/16/78 13 31 2341 D 50.98 129.68 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 071.53 w 390033 514 
3015215015 09/08/78 15 31 2118 D 54.33 123.90 80 MMFM NO CCCL LL4L 41.61 N 074.40 W 390032, 426, 
301711'5075 09/17/78, 16 31 2383 D 50.26 150.87 10 EEEE . NO CCCL LLLL, 41.61 N 075.83 w 390034 82 




11125/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 122


07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM.CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017515305 09/16/78 20 31 2439 D 49.29 132.43 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 081.57 W 390033 798 
3013502370 09/08/78 123 213 1873 N 00.00 315.55 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 084.51 W 0 0 
3014215473 09/09/78 23 31 1979 D 56.06 120.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 085.85 W 0 0 
3014415590 09/09/78 25 31 2007 D 55.73 121.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 088.72 W 390032 293 
3013016215 09/08/78 29 31 1812 D 57.73 118.33 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 094.46 w '390032 356 
3014816220 09/16/78 29 31 2063 D 55.05 122.65 40 FEFE NO CCCL ULLL 41.61 N 094.46 W 390033 469 
3016616222 09/16/78 29 31 2314 D 51.42 128.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 094.48 W 0 0 
3014317363 09/09/78 42 31 1994 D 55.88 121.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.61 N 113.12 W 390032 281 
3017408320 09/16/78 198 31 2421 D 49.62 131.90 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 023.10 E 0 0 
3017308261 09/03/78 197 31 2407 D 49.86 131.52 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 024.53 E 0 0 
3017208203 09/16/78 196 31 2393 D 50.11 131.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 025.96 E 0 0 
3016402244 09/16/78 134 31 2278 D 52.00 127.96 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 114.87 E 390032 735 
3018102191 09/17/78 133 31 2515 D 47.90 134.55 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 116.31 E 390034 240 
3016302185 09/03/78 133 31 2264 D 52.21 127.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 116.32 E 390032 575 
3016102072 09/03/78 131 31 2236 D 52.64 126.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 119.18 E 390032 474 
3016002014 09/09/78 130 31 2222 D 52.85 126.50 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 120.61 E 390032 524 
3017701561 09/30/78 129 31 2459 D 48.93 132.98 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 122.04 F 390033 740 
3017601502 09/17/78 128 31 2445 D 49.19 132.58 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 123.48 E 390034 107 
3004801373 09/02/78 126 31 660 D 51.15 131.17 NA 2222E NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.62 N 126.34 E 0 0 
3016300354 09/03/78 115 31 2263 D 52.23 127.57 70 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 41.62 N 142.13 E 390032 572 
3018714563 09/30/78 14 31 2606 D 46.12 137.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 072.98 w 390034 335 
3016914562 09/16/78 14 31 2355 D 50.75 130.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 073.00 w 390033 484 
3017015020 09/16/78 15 31 2369 D 50.52 130.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 074.42 w 390033 518 
3017215133 09/08/78 17 31 2397 D 50.02 131.26 50 222E NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 077.28 W 390033 442 
3017315192 09/08/78 18 31 2411 D 49.78 131.64 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 078.71 W 390033 454 
3017615363 09/16/78 21 31 2453 D 49.04 132.82 NA M1MM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 083.02 W 0 0 
3017715422 09/16/78 22 31 2467 D 48.78 133.22 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 084.46 W 390033 787 
3017915535 09(16/78 24 31 2495 D 48.26 134.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 087.32 w 390033 854 
3018116052 09/30/78 26 31 2523 D 47.74 134.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 090.19 W 390034 419 
3018216110 09/17/78 27 31 2537 D 47.48 135.17 10 EGEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 091.62 W 390034 164 
3016516163 09/09/78 28 31 2300 D 51.64 128.56 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 093.06 W 390032 807 
3018316164 09/17/78 28 31 2551 D 47.20 135.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 093.07 W 390034 379 
3016716280 09/03/78 30 31 2328 D 51.19 129.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 095.93 W 390033 204 
3016816335 09/03/78 31 31 2342 D 50.96 129.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 097.36 W 390033 22S 
3018716394 09/17/78 32 31 2607 D 46.09 137.14 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 098.81 W 390034 412 
3017016452 09/08/78 33 31 2370 D 50.49 130.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 100.25 W 390033 417 
3017116510 09/08/78 34 31 2384 D 50.25 130.88 10 EEEE NO CCGL LLLL 41.62 N 101.67 W 390033 433 
3017216565 09/03/78 35 31 2398 D 50.01 131.28 50 EEEE NO- CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 103.09 W 390033 367 
3017317023 09/16/78 36 31 2412 D 49.76 131.68 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41,.62 N. 104.54 W 390033 566 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 123


07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPC1 ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015717135 09/02/78 38 31 2189 D 53.34 125.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 107.39 W 390032 559


3017517140 09/16/78 38 31 2440 0 49.26 132.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 107.39 W 390033 MlI


3017617195 09/30/78 39 31 2454 0 49.02 132.86 "10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 108.83 W 390033 718


3017717253 09/16178 40 31 2468 D 48.76 133.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.6Z N 110.28 W 390033 626


3017817312 09/16/78 41 31 2482 D '48.50 133.66 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 111.70 W 390033 840


3014217305 09/09/78 41 31 1980 D 56.04 120.Q6 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 111.71 W 390032 326


3017917370 09/17/78 42 31 2496 D 48.24 134.06 NA MMMM NO CCCL LILL 41.62 N 113.14 W 0 U


3016217423 09/02/78 43 31 2259 D 52.29 127.47 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 114.59 W 390032 609


3016417540 09/02/78 45 31 2287 D 51.85 128.22 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLIL 41.62 N 117.44 W 390033 17


3018318000 09/17/78 46 31 2552 D 47.18 135.61 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 118.89 W 390034 388


3016618053 09/02178 47 31 2315 0 51.40 128.97 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 120.31 W 390033 32


3018518113 09/30/78 48 31 2580 C 46.62 136.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N 121.75 W 0 '


3017802015 09/08/78 130 31 2473 0 48.67 133.39 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 120.58 E 390033 643­

3017501444 09/16/78 127 31 2431 D 49.43 132.20 NA 666M NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 124.88 E C.


3017101214 09/03/78 123 31 2375 D 50.41 130.61 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 130.62 E 390033 26h


3018416223 09/17/78 29 31 2565 D 46.92 135.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 094.51 W 390034 27F


3003517353 09/24/78 42 31 488 D 47.07 133.96 10 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 41.63 N 113.16 W 390032 29


3018217542 09/17/78 45 31 2538 D 47.44 135.23 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 117.46 W 390034 399


3018418055 09/17/78 47 31 2566 D 46.90 136.01 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 120.33 W 390034 294


3016718112 09/03/78 48 31 2329 D 51.17 129.36 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.63 N 121.76 W 390033 220


3017301331 09/03/78 125 31 2403 D 49.9Z 131.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.64 N 127.75 E 390033 304


30033045,40 09/24/78 147 214 452 N 00.00 307.36 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 42.93 N 119.72 W 0 0


3010508475 09/08/78 201 30 1459 D 59.17 120.17 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N 019.43 E 390032 243


3010507043 09/30/78 183 30 1458 D 59.17 120.15 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 045.22 E 390034 444


3012508593 09/08/78 203 30 1738 D 57.91 120.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 016.51 E 390032 410


3003507153 09/24/78 185 30 482 D 46.00 135 00 100 E NO L L 43.01 N 042.28 E 0 0


3008801334 09/17/78 112 214 1217 N 00.00 317.00 90 F NO L L 43.01 N 069.27 w 0 0


3007115520 09/03/78 24 30 989 D 56.40 127.12 90 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.01 N 066.73 W 390032 96


'3011016094 09/24/78 27 30 1533 D 59.01 119.80 90 EEFEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.01 N 091.04 W 390032 211


3010117011 09/30/78 36 30 1408 D 59.18 120.59 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 103.93 W 390032 189


3007918212 09/30/78 50 30 1102 0 57.69 125.06 90 EEE2 NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 124.02 w 390032 170 
3015408195 09/08/78 196 30 2142 D 53.43 126.57 70 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 026.51 F 390032 366


3008902060 09/03/78 131 30 1232 D 58.68 122.86 20 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 119.76 E 390032 112


3006801484 09/03/78 128 30 939 D 55.69 128.07 10 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.02 N 124.05 E 390032 79


3017410145 09/08/78 216 30 2422 D 48.85 133.69 20 EEEE NO CCCL HILL 43.02 N 002.14 W 390033 607


3012902025 09/08/78 117 214 1789 N 00.00 316.09 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 076.44 W 0 0


3013615124 09/08/78 17 30 1895 D 56.49 121.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 076.71 W 390032 251


3013502372 09/08/78 123 214 1873 N 00.00 315.45 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 085.04 W 0 0


3013016212 09/08/78 29 30 1812 D 57.30 120.81' 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 093.93 W 390032 355


3011003401 09/24/78 134 214 1525 N 00.00 317.51 NA., 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLI 43.02 N 100.83 W 0 0


ARCHIVAkTA DR OG -ARCHIM 
11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 124 
07:13 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130178 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE . PICTURE MICROFILM MICrLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017408313 09/16/78 198 30 2421 D 48.88 133.64 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 023.62 E 390033 678


3015608312 09/09/78 198 30 2170 D 53.02 127.23 10 FEEF NO CCL LLLL 43.03 N 023.64 E 390032 508


3017108142 09/03/78 195 30 2379 D 49.64 132.51 10 EEEE NO COCL LLLL 43.03 N 027.94 E 390033 290


3016107165 09/03/78 185 30 2239 D 51.97 128.89 NA MMMM NO CCOL LLLL 43.03 N 042.27 E 0 0


3003307040 09/24/78 183 30 454 D 45.43 135.98 80 EEEE2 NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.03 N 045.14 E 390032 23


3016102070 09/03/78 131 30 2236 D 52.01 128.84 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 119.72 E 390032 473


3015501323 09/08/78 125 30 2152 D 53.28 126.81 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 128.33 E 390032 385


3015401265 09/08/78 124 30 2138 D 53.48 126.50 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 129.76 E 390032 438


3015413294 09/08/78 250 30 2145 D 53.39 126.64 80 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 050.91 W 390032 371


3006014490 09/17/78 13 30 835 D 53.98 130.00 10 EEFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.03 N 071.00 W 390034 77


3016814501 09/16/78 13 30 2341 D 50.29 131.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 071.00 W 0 0


3015215012 09/08/78 15 30 2118 D 53.77 126.03 60 MMFM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 073.88 W 390032 425


3015615242 09/08/78 19 30 2174 D 52.96 127.31 50 E222 No CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 079.61 W 390032 390


3017515302 09/16/78 20 30 2439 D 48.54 1,34.14 NA 66EE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 081.05 W 390033 797


3014215471 09/09/78 23 30 1979 D 55.57 123.20 NA MMMM NO COCL LLLL 43.03 N 085.34 W 0


3014415584 09/09/78 25 30 2007 D 55.23 123.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 088.20 W 390032 292


3014816214 09/16/78 29 30 2063 D 54.52 124.83 60 EFFF NO COCL LLLL 43.03 N 093.94 W 390033 468


3016616215 09/16/78 29 30 2314 D 50.75 130.82 NA K48MM NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 093.96 W 0 0


3015717132 09/02/78 38 30 2189 D 52.74 127.67 10 EEEE NO COOL LLLL 43.03 N 106.86 W 390032 558


3017517134 09/16/78 38 30 2440 D 48.51 134.19 10 EtEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 106.87 w 390033 810 
3014317361 09/09/78 42 30 1994 D 55.38 123.51 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.03 N 112.60 w 390032 280 
3006218270 09/17/78 51 30 865 D 54.00 129.00 0 E NO L L 43.03 N 125.50 w 0 V 
3017308255 09/03/78 197 30 2407 D 49.13 133.27 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 025.05 E 390033 320 
3017208200 09/16/78 196 30 2393 D 49.39 132.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 026.48 E 390033 658 
3017907170 09/30/78 185 30 2490 D 47.58 135.52 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 042.25 E 390034 504 
-3017707053 09/08/78 183 30 2462 D 48.11 134.76 NA MI4MM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 045.13 F 0 0 
3018102184 09/17/78 133 30 2515 D 47.11 136.16 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.83 E 390034 239 
3016302183 09/03/78 133 30 2264 D 51.56 129.55 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.85 E 390032 574 
3016002011 09/09/78 130 30 2222 D 52.23 128.50 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.14 E 390032 523 
3017701554 09/30/78 129 30 2459 D 48.17 134.67 0 EEFF NO COCL LLLL 43.04 N 122.56 E 390033 739 
3017601500 09/17/78 128 30 2445 D 48.44 134.28 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 124.00 E 390034 106 
3G04601371 09/02/78 126 30 660 D 50.43 133.00 NA MMMNE NO CCCLL LLLLL 43.04 N 126.86 E 0 0 
3017001153 09/03/78 122 30 2361 D 49.95 132.04 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 132.60 E 0 0 
3018801154 09/30/78 122 30 2612 D 45.14 138.77 100 EE2E NO COCL LLLL 43.04 N 132.60 E 390034 512 
3016300351 09/03/78 115 30 2263 D 51.58 129.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 43.04 N 142.65 E 390032 571 
3018714560 09/30/78 14 30 2606 D 45.28 138.59 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 072.46 W 390034 334 
3016914555 09/16/78 14 30 2355 D 50.06 131.87 10 EEEE NO COOL LLLL 43.04 N 072.47 W 390033 483 
3017015014 09/16/78 15 30 2369 D 49.81 132.25 r 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 073.90 w 390033 517 
3017115072 09/17/78 16 30 2383 D 49.55 132.65 "50' "EEEE. NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N "075.32 W 390034 81 






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGF 125 
07:13 
-FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN %.CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN P'ICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3017315185 09/08/78 18 30 2411 D 49.05 133.39 70 MEME' NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 078.18 W 390033 453 
3017715415 09/16/78 22 30 2467 D 48.02 134.89 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 083.93 W 390033 786 
3017915532 09/16/78 24 30 2495 D 47.48 135.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 086.80 W 390033 853 
3018116045 09/30/78 26 30 2523 D 46.94 136.39 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 089.67 W 390034 418 
3018216104 09/17/78 27 30 2537 D 46.67 136.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 091.10 W 390034 163 
3016516161 09/09/78 28 30 2300 D 50.98 130.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 092.54 W 390032 806 
3018416220 09/17/78 29 30 2565 D 46.10 137.52 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 094.00 W 390034 277 
3016716274 09/03/78 30 30 2328 D 50.51 131.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 'N 095.40 W 390033. 203 
3016816332 09/03/78 31 30 2342 D 50.27 131.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 096.84 W 390033 227 
3017016445 09/08/78 33 30 2370 D 49.78 132.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 099.72 w 390033 416 
3017116504 09/08/78 34 30 2384 D 49.54 132.66 .10 ,EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N, 101.15 W 390033 432 
3017216562 09/03/78 35 30 2398 D 49.28 133.05 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 102.57 W 390033 366 
3017317021 09/16/78 36 30 2412 D 49.03 133.42 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 104.01 6 390033 565 
3017417075 09/16/78 37 30 2426 D 48.77 133.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 105.44 W 390033 493 
3017617192 09/30/78 39 30 2454 D 48.26 134.55 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 106.31 W 390033 717 
3017717251 09/16/78 40 30 2468 D 47.99 134.93 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 109.76 W 390033 825 
3014217303 09/09/78 41 30 1980 D 55.55 123.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LCLL 43.04 N 111.18 W 390032 325 
3017817305 09/16/78 41 30 2482 D 47.72 135.31 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 111.18 W 390033 839 
3617917364 09/17/78- 42 30 2496 D 47.45 135.69 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 112.62 W 0 0 
3003517351 09/24/78 42 30 488 D 46.29 135.54 10 FFFEF NO CCCLI LLLLL 43.04 N 112.63 W 390032 28 
3016217421 09/02/78 '.3 30 2259 D 51.65 129.41 40 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 43.04 N 114.06 W 390032 60t, 
3016417534 09/02/78 45 30 2287 D 51.19 130.14 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 116.92 W 390033 16 
3016517592 09/30/78 46 30 2301 D 50.96 130.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 118.36 W 390033 247 
3018317594 09/17/78 46 30 2552 D 46.36 137.17 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 118.36 W 390034 381 
3016618051 09/02/78 47 30 2315 D 50.73 130.84 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 119.80 W 390033 31 
3016718105 09/03/78 48 30 2329 D 50.49 131.22 10 EESE NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.23 W 390033 219 
3018518111 09/30/78 48 30 2580 D 45.80 137.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 43.04 N 121.23 W 0 C' 
3017802013 09/08/78 130 30 2473 D 47.90 13506,: '10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 121.11 E 390033 642 
3017501441 09/16/78 127 30 2431 D 48.69 133.93 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N , 125.41 F 390033 686 
3017101211 09/03/78 123 30 2375 D 49.71 132.40 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 131.15 E 390033 267 
3018901212 09/30/78 123 30 2626 D 44.84 139.15 10 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 131.16 F 390034 524 
3018701095 09/30/78 121 30 2598 D 45.42 138.42 90 EFFF NO CCCL HHLL 43.05 N 134.03 E 390034 318 
3018316162 09/17/78 28 30 2551 D 46.39 137.14 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 092.56 W 390034 378 
3018716392 09/17/78 32 30 2607 D 45.25 138.63 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 096.29 W 390034 411 
3018217535 09/17/78 45 30 2538 D 46.64 136.81 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 116.94 W 390034 398 
3018418052 09/17/78 47 30 2566 D 46.08 137.55 NA F222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N 119:82 w 390034 293 
3017018281 09/03/78 51 30 2371 D 49.77 132.31 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 43.05 N, 125.54 W 0 0 
3017301324 09/03/78 125 30 2403 D 49.19 133.18 20 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 43.06 N 128.26 E 390033 303 
3003304543 09/24/78 147"215 452 N .00.00,307.48 NA 4444F NO- CCCLLLLLLL 44.32 N 120.28 W 0 0 
3009307382 09/08/78 189 29 1291 D 58.45 124;50 ',30 'FFEEE NO COCLL LLLLL '44,40'N ' 03,7.19 E 390032 237-, 
ARC HIVATW DREMRoGL-AR (HIM


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 126


07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID PATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QL7Y 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3010508472 09/08/78 201 29 1459 D 58.70 122.75 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 019.97 E 390032 242


3010507041 09/30/78 183 29 1458 D 58.70 122.73 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 045.77 E 390034 443


301 508591 09/08/78 203 29 1738 D 57.44 122.61 80 EFEE NO tCCL LLLL 44.42 N 017.06 E 390032 409

3010117004 09/30/78 36 29 1408 D 58.70 123.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 103.38 W 390032 188

3016309111 09/03/78 205 29 2268 D 50.83 131.52 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 014.17 E 390033 174

3003507151 09/24/78 185 29 482 D 45.00 137.00 100 E NO L L 44.43 N 042.82.E 0 0

3008902053 09/03/78 131 29 1232 D 58.15 125.36 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 120.30 E 390032 111

,3010501542 09/30/78 129 29 1455 D 58.70 122.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 123.19 E 390034 432

3014814380 09/08/78 11 29 2062 D 53.96 126.97 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 067.55 W 390032 423

3012902031 09/08/78 117 215 1789 N 00.00 315.93 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 077.00 W 0 0

301350237,5 09/08/78 123 215 1873 N 00.00 315.31 NA 44.44 NO CCCL. LLLL 44.43 N 085.59 W 0 0

3007115514 09/03/78 24 29 989 D 55.77 129.36 70 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 086.18 W 390032 95

3011016091 09/24/78 27 29 1533 D 58.55 122.35 90 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 090.50 W 390032 210

3011003403 09/24/78 134 215 1525 N 00.00 317.34 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.43 N 101.37 W 0 0

3007918205 09/30/78 50 29 1102 D 57.11 127.45 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 123.48 W 390032 169

3015408192 09108/78 196 29 2142 D 52.82 128.62 80 EEFP NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 027.06 E 390032 365

'3017108135 09/03/78 195 29 2379 D 48.90 134.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 028.50 E 390033 289

3014907504 09/03/78 191 29 2072 D 53.82 127.18 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 034.22 E 390032 343

3016707505 09/16/78 191 29 2323 D 49.89 132.87 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 034.22 E 390033 537

3016507392 09/03/78 189 29 2295 D 50.37 132.18 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 037.09. E 390032 669

3002107375 09/09/78 189 29 287 D 40.11 139.34 40 PFEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 037.10 E 390032 496 
3018107280 09/17/78 187 29 2518 D 46.22 137.83 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 039.97 E 390034 13$ 
3006801482 09/03/78 128 29 939 D 55.04 130.25 - 40 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 124.59 E 390032 78 
3917410142 09/08/78 216 29 2422 D 48.09 135.38 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 44.44 N 001.60 W 390033 606 
3006014483 09/17/78 13 29 835 D 53.29 132.03 40 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.44 N 070.44 1 390034 76 
3013615121 09/08/78 17 29 1895 D 55.99 124.19 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 076.17 W 390032 250 
3014415581 09/09/78 25 29 2007 D 54.68 125.94 60 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 087.66 w 390032 291 
3013016210 09/08/78 29 29 1812 D 56.81 123.23 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 093.39 W 390032 354 
3014816212 09/16/78 29 29 2063 D 53.94 127.00 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.44 N 093.39 w 390033 467 
3006218263 09/17/78' 51 29 865 D 53.00 131.00 10 E NO L L 44.44 N 124.95 W 0 0 

3017308252 09/03/78 197 29 2407 D 48.37 134.98 50 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 025.59 E 390035 319 

3017208194 09/16/78 196 29 2393 D 48.63 134.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 027.03 E 390033 657 

3016307275 09/03178 187 29 2267 D 50.84 131.51 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 039.94 E 390032 597 

3017907164 09/30/78 185 29 2490 D 46.77 137.12 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 042.80 E 390034 503 

3016107162 09/03/78 185 29 .2239 D 51.31 130.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 042.82 E 0 0 

3017707051 09/08/78 183 29 2462 D 47.32 136.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 045.68 E 390033 636 

3003307034 09/24/78 183 29 454 D 44.62 137.48 60 EEEEP NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.45 N 045.69 E 390032 22 

3006504574 09/03/78 161 Z9 899 D 54.40.130.96 10 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.45 N 077.25 E 390032 51­

3016102063,09/03/78 131 29 2236 u 51.35 130.77 - 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45' N 120.26 E '390032 472 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % {LD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015401262 09/08/78 124 29 2138 D 52.87 128.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 130.30 E 390032 437 
3016814494 09/16/78 13 29 2341 D 49.57 133.32 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 070.46 W 0 0 
3018714554 09/30/78 14 29 2606 D 44.41 140.04 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 071.91 W 390034 333 
3015215010 09/08/78 15 29 2118 D 53.16 128.12 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 073.33 w 390032 424 
3017115070 09/17/78 16 29 2383 D 48.81 134.39 60 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45. N 074.78 W 390034 80 
3017215124 09/08/78 17 29 2397 D 48.55 134.75 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 076.21 W 0 0 
3017715413 09/16/78 22 29 2467 D 47.22 136.52 30 EMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 083.38 W 390033 785 
3014215464 09/09/78 23 29 1979 D 55.02 125.47 NA MMMm NO CCCI LLLL 44.45 N 084.81 W 0 0 
3017915530 09/16/78 24 29 2495 D 46.67 137.25 20 EEEE NO CCCL -LLLL 44.45 N 086.25 W 390033 852 
3016516154 09/09/78 28 29 2300 D 50.28 132.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 092.00 W 390032 b05 
3016616213 09/16/78 29 '29 2314 D 50.04 132.65 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL * 44.45 N, 093.42 W 390033 765 
3016716271 09/03/78 30 29 2328 D 49.79 133.00 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 094.86 W 390033 202 
3017216560 09/03/78 35 29 2398 D 48.53 134.77 30 EESE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 102.03 W 390033 365 
3017417073 09/16/78 37 29 2426 D 48.00 135.50 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 104.90 W 390033 492 
3015717130 09/02/78 38 29 2189 D 52.10 129.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106.32 W 390032 557 
3017517131 09/16/78 38 29 2440 D 47.74 135.85 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 106.33 W 390033 809 
3014217300 09/09/78 41 29 1980 D 55.01 125.48 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 110.64 W 390032 324 
3017817303 09/16/78 41 29 2482 D 46.92 136.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 110.64 W 390033 638 
3014317355 09/09/78 42 29 1994 D 54.84 125.73 0 EEEE NO CCCL, LLLL 44.45 N 112.06 W 390032 279 
3017304585 09/08/78 161 29 2405 D 48.41 134.93 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 077.21 E 0 0 
3018904473 09/30/78 159 29 2628 D 43.93 140.63 10 EL2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 080.07 E 390034 537 
3003301535 09/24/78 129 29 451 D 44.53 137.53 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.46 N 123.10 E 390032 17 
3017701552 09/30/78 129 29 2459 D 47.38 136.32 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 123.10 E 390033 73? 
3017601493 09/17/78 128 29 2445 D 47.65 135.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 124.55 E 390034 105 
3004801364 09/02/78 126 29 660 D 49.67 134.79 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLL L 44.46 N 127.40 F 0 0 
3017101205 09/03/78 123 29 2375 0 48.97 134.16 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 131.70 E 390033 266 
3d18901210 09/30/78 123 29 2626 D 43.96 140.59 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 131.70 E 390034 523 
3018801151 09/30/78 122 29 2612 D 44.?7 140.22 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 133.14 E 390034 511 
3017001150 09/03/78 122 29 2361 D 49.21 133.83 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 133.15 E 390033 251 
3016300345 09/03/78 115 29 2263 D 50.90 131.42 70 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 44.46 N 143.19 E 390032 570 
3016914553 09/16/78 14 29 2355 D 49.32 133.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 071.92 W 390033 482 
3017015011 09/16/78 15 29 2369 D 49.07 134.01 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 073.35 W 390033 516 
3018116043 09/30/78 26 29 2523 D 46.11 137.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 089.13 W 390034 417 
3018216101 09/17/78 27 29 2537 D 45.84 138.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 090.56 w 390034 162 
3018316155 09/17/78 28 29 2551 D 45.55 138.67 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 092.02 w 390034 377 
3018416214 09/17/78 29 29 2565 D 45.25 139.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 093.44 W 390034 276 
3016816330 09/03/78 31 29 2342 D 49.55 133.36 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 096.30 W 390033 226 
3018716385 09/17/78 32 29 2607 D 44.38" 140.09 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 097.75 W 390034 410 
3017016443 09/08/78 33 29 2370 D 49.05 134.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 099.18 W 390033 415 
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3017317014 09/16/78 36 29 2412 D 48.27 135.13 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 103.47 W 390033 564 
3017717244 09/16/78 40 29 2468 D 47.20 136.56 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 109.21 W 390033 824 
3017917361 09/17/78 42 29 2496 D 46.65 137.29 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 112.08 w 0 0 
3003517344 09/24/76 42 29 488 D 45.49 137.09 40 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 44.46 N 112.09 W 390032 27 
3'016217414 09/02/78 43 29 2259 D 50.97 131.32 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 113.51 w 390032 607 
3016417531 09/02/78 45 29 2287 D 50.50 132.01 80 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 116.38 W 390033 15 
3018217533 09/17/78 45 29 2538 D 45.81 138.35 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 116.40 W 390034 397 
3016517590 09/30/78 46 29 2301 D 50.26 132.34 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 117.81 W 390033 246 
3018317591 09/17/78 46 29 2552 D 45.52 138.70 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 117.82 w 390034 386 
301661801.4 09/02/78 47 29 2315 D 50.02 132.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 119.26 W 390033 30 
3016718103 09/03/78 48 29 2329 D 49.77 133.04 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 W 390033 218 
3018518104 09/30/78 48 29 2580 D 44.94 139.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 120.70 W 0 0 
3017018274 09/03/78 51 29 2371 D 49.03 134.07 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.46 N 125.00 W 390033 242 
3Q17802010 09108/78 130 29 2473 D 47.11 136.68 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 121.65 E 390033 641 
3017501435 09/16/78 127 29 2431 D 47.91 135.61 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 125.96 E 390033 685 
3017301322 09/03/78 125 29 2403 D 48.43 134.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 128.81 F 390033 302 
3018418050 09/17/78 47 29 2566 D 45.23 139.06 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N 119.27 W 0 0 
3003304550 09/24/78 147 216 452 N 00.00 307.56 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.72 N 120.88 W 0 0 
3010508470 09/08/78 201 28 1459 D 58.17 125.29 70 REEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N 020.54 E 39032 241 
3009307380 09/08/78 189 28 1291 D 57.89 126.97 40 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.82 N 037.75 E 390032 236 
3010507034 09/30/78 183 28 1458 D 58.18 125.26 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N 046.34 F. 390034 442 
3012508584 09/08/78 203 2? 1738 D 56.93 125.04 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 017.63 E 390032 408 
3007115511 09/03/78 24 28 989 b 55.10 131.55 30 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.83 N 085.61 w 390032 94 
3003507144 09/24/78 185 28 482 D 44.00 138.00 100 E NO L L 45.84 N 043.38 E 0 (1


3010501535 09/30/78 129 28 1455 0 58.18 125.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 123.75 E 390034 431


3014814373 09/08/78 11 28 2062 D 53.34 129.07 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 066.98 W 390032 422


3010117002 09/30/78 36 28 1408 - D 58.17 125.70 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 102.82 W 390032 187


3006218261 0q/17/78 51 28 865 D 53.00 133.00 10 E NO L L 45.84 N 124.38 W I U


3016309104 09/03/78 205 28 2268 D 50.12 133.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 014.73 E 390033 173


3002107373 09/09/78 189 28 287 D 39.24 140.63 70 PFFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 037.67 E 390032 495


3018107274 09/17/78 187 28 2518 D 45.37 139.37 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.65 N 040.54 E 390034 137


3008902051 09/03/78 131 28 1232 D 57.57 127.80 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 120.87 E 390032 110


3006801475 09/03/78 128 28 939 D 54.35 132.37 70 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 125.16 E 390032 77


3017410140 09/08/78 216 28 2422 D 47.29 137.03 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 45.b5 N 001.03 W 390033 605


3006014481 09/17/78 13 28 835 D 52.56 134.02 60 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 069.87 W 390034 75 
3013502381 09/08/78 123 216 1873 N 00.00 315.13 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 ,N 086.16 W U 0


3011016085 09/24/78 27 28 1533 D 58.04 124.87 90 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 089.95 W 390032 209


3014816205 09116178 29 28 2063 D 53.32. 129.11 .50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 N 092.83 W 390033 466


3011003410 09/24178 134 216 1525 N 00.00.317.13- NA , 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.85 N 101.94 W 0 0
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07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09130/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CGM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNIR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017108133 09/03/78 195 28 2379 D 48.12 135.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 029.05 E 390035 288


3014907501 09/03/78 191 28 2072 D 53.19 129.28 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 034.79 E 390032 342


3016707503 09/16/78 191 28 2323 D 49.14 134.66 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 034.79 E 390033 536


3018507504 09/30/78 191 28 2574 D 44.20 140.72 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 034.79 E 390034 460


3016507390 09/03/78 189 28 2295 D 49.64 134.00 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 037.66 E 390032 668


3016307273 09/03/78 187 28 2267 D 50.13 133.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 040.51 E 390032 596


3016107160 09/03/78 185 28 2239 D 50.60 132.72 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 043.39 E 390033 154


3003307031 09/24/78 183 28 454 D 43.78 138.95 70 CEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.86 N 046.25 E 390032 21 
3017707044 09/08/78 183 28 2462 D 46.51 138.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 046.25 E 390033 635


3006504571 09/03/78 161 28 899 D 53.69 133.04 10 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.86 N 077.80 E 390032 50


3016814492 09/16/t8 13 28 2341 D 48.81 135.09 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 069.90 W 0 0


3017715410 09/16/78 22 28 2467 D 46.41 138.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.96 N 082.81 W 0 0


3014215462 09/09/78 23 28 1979 D 54.44 127.67 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 084.25 W 0 0


3014415575 09/09/78 25 28 2007 D 54.08 128.12 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 087.10 W 390032 290


3013016203 09/08/78 29 28 1812 D 56.28 125.60 40 EEEE NO CCCL' LLLL 45.86 N 092.83 W 390032 353


3015717123 09/02/78 38 28 2189 D 51.42 131.63 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 105.76 W 390032 556


3014317352 09/09/78 42 28 1994 D 54.25 127.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.86 N 111.50 W 390032 278


3017308250 09/03/78 197 28 2407 D 47.58 136.67 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 026.15 E 390033 318


3017907161 09/30/78 185 28 2490 D 45.94 138.69 40 EE2E KO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 043.37 E 390034 502


3016102061 09/03/78 131 28 2236 D 50.65 132.66 70 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 120.82 E 390032 471


3017601491 09/17/78 128 28 2445 D 46.84 137.59 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 125.11 E 390034 104


3015501314 09/08/78 125 28 2152 D 52.00 130.87 10 FEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 129.43 E 390032 383


3015401260 09/08/78 124 28 2138 D 52.22 130.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 130.85 E 390032 436


3017001144 09/03/78 122 28 2361 D 48.44 135.58 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 133.71 E 390033 250


3016614375 09/02/78 11 28 2313 D 49.32 134.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 067.04 W 390033 26


3018714551 09/30/78 14 28 2606 D 43.52 141.47 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 071.34 w 390034 332


3016914550 09/16/78 14 28 2355 D 48.56 135.41 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 071.36 W 390033 481


3017915523 09/16/78 24 28 2495 D 45.84 138.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 085.69 w 390033 851


3018116040 09/30/78 26 28 2523 D 45.26 139.50 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 088.57 W 390034 416


3018216095 09/17/78 27 28 2537 D 44.98 139.82 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 090.00 W 390034 161


3016516152 09/09/78 28 28 2300 D 49.55 134.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 091.43 w 390032 804


3016616210 09/16/78 29 28 2314 D 49.30 134.45 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 092.87 w 390033 764


3016716265 09/03/78 30 28 2328 D 49.05 134.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 094.30 W' 390033 201


3016816323 09/03/78 31 28 2342 D 48.79 135.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.67 N 095.73 w 390033 225


3017116495 09/08/78 34 28 2384 D 48.01 136.12 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 100.04 W' 390033 430


3017216553 09/03/78 35 28 2398 D 47.75 136.46 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 101.47 W 390033 364


3017317012 09/16/78 36 28 2412 D 47.47 136.80 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 102.90 W 390033 563


3017417070 09/16/78 37 28 2426 D 47.20 137.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 104.33 w 390033 491


3017517125 09/16/78 38 28 2440 D 46.93 137.48 80, EEEF, NO. CCCL LLLL 45.87 N "105.78 W 390033 808


3017717242 09/16/78 40 28 2466 D 46.3 138.15 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 108.65 W 390033 823







LANDSAT 3 MS8 





OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


10 DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OILY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014217294 09/09/78 41 28 1980 D 54.43 127.70 0 EEEE NO -CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 110.07 W 390032 323


3017817300 09/16/78 41 28 2482 D 46.09 138.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.67 N 110.08 W 390033 837


3017917355 09/17/78 42 28 2496 D 45.81 138.85 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 111.51 W 390034 339


3016217412 09/02/78 43 28 2259 D 50.26 133.19 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 112.94 W 390032 606


3016417525 09/02/78 45 28 2287 D 49.77 133.F4 90 EMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 115.82 W 390033 14


3016517583 09/30/78 46 28 2301 D 49.53 134.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 117.25 w 390033 245


3018317585 09/17/78 46 28 2552 D 44.65 140.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.87 N 117.25 W 390034 385


3018904471 09/30/78 159 28 2628 D 43.02 142.04 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 080.63 E 390034 536


3018002121 09/16/78 132 28 2501 D 45.73 138.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 119.36 8 390033 702


3017802004 09/08/78 130" 28 2473 D 46.28 138.28 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 45.88 N 122.21 E 390033 640


3003301532 09/24/78 129 28 451 D 43.69 139.00 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.88 N 123.66 E 390032 16


3017701545 09/30/78 129 28 2459 D 46.56 137.94 0 FEFE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 123.66 E 390033 737


3017501432 09/16/78 127 28 2431 D 47.11 137.27 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 126.53 E 390033 684


3004801362 09/02/78 126 28 660 D 48.89 136.53 10 EEEE8 NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.88 N 127.97 E 390032 625


3018901203 09/30/78 123 28 2626 D 43.06 142.00 10 EE2E No CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 132.26 E 390034 522


3017101702 09/03/78 123 28 2375 D 48.19 135.90 30 EEFE NO CCCL ILLL 45.88 N 132.27 E 390033 265


3018801145 09/30/78 122 28 2612 D 43.38 141.65 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 133.70 E 390034 510


3016500455 09/16/78 117 28 2291 D 49.72 133.90 
 70 EELE NO CCCL HHLL 45.88 N 140.88 E 390032 749


3018316153 09/17/78 28 28 2551 D 44.68 140.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 091.45 W 390034 376


3018416211 09/17/78 29 28 2565 D 44.38 140.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 092.88 W 390034 275


3018716383 09/17/78 32 28 2607 D 43.49 141.52 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 097.19 W 390034 409


3017016440 09/08/78 33 28 2370 D 48.28 135.77 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 45.88 N 098.62 W 390033 414


3003517342 09/24/78 42 28 488 D 44.65 138.61 50 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 45.88 N 111.53 W 390032 26


3018217530 09/17/78 45 28 2538 D 44.95 139.86 30 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 115.83 W 390034 396


3018418043 09/17/78 47 28 2566 D 44.36 140.55 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 118.69 W 0 0


3016618042 09/02/78 47 28 2315 D, 49.28 134.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 118.70 W 390033 29


3016718100 09/03/78 48 28 2329 U" 49.03 134.81 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 120.13 W 390033 217


3018518102 0/30/78 48 28 2580 D 44.06 140.88 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 45,88 N 120.13 W 390034 427


3017018272 09/03/78 51 28 2371 D 48.26 135.80 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.88 N 124.43 W 390033 241


3017301315 09/03/78 125 28 2403 D 47.64 136.60 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 45.69 N 129.38 E 0 0


3010508463 09/08/78 201 27 1459 D 57.60 127.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 021.13 E 390032 240


3009307373 09/08/78 189 27 1291 D 
 57.27 129.39 50 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.23 N 036.34 E 39n032 235


3010507032 09/30/78 183 27 1458 D 57.61 127.73 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 046.93 E 390034 441


3012508582 09/08/78 203 27 1738 D 56.36 127.42 40 SEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 018.23 E 390032 407


3007115505 09/03/78 24 27 989 D 54.39 133.68 10 EFEFE No CCCLL LLLLL 47.24 N 085.01 W 390032 93


3010501533 09/30/78 129 27 1455 D 57.60 127.77 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 124.35 E 390034 430


3013502384 09/08/78 123 217 1873 N 00.00 
 314.90 NA 4444 NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 086.76 W 0 0


3010116595 09/30/78 36 27 1408 D 57.59 128.17 10 EEEF NO CCCL J.LLL 47.25 N 102.25 W 390032 186


.3016309102 	 09/03/78 205 27 2268 0. 49.37 135.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 015.32 E 390033 . 17? 
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 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN ' SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE v /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016707500 09/16/78 191 27 2323 D 48.37 136.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 035.38 E 390033 535






3002107370 09/09/78 189 27 287 D 38.35 141.89 40 FEFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 038.26 E 3Q0032 494


3016507383 09/03/78 189 27 2295 D 48.a8 135.78 10 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 
 036.26 E 390032 667


3018107272 09/17/78 187 27 2518 D 44.50 140.88 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 041.13 E 390034 136


3003507142 09/24/78 185 27 482 D 43.00 140.00 100 
 E NO L L 47.26 N 043.97 F 0 0


3008902045 09/03/78 131 27 1232 D 56.94 130.18 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 121.46 E 390032 109


3006801473 09103/78 128 27 939 D 53.62 134.45 90 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 125.75 E 390032 7t


3017410133 09/08/78 216 27 2422 D 46.47 138.66 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 47.26 N 000.44 w 390033 604


3006014474 09/17/78 13 27 835 D 51.80 135.96 60 2EFEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 069.28 W 390034 74


3011016082 09/24/78 27 27 1533 D 57.47 127.35 70 FFEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.26 N 089.35 W 390032 208






 50 27 1102 D 55.81 132.04 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.26 N 122.34 W 390032 167


3006218254 09/17/78 51 27 865 D 52.00 135.00 0 E NO 
 L L 47.26 N 123.80 W 0 0


3014907495 09/03/78 191 27 2072' D 5Z.54 131.34 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 035.38 E 390032 341


3016307270 09/03/78 187 27 2267 D 49.38 135.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 041.11 E 390032 595


3016107153 09/03/78 185 27 2239 D 49.87 134.58 50 CEPE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 044.00 E 390033 153


3003307025 09/24/78 183 27 454 D 
 42.92 140.41 70 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.27 N 046.84 E 390032 20


3017707042 09/08/78 183 27 2462 D 45.66 139.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 046.b4 E 390033 634


3006504565 09/03/78 161 27 899 D 52.94 135.07 10 EEEEF 
 NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.27 N 078.39 E 390032 49 
3014415572 09/09/78 25 27 2007 D 53.45 130.25 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 47.27 N 086.51 W 390032 2t9 
3013016201 09/08/78 29 27 1812 D 55.70 127.92 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 092.25 W 390032 352


3014816202 09/16/78 29 27 2063 D 52.66 131.18 60 tEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 092.25 W 390033 465


3014317350 09/09/78 42 27 1994 D 53.62 130.06 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 N 110.89 W 390032 277


3017308243 09/03/78 197 27 2407 D 46.76 138.32 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 026.75 L 390033 31?


3017907155 09/30/78 185 27 2490 D 
 45.08 140.23 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 043.97 E 390034 501


3016102054 09/03/78 131 27 2236 D 49.92 134.52 80 FFFC NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 121.41 E 390032 47Q


3015801483 09/03/78 128 27 2194 D 50.63 133.64 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 125.71 F 390033 147


3015501312 09/08/78 125 27 2152 D 51.31 137.83 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 4728 N 130,01 E 390032 3d2


3015401253 09/08/78 124 27 2138 D' 51.53 132.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 131.44 E 390032 435


3016814485 09/16/78 13 7 2341 D 48.03 136.81 80 EE22 NO CCCL LLLL 
 47.28 N 069.31 W 390033 513


3016516145 09/09/78 28 27 2300 D 48.78 135.90 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 090.84 W 390032 F03






 30 2?7 2328 D 48.27 136.53 40 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 093.71 W 390033 200


3016816321 09/03/78 31 27 2342 D 48.00 136.S5 0 EEME NO CCCL 
 LLLL 47.28 N 095.14 W 390033 224


3017116492 09/08/78 34 7 2384 D 47.20 137.80 90 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 099.45 W 390033 429


3017216551 09/03/78 35 27 2398 D 46.93 138.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 100.88 W 390033 363


3017317005 09116/78 36 27 2412 D 46.65 138.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 162.31 W 390033 562


3017417064 09/16/78 37 Z7 2426 D. 46.37 138.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N I63.75 W 390033 49'
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07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3014217291 09/09/78 41 27 1980 D 53.80 129.86 0 CEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 109.48 W 390032 322


3017917352 09/17/78 42 27 2496 D 44.95 140.38 NA MMIM NO CCCL LLLL 47.28 N 110.93 W a 0


3016217405 09/02/78 43 27 2259 D 49.52 135.01 60 IEEE NO COOL LLLL 47.28 N 112.35 6 390032 605


3016517581 09/30/78 46 27 2301 D 48.76 135.94 80 FEEE NO COOL LLLL 47.28 N 116.66 W 390033 244


3018418041 09/17/78 47 27 2566 D 43.46 142.00 NA MMMM NO COOL LLLL 47.28 N 118.09 W 0 0


3018904464 09/30/78 159 27 2628 D 42.10 143.41 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 081.22 E 390034 535


3018002114 09/16/78 132 27 2501 D 44.87 140.47 70 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 47.29 N 119.95 E 390033 701


3003301530 09/24/78 129 27 451 D 42.83 140.44 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.29 N 124.26 E 390032 15


3017601484 09/17/78 128 27 2445 D 46.00 139.19 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 125.70 E 390034 103


3017501430 09/16/78 127 27 2431 D 46.28 138.88 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 47.29 N 127.13 E 390033 683


3004801355 09/02/78 126 27 660 D 48.07 138.25 20 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.29 N 128.56 E 390032 624


3017101200 09/03/78 123 27 2375 D 47.38 137.59 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 132.86 E 390033 264


3017001141 09/03/78 122 27 2361 D 47.64 137.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 134.29 E 390033 249


3016500453 09/16/78 117 27 2291 D 48.95 135.70 60 FEEL NO CCUL HHLL 47.29 N 141.46 E 390032 748


3017915521 09/16/78 24 27 2495 D 44.98 140.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 47.29 N 085.11 W 390033 850


3018116034 09/30/78 26 27 2523 D 44.39 141.00 NA FFFE NO CCCL LULL 47.29 N 087.98 w 390034 415


3018216092 09/17/78 27 27 2537 D 44.10 141.30 NA E222 NO CCCL LULL 47.29 N 089.42 W 390034 160


3018316151 09417/78 28 27 2551 D 43.80 141.63 10 SEES NO CCOL LLLL 47.29 N 090.86 W 390034 375


3018416205 09/17/78 29 27 2565 D 43.49 141.97 10 FEEE NO CCCL LULL 47.29 N 092.29 W 390034 274


3018716380 09/17/78 32 27 2607 D 42.57 142.93 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 096.60 w 390034 408


301i016434 09/08/78 33 27 2370 D 47.48 137.46 NA 2MMM NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 098.02 W 0 0


3017517122 09/16/78 33 27 2440 D 46.10 139.08 40 EEEE NO CCCL LULL 47.29 N 105.20 w 390033 807


3017717235 09/16178 40 27 2468 D 45.53 139.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 108.06 W 390033 822


3017817294 09/16/78 41 27 2482 D 45.24 140.06 10 EEES NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 109.50 w 390033 836


3003517335 09/24/78 42 27 488 D 43.80 140.10 60 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 47.29 N 110.94 W 390032 25


3016417522 09/02/18 45 2? 2287 D 49.01 135.64 NA 2MMM NO eCCL LULL 47.29 N 115.23 W 0 0


3018217524 09/17/78 45 27 2538 D 44.08 141.33 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 115.23 w 390034 395


3018317582 09/17/78 46 27 2552 D 43.77 141.67 10 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 116.67 W 390034 384


3016618035 09/02/78 47 27 2315 D 48.50 136.25 20 EEEE NO CCEL LULL 47.29 N 11F.11 w 390033 28


301'8518095 09/30/78 48 27 2580 D 43.16 142.31 60 EEFE NO CCCL LULL 47.29 N 119.54 W 390034 426


3016718094 09/03/78 48 27 2329 D 48.25 136.55 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 119.55 W 390033 216


3017018265 09/03/78 51 27 2371 D 47.46 137.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 47.29 N 123.84 W 390033 240


3017118324 09/16/78 52 27 2385 D 47.18 137.83 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.29 N 125.27 W 390033 525


3017802001 09/08/78 130 27 2473 D 45.43 139.84 20 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 47.30 N 122.80 F 390033 639


3017301313 09/03/78 125 27 2403 D 46.83 138.25 80 EEEE NO CCL LLL 47.30 N 129.97 E 390033 301


3018901201 09/30/78 123 27 2626 D 42.14 143.39 20 EE2E NO CCCL LULL 47.30 N 132.84 F 390034 521


3018801142 09/30/78- 122 27 2612 D 42.45 143.05 70 EE2E NO CCCL LLL 47.30 N 134.28 E 390034 509


3010508461 09/08/78 201 26 1459 D 56.98 130.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LULL 48..63 N 021 .75 E 390032 239


3009307371 09/08/78 189 26 1291 D 56.62 131.75 . 30 SFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.63 N 3P.96 E 390032 234


3010507025 09/30778 183 26 1458 D 56.99 130.15 80 EEFE NO CCCL LULL 48.64 N 047.56 E 390034 440


ARCHIVA T DoRE LToG-ARCHIM
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07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL -- FRAME


3012508575 09/08178 203 26 1738 D 55.74 129.76. 50 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 4?.65 N 018.84 E 390032 406


3003507135 09/24/78 185 26 482 D 42.00 141.00 50 E NO L L 48.66 N 044.58 E 0 0


3008905305 09/03/78 167 26 1234 D 56.28 132.47 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.66 N 070.46 E 390032 122


3010501530 09/30/78 129 26 1455 D 56.98 130.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 124.96 E 390034 429


3010116593 09/30/78 36 26 1408 D 56.96 130.57 10 MFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 101.62 W 390032 185


3011003414 09/24/78 134 218 1525 N 00.00 316.59 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.66 N 103.14 W 0 0


3017410131 09/08/78 216 26 2422 D 45.62 140.25 NA MMMM NO CCCL HWLL 48.67 N 000.15 E 0 0


3016509212 09/03/78 207 26 2296 D 48.07 137.56 NA MFMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 013.06 E 390032 674


3016309095 09/03/78 205 26 2268 D 48.59 136.97 0 EEBE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 015.93 E 390033 171


3017508354 09/17/78 199 26 2435 D 45.36 140.53 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 48.67 N 024.54 E 390034 100


3017108124 09/03/78 195 26 2379 D 46.49 139.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.67 N 030.26 F 3911033 2F6


3014907492 09/03/78 191 26 2072 D 51.84 .133.35 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.00 E 390032 340


3016707494 09/16/78 191 26 2323 D 47.57 138.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.00 E 390033 534


3018507495 09/30/78 191 26 ?574 D 42.39 143.58 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 036.00 E 390034 458


3002107364 09/09/78 189 26 287 D 37.44 143.15 30 BEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.67 N 038.87 E 390032 493


30165073'81 09/03/78 189 26 2295 D 48.09 137.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 038.88 E 390032 666


3016307264 09/03/78 187 26 2267 D 48.60 136.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 041.73 E 390032 594


3018107265 09/17/78 187 26 2518 D 43.61 142.36 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 041.75 E 390034 135


3016107151 09/03/78 185 26 2239 D 49.11 136.39 20 EE2E NO CECL LLLL 48.67 N 044.61 E 390033 152


3008902042 09/03/78 131 26 1232 D 56.26 132.51 30 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.67 N 122.07 E 390032 108


3007918194 09/30/78 50 26 1102 D 55.09 134.25 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.67 N 121.72 W 390032 166


3002109195 09/09/78 207 26 288 D 37.46 143.15 80 FEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.68 N 013.05 E 390032 503


3017907152 09/30/78 185 26 2490 D 44.20 141.75 30 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 044.59 E 390C34 500


3003307022 09/24/78 183 26 454 D 42.03 141.65 80 EEEEP NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.68 N 047.47 E 390032 19


3017707035 09/08/78 183 26 2462 D 44.79 141.13 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 047.47 E 390033 633


3006504562 09/03/78 161 26 899 D 52.17 137.05 30 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 4b.68 N 079.01 E 390032 46


3016102052 09/03/78 131 26 2236 D 49.15 136:34 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 122.04 E 390032 469


3006801470 09/03/78 128 26 939 D 52.85 136.50 80 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.68 N 126.35 E 390032 75


3013016194 09/08/78 29 26 1812 D 55.08 130.20 90 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 091.62 W 390032 351


3014317343 09/09/78 42 26 1994 D 52.95 132.17 0 MEEM NO CCCL LLLL 48.68 N 110.26 w 390032 276


3006218252 09/17/78 51 26 865 D 51.00 137.00 0 E NO L L 48.68 N 123.18 W 0 0


3017308241 09103/78 197 26 2407 D 45.92 139.94 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 027.36 E 390033 316


3017705203 09/08/78 165 26 2461 D 44.81 141.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 073.26 E 390033 623


3017o01482 09/17/78 128 26 2445 0 45.14 140.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 126.31 E 390034 102


3015801481 09/03/78 128 26 2194 D, 49.88 135.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 46.69 N 126.33 E 390033 146


3017501423 09/16/78 127 26 2431 D 45.43 140.46 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 127.75 E 390033 682


3015501305 09/08/78 125 26 2152 D 50.58 134.75 70 EPFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.69 N 130.62 E 390032 331


3016516143 09/09/78 28 26 2300 D 47.99 137.65 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 090.22 W 390032 802


3014816200 09/16/78 29 26 2063 D 51.97 133.20 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLL ,. 48.69 N' 091.65 W 390033 464
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07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016716260 09/03/78 30 26 2328 D 47.46 138.25 60 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 093.10 W 390033 199 
3017116490 09/08/78 34 26 2384 D 46.37 139.44 NA MMMN NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 098.84 W 0 0 
3017216544 09/03/78 35 26 2398 D 46.09 139.75 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 100.27 w 390033 362 
3017317003 09/16/78 36 26 2412 D 45.81 140.04 60 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 101.70 w 390033 561 
3017417061 09/16/78 37 26 2426 D 45.52 140.36 30 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 103.14 w 390033 489 
3015717114 09/02/78 38 26 2189 D 49.96 135.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 104.57 W 390032 554 
3014217285 09/09/78 41 26 1980 D 53.13 131.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 108.86 W 390032 321 
3016217403 09/02/78 43 26 2259 D 48.74 136.81 20 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 111.73 W 390032 604 
3016417520 09/02/78 45 26 2287 D 48.23 137.39 80 PEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 114.61 W 390033 13 
3018217521 09/17/78 45 26 2538 D 43.18 142.79 50 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 114.61 W 390034 394 
3016517574 09/30/78 46 26 2301 D 47.96 137.69 90 MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 116.05 W 390033 243 
3018418034 09/17/78 47 26 2566 D 42.55 143.42 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.69 N 117.48 4 0 0 
3018518093 09/30/78 48 26 2580 D 42.24 143.73 NA FE22 NO CCCL LLLL 4%.69 N 118.92 W 390034 425 
3017905320 09/16/78 167 26 2489 D 44.21 141.75 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 070.37 E 0 0 
3018904462 09/30/78 159 26 2628 D 41.16 144.77 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 081.84 E 390034 534 
3018002112 09/16/78 132 26 2501 D 43.98 141.97 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 120.57 E 390033 700 
3017701540 09/30/78 129 26 2459 D 44.85 141.08 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.86 E 390033 736 
3003301523 09/24/78 129 26 451 D 41.95 141.87 0 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.70 N 124.87 E 390032 14 
3004801353 09/02/78 126 26 660 D 47.23 139.91 30 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.70 N 129.18 E 390032 623 
3017001135 09/03/78 122 26 2361 D 46.82 138.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 134.90 E 390033 248 
3016500450 09/16/78 117 26 2291 D 48.15 137.47 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 48.70 N 142.07 E 390032 747 
3018316144 09/17/78 28 26 2551 D 42.89 143.08 50 E222 NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 090.25 W 390034 374 
3018416202 09/17/78 29 26 2565 D 42.57 143.40 20 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 091.68 W 390034 273 
3016816314 09/03/78 31 26 2342 D 47.19 138.54 NA MFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 094.54 W 390U33 223 
3018716374 09/17/78 32 26 2607 D 41.64 144.31 40 ZEFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 095.98 W 390034 407 
3017016431 09/08/78 33 26 2370 D 46.65 139.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 097.41 W 0 0 
3017517120 09/16/78 38 26 2440 D 45.24 140.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 104.58 w 0 o 
3017717233 09/16/78 40 26 2468 D 44.66 141.28 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 107.45 W 390033 P21 
3017817291 09/16/78 41 26 2482 D 44.36 141.59 10 MEEF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 108.89 W 390033 P35 
3017917350 09/17/78 42 26 2496 C 44.07 141.P9 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 110.32 W 390034 338 
3003517333 09/24/78 42 26 488 D 42.92 141.57 40 FFFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 48.70 N 110.33 W 390032 24 
3018317580 09/17/78 46 26 2552 D 42.86 143.12 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 116.05 W 0 0 
3016618033 09/02/78 47 26 2315 D 47.70 137.98 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 117.50 w 390033 27 
3016718091 09/03/78 48 26 2329 D 47.44 138.27 70 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 118.93 W 390033 215 
3017018263 09/03/78 51 26 2371 D 46.63 139.15 70 EFMM NO CCCL LLLL 4E.70 N 123.22 W 390033 239 
3017118321 09/16/78 52 26 2385 D 46.35 139.47 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 48.70 N 124.66 W 0 0 
3017801595 09/08/78 130 26 2473 D 44.56 141.38 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.71 N 123.42 E 390033 638 
3017301310 09/03/78 125 26 2403 D 45.99 139.86 90 EEEE- NO ECCL LLLL 42871 N 130.59 E 390033 300 
3018801140 09/30/78 122 26 2612 D 41.52 144.43 .,90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL -48.71 N 134.89 E 390034 508 
30105078454-09/08/78 201 25 1459 D 56:32'I,32:52 ,80' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL .. 5'0.03 N 022.39 E 390032 238 
~ A R C H I M
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CO QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # ISPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3009307364 09/08178 189 25 1291 b 55.92 134.05 60 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 50.04 N 039.60 C 390032 233


3010507023 09/30/78 183 25 1458 0 56.32 132.52 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLl 50.04 N 048.20 C 390034 439


3009305533 09/08/78 171 25 1290 b 55.91 134.06 so FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.04 N 065.40 E 390032 225


3012508573 09/08/78 203 25 1738 D 55.09 132.04 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.05 N 019.50 E 390032 405


3014909322 09/03/78 209 25 2073 0 51.10 135.33 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.06 N 010.86 E 390032 347


3008905303 09/03/78 167 25 1234 D 55.56 134.75 70 EFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.06 N 071.10 E 390032 121


3016809381 09/17/78 210 25 2338 0 46.44 140.11 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 009.41 E 390034 117


3016709323 09/16/78 209 25 2324 D 46.72 139.83 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 010.84 E 390033 541


3016509210 09/03/78 207 25 2296 D 47.25 139.28 NA MKMM NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 013.71 E 0


3016309093 09/03/78 205 25 2268 D 47.78 138.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 016.58 E 390033 170


3017508351-09/17/78 199 25 2435 D 44.48 142.09 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 025.18 E 390034 99


3016507374 09/03/78 189 25 2295 D 47.27 139.26 10 EEEE NO CCCL LtLL 50.07 N 039.52 E 390032 665


3016107144 09/03/78 185 25 2239 D 48.31 138.18 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 50.07 N 045.26 E 390033 151


3015706514 09/02/78 181 25 2183 D 49.30 137.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLl 50.07 N 051.01 E 390032 634


3008902040 09/03/78 131 25 1232 D 55.55 134.78 60 E666M NO CCCLL LtLLL 50.07 N 122.71 E 390032 10?


3017410124 09/08/78 216 25 2422 D 44.75 141.82 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 50.08 N 000.79 E 390033 603


3002109193 09/09/78 207 25 288 D 36.53 144.40 60 EEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.08 N 013.70 E 390032 502


3017108121 09/03/78 195 25 2379 D 45.64 140.91 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 030.91 E 390033 285


3014907490 09/03/78 191 25 2072 D 51.11 135.33 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 036.65 E 390032 339


3016707491 09116/78 191 25 2323 D 46;4 139.81 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 036.65 E 390033 533


3018507493 09/30/78 191 25 2574 D 41.45 144.98 NA MMMM NO CCCL LILL 50.08 N 036.65 E 0 0


3002107361 09/09/78 189 25 28? D 36.51 144.40 20 EEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.08 N 039.52 E 390032 492


3016307261 09/03/78 187 25 2267 D 47.90 138.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 042.39 E 39(1032 593


301A10?263 09/17/78 187 25 2518 D 42.69 143.82 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 042.39 E 390034 134


3003507133 09124/78 185 25 482 D 41.00 143.00 50 E NO L L 50.08 N 045.25 F 0 0


3017907150 09130/78 185 25 2490 D 43.30 143.25 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLL 50.08 N 045.25 E 390034 499


3003307020 09/24/78 183 25 454 D 41.13 143.26 90 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.08 N 048.12 E 390032 is


3017707033 09/08/78 183 25 2462 D 43.90 142.66 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 048.12 E 390033 632


3016102050 09/03/78 131 25 2236 D 48.36 138.13 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.08 N 122.69 E 390032 468


3017308234 09/03/78 197 25 2407 D 45.05 141.52 20 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 028.02 E 390033 315


3018906291 09/30/78 177 25 2629 D 40.18 146.14 30 E2E NO CCCL lLl. 50.09 u 056.69 E 390034 550


3006504560 09/03/78 161 25 899 D 51.36 138.97 50 EGEEE NO CCCLL LlLL 50.09 N 079.65 E 390032 47


3015801474 09/03/78 128 25 2194 D 49.10 137.37 NA MMMM No CCCL LLLL 50.09 N 126.97 E 0 0


3017306403 09/08/78 179 25 2406 D 45.06 141.51 60 EEPE NO CCCI LLLL 5'0.10 N 053.82 E 390033 595


3016706060 09109/78 173 25 2322 D 46.75 139.80 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 062.42 E 0 0


3016505543 09/09/78 171 25 2294 D 47.28 139.25 10 FEET NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 065.30 E 390032 790


3016305430 09/16/78 169 25 2266 D 47.81 138.70 80 EEME NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 06S.16 F 390032 725


3017905314 09/16/78 167 25 2489 D 43.31 143.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 071.02 E 390033 692


3017705201 09108/78 165 25 2461 D 43.92 142.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 073.90 E 390033 622


3015705083 09/09/78 163 25 2182 D 49.31 137.15 10 EEFF ' NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 076.76 E 390032 520


ARIHIVA TAP &DRt APROG-ARCHIM
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3015403080 09/08/78 142 25 2139 D 50.03 136.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 106.89 E 390032 443 
3016402221 09/16178 134 25 2278 D 47.59 138.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 118.36 E 390032 734 
3018002105 09/16178 132 25 2501 D 43.07 143.47 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 121.22 F 390033 699 
3003301521 09/24/78 129 25 451 D 41.05 143.29 0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 50.10 N 125.52 E 390032 13 
30i7601475 09/17/78 128 25 2445 D 44.25 142.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 126.96 E 390034 101 
3017501421 09/16/78 127 25 2431 D 44.55 142.02 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.10 N 128.39 E 390033 81 
3018904455 09/30/78 159 25 2628 D 40.20 146.11 10 ME6E NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 082.48 E 390034 533 
3017801592 09/08/78 13U 25 2473 D 43.66 142.V0 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 124.07 E 390033 637 
3017701534 09/30/78 129 25 2459 D 43.96 142.61 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 50.11 N 125.51 E 390033 735 
3016500444 09/16/78 117 25 2291 D 47.33 139.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 50.11 N 142.72 E 39003? 746 
3009307362 09/08/78 189 24 1291 0 55.18 136.31­ 40 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.44 N 040.27 F 390032 232 
3010507020 09/30/78 183 24 1458 D 55.61 134.3 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.44 N 048.88 E 390034 436 
3009305530 09/08/78 171 24 1290 D 55.17 136.31 80 FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.44 N 066.09 E 396032 224 
3012508570 0O/08/78 203 24 1738 D 54.39 134.27 60 EEEE NO CCCL, LLLL 51.45 N 020.17 F 390032 404 
3014909315 09/03/78 209 24 2073 D 50.33 137.27 30 rEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 011.54 E 390032­ 346 
3003507130 09/24/78 185 24 482 D 40.00 144.00 10 E NO L L 51.46 N 045.92 E 0 0 
3016809375 09/17/78 210 24 2338 D 45.59 141.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 010.09 E 390034 116 
3016509203 09/03/78 207 24 2296 D 46.41 140.97 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 014.39 E 390032 673 
3016309090 09/03/78 205 24 2268 D 46.95 140.46 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 017.26 E 390033 169 
3017508345 09/17/78 199 24 2435 D 43.58 143.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 025.86 E 390034 98 
3016107142 09/03/18 185 24 2239 D 47.49 139.94 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 045.94 E 390033 150 
3015706512 09/02/78 181 24 2183 D 48.50 138.97 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.47 N 051.69 E 390032 633 
3008905300 09/03/78 167 24 1234 D 54.81 136.96 5d EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.47 N 071.77 E 390032 120 
3018509322 09/30/78 209 24 2575 D 40.48 146.38 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 011.51 E 390034 463 
3016709320 09/16/78 209 24 2324 D 45.86 141.50 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 011.52 E 390033 540 
3018409263 09/17/78 208 24 2561 D 40.80 146.10 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 012.95 E 390034 28? 
3002109190 09/09/78 207 24 288 D' 35.59 145.65 60 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.48 N 014.38 E 390032 501 
3017108115 09/03/78 195 24 2379 D 44.76 142.52 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 031.59 E 390033 24 
3014907483 09/03/78 191 24 20?? D 50.34 137.28 10 EEEE NO tCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.33 E 390032 338 
3016707485 09/16/78 191 24 2323 D 45.88 141.47 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.33 E 390033 532 
3018507490 09/30/78 191 24 2574 D 40.50 146.36 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 037.33 E 390034 457 
3016507372 09/03/78 189 24 2295 D 46.43 140.96 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 040.20 E 390032 664 
3018107260 09/17/78 187 24 2518 D 41.76 145.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 043.06 E 390034 133 
3016307255 0q/03/78 187 24 2267 D 46.96 140.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 043.07 E 390032 592 
3017907143 09/30/78 185 24 2490 D 42.38 144.72 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 045.92 E 390034 498 
3017707030 09/08/78 123 24 2462 D 42.99 144.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 048.80 E ' 390033 631 
3017506513 09/30/78 181 24 2434 D 43.59 143.62 20 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 051.67 F 390033 713 
3017106283 09/02/78 177 24 2378 D' -44.78 142.50 10 EEEE. NO CCCL LLLL 51.48 N 057.40 E 390033 395 
3018506054 09/17/F8 173 24 2573 D 40.52 146.34 60 E2FF NO CCCL LLLL 5.1.48 N 063.14 E 390034 305' 
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3017308232 09/03/78 197 24 2407 0 44.17 143.09 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.49 N 028.70 E 390033- 314


3006504553 09103/78 161 24 899 D 50.52 140.86 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.49 N 080.33 E 390032 46


3006703235 09/03/78 145 24 926 D 50.99 140.58 80 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 51.49 N 103.28 E 390032 69


3017306400 09/08/78 179 24 2406 D 44.18 143.08 10 EFPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 054.50 E 390033 594


3018906284 09/30/78 177 24 2629 D 39.21 147.46 90 EE2E NO CCCL lLLL 51.50 N 057.37 E 390034 549


3016706053 09/09/78 173 24 2322 D 45.89 141.47 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 063.09 E 390033 54


3016505540 09/09/78 171 24 2294 D 46.44 140.95 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 065.98 E 390032 789


3017705194 09/08/78 165 24 2461 D 43.00 144.16 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 074.57 E 390033 621


3015705080 09/09/78 163 24 2182 D 48.51 138.98 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 077.45 E 390032 519


3017503250 09/08/78 145 24 2432 D 43.62 143.60 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 103.25 E 390034 70


3015403073 09/08/78 142 24 2139 D 49.25 138.29 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.50 N 107.56 E 390032 442,


3016500441 09/16/78 117 24 2291 D 46.49 140.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 51.50 N 143.41 E 390032 745


3017905311 09/16178 167 '24 2489 D 42.39 144.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL ,LLLL 51.51 N 071.70 E 390033 691


3017505082 09/30/78 163 24 2433 D 43.61 143.60 80 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 077.43 E 390033 707


3017501414 09116/787 127 24 431 D .- 43.65 143.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LlLL 51.51 N 129.07 E 390033 680


3017121580 09/16/78 88 24 2387 D 44.57 142.73 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 51.51 N 174.97 w 0 0 
3017021521 09/09/78 87 24 2373 D 44.85 142.47 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 51.52 N 173.56 w 0 0 
3017222034 09/03/78 89 24 2401 D 44.28 143.00 NA 22F2 NO CCCL LLLL 51.52 N 176.43 W 390033 385 
3017322093 09/16/78 90 24 2415 D 43.98 143.28 NA mmmm NO CCCL LLLL 51.52 N 1,77.86 W C. 0 
3009307355 09/08/78 189 23 1291 D 54.40 138.51 70 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.83 N 041.00 E 390032 231 
3010507014 09/30/78 183 23 1458 D 54.86 137.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.84 N 049.59 E 39034 437 
3009305524 09/08/78 171 23 1290 D 54.40 138.52 80 FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.84 N 066.80 E 390032 223 
3012508564 09/08/78 203 23 1738 D 53.66 136.47 70 EEEE, NO CCCL LLLL 52.85 N 020.88 E 390032 403 
3014909313 09/03178 209 23 2073 D 49.54 139.19 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.86 N 012.25 E 390032 345 
3003507124 09/24/78 185 23 '482 D 40.00 145.00 10 E NO L L 52.86 N 046.65 E 0 0 
3016709314 09/16/78 209 23 2324 D 44.98 143.13 30 EEEEf NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 012.23 E 390033 539 
3018509315 09/30/78 209 23 2575 D .39.50 147.77 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 012.23 E 390034 462 
3018409261 09/17178 208 23 2561 D 39.84 147.50 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.87 N 013.66 E 390034 286 
3002109184 09/09/78 207 23 288 D 34.63 146.89 60 FEEEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.87 N 015.10 E 390032 50D 
3016509201 09/03Y78 207 23 2296 D 45.53 142.66 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 015.10 E 390032 672 
3016309084 09/03/78 205 23 2268 D 46.08 142.17 30 EEEE NO CCCL LL 52.87.N 017.98 E 390033 168 
3017508342 09117/78 199 23 2435 D 42.66 145.16 60 EEEE- NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 026.58 E 390034 97 
3017108112 09/03178 195 23 2379 D 43.86 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 032.31 E 390033 283 
3014907481 09/03/78 191 23 2072 D 49.55 139.19 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 038.05 E 390032 337 
3016507365 09/03178 189 23 2295 D 145.56 142.63 40 EEEE NO CCCL .LLLL 52.87 N 040.92 E 390032 663 
3016307252 09/03/78 187 23 2267 D 46.11 142.15 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 043.78 E 390032 591 
3016107135 09/03/78 185 23 2239 D 46.64 141.68 50 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.87 N 046.66 E 390033 149 
3017506511 09/30/78 181 23 2434 D 42.67 145.15 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL , 52.87 N 052'.39 E 390033 712 
3015706505 09102/78 181 23 2183 D 47.67 140.78 80 EEEE NO CCCL, LLLL , 52;'87 N 052.40 E 390032 632








11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 138


07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE h /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 , OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3009304092 09/03/78 153 23 1289 'D 54.37 138.57 90 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.87 N 092.56 E 390032 137 
3018609374 09/17/78 210 23 2589 D 39.17 148.03 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 010.78 E 390034 313 
3017308225 09/03/78 197 23 2407 D 43.25 144.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 029.42 E 390033 313 
3018507484 09130/78 191 23 2574 D 39.53 147.75 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 038.04 E 390034 456 
3018107254 09/17/78 187 23 2518 D 40.81 146.70 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 043.78 E 390034 132 
3017907141 09/30/78 185 23 2490 D 41.44 146.19 30 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 046.64 E 390034 497 
3017707024 09/08/78 183 23 2462 D 42.06 145.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 049.51 E 390033 630 
3017106281 09/02/78 177 23 2378 D 43.88 144.09 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 058.12 F 390033 394 
3018506052 09/17/78 173 23 2573 D 39.55 147.72 90 E2FE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 063.85 E 390034 304 
3018305535 09/17/78 171 23 2545 D 40.20 147.19 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.88 N 066.72 E 390034 177 
3018906282 09/30178 177 23 2629 D 38.22 148.78 100 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N 058.09 E 390034 54a 
3016505534 09/09/78 171 23 2294 D 45.57 142.63 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.89 N 066.70 E 390032 788 
3006504551 09/03/78 161 23 899 D 49.65 142.72 70 EEEEF NO ECCLL LLLLL 52.89 N 081.05 E 390032 45 
3006703232 09/03/78 145 23 926 0 50.13 142.47 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 52.89 N 104.00 E 390032 68 
3003519153 09/24/78 60 23 489 D 40.00 145.00 80 E NO L L 52.89 N 134.08 W 0 0 
3017306394 09/08/78 179 23 2406 D 43.27 144.64 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 055.21 E 390033 593 
3016706051 09/09/78 173 23 2322 D 45.02 143.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 063.81 F 390033 53 
3017905305 09/16/78 167 23 2489 D 41.45 146.18 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 072.42 E 390033 690 
3017705192 09/OP/78 165 23 2461 D 42.08 145.65 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 075.29 E 390033 620 
3017505075 09/30/78 163 23 2433 D 42.69 145.13 60 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 078.15 F 390033 706 
3015705074 09/09/78 163 23 2182 D 47.68 140.78 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 078.17 E 390032 518 
3016704215 09/16/78 155 23 2321 D 45.03 143.10 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 089.63 E 0 0 
3017503243 09/08/78 145 23 2432 D 42.70 145.13 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.90 N 103.97 E 390(134 69 
3016500435 09/16/78 117 23 2291 D 45.62 142.60 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 52.90 N 144.13 E 390032 744 
3016504102 09/02/78 153 23 2293 D 45.58 1.42"62 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 092.48 E 390032 724 
3017719053 09/30/78 58 23 2469 D 41.89 145.82 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 131.22 w 390033 151 
3017919170 09/08/78 60 23 2497 D 41.26 146.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 134.10 W 0 0 
3017121573 09/16/78 88 23 2387 D 43.66 144.30 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.91 N 174.26 W 390033 531 
3016621285 09/02/78 83 23 2317 D 45.09 143.07 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 167.09 W 390033 49 
3017021515 09/09/78 87 23 2373 D 43.95 144.06 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 172.84 4 0 0 
3017222032 09/03/78 89 23 2401 D 43.36 144.57 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 175.71 w 390033 384 
3017322090 09/16/78 90 23 2415 D 43.06 144.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 52.92 N 177.15 W 0 0 
3010508443 09/30/78 201 22 1459 D 54.09 139.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.21 N 024.55 E 390034 450 
3009307353 09/08/78 189 22 1291 D 53.59 140.67 60 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.22 N 041.75 E 390032 230


3010507011 09/30/78 183 22 1458 D 54.08 139.32 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.23 N 050.35 E 390034 436.


3009305521 09/08/78 171 22 1290 D 53.58 140.68 80 EFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.23 N 067.56 E 390032 222


3012508561 09/08/78 203 22 1738 D 52.89 138.63 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.24 N 021.63 E 390032 402


3014909310 09/03178 209 22 2073 D 48.72 141.08 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 013.01 E 390032 '44


-3002109181 09/09/78 207 22 288 b 33.67 148.13 70 FEEFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 N 015.86 E 390032 499 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGF 139


07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE m /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNIR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3015708335 09/02/78 199 22 2184 D 46.80 142.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 027.35 E 39C032 644 
3014907475 09/03/78 191 22 2072 D 48.73 141.08 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 038.81 E 390032 336 
3003507121 09/24/78 185 22 4E2 D 39.00 147.00 10 E NO L L 54.26 N 047.40 f 0 0 
3016107133 09/03/78 185 22 2239 D 45.76 143.40 NA MMMM No CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 047.41 E 0 0 
3015706503 09/02/78 181 22 2183 D 46.81 142.56 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.26 N 053.16 E 390032 631 
3008905291 09/03/78 167 22 1234 D 53.20 141.25 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 N 073.23 E 390032 118 
3009304090 09/03/78 153 22 1289 D 53.56'140.73 90 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.26 N 093.31 E 390032 136 
3016709312 09/16/78 209 22 2324 D 44.08 144.76 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLIL 54.27 N 012.98 E 390033 53f 
3018509313 09/30/78 209 22 2575 D 38.51 149.15 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 013.00 E 390034 461 
3018409254 09/17/78 208 22 2561 D 38.85 148.89 60 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 014.42 E 390034 285 
3016509194 09/03/78 207 22 2296 D 44.64 144.32 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 015.86 E 390032 671


3017508340 09/17/78 199 22 2435 D 41.72 146.67 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 027.33 E 390034 96


3017108110 09/03/18 195 22 2379 D 42.94 145.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 033.07 E 390033 282


3016707480 09/16/78 191 22 2323 D 44.10 144.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 038.80 E 39,0033 91


3018507481 09/30/78 191 22 2574 D 38.54 149.12 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 038.80 E 390034 455


3b16507363 09/03/78 189 22 2295 D 44.67 144.29 NA FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 041.67 E 390032 662


3018107251 09/17/78 187 22 2518 D 39.85 148.13 0 EFEE No CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 044.53 E 390034 131


3016307250 09/03/78 187 22 2267 D 45.22 143.85 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 044.54 E 390032 590


3017907134 09/30/78 185 22 2490 D 40.48 147.65 20 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 047.40 E 390034 496


3017707021 09/08/78 183 22 2462 D 41.11 147.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 050.26 C 390033 629


3017506504 09/30/78 181 22 2434 D 41.73 146.66 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 053.14 E 390033 711


3017106274 09/02/78 177 22 2378 D 42.96 145.66 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.27 N 058.87 E 390033 393


3017308223 09/03/78 197 22 2407 D 42.32 146.19 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 030.18 F 390033 312


3018506045 09/17/78 173 22 2573 D 38.57 149.09 70 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 064.60 F 390034 303


3016505531 09/09/78 171 22 2294 D 44.68 144.28 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 067.46 E 390032 787


3018305532 09/17/78 171 22 2545 D 39.22 148.61 10 FrFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.28 N 067.47 E 390034 176


3006504544 09/03/78 161 22 899 D 48.75 144.57 90 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 54.28 N 081.80 E 390032 44


3017306391 09/08/78 179 22 2406 D 42.33 146.19 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 055.96 E 390033 592


3018906275 09/30/78 177 22 2629 D 37.21 150.11 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 05R.85 E 390034 547


3016706044 09/09/78 173 22 2322 D 44.12 144.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 064.57 E 390033 52


3017905302 09/16/78 167 22 2489 D 40.49 147.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 073.1E F 393033 689


3017505073 09/30/78 163 22 2433 D 41.75 146.65 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 078.91 E 390033 705


3015705071 09/09/78 163 22 2182 D 46.82 142.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 078.92 E 390032 517


3016704213 09/16/78 155 22 2321 D 44.13 144.75 NA MMM4 NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 090.39 E U 0


3003519150 09/24/78 60 22 4R9 D 39.00 147.00 80 E NO L L 54.29 N 133.33 w 0 0


3014519274 09/09/78 62 22 2023 D 49.48 140.55 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.29 N 136.18 W 390032 303


3017705190 09/08/78 165 22 2461 D 41.13 147.14 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 076.04 E 390033 619


3016504100 09/02/78 153 22 2293 D 44.69 144.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 093.25 E 390032 723


3017719050 09/30/la 58 22 2469 'D 40.93 147.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 130.46 W 390033- 750


3016319275 09/03/78 62 22 2274 D 45.06 144.00 80 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 136.20 w 0 0






11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 140


07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018119280 09/17/78 62 22 2525 D 39.65 148.30 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.30 N 136.21 W 0 0 
3016421165 09/02/78 81 22 2289 D 44.77 144.23 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLtL 54.30 N 163.46 W 0 0 
3018504214 09/17/78 155 22 2572 D 38.57 149.11 80 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 090.37 E 390034 300 
3018304101 09/17/78 153 22 2544 D 39.24 148.60 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 093.22 E 390034 173 
3016103470 09/03/78 149 22 2237 D 45.79 143.40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 098.97 E 390032 491 
3017919163 09/08/78 60 22 2497 D 40.30 147.80 90 EEFE NO CCCL tll 54.31 N 133.35 W 390034 73 
3016521224 09/03/78 82 22 2303 D 44.48 144.46 90 2222 NO CCCL LL 54.31 N 164.89 W U 0 
3003921212 09/09/78 82 22 546 D 40.74 147.05 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 164.91 W 0 0 
3016621282 09/02/78 83 22 2317 D 44.20 144.70 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLlL 54.31 N 166.34 w 390033 48 
3016721341 09/16/78 84 22 2331 D 43.92 144.91 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 167.76 W 0 0 
3018521342 09/30/78 84 22 2582 D 38.31 149.31 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 54.31 N 167.77 W 390034 476 
3010508440 09/30/78 201 21 1459 D 53.27 141.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 55.60 N 025.35 E 390034 449 
3009307350 09/08/78 189 21 1291 D 52.75 142.80 50 FFEEE NO CCCLL LLLL 55.61 N 042.55 E 390032 229 
3010507005 09/30/78 183 21 1458 D 53.27 141.50 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 55.61 N 051.15 E 390034 435


3009305515 09/08/78 171 21 1290 D 52.74 142.80 60 EFFEE NO CECLL LLLLL 55.62 N 068.35 E 390032 221


3015708332 09/02/78 199 21 2184 D 45.92 144.34 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 55.64 N 028.15 E 0 0


3003507115 £9/24/78 185 21 482 D 38.00 148.00 30 E NO L L 55.64 N 048.20 E 0 0


3017508333 09/17/78 199 21 2435 D 40.76 148.19 70 EEFE NO CCCL lLLL 55.65 N 028.13 E 390034 95


3016107130 09/03/78 185 21 2239 D 44.87 145.11 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 04?,.21 E 390033 148


3015706500 09/02/78 181 21 2183 D 45.93 144.33 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.65 N 053.96 E 390032 630


3008905285 09/03/78 167 21 1234 D 52.34 143.34 60 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.65 N 074.04 E 390032 117


3009304083 09/03/78 153 21 1289 D 52.71 142.86 70 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.65 N 094.11 F 390032 135


3017108103 09/03/78 195 21 2379 D 42.00 147.25 10 EECE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 033.86 E 390033 281


3016707473 09/16/78 191 21 2323 D 43.18 146.37 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 039.60 b 390033 90


3018507475 09/30/78 191 21 2574 5 37.54 150.50 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 039.60 E 390034 454 
3016307243 09/03/78 187 21 2267 D 44.32 145.53 50 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 045.34 E 390032 589 
3017907132 C9/30/78 185 21 2490 D 39.50 149.11 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 04R.20 F 390034 495


3017?07015 09/08/78 183 21 2462 D 40.14 148.65 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 051.07 E 390033 628


3017506502 G9/30/78 181 21 2434 D 40.78 148.17 10 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 053.94 E 390033 710


3017106272 09/02/78 177 21 2378 D 42.02 147.23 30 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.66 N 059.67 F 390033 392


3018906273 09/30/78 177 21 2629 D 36.19 151.44 50 EE2E NO CCCL LLL 55.67 N 059.65 E 390034 546


3018506043 09/17/78 173 21 2573 D 37.56 150.48 60 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 065.40 E 390034 302


3016505525 09/09/78 171 21 2294 D 43.77 145.93 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 068.26 r 390032 786


3018305530 09/17/78 171 21 2545 D 38.22 150.03 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.67 N 068.27 E 390034 175


3006504542 09/03/78 161 21 899 D 47.83 146.40 90 FFEFF NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.67 N 082.60 E 390032 43


3010720582 09/24/78 7e 21 1494 D 53.22 141.36 90 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 55.67 N 158.31 W 390032 207


3016706042 09/09/78 173 21 2322 D 43.19 '146.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 065.38 E 390033 51


3017905300 09/16/78 167 21 2489 D 39452 149.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.6P N 073.98 E 390033 688


3017705183 09/08/78 165 21 2461 D 40.16 148.63 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 070.85 E 390033 618.









11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 141


07:14 FROM 09101/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN X CLD QUALITY CC 0CM' MODE ,GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE N /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015705065 09/09/78 163 21 2182 D 45.94 144.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 079.73 E 390032 516 
3018704324 09/17/78 157 21 2600 D 36.89 150.96 40 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 088.32 E 390034 317 
3014519271 09/09/78 62 21 2023 D 48.64 142.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.68 N 135.39 W 390032 302 
3017306385 09/08/78 179 21 2406 D 41.38 147.75 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 056.76 E 390033 591 
3016704210 09/16/78 155 21 2321 D 43.20 146.37 80 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69- N 091.19 E 390033 780 
3003519144 09/24/78 60 21 489 D 38.00 148.00 90 F NO L L 55.69 N 132.53 W 0 0 
3016319273 09/03/78 62 21 2274 D 44.15 145.67 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 135.40 W 390033 350 
3014521103 09/09/78 80 21 2024 D 48.62 142.48 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 161.21 W 390032 315 
3016321104 09/03/78 80 21 2275 D 44.15 145.67 90 22?2 NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 161.22 w 0 0 
3016421163 09/02/78 81 21 2289 D 43.86 145.88 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 162.65 W 390033 12 
3016521221 09/03/78 82 21 2303 D 43.57 146.10 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.69 N 164.09 W 390032 688 
3018504211 09/17/78 155 21 2572 D 37.56 150.50 80 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 091 .16 E 390034 299 
3016504093 09/02/78 153 21 2293 D 43.77 145.95 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 094.04 E 390032 722 
3017719044 09/30/78 58 21 2469 D 39.96 148.79 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 129.66 W 390033 749 
3617919161 09/08/78 60 21 2497 D 39.32 149.26 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 132.55 W 390034 72 
3018119274 09/17/78 62 21 2525 D 38.67 149.72 50 FF22 NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 135.41 W 390034 194 
3003921210 09/09/78 82 21 546 D 39.78 148.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 164.11 W 390032 275 
3016621280 09/02/78 83 21 2317 D 43.28 146.33 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 165.54 w 390033 47


3016721334 09/16/78 84 21 2331 D 42.99 146.54 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 166.97 w 390033 559


3018521335 09/30/78 84 21 2582 D 37.31 150.69 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 55.70 N 166.97 W 390034 475


3018304094 09/17/78 153 21 2544 D 38.24 150.01 90 FPEE NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 094.02 E 390034 172


3018103581 09/17/78 151 21 2516 D 38.90 149.54 80 FFFE NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 096.89 E 390034 251


3018121105 09/17/78 80 21 2526 0 38.64 149.75 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 55.71 N 161.25 W c C.


3018221164 09/17/78 81 21 2540 D 38.31 149.98 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 55.72 N 162.69 W 390034 221 
3010508434 09/30/18 201 20 1459 D 52.42 143.62 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 56.98 N 026.20 E 390034 44E 
3009307344 09/08/78 189 20 1291 D 51.87 144.89 30 FFEEE NO CCCLL ULLLL 56.99 N 043.40 E 390032 22$ 
3010507002 '09/30/78 183 20 1458 D 52.42 143.64 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 56.99 N 052.00 E 390034 434 
3009305512 09/08/78 171 20 1290 D 51.87 144.90 60 FFFEE NO CCLL LLLLL 57.00 N 060.?0 E 390032 22e 
3015708330 09/02/78 199 20 2184 D 45.02 146.09 Nn MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N 029.00 E 0 0 
3003507112 09/24/78 185 20 482 D 37.00 150.00 30 E NO L L 57.03 N 049.05 E 0 (1 
3015706494 09/02/78 181 20 2183 D 45.03 146.08 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.03 N 054.51 E 390032 629 
3008905282 09/03/78 167 20 1234 D 51.45 145.41 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.03 N 074.90 r 390032 116 
3017508331 09/17/78 199 20 2435 D 39.78 149.71 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 028.98 E 390034 94 
3017108101 09/03/78 195 20 2379 D 41.04 148.82 10 EEEE NO' CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 034.71 r 390033 280 
3016707471 09/16/78 191 20 2323 D 42.24 148.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 040.46 E 390033 89 
301850747? 09/30/78 191 20 2574 D 36.54 151.87 70 EE2E ' NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N- 040.46 E 390034 453 
3016507354 09/09/78 189 20 2295 D 42.81 147.61 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 043.32 E 390032 801 
3017707012 09/08/78 183 20 2462 D 39.16 150.13 40 * EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.04 N- 051.93 E 390033 627 
3017506495 09/30/78 181 "20 2434 D 39.80 149.69 20 EEPE NO . CCCL LLLL 57.04 N 054.79 F 390033 709 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 142


07:14 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PPCTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE P /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3009219315 09/08/78 63 20 1284 D 51.80 145.01 60 FEEEE No CCCLL LLLLL 57.04 N 135.92 w 390032 401 
3008720462 09/17/78 76 20 1215 D 51.00 145.00 NA M NO L L 57.04 N 154.58 W 0 0 
3017106265 09/02/78 177 20 2378 D 41.06 148.81 50 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 060.52 E 390033 391 
3018506040 09/17/78 173 20 2573 D 36.54 151.87 70 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 066.25 E 390034 301 
3016505522 09/09178 171 20 2294 D 42.84 147.59 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57,05 N 069.12 E 390032 785 
3018305523 09/17/78 171 20 2545 D 37.21 151.44 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.05 N 069.12 E 390034 174 
3018906270 09/30/78 177 20 2629 D 35.16 152.78 30 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 060.51 E 390034 545 
3016706035 09/09/78 173 20 2322 D 42.25 148.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 066.25 E 390033 50 
3015705062 09/09/78 163 20 2182 D 45.04 146.09 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.06 N 080.58 E 390032 515 
3006504535 09/03/78 161 20 899 D 46.88 148.20 80 FFFFF NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.06 N 083.45 E 390032 42 
3010720580 09/24/78 78 20 1494 D 52.37 143.53 100 FEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 57.06 N 157.47 W 390032 206 
3017306382 09/08/78 179 20 2406 D 40.42 149.28 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 057.61 F 390033 59n 
3017905294 09/16/78 167 20 2489 D 38.52 150.57 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 074.83 E 390033 687 
3017705181 09/08/78 165 20 2461 D 39.18 150.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 077.70 E 390033 617 
3017505064 09/30/78 163 20 2433 D' 39.82 149.69 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 080.57 E 390033 703 
3018704322 09/17/78 157 20 2600 D 35.87 152.32 70 EPEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 089.18 E 390034 316 
3016704204 09/16/78 155 20 2321 D 42.26 148.00 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 092.04 F 390033 779 
3014519265 09/09/78 62 20 2023 D 47.77 144.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 134.54 W 390032 301 
3014521100 09/09/78 80 20 2024 D 47.76 144.38 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.07 N 160.35 W 390032 314 
3016504091 09/02/78 153 20 2293 D 42.84 17.61 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 094.89 F 390032 721 
3003519141 09/24/78 60 20 489 D 37.00 150.00 90 E NO L L 57.08 N 131.67 W 0 0 
3016319270 09/03/78, 62 20 2274 D 43.22 147.35 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 134.55 W 0 0 
3016321102 09/03/78 80 20 2275 D 43.21 147.35 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 160.36 W 390033 361 
3016421460 09/02/78 81 20 2289 D 42.93 147.54 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 161.79 W 390033 11 
3016521215 09/03/78 82 20 2303 D 42.64 147.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.08 N 163.25 W 390032 687 
3018504205 09/17/78 155 20 2572 D 36.54 151.89 90 2FFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 092.01 E 390034 298 
3018304092 09/17/78 153 20 2544 D 37.23 151.43 80 FPEE NO - CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 094.87 E 390034 171 
3018103575 09/17/78 151 20 2516 D 37.89 151.00 80 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 097.75 E 390034 250 
3018019213 09/17/78 61 20 2511 D 38.00 150.94 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 133.13 W 390034 157 
3018119271 09/17/78 62 20 2525 D 37.66 151.16 40 EEa4M NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 134.56 w 390034 193 
3016419325 09/02/78 63 20 2288 0 42.94 147.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 136.00 k, 0 0 
3017920590 09/16/78 78 20 2498 D 38.30 150.75 90 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 157.52 W 390034 59 
3003921203 09/09/78 82 20 546 D 38.80 150.02 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 163.26 W 390032 274 
3016621273 09/02/78 b3 20 2317 D 42.33 147.97 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 51.09 N 164.69 W 390033 46 
3016721332 09/16/78 84 20 2331 D 42.04 148.17 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 166.12 W 390033 558 
3018521333 09/30/78 84 20 2582 D 36.29 152.07 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 57.09 N 166.12 W 390034 474 
3017919154 09/08/78 60 20 2497 D 38.32 150.73 100 EEFE NO 'CCCL LLLL 57.10 N 131.70 W 390034 71 
3018121103 09/17/78 80 20 2526 D 37.64 151.1h 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL ,57.10 N 160.39 W 390034 357 
3018221161 09/17/78 81 20 2540 D 37.30 151.40" ,90 FFEP NO CCCL LLLL 57.11 N 161.85 W 390034 220 












 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3009307341 09/08/78 189 19 1291 D 50.97 146.97 10 FFFEE NO CCCLL 
 LLLLL 58.37 N 044.31 E 39003? 227


3010507000 09/30178 183 19 1458 D 51.54 145.78 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.37 N 052.91 E 390034 433


3015708323 09/02/78 199 19 2184 D 44.10 147.85 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.40 N 029.92 E 390032 643


3018507470 09/30/78 191 19 2574 D 35.51 153.28 60 EE2E 
 NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 041.37 E 390034 452


3003507110 09/24/78 185 19 482 D 36.00 151.00 30 E NO L 
 L 58.41 N 049.95 E 0 0


3015706491 09/03/78 181 19 2183 o 44.11 147.85 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.41 N 055.72 E 390033 145


3008520342 09/24/78 74 19 1187 D 50.00 147.00 90 F NO 
 L L 58.41 N 150.78 W 0 0


3017908554 09/16/78 203 19 2491 D 37.49 152.07 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 024.15 E 390033 69?


3017708441 09/08/78 201 19 
 2463 D 38.14 151.65 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 027.02 E 0 0


3017508324 09/17/78 199 19 2435 D 38.79 151.25 80 FFEE NO 
 CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 029.89 E 390034 93


3017108094 09/03/78 195 19 2379 D 40.07 150.41 10 PPPP NO 
 CCCL LLLL 5e.42 N 035.63 E 390033 279


3016707464 09/16/78 191 19 2323 
 D 41.27 149.65 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 041.37 F 390033 ba


3016507351 09/09/78 189 19 2295 D 41.86 149.28 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 5F.42 N 044.22 E 390032 80G






 185 19 2490 D 37.51 152.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 049.96 E 390033 697


3017707010 09/08/78 183 19 2462 D 38.16 151.64 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 052.84 E 390033 626


3017506493 09/30/78 181 19 2434 D 38.81 151.23 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.42 N 055.70 E 390033 70E


3009519484 09/03/78 66 19 1326 D 51.15 146.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 58.42 N 139.33 w 390032 335


3018906264 09/30/78 177 19 2629 D 34.12 154.14 10 EE2E NO CCCL 
 LLLL 58.43 N 061.42 E 390034 544


3017106263 09/02/78 177 19 2378 D 40.09 150.39 40 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.43 N 
 061.43 E 390033 390


3008720455 09/17/78 76 19 
 1215 D 50.00 147.00 90 E NO L L 58.43 N 153.68 W 0 0,

3010720573 09/24/78 78 19 1494 D 51.50 145.66 50 FEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.44 N 156.56 w 390032 205


3017306380 09/08/78 179 19 2406 D 39.44 150.83 
 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 058.53 E 39G033 589






3014519262 09/09/78 62 1,9 2023 D 
 46.88 146.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 133.63 W 390032 300


3011319485 09/09/78 66 19 1577 D 51.32 145.30 100 FFFFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 58.45 N 139.36 W 390032 317


3014521094 09/09/78 80 19 2024 D 46.87 146.?8 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.45 N 
 159.45 w 390032 313


3016321095 09/03/78 80 19 2275 





 62 19 2274 D 42.27 149.04 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 133.65 w 0 0










3016421154 09/02/78 81 19 2289 D 41.98 149.21 
 80 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 160.90 w 390033 10


3016521212 09/03/78 82 19 2303 D 41.6t 149.40 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.46 N 
 162.33 w 390032 686


3016901051 09/16/78 121 
 19 2347 D 40.73 150.03 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 58.47 N 141.68 E 390033 120


3016719494 09/16/78 66 19 2330 D 41.09 149.80 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 139.39 w 0


3017720470 09/16/78 76 19 2470 
 D 37.94 151.82 90 EEEF -NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 153.75 W 390034 38


3017920583 09/16/78 78 19 2498 D 37.29 152.22 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 58.47 N 156.61 w 390034 58


3018121100 09/17/?8 80 19 2526 D 36.62 152.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.47 N 159.48 W 390034 356


3016721325 09/16/78 84 19 2331 D 41.07 149.81 100 FEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 58.47 N i65.21 W 390033 557


3018319382 09/17/78 64 19 2553 D 35.97 153.04 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 136.55 w 390034 406


ARCH IVAkTWRDR E oG-ARC HI


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 144


07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/301f7


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % LD DUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


1D DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017820525 09/16/78 77 19 2484 D 37.61 152.02 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 56.48 N 155.18 V 390034 48 
3003921201 09/09/78 82 19 546 D 37.79 151.54 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.49 N 162.35 W 390032 273 
3016621271 09102/78 83 19 2317 D 41.37 149.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 58.48 N 163.78 w 390033 45 
3018521330 09/30/78 84 19 2582 D 35.26 153.47 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 5 8 .49 N 165.22 W 390034 473 
3018221155 09/17/78 81 19 2540 D 36.28 152.86 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 58.50 N 160.94 W U 0 
3000519520 09/30/78 67 18 71 D 23.53 153.45 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 59.69 N 139.63 W 0 0 
3009307335 09/08/78 189 18 1291 D 50.04 149.04 20 FFFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.73 N 045.28 E 390032 226 
3015708321 09/02/78 199 18 2184 D 43.15 149.63 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 59.77 N 030.89 E 390032 642


3017508322 09/17/78 199 18 2435 D 37.78 152.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 030.86 E 390034 92


3016707462 09/16/78 191 18 2323 D 40.30 151.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 042.34 E 390033 87


3018507463 09/30/78 191 18 2574 D 34.47 154.72 90 6E2E NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 042.34 E 390034 451,


3016507345 09/09/78 189 18 2295 D 40.89 150.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 045.20 E 390032 799


3016307232 09/03/78 187 18 2267 D 41.48 150.61 NA MMM NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 048.07 E 0 C;


3003507103 09/24/78 185 18 482 D 35.00 153.00 40 E NO L L 59.79 N 050.92 E 0 0


.3017907120 09/16/78 185 18 2490 D 36.49 153.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 050.94 E 390033 696 
3009519481 09/03/78 66 18 1326 D 50.22 148.83 90 EELE NO CCCL LLLL 59.79 N 138.36 W 390032 334 
3008520340 09/24/78 74 18 1187 D 49.00 149.00 80 F NO L L 59.79 N 149.82 W 0 0 
3008420281 09/30/78 73 1 1173 D 49.00 150.02 90 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.81 N 148.42 W 390032 179 
3008720453 09/17/78 76 18 1215 D 49.00 149.00 90 E NO L L 59.81 N 152.72 W 0 0 
3011319482 09/09/78 66 18 1577 D 50.42 147.42 90 FFFFM NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.82 N 138.39 W 390032 316 
3010720571 09/24/78 78 18 1494 D 50.59 147.79 10 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 59.82 N 155.59 V 390032 204 
3017620410 09/16/78 75 18 2456 D 37.28 153.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 151.31 W 390034 21 
3014521091 09/09/78 80 18 2024 D 45.95 148.20 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 158.48 6' 390032 312 
3016321093 09/03/78 80 18 2275 D 41.30 150.73 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 59.83 N 158.48 W 390033 359 
3016901044 09/16/78 121 18 2347 D 39.74 151.60 50 EEEE NO CCCL NHLL 59.84 N 142.66 E 390033 119 
3016421151 09/02/78 81 18 2289 D 41.00 150.92 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 159.93 W 390033 9 
3016521210 09/03/78 82 18 2303 D 40.71 151.08 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.84 N 161.36 W 390032 685 
3018419434 09/17/78 65 18 2567 D 34.59 154.69 30 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 137.00 w 390034 393 
3016719491 09/16/78 66 18 2330 D 40.11 151.45 NA MMMM NO CCEL LLLL 59.85 N 138.42 W 0 q 
3016819550 09/16/78 67 18 2344 D 39.81 151.63 90 6EPE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 139.8 W 390033 103 
3017520351 09/16/78 74 18 24A2 D 37.59 152.95 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 149.90 W 390034 e 
3017720464 09/16/78 76 18 2470 D 36.92 153.35 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 152.77 W 390034 37 
3017920581 09/16/78 78 18 2498 D 36.26 153.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 155.64 w 390034 57 
3018121094 09/17/78 80 18 2526 D 35.59 154.13 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 158.51 W 390034 355 
3003921194 09/09/78 82 18 546 D 36.79 153.06 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL "59.85 N- 161.38 W 390032 272 
3016721323 09/16/78 84 18 2331 D 40.09 151.46 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 59.85 N 164.25 W 390033 556 
3018521324 09/30/78 84 18 2582 D 34.22 154.90 90 FE2E NO CCCl LLLL 59.85 N 164.25' W 390034 472


3017820522 09/16/78 77 18 2484 D 36.59 1,53.54 70 EEEE NO - CCCL LLLL 59.86 N' 154.21 W 390034 47 
3016621264 09/02/78 F3 18 2317 'D 40.39 151.30 90 EEEE NO ,CCCL ,LLLL 59.86 N 162.82 W 390033 44 
3018319375 09/17/78 64 18 '2553 tD 34.93 154.50 FEPE NO CCCL' LLLL 59.87 N 135.57 w 390034 405..10 
AR CHA...W 
 DR R oG -ARCIIM
 
11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 145 
07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78 
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3018221152 09/17/78 81 18 2540 D 35.24 154.33 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 59.87 N 159.97 W 390034 219 
3000519513 0'9/30/78 67 17 71 D 22.52 154.67' 40 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 61.04 N 138.59 W 390032 180 
3008520333 09/24/78 74 '17 1187 D 48.00 151.00 70 E NO L L 61.16 N 148.78 W 0 0 
3008420275 09/30/78 73 17 1173 D 48.02 152.06 90 EFEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 61.18 N 147.37 W 390032 17b 
3008720450 09/17/78 76 17 1215 D 48.00 151.00 90 E NO L L 61.i8 N 151.68 W 0 0 
3010720564 09/24/78 78 17 1494 D 49.67 149.91 10 F2FEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 61.18 N 154.54 W 390032 203 
3016321090 09/03/78 80 17 2275 D 40.32 152.45 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 61.19 N 157.42 W 390033 358 
3017020060 09/16/78 69 17 2372 D 38.19 153.63 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 141.68 W 390033 524 

































3016521203 09/03/78 82 17 2303 D 39.72 152.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.21 N 160.31 W 390032 684 
3017720461 09/16/78 76 17 2470 D 35.90 154.91 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 151.72 W 390034 36 
3017920574 09/16/78 78 17 2498 D 35.23 155.27 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 154.59 W 390034 56 
3018121091 09/17/78 80 17 2526 D 34.54 155.65 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 157.46 W1 390034 354 
3016421145 09/02/78 81 17 2289 D 40.00 152.66 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 158.89 W 390033 8 
3003921192 09/09/78 82 17 546 D 35.76 154.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 160.34 W 390032 271 
3016721320 09/16/78 84 17 2331 D 39.10 153.14 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 163.19 W 390033 555 
3018521321 09/30/78 84 17 2582 D 33.16 156.38 90 FE2E NO CCCL LLLL 61.22 N 163.20 W 390034 471 
3016920002 09/16/78 68 17 2358 D 38.49 153.50 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 140.26 W 390033 560 
3017220173 09/03/78 71 17 2400 D 37.54 154.01 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 144.56 W 390033 379 
3017820520 09/16/78 77 17 24F4 D 35.56 155.10 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 153.16 w 390034 46 
3016621262 09/02/78 83 17 2317 D 39.39 153.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 61.23 N 161.78 w 390033 43 
3017320232 09/09/78 72 17 2414 D 37.20 154.21 NA MMMm NO CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 146.01 W 0 0 
3018221150 09/17/78 81 17 2540 0 34.19 155.84 90 F'FEE NO- CCCL LLLL 61.24 N 158.92 W 390034 218 




























































3016521201 09/03/78 82 16 2303 D 38.71 154.54 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.56 N 159.17 W 390032 683 




































































3017220171 09/03/78 71 16 2400 0 36.51 155.66 70 EEFE NO OCCL LLLL 62.59 N 143.43 W 390033 378 
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07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN Z CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3018121085 09/17/78 80 16 2526 D 33.49 157.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 156.33 W 390034 353


3016421142 09/02/78 81 16 2289 D 38.99 154.44 80 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 157.77 W 390033 - 7 
3003921185 09/09/78 82 16 546 D 34.72 156.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 159.20 W 390032 270


3016621255 09/02/78 83 16 2317 D 38.38 154.73 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 160.64 W 0 0


3016721314 09/16/78 84 16 2331 D 38.07 154.89 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 162.06 W 390033 554


3018521315 09/30/78 84 16 2582 D 32.09 157.92 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 62.59 N 162.07 W 390034 470


3017320225 09/09/78 72 16 2414 D 36.17 155.87 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 144.88 W 0 0


3012221143 09/17/78 81 16 2540 D 33.13 157.40 90 PFEE NO CCCL LILL 62.60 N 157.78 W 390034 217


3016821372 09/16/78 85 16 2345 D 37.76 155.04 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 62.60 N 163.52 W 390033 110


3008520324 09/24/78 74 15 1187 D 46.00 156.00 90 E NO L L 63.88 N 146.42 W U 0


3008420270 09/30/78 73 15 1173 D 46.01 156.20 40 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 63.90 N 145.02 W 390032 176


3010720555 09/24/78 78 15 1494 D .47.73 154.27 60 2EEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 63.90 N 152.19 W 390032 201


3008720441 09/17/78 76 15 1215 D 46.00 155.00 80 E NO L L 63.91 N 149.32 W 0 0


3016321081 09/03/78 80 15 2275 D 38.30 156.06 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.91 N 155.06 W 390033 356


3016521194 09/03/78 82 15 2303 D 37.69 156.34 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.91 N 157.94 W 390032 682


3017520340 09/16/78 74 15 2442 D 34.50 157.86 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.92 N 146.48 W 390034 5


3017620394 09/16/78 75 15 2456 D 34.15 158.03 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.93 N 147.93 W 390034 1


3017720453 09/16/78 76 15 2470 D 33.80 158.21 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.93 N 149.36 W 390034 34


3017920570 09/16/78 78 15 2498 D 33.12 158.52 10 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.93 N 152.21 W 390034 54


3014521080 09/09/78 80 15 2024 D 43.05 154.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 155.10 W 390032 309


3018121082 09/17/78 80 15 2526 D 32.43 158.84 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 155.10 W 390034 352


3003921183 09/09/78 82 15 546 D 33.67 157.93 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 63.94 N 157.97 W 390032 269


3016621253 09/02/78 83 15 2317 D 37.36 156.53 80 EEEE NO CCCL LL[L 63.94 N 159.41 W 390033 2


3017220164 09/03/78 71 15 2400 D 35.47 157.42 50 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 142.20 W 390033 377


3017320223 09/09/78 72 1'5 2414 D 35.13 157.58 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLL 63.95 N 143.64 W 0 0


3017820511 09/16/78 77 15 2484 D 33.45 158.38 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 150.80 W 390034 44


3016421140 09/02/78 81 15 2289 D 37.96 156.27 90 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 156.54 W 390033 6


3018221141 09/17/78 81 15 2540 D 32.06 159.03 40 EFEE' NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 156.55 w 390034 216


3016721311 09/16/78 84 15 2331 D 37.05 156.67 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 160.84 W 390033 553


3018521312 09/30/78 84 15 2582 D 31.01 159.51 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 63.95 N 160.85 W 390034 46?


3016821370 09/16/78 85 15 2345 D 36.73 156.83 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 63.96 N 162.29 W 390033 IC9


3008520322 09/24/78 74 14 1187 D 45.00 158.00 90 E NO L L 65.21 N 145.08 W 0 0


3008420264 09/30/78 73 14 1173 D 44.97 158.34 20 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.25 N 143.68 W 390032 175


3008720435 09/17/78 76 14 1215 D 45.00 158.00 50 E NO L L 65.25 N 148.00 W 0 (U


3010720553 09/24/78 78 14 1494 D 46.72 156.51 70 EE2EE NO CCCLL LLLLL 65.25 N 150.85 W 390032 200


3016321075 09/03/78 80 14 2275 D .37.28 157.95 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.26 N 153.73 W 390033 355


30165211.92 09/03/78 82 14 2303 D 36.66 158.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.26 N 156.61 W 390032 681


3017520333 09/16/78 74 14 2442 D 33.44 159.63 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 145.14 W 390034 4


3017720450 09/16/78 76 14 2470 D 32.73 159.97 20 EEEE NO. CCCL LLLL 65.27 N 148.01 W 390034 33 
3017920563 09/16/78 78 14 2498 D 32.06 160.25 .10, EEFE . NO CCCL LLLL ' 65.27 N 150.88 W 390034 53 
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OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PrCTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE 4 /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017620392 09/16/78 75 14 2456 0 33.08 159.81 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 65.28 N 146.58 N 390Lj34 17 
3014521073 09/09/78 80 14 2024 D 42.05 156.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 153.75 W 390032 308 
3018121080 09/17/78 80 14 2526 D 31.35 160.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 153.76 W 390034 351 
3017121535 09/16/78 88 14 2387 D 34.73 159.08 80 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 65.28 N 165.23 W 390033 530 
3017320220 09/09/78 72 14 2414 D 34.08 159.38 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 142.30 W 0 0 
3016421133 09/02/78 81 14 2289 0 36.93 158.16 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 155.20 W 390033 5 
3018221134 09/17/78 81 14 2540 D 30.98 160.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 155.20 W 390034 215 
3003921180 09/09/78 82 14 546 D 32.61 159.70 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 156.64 W 39C032 26? 
3016621250 09/02/78 83 14 2317 D 36.32 158.41 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 158.06 W 390033 41 
3017021480 09/09/78 87 14 2373 D 35.05 158.94 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 65.29 N 163.81 W f U 
3017220162 09/03/78 71 14 2400 D 34.41 159.25 NA E22E NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 140.85 W 39C033 376 
3017820505 09/16/78 77 14 2484 D 32.39 160.13 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLI 65.30 N 149.46 W 390034 43 
3016721305 09/16/78 84, 14 2331 D 36.01 158.53 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 159.50 W 390033 552 
3018521310 09/30/78 84 14 2582 D 29.91 161.20 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 159.51 W 390034 468 
3016821363 09/16/78 85 14 2345 D 35.69 158.68 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 65.30 N 160.95 w 390033 108 
3008520320 09/24/78 74 13 1187 D 44.00 160.00 30 F NO L L 66.54 N 143.62 W 0 0 
3008420261 09/30/78 73 13, 1173 D 43.92 160.56 20 EEE2E NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.58 N 142.21 W 39C032 174 
3008720432 09/17/78 76 13 1215 D 44.00 160.00 30 E NO L L 66.58 N 146.50 W 0 0 
3010720550 09/24/78 78 13 1494 D 45.70 158.23 70 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.58 N 149.39 W 390032 199 
3016321072 09/03/78 80 13 2275 D 36.23 159.95 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.59 N 152.26 W 390033 354 
3017920561 09/16/78 78 13 2496 D 30.98 162.09 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.60 N 149.40 W 390034 52 
3016521185 09/03/78 82 13 2303 D 35.60 160.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.60 N 155.13 W 390032 620 
3017520331 09/16/78 74 13 244? D 32.36 161.52 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.61 N 143.66 W 390034 3 
3017720444 09/16/78 76 13 2470 D 31.66 161.82 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.61 N 146.54 W 390034 32 
3014521071 09/09/78 80 13 2024 D 41.04 158.'40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.61 N 152.28 W 39G032 307 
3017620385 09/16/78 75 13 2456 D 32.01 161.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 66.62 N 145.11 W 390034 16 
3018121074 09/17/78 80 13 2526 D 30.26 162.39 50 EEEE NO CCCL LILI 66.62 N 152.29 W 390034 350 
3016421131 09/02/78 81 13 2289 0 35.89 160.14 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 153.73 W 390033 4 
3016621244 09/02/78 83 13 2317 D 35.27 160.37 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 156.58 W 390033 40 
3017121532 09/16/78 88 13 2387 0 33.66 161.00 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.62 N 163.75 W 390033 529 
3017320214 09/09/78 t2 13 2414 D 33.01 161.2b NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 140.81 W G 0 
3017820502 09/16/78 77 13 2484 D 31.31 161.98 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 148.00 W 39GC34 42 
3018221132 09/17/78 81 13 2540 D 29.89 162.55 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 153.73 W 390034 214


3003921174 09/09/78 82 13 546 0 31.54 161.54 40 EESE NO CCCL LLLl 66.63 N 155.16 W 390032 267


3017221591 09/03/78 89 13 2401 D 33.33 161.15 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 165.20 W 390033 383


3017322045 09/16/78 90 13 2415 D 32.98 161.30 50 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 66.63 N 166.63 W 390033 582


3016721302 09/16/78 84 13 2331 D 34.96 160.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 156.04 W 396033 551


3018521303 09/30/78 84 13 2582 D 2b.81 163.0n 90 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 158.04 W 391234 467 
3016821361 09/16/78 85 13 2345 D 34.63 160.63 90' EEPE No CCCL tLLL 66.64 N 159*'47 W 39033 107 
3017021474 09/09/78 87 13 2373 D 33.99 160.87 NA MMMY NO CCCL LLLL 66.64 N 162.33 W 0 0. 
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3008520313 09/24/78 74 12 1187 D 43.00 162.00 10 F NO L L 67.86 N 142.00 W 0 0


3008420255 09/30/78 73 12 1173 D 42.86 162.87 30 2EEEE NO CCCLL LILLLL 67.89 N 140.58 W 390032 173






3010720544 09/24/78 78 12 1494 D 44.66 161.25 90 FEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.91 N 147.76 
 W 390032 198 
3016321070 09/03/78 80 12 2275 D 35.18 162.06 30 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.91 N 150.63 W 390033 353 
3017520324 09/16178 74 12 2442 D 31.28 163.51 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 67.92 N 142.04 W 390034 2 
3006622090 09/30/78 91 12 923 D 39.11 163.66 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.92 N 166.41 W 0 c 
3017920554 09/16/78 78 12 2498 D 29.89 164.05 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 147.78 w I 390034 51 
3014521064 09/09/78 80 12 2024 D 40.02 160.66 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 150.65 W 390032 306 
3016521183 09/03/78 82 12 2303 D 34.53 162.32 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 153.51 W 390032 679 

3017121530 09/16/78 88 12 2387 D 32.60 163.03 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.93 N 162.12 w 390033 52i, 

3017620383 09/16/78 75 12 2456 D 30.92 163.67 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 143.47 W 390034 15 

3017720441 09/16/78 76 12 2470 D 30.57 163.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 144.92 W 390034 31 

3016421124 09/02/78 81 12 2289 D 34.83 162.25 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 
 152.09 W 390033 3,


3016621241 09/02/78 R3 12 2317 D 34.21 162.45 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 154.96 W 390033 39


3017221584 09/03178 89 12 2401 D 32.26 163.17 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.94 N 163.57 W 390033 382


3017820500 09/16/78 77 12 2484 D 30.22 163.95 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 146.35 W 390034 41


3018121071 09/17/78 80 12 2526 D 29.16 164.35 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 150.67 W 390034 349


3018221125 09/17/78 81 12 2540 D 28.80 164.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 152.10 W 390034 213


3003921171 09/09/78 82 12 546 D 30.46 163.53 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 153.53 W 390032 266


3018521301 09/30/78 84 12 2582 D 27.71 164.91 80 ME2E NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 156.41 W 390034 466


3016821354 09/16/78 85 12 2345 D 33.57 162.69 80 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 157.84 W 390033 106


3017322043 09/16/78 90 12 2415 D 31.91 163.32 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 67.95 N 165.01 W 390033 581


3004822085 09/30/78 91 12 672 D 33.65 163.76 NA M222M NO CCCLL LLLLL 67.95 N 166.44 W n 0


3016721300 09/16/78 84 12 2331 D 33.89 162.57 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.96 N 156.40 W 390033 550


3017021471 09/09/78 87 12 2373 D 32.92 162.92 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 67.97 N 160.71 W 0 0


3008520311 09/24/78 74 11 1187 D 41.00 165.00 NA M NO L L 69.18 N 140.18 W i 0






3010720542 09/24/78 78 11 1494 D 43.61 163.78 90 EEEFE NO CCCLL LLLLL 60.21 N 145.95 w 390032 197


3016321063 09/03/78 80 11 2275 D 34.11 164.32 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.21 N 148.82 W 390033 352


3017121523 09/16/78 88 11 2387 D 31.52 165.20 70- EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.22 N 160.31 W 390033 527


3006622083 09/30/78 91 11 923 D 38.01 166.00 50 EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.22 N 164.61 W 390032 184


3017920552 09/16/78 78 11 2498 D 28.79 166.16 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.23 N 145.96 W 390034 50


3017520322 09/16/78 74 11 2442 D 30.18 165.69 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 140.22 W 390034 1


3017620380 09/16/78 75 11 2456 D 29.83 165.e1 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 141.66 W 390034 14


3014521062 09/09/78 80 11 2024 D 38.97 163.07 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 148.85 W 390032 305


3016421122 09/02/78 81 11 2289 D ,33.76 164.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 150.28 W 390033 2


3016521180 09/03/78 82 11 2303 D 33.45 164.59 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.24 N 151.71 W 390032 678


3016621235 09/02/78 83 11 2317 D 33.14 164.68 30 FEES NO CCCL .LLLL 69.24 N 153.15 W 390033 38
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300822083 09/30/78 91 11 672 D 32.56 165.95 10 FEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 69.24 N 164.62 W 390032 182


3017720435 09/16/78 76 11 2470 D 29.47 165.95 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 143.10 W 390034 30


3017820493 09/16/78 77 11 2484 D 29.12 166.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 144.54 W 390034 40


3003921165 09/09/78 82 11 546 0 29.38 165.65 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 151.72 W 390032 265


3016721293 09/16/78 84 11 2331 D 32.82 164.78 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL '69.25 N 154.59 W 390033 549


3018521294 09/30/78 84 11 2582 D 26.60 166.96 30 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 154.59 W 390034 465


3016821352 09/16/78 85 11 2345 D 32.49 164.90 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 69.25 N 156.03 W 390033 105


3018121065 09/17/78 A0 11 2526 D 28.05 166.46 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.26 N 148.85 W 390034 348


3018221123 09/17/78 81 11 2540 D 27.70 166.57 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.26 N 150.28 . 390034 212


3017322040 09/16/78 90 11 2415 D 30.81 165.51 70 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 69.26 N 163.20 W 390033 580


3017021465-09109/7B 87 11 2373 D 31.84 165.12 NA MMMM NO, CCCL LLlL ,69.28 N 158.91 W 0 0


3010720535 09/24/78 78 10 1494 D 42.54 166.48 90 EEFEE NO CCLL LLLLL 70.49 N 143.92 W 39003? 196


3016321061 09/03/78 80 10 2275 D 33.02 166.77 NA 222E NO CCCL LLLL 70.50 N 146.80 W 390033 351


3017121521 09/16/78 88 10 2387 D 30.42 167.59 90 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.51 N 158.27 W 390033 526


3006622081 09/30/78 91 10 923 D 36.90 168.52 50 EEFEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.51 h 162.57 W 390032 153


3017920545 09/16/78 78 10 2498 D 27.67 168.50 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 143.94 W 390034 49


3017221575 09/03/78 89- 10 2401 D 30.09 167.70 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.52 N 159.71 W 390033 380


3014521055 09/09/78 80 10 2024 D 37.91 165.66 80 EEEE NO CCtL LLLL .70.53 N 146.81 W 390032 304


3016421115 09/02/78 81 10 2289 D 32.68 166.94 30 EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 148.25 W 390033 1


3003921162 09/09/78 82 10 546 D 28.28 167.96 NA E222 NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 N 149.68 W 390032 264


3016621232 09/02/78 83 10 231? D 32.05 167.10 NA EFFF NO CCCL LLLL 70.53 " 151.12 W 390033 37


3004822080 09/30/78 91 10 672 D 31.46 168.33 10 MFFEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.53 N 162.58 w 390032 181


3017820491 09/16178 77 10 2484 D 28.01 168.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 142.51 W 390034 39


3018121062 9/1l7/78 80 10 2526 D 26.93 168.75 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 146.81 W 390034 347


3018221121 09/17/78 81 10 2540 D 26.59 168.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 148.25 W 390034 211


3016521174 09/03/78 82 10 2303 D 32.37 167.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 149.68 W 390032 '677


3018521292 09/30/78 84 10 2582 D 25.48 169.21 80 EF2E NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 152.55 W 390034 464


3016821345 09/16/78 85 10 2345 D 31.40 167.32 90 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 70.54 N 154.00 W 3Qf033 104


3016721291 09/16/78 84 10 2331 D 31.73 167.22 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 70.55 N 152.55 W 390033 548


3017322034 09/16/78 90 10 2415 D 29.71 167.87 90 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 70.55 N 161.16 W 390033 579


3017021462 09/09/78 87 10 2373 D 30.75 167.50 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLL 70.57 N 156.87 W 0 0


3018217421 09/17/78 45 2 2538 S 17.53 201.17 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.24 N 065.22 W 390034 210


3002110524 09/09/78 224 1 289 S 11.09 206.80 30 FFFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.93 N 045.10 E 390032 504 
3010512021 09/08/78. 236 1 1461 D 32.10 210.50 40 2EE6 NO, CCCL ILLLL 79.95 N 027.88 E 390032 246 
3010513453 09/08/78 3 1 1462 D 32.11 210-50 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLL 79.96 N 002.07 E 0 0 
3016812545 09/17/78 245 1 2340 D 21.23 208.92 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.96 N 015.00 E 390034 118 
3002112360 09/09/78 242 1 290 S 11.11 206. PO NA F6EFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.96 N 019.28 E 390032 505 
3015411341 09/08/78 231 1 2144 D 25.55 208.57 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.96 N 035.06 E 390032 369 
3014911053 09/03/78 226 1 2074 D 26.87 208.67 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL T9.96 N 042.23 F 390032 34., 
3015413173 09/08/78 '249 1 2145 D 25.52, 208.65 49 EEEF NO CCCL ILLL 79.97 N 009.25 E . 390032 370 
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3002012301 09/02/78 241 1 276 S 10.70 206.9Z 30 E6EEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 020.71 E 390032 618


3012512140 09/08/78 238 1 1740 D 31.26 209.32 90 6EF2 NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 025.02 E 390032 411


3015611454 09/09/78 233 1 2172 D 24.98 208.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 032.19 E 390032 514


3016811113 09/17/78 227 1 2339 D 21.26 208.97 NA M2MM NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 040.80 E 0 0


3002010470 09/02/78 223 1 275 S 10.70 206.70 90 EEEEF NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.97 N 046.53 E 390032 617


3016410483 09/03/78 223 1 2283 D 22.57 208.83 90 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 046s54 E 390033 335


3009514311 ,09/03/78 11 1 1323 D 31.49 211.03 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 79.97 N 009.38 w 390032 148


3014912484 09/03/78 244 1 2075 D 26.84 208.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 016.41 E 390032 349


3017411460 09/08/78 233 1 2423 S 19.18 209.16 90 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 032.20 E 390033 609


3017011230 09/08/78 229 1 2367 D 20.57 209.03 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.98 N 037.93 E 390033 404


3002014133 09/02/78 8- 1 277 S 10.73 206.94 ZO EEEEE NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.98 N 005.07 W 390032 619


3006513222 09/03/78 250 1 904 D 25.98 211.00 NA 22220 NO rCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 007.81 E 0 n


3017013062 09/08/78 247 1 2368 D 20.54 209.06 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 79.99 N 012.12 E 390033 405


3016412314 09/03/78 241 1 2284 D 22.54 208.86 30 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 79.99 N 020.72 E 390033 336 
3012513571 09/08/78 5 1 1741 D 31.25 209.42 NA 6666 NO CCCL LLLL 79.99 N 000.77 W 0 (I 
3002114191 09/09/78 9 1 291 S 11.10 207.11 10 FEFFO NO CCCLL LLLLL 79.99 N 006.51.W 390032 506 
3017413291 09/08/78 251 1 2424 S 19.14 209.31 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 80.00 N 006.38 E 390033 610 
3014914320 09/03/78 11 1 2076 D 26.82 208.68 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 80.00 N 009.38 W 390032 350 
3016414150 09/03/78 8 1 2285 D 22.50 208.90 10 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 80.02 N 005.07 W 390033 337 
3016002141 o109/78 130 61 2222 D 48.43 065.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 109.09 E 390032 540 
3017301453 09/03/78 125 61 2403 D 50.41 070.83 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 116.26 C 390033 306 
3018401053 09/17/78 118 61 2556 D 52;16 076.62 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 126.30 F 390034 269 
3017900365 09/17/78 113 61 2486 D 51 .36 073.87 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 133.48 E 390034 183 
3016923450 09/16/78 104 61 2360 D 49.91 069.34 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.42 S 146.40 E 390033 130 
3017f08325 09/16/78 196 61 2393" D 50.28,070.46 NA EEE E NO . CCCL LLLL 01.43 S 014.45 E 390033 661 
3017106435 09/02/78 177 61 2378 D 50.11 069.94 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 S 041.71 E 0 0 
3017001282 09/03/78 122 61 2361 D 49.92 069.38 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 S 120.59 E 390033 255 
3016100364 09/03/78 113 61 2235 D 48.56 065.43 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 S 133.50 E 300033 190 
3017301460 09/03/78 125 62 2403 0 49.70 069.33 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 115.93 E 390033 307 
301F401060 09/17/78 118 62 2556 D 51.58 074.93 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 s 125.97 E 390034 270 
3016923453 09/16/78 104 62 2360 D 49.17 067.87 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.86 S 146.07 E 390033 131 
3017208332 09/16/78 196 62 2393 0 49.57 068.96 NA EEEE NO CCdL LLLL 02.87 S 014.11 E 390033 662 
3017106442 09/02/78 177 62 237P D 49.38 068.45 30 EEEE N0 CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 041.38 E 390033 396 
3016704380 09/16/78 155 62 2321 D 48.71 066.65 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 072.92 E , 390033 781 
3016002143 OQ/09/78 130 62 2222 D -47.61 063.75 NA E2EE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 108.77 E 390032 541 
3017001285 09/03/78 122 62 2361 D. 49.19 067.92 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 120.25 E 390033 256 
3018601173 09/30/78 120 62 2584 D, 51.92 076.05 NA MMMm NO CCCL HHLL 02.87 S 123.11 E . 0 0 
3017900371 09/17/78 113 62 2486 D 50.72, 072.26 70 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 02.87 S 133.15 E 390034 184­
3016100370 09-/03/78 113 62 2235 D 47.74 064.10 - 70 EEEE NO CCCL. HHLL 02..87,S 135.16 E 390033 191 
301740P083 09/03/78 108 - 62 2416 0 49.86 069.77 NA,- 2222 NO- CCCL I4ftL, 02.87 S 140.34 E U 0I 
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11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 151


07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILm MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017208334 09/16/78 196 63 2393 D 48.82 067.52 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 S 013.77 E 300033 663


3017106444 09/02/78 177 63 2378 D 48.63 067.03 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 041.05 E 390033 397


3016305584 09/16/78 169 63 2266 D 47.25 063.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 052.51 E 390U32 72


3016205530 09/02/78 168 63 2252 D 47.08 063.29 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 053.95 E 390032 648


3017905473 09/16/78 167 63 2489 D 50.08 070.79 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 055.38 E 390033 694


3016005413 09/09/78 166 63 2224 D 46.76 062.53 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 056.82 E 390032 545


3016704383 09/16/78 155 63 2321 D 47.92 065.29 70 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 072.58 E 390033 782


3016002150 09/09/78 130 63 2222 D 4t.75 062.50 10 2EEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 10e.44 E 390032 542


3017301462 09/03/78 125 63 2403 D 48.97 067.88 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 115.60 E 390033 308


3017001291 09/03/78 122 63 2361 D 48.42 066.53 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHL' 04.31 S 119.91 E 390033 257


3018601175 09/30/78 120 63 2584 D 51.33 074.38 60 EEMM NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 122.79 E 390034 477


3018401062 09/17/78 118 63 2556 D 50.97 073.30 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 125.65 E 390034 271


3017900374 09/17/78 113 63 2486 D 50.05 070.71 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 132.82 C 300034 185


3016100373 09/03/78 113 63 2235 D 46.89 062.83 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 132.83 E 390033 192


3016923455 09/16/78 104 63 2360 0 48.40 066.48 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 04.31 S 145.75 E 390033 132


3017208341 09/16/78 196 64 2393 D 48.04 066.14 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 013.44 E 390033 664


3016207364 09/02/78 186 64 2253 D 46.22 062.09 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 027.80 E 390032 657


3017106451 09/02/78 177 64 2378 D 47.84 065.68 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 040.71 E 390033 398


3016305591 09/16/78 169 64 2266 D 46.39 062.45 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 052.18 F 0 0


3016205532 09/02/78 168 64 2252 D 46.22 062.07 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 053.61 E 300032 649


3017905475 09/16/178 167 64 2489 D 49.37 069.30 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 055.04 L 39fj033 695


3016005415 09/09/78 166 64 2224 D 45.88 061.33 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 056.48 E 390032 546


3018604445 09/17/78 156 64 2586 0 50.72 072.81 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 070.81 E 0 F.


3016704385 09/16/78 155 64 2321 D 47.09 064.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 072.25 E 390033 783


3016102211 09/03/78 131 64 2236 D 46.03' 061.66 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 106.68 E 300032 - 489 

3017802153 09/08/78 130 64 2473 D 49.16 068.79 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 S 108.10 E 0 U 
3016002152 09/09/78 130 64 2222 D 45.87 061.30 10 EEEE NO CCCL HOLL 05.75 S 108.11 E 390032 543 

3017301465 09/03/78 125 64 2403 D 48.19 066.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL H1HLL 05.75 S 115.27 F 390033 309 

3017001294 09/03/78 122 64 2361 D 47.62 065.19 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 119.57 E 390033 258 

3018701240 09/30/78 121 64 2598 D 50.88 073.26 40 F2EF NO CCCL FHLL 05.75 S 121 .00 E 390034 319 

30186011b2 09/30/78 120 64 2584 D 50.70 072.76 40 EE2E NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 122.46 E 390034 47e


3018401065 09/17/78 118 64 2556 D 50.32 071.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 125.31 E 390034 272


3016100375 09/03/78 113 64 2235 D 46.02 061.63 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75-S 132.50 E 390033 193


3017900380 09/17178 113 64 2486 D 49.34 069.23 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.75 S 132.50 F 390034 186


3016923462 09/16/78 104 64 2360 D 47.61 065.16 70 EEEE NO CCCL hhLL 05.75 S 145.41 E 390033 133


3006412430 09/03/78 232 180 889 N 00.00 291.07 NA MMMMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 05.77 S 131 .60 E 0 0


3017208343 09/16/78 196 65 2393 D 47.23 064.84 NA EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 013.10 F 39(033 665


3016207371 09/02/78 186 65 2253 D 45.33 060.92 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 027j46 E 390032 65


3016305593 09/16/78 169 65 2266 D, 45.51 061.28 60 FEEE NO CCCL H-LL 07.19 S 051.84 E 390032 727


3016205535 09/02/78 168 65 2252 D 45.33 060.91 40 EEEE , NO CCCL HhLL 07.19 S 053.27 E 390032 650
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11/25/78 LANOSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 152


07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZ]M COVER 45678 QLTY 45678'45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016005422 09/09/78 166 65 2224 D 44.98 060.20 30 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 056.13 E 390032 547 
3018604451 09/17/78 156 65 25Z6 D 50.06 071.27 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 070.47 E 0 0 
3016704392 09/16/78 155 65 2321 D 46.24 062.77 50 EEEE NO CCCL IHLL 07.19 S 071.91 E 390033 784 
3016102213 09/03/78 131 65 2236 0 45.13 060.51 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 106.35 E 390032 490 
3017802160 09/08/78 130 65 2473 D 48.41 067.39 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 107.76 F 390033 654 
3016002155 09/09/78 130 65 2222 D 44.96 060.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 107.77 E 390032 544 
3017702101 09/30/78 129 65 2459 0 48.20 066.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 S 109.20 E 390033 748 
3017301471 09/03/78 125 65 2403 0 47.39 065.17 10 22EE NO CCCL HNLL 07.19 S 114.93 F 390033 310 
3017001300 09/03/78 122 65 2361 D 46.79 063.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 07.19 S 119.23 E 390033 259 
3018701243 09/30/78 121 65 2598 D 50.23 071.71 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 120.66 E 390034 320 
3018601184 09/30/78 120 65 2584 v 50.03 071.20 30 EE2E NO. CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 122.12 E 390034 479 
3017900383 09/17/78 113 65 2486 D 48.60 067.81 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 132.15 E 390034 187 
3016100382 09/03/78 113 65 2235 D 45.12 060.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 132.16 E 390033 194 
3016923464 09/16/78 104- 65 2360 0 46.78 063.89 80 EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.19 S 145.07 E 390033 134 
3017106453 09/02/78 177 65 2378 D 47.02 064.39 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.20 S 040.38 E 390033 399 
3006412473 09/03/78 232 179 889 N 00.00 289.32 NA 4444r NO CCCLL LLLLL 07.21 S 131.94 E 0 0 
3017108291 09/03/78 195 66 2379 D 46.19 063.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 014.21 E 390033 291 
3016207373 09/02/78 186 66 2253 D 44.42 059.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.63 S 027.12 E 390032 659 
3016306000 09/16/78 169 66 2266 D 44.60 060.16 10 EFEE NO CCCL HULL 08.63 S 051.50 E 390032 728 
3016005424 09/09/7P 166 66 2224 D 44.05 059.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 s 055.79 E 390032 548 
3017301474 09/03/78 125 66 2403 D 46.56 063.91 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 s 114.59 E 390033 311 
3017001303 09/02/78 122 66 2361 D 45.93 062.70 20 EEEE .NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 118.90 E 390033 386 
3018701245 09/30/78 121 '66 2598 D 49.54 070.21 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 120.32 E 390034 321 
3017900385 09/17/78 113 66 2486 D 47.82 066.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 131.81 E 390034 188


3017400101 09/03/78'108 66 2416 p 46.75 064.29 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 138.98 E 390033 321


3016923411 09/16/78 104 66 2360 D 45.92 062.67 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 144.75 E 390033 135


3017622441 09/30/78 93 66 2457 D 47.38 065.55 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 08.63 S 160.50 E 0 0,


3017106460 09/02/78 177 66 2378 D 46.17 063.16 90 EEEE No CCCL HHLL 08.64 S 040.04 E 390033 400


3018601191 09/30/78 120 66 2584 D 49.32 069.72 20 FF2F NO CCCL HHLL 08.64 S 121.78 E 390034 480


3016100384 09/03/78 113 66 2235 D 44.20 059.40 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.64 S 131.82 E 390033 195


3015800213 09/02/78 110 66 2193 D 43.66 058.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 08.64 S 136.13 E 390032 645


3006412471 09/03/78 232 178 889 N 00.00 287.47 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 08.65 s 132.26 E 0 0


3017108294 09/03/78 195 67 2379 D 45.32 062.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 013.87 E 390033 292


3017006404 09/09/78 176 67 2364 D 45.10 061.62 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 s .041.11 E 390033 69


3016306002 09116/78 169 67 2266 D -43.67 059.11 20 FFEE NO CCCL HNLL 10.07 S 051.15 E 390032 729


3017001305 09/02/78.122 67 2361 D 45.06 061.55 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.07 S 118.56 E 390033 387


3018701252 09/30/78 121 67 2598 v 48.82 068.78 30 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 7 10.07 S 11'9.98 E 390034 322 
3017900392 09/17/78 J13 67 2486 p 47.02 065.16 *0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 1.,10.07 S 131.47 E 390034 1n9


3d17400103 09/03/78 108 67 2416 D .45.90. 063.08 90 EEEE NO &CCL HHLL, 10.07 S. 138.64 E 390033, 322


3016923473 09/16/78 104 67 2360 0 45.04 061.52 70' FREE NO. CCCL HHLL 10 07 S 144-40 F .39103 1iA 
ARCHIVA T EDRM o-AaEHim


11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 153


07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY,/NITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM ECM MODE 'GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILLM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45678 45,678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3017622443 09/30/78 93 67 2457 D 46.56 064.29 90 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 10.07 S 160.16 E 390033 730 
3017106462 09/03178 177 67 2378 D 45.30 062.00 50 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 10.08 S 039.69 E 390033 277 
3018601193 09/30/78 120 67 2584 D 48.59 068.31 20 FF2F NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 121.44 E 390034 481 
3016100390 '09/03/78 113 67 2235 D 43.25 058.37 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 10.08 S 131.50 E 390033 196 
3017700275 09/30178 111 67 2458 D 46.57 064.31 10 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 10.08 S 134.35 E 390033 733 
3015800215 09/02/78 110 67 2193 D 42.69 057.39 80 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 10.08 S 135.79 E 390032 646 
3017006410 09/09178 176 68 2364 D 44.19 060.53 20 FEEE NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S G40.77 E 390033 70 
3016306005 09/16/78 169 68 2266 D 42.72 058.11 50 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 050.81 E 390032 730 
3018601200 09/30/78 120 68 2584 D 47.83 066.97 10 EE2E NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S 121.09 E 390034 482 
3016701140 09/16/78 119 68 2319 D 43.51 059.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 122.51 E 390032 765 
3017900394 09/17/78 113 68. 2486 D 46.18 063.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S 131.12 E 390034 190 
3017800340 09/08/78 112 68 2472 D 45.96 063.53 NA 2222 NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S 132.56 F 0 0 
3017400110 09/03/78 108 68 2416 D 45.03 061.94 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 138.29 E 390033 323 
3017023534 09/09/78 105 68 2374 0 44.36 060.*81 80 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S 142.60 E 390033 77 
3016923480 09/16/78 104 68 2360 D 44.14 060.44 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 144.05 F 390033 137 
3016723363 09/16/78 102 68 2332 D 43.71 059.73 40 FEEE NO CCCL HALL 11.51 S 146.90 E 390033 92 
3018223193 09/17/78, 99 68 2541 D 47.11 065.61 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 S 151.21 E 0 0 
3017622450 09/30/78 93 68 2457 D 45.71 063.10 40 EEEE NO CCCL hHLL 11.51 S 159.82 E 390033 731 
3016100393 09/03178 113 68 2235 D 42.28 057.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 11.52 S 131.14 E 390033 197 
3017700281 09/30/78 111 68 2458 D 45.72 063.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.52 S 134.01 E 390033 734 
3015800222 09/02/78 110 68 2193 D 41.71 056.46 40 EEFE NO CCCL HALL 11.52 S 135.44 E 390032 647 
3003300271 09/24/78 111 69 450 D 45.61 066.14 10 EEEFF NO CCCLL LL'LLL 12.94 S 133.61 E 390032 12 
3017006413 09/09/78 176 69 2364 D 43.27 059.50 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 040.42 E 390033 71 
3016606183 09/16/78 172 69 2308 D 42.39 058.15 20 FEEE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 S 046.17 E 390033 753 
3016306011 09/16/78 169 69 2266 D 41.75 057.17 60 FEEE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 S 050.47 F 396032 731 
3016701142 09/16/78 119 69 2319 D 42.57 058.42 10 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 S 122.16 E 390032 766 
3017900401 09/17/78 113 69 2486 D 45.32 062.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 130.77 E 390034 191 
3017500171 09/08/78 109 69 2430 D 44.37 061.23 80 EEME NO CCCL IHALL 12.95 S 136.52 E 390033 614 
3017400112 09/03/78 108 69 2416 D 44.13'060.85' 40 EEFE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 S 137.94 E 390033 324 
3017300054 09/08/78 107 69 2402 D 43.90 060.48 10' EEEE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 s 139.39 E 390033 587 
3017023541 09/09/78 105 69 2374 D 43.45 059.77 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 142.25 E 390033 78 
3016723365 09/16/78 102 69 2332 D 42:77 058.73 30 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 12.95 S 146.55 E 390033 93 
3016423194 09/03/78 99 69 2290 D 42.11 057.72 70 PFFF NO CCCL HILL 12.95 S 150.87 F 390033 345 
3018223195 09/17/78 99 69 2541 D 46.28 064.37 20 EEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 150.87 E 390034 222 
3017622452 09/30/78 93 69 2457 D 44.83 061.97 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 12.95 S 159.47 E 390033 732 
3016706241 09/09/78 173 69 2322 D 42.61 058.48 20 EEEF NO CCCL HALL 12.96,S 044.75 r 390033 56 
3018301031 09/17/78 117 69 2542 D 46.30 064.39 30 FEFE NO CCCL HALL . 1.2.96 S 125.05 E 390034 360 
3016501025 09/16/78 117 69 2291 D 42.13 057.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL. HILL 12.96 S 125.06 E 390032 750 
3016100400 09/03/78 113 69 2235 D 41.30 056.4S 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL. 12.96 S 130.10 E 390033 198 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE. 154 
07:15 FROM 09/01178 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM 
ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 QLTY 45,678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME 
3017006415 09/09/78 176 70 2364 D 42.33 058.53 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 040.07 E 390033 72 
3016706244 09/09/78 173 70 2322 D 41.64 057.54 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 044.39 E 390033 57 
3016606185 09/16/78 172 70 2308 D 41.42 057.22 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 045.82 E 390033 754 
3016306014 09/16/78 169 70 2266 D 40.77 056.29 70 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 050.12 E 390032 732 
3016701145 09/16/78 119 70 2319 D 41.61 057.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 121.82 E 390032 767 
3017500173 09/08/78 109 70 2430 D 43.47 060.19 60 EEME NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 136.17 E 390033 615 
3017400115 09/03/78 108 70 2416 D 43.21 059.82 10 EEFE NO CCCL HULL 14.39 S 137.60 F 390033 325 
3017300060 09/08/78 107 70 2402 D 42.97 059.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 14.39 S 139.05 E 390033 588 
3017023543 09/09/78 105 70 2374 D 42.51 058.79 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 141.90 E 390033 79 
3016923485 09/16/78 104 70 2360 D 42.27 058.45 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 143.36 E 390033 139 
3016723372 09/16/78 102 70 2332 D 41.81 057.79 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 146.21 E 390033 94 
3016423200 09/03/78 99 70 2290 D 41.13 056.22 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 14.39 S 150.52 E 390033 346 
3018223202 09/17/78 99 70 2541 D 45.43 063.19 20 EEEF NO CCCL HULL 14.39 S 153.52 E 390034 223 
3016501032 09/16/78 117 70 2291 D 41.16 056.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 14.40 S 124.71 k 390032 751 
3018301033 09/17/78 117 70 2542 D 45.45 063.23 30 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 14.40 S 124.71 E 390034 361 
3004800105 09/02/78 108 71 659 D 41.92 056.93 NA MMrMM NO CCCLL LLLLL 15.82 S 137.23 E 0 0 
3017023550 09/09/78 105 71 2374 D 41.55 057.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.82 S 141.55 E 390033 60 
3017006422 09/09/78 176 71 2364 D 41.37 057.62 80 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 15.83 S C39.72 E 390033 73 
3016706250 09/09/78 173 71 2322 D 40.66 056.66 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 044.04 E 0 0 
3016606192 09/16/78 172 71 2308 D 40.43 056.36 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.E3 S '045.46 E 390033 755 
3016306020 09/16/78 169 71 2266 D 39.76 055.46 90 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 15.83 S 049.77 E, 390032 733 
3016701151 09/16/78 119 71 2319 D 40.62 056.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 121.47 E 390032 768 
3016601093"09/03/78 118 71 2305 D 40.38 056.29 10 FEEE NO CCCL HULL 15.83 S 122.92 E 390032 69b 
3016501034 09/16/78 117 71 2291 D 40.17 056.00 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 124.35 E 390032 752 
3018301040 09/17/78 117 71 2542 D 44.58 062.13 60 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 15.3 S 124.36 E 390034 362 
3017500180 09/08/78 109 71 2430 D 42.53 059.21 10 FE2F NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 135.82 E 390033 616 
3017400121 09/03/78 108 71 2416 D 42.27 058.85 10 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 15.83 S 137.25 E 390033 326 
3017300063 09/03/78 107 71 2402 D 42.02 U58.51 NA E6ME NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 138.70 E 390033 294 
3016723374 09/16/78 102 71 2332 D 40.83 056.89 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 145.85 E 390033 95 
3016423203 09/03/78 99 71 2290 D 40.13 055.96 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 s 150.16 E 390033 347 
3018223204 09/17/78 99 71 2541 D 44.55 062.09 20 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 15.83 S 150.17 E 390034 224 
3004800112 09/02/78 108 72 659 0 40.93 056.Oo 0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 17.26 S 136.87 E 390032 621 
3017023552 09/09/78 105 72 2374 D 40.57 056.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.26 S 141.19 E 390033 81 
3017106483 09/03/78 177 







40.63 057.064 0 
;



















3016706253 09/09/78 173 72 2322 D 39.66 055.84 30 EEEE NO -CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 043.68 E 390033 58 
3016606194 09/16/78 172 72 2308 D, 39.43 055.54 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 045.11 E 390033 756 
3016701154 09/16/78 119 72 2319 D 39.62 055.78 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 121.12 E 390032 769 
3016601095 09/03/78 118 72 2305 D 39.38 055.48 20 EEEE NO CCCL HIICL 17.27 S 122.57 E 390032 699 




11/25/78 LANDSAT 3 MSS SENSOR PAGE 155


07:15 FROM 09/01/78 TO 09/30/78


OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT QAY/NITE SUN SUN % OLD QUALITY COM CEM MODE GAIN PICTURE PICTURE MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIM COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3016723381 09/16/78 102 72 2332 D 39-.83 056.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 17.27 S 145.50 r 3Q0033 96


3016523264 09/09/78 100 72 2304 D 39.37 055.47 40 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 17.27 S 148.40 E 390032 819


3016423205 09/03/78 99 72 2290 D 39.13 055.16 .50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 149.81 E 390033 34e


3018223211 09/17/78 99 72 2541 D 43.66 061.05 20 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 149.81 F 390034 225


3016022575 09/03/78 95 72 2234 D 3§.22 054.03 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 17.27 S 155.56 E 300033 177


3009206072 09/03/18 170 72 1276 D 34.43 045.59 50 EEEEE NO CCELL LLLLL 17.28 S 048.02 E 390032 128


3017023555 09/09/78 105 73 2374 D 39.57 056.16 NA 22EE NO CCCL HHLL 18.70 S 140.83 b 390033 82


3017106485 09/03/78 177 73 2378 D 39.64 056.25 10 SEES NO CCCL HULL 18.71 S 03,7.60 E 390033 278


3016706255 09/09/78 173 73 2322 D 38.65 055.06 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 043.33 E 390033 59


3016606201 09/16/78 172 73 2308 D 38.41 054.78 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 044.75 E 390033 757


3016901273 09/16/78 121 73' 2347 D 39.09 055.59 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 117.90 E 390033 121


3016701160 09/16/78 119 73 2319 D 38.61 055.01 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 120.77 E 390032 77U


3016601102 09/03/78 118 73 2305 0 38.37 054.73 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 122.21 E 390032 700


3016300530 09/03/78 115 73 2263 D 37.65 053.88 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 S 126.52 E 390032 573 
3015500071 09/08/78 107 73 2151 D 35.95 051.82 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 18.71 S 13a.00 F 0 0 
3017300072 09/03/7& 107 73 2402 D 40.08 056.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 138.00 E 390033 296 
3018323272 09/17/78 100 73 2555 D 43.01 060.41 50 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 148.03 E 390034 282 
3016523270 09/09/78 100 73 2304 D 38.35 054.71 30 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 18.71 S 148.04 E 390032 F21 
3016423212 09/03/78 99 73 2290 D 38.10 054.42 50 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 149.45 F 390033 349 
3018223213 09/17/78 99 73 2541 D 42.74 060.06 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 18.71 S 149.46 E 390034 226 
30160225$2 09/03/78 95 73 2234 D 37.18 053.32 20 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 18.71 S 155.20 F 390033 178 
3011008265 09/09/78 194 74 2365 D 38.39 055.20 90 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 20.14 S 012.83 E 390033 75 
3016606203 09/16/78 172 74 2308 D 37.37 054.06 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 044.38 E 390U33 758 
3018901394 09/3078 123 74 2626 0 43.56 061.29 30 EE22 No CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 114.65 E 390034 53i


3017023561 09/09/78 105 74 2374 D 38.56 055.39 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 140.48 E 390033 83


3016423214 09/02/78 99 74 2290 D 37.07 053.72 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 149.09 E 390032 709


3018223220 09/17/78 99 74 2541 D 41.80 059.13 70 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 149.10 E 390034 227


3016022584 09/03/78 95 74 2234 D 36.13 052.67 20 SEEE No CCCL HHLL 20.14 S 154.63 E 390033 179


3016306032 09/03/78 169 74 2266 O 36.65 053.26 60 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20..15 S 048.70 1 390033 161


3017101393 09/03/78 123 74 2375 D 38.58 055.42 10 PPEP NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 114.67 E 390033 277


3016901280 09/16/78 121 74 2347 D 38.07 054.84 0 EEEE NO CCCL HULL 20.15 S 117.54 E 390033 122


3016701163 09/16/78 119 74 2319 D 37.57 054228 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 120.41 E 3Q0032 771


3015500073 09/08/78 107 74 2151 D 34.86 051.22 80 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 20.15 S 137.62 E 390032 380


3017300074 09/03/78 107 74 2402 D 39.08 055.98 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 137.63 E 390033 297


3018323274 09/17/78 100 74 2555 D 42.08 059.46 80 FEES NO CCL HHLL 20.15 S 147.66 E 390034 252


3016523273 09/09/78 100 74 2304 D 37.31 054.00 10 SEEE NO CCCL HULL 20.15 S 147.67 E 390032 i21


3016323160 09/03/78 98 74 2276 D 36.82 053,45 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20.15 S 150.53 E 390033 175


3016606210 09/16/78 172 75 2308 D 36.33 053.40 0 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 21,58 S 044.02 E 390033 759


3016306034 09/03/78 169 75 2266 D .35.59 052.62 60 rFEE NO CCCL NhLL 2-1.58 S 04o.33 E 390033 162


3018901400 09/30/78 123 75 2626 D 42.65 060.32 20 EE2E NO CCCL HULL 21.58 S 114.28 E 390034 532
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3017101395 09/03/78 123 75 2375 D 37.56 054.69 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 114.30 E 390033 272


3017023564 09/09/78 105 75 2374 D 37.54 054.68 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 140.11 E 390033 84


3016823451 09/16/78 103 75 2346 D 37.03 054.14 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 S 142.98 E 390033 112


3016523275 09/09/78 100 75 2304 D 36.27 053.33 NA 22EE NO CCCL HALL 21.58 S 147.30 E 390032 822


3018323281 09/17/78 100 75 2555 D 41.14 058.56 90 22EE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 147.30 E 390034 253


3018223222 09/17/78 99 75 2541 D 40.85 058.26 NA 22FE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 148.73 F 390034 228


3016423221 09/02/78 99 75 2290 D 36.02 053.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 148.75 E 390032 710


3016323162 09/03/78 98 75 2276 D 35.76 052.81 NA F2EE NO CCCL RHLL 21.58 S 150.16 E 390033 176


3016022591 09/03/78 95 75 2234 D 35.06 052.06 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 S 154.47 E 390033 1f0


3016901282 09/16/78 121 75 2347 D 37.03 054.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 S 117.18 E 390033 123


3018901403 09/30/78 123 76 2626 D 41.72 059.41 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 23.01 S 113.91 E 0 c


3016606212 09/16/78 172 76 2308 D 35.27 052.78 0 FFFE NO CCCL HALL 23.02 S 043.65 E 390033 766


3016306041 09/63/78 169 76 2266 D 34.52 052.03 40 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 047.96 E 390033 163


3017101402 09/03/78 123 76 2375 D 36.51 054.02 10 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 113.93 E 390033 273






3017023570 09/09/78 105 76 2374 D 36.50 054.01 0 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 139.75 F 390033 85


3016823453 09/16/78 103 76 2346 D 35.98 053.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 S 142.61 E 390033 113


301652328? 09/02/78 100 76 2304 D 35.20 052.71 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 S 146.93 E 390033 24


3018323283 09/17/78 100 76 2555 D 40.17 057.75 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 146.93 L 390034 254 
3016423223 09/02/78 99 76 2290 D 34.95 052.46 0 22FF NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 148.37 F 390032 711 
3018223225 09/17/78 99 76 2541 D 39.88 057.44 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 148.37 E 390034 229 
3016022593 09/03/78 95 76 2234 D 33.97 051.50 90 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 S 154.10 E 390033 11 
3009523385 09/0,3/78 102 76 1328 D 29.25 043.68 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.03 S 144.11 E 390032 149 
3016606215 09/16/78 172 77 2308 D 34.19 052.20 0 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 043.27 E 390033 761 
3016306043 09/03/78 169 77 2266 . D 33.43 051.50 30 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 047.57 E 390033 164 
3017101404 09/03/78 123 77 2375 D 35.46 053.40 0 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 113.55 E 390033 274 
3017023573 09/09/78 105 77 2374 D 35.45 053.38 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 139.37 E 390033 86 
3016823460 09/16/78 103 77 2346 D 34.92 052.86 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 S 142.22 E 390033 114 
3018323290 09/17/78 100 77 2555 D 39.19 056.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 146.54 E 390034 255 
3016023006 C9/03/78 95 77 2234 D 32.87 050.96 30 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 S 153.73 h 390033 162 
3016901291 09/16/78 121 77 2347 D 34.92 052.89 0 EEEE No CCCL HALL 24.46 S 116.44 E 390033 125 
3009523392 09/03/78 102 77 1328 D 28.04 043.35 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S 143.73 E 390032 150


3016523284 09/02/78 100 77 2304 D 34.12 052.14 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S 146.55 F 390033 25


3016423230 09/02/78 99 77 2290 D 33.86 051.90 0 EEEE NO CCCL h6LL 24.46 S 148.00 E 390032 712


3018223231 09/17/78 99 77 2541 D 38.S9 056.67 100 EEEE NO CCCL HALL 24.46 S 148.00 L 390034 230


3017023575 09/03/78 105 78 2374 D 34.38 052.80 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 S 138.98 E 39(1033 26r,


3016823462 09/16/78 103 78 2346 D 33.84' 052.32 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 S 141.83 k 390033 115 
3018323292 09/17/78 100 78 2555 D 38.19 056.25 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25;b6 S 146.15 E 390034 256


3016523291 09/03/78 100 78 2304 D 33.04 051.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.88 S 146.16 E 390032 6E9


3017307023 09/08/78 179 78 2406 D 35.04 053.38 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25'.89 S 032.85 E 390033 599
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3016306050 09/03/78 169 '78 2266 6 32.33 050.98 20 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 047.19 E 390033 165 
3017101411 09/03/78 123 78 2375 D 34.39 052.82 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 113.17 E 390033 275 
3016901294 09/16/78 12 ..-78 . 2347 D 33.84 052.33 .0 EEEE NO CCCL ,HHLL 25.b9 S 116.05 E 390033 126 
3016423232 09/02/78 99 78 2290 D 32.77 051.38 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 147.60 E 390032 713 
3018223233 09/17/78 99 78 2541 D 37.88 055.96 90 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 141.61 E 390034 231 
3018123175 09/17/78 98 78 2527 D 37.57 055.67 50 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 25.89 S 149.03 E 390034 142 
3016023002 09/03/78 95 78 2234 D 31.76 050.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 S 153.34 F 390033 183 
3009523394 09/03/78 102 78 1328 D 26.83 043.06 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.90 S 143.34 E 390032 151 
3004800141 09/02/78 108 79 659 D 33.55 051.38 1.0 EEEEM NO CCCLL LLLLL 27.31 S 134.26 E 390032 622 
3017307025 09/08/78 179 79 2406 D 33.97 052.83 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S 032.46 F 0 0 
3017101413 09/03/78 123 79 2375 D 33.32 052.29 10 EECE NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S 112.78 E 390033 776 
3018801360 09/30/78 122 79 2612 D 38.46 056'.71 60 EE2E N0 CCCL LLLL - 27.32 S 114.20 E 390034 513 
3018323295 09/17/78 100 79 2555 D 37.16 055.56 40 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S 145.,76 E 390034 257 
3016523293 09103/78 100 79 2304 D 31.94 051.13 100 ECEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 S 145.77 E 390032 690 
3016423235 09/02/78 99 79 2290 D 31.67 050.90 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 S 147.21 E 390032 714 
3018223240 09/17/78 99 79 2541 D 36.e7 05.30 100 EFEE NO CCCL HfLL 27.32 S 147.22 E 390034 232 
3018123182 09/171/78 98 79 2527 D 36.55 0,5.02 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLlL 27.32 S 148.64 E 390034 143 
3016023005 00/03/78 95 79 2234 D 30.64 050.03 NA E2EE NO CCCL HXLL 27.32 S 152.95 E 390033 184 
3017001355 09/02/78 122 79 2361 0 33.04 052.05 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S 114.25 E 390033' 3?8 
3016901300 09/16/78 121 79 2347 D 32.76 051.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 S 115.66 E 390033 127 
3009523401 09/03/78 102 79 1328 D 25.61 042.80 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLL 27.33 S 142.95 E 390032 152 
3018408063 09/17/78 190 80 2560 D 36.25 055.02 30 FFFE NO CCCL HHLL 28.75 S 016.26 E 390034 283 
3017307032 09/08/78 179 80 2406 D 32.87 052.31 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.75 S 032.06 E 390033 600 
3018801363 09/30178 122 80 2612 D 37.45 056.02 80 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 113.80 E 390034 514 
3018701304 09/30/78 121 80 2598 b 37.1,2 055.75 S0 FEEFE O CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 115.23 E 390034 323 
3016801244 09/16/78 120 80 2333 D 31.40 051.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75'S 116.67 E 390033 100 
3016701190 09/16/78 119 80 2319 D 31.12 050.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLL 28.75 S 118.12 E 390032 7?2 
3016523300 09/03/78 100 80 2304 D 30.83 050.69 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 S 145.37 E 390032 691 
3018323301 09/17/78 100 80 2555 D 36.14 054.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 2b.75 S 145.37 E 390034 258 
3016423241 09/02/78 99 80 2290 D 30.56 050.47 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.75 S 146.80 E 390032 715 
3017001361 09/02/78 122 80 2361 D 31.95 051.58 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 113.84 E 390033 359 
3016901303 09/16/78 121 80 2347 D 31.67 051.36 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 S 115.26 E 390033 128 
3018601250 09/30/78 120 80 2584 D 36.81 055.50 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 S 116.69 t 390034 483 
3009523403 09/03178 102 80 1328 D 24.39 042.57 0 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 2&.76 S 142.54 E 390032 153 
3018223242 09/17/78 99 80 2541 D 35.83 0c4.68 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 28.76 S 146.81 E 390034 233 
3018123184 09/17/78 98 80 2527 D 35.51 0 .42 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2E .76 S 148.25 E 390034 144 
3009423345 09/03/78 101 80 1314 D 24.48 C .60 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.77 S 144.00 E 390032 138 
3018408070 09/17/78 190 81 2560 D 35.21 054.44 10 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 015.84 E 390034 284 
301730703,4 09/08/78 179 81 2406 D 3,1.78 051.84 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL. 30.18 S 031.65 E 390033 601 
3018701311 09/3'0/78 121 81 2598 D -36.09 055.13.,70 -FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3C;18 S 114.82 E 390034 324 
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3016801251 09/16/18 120 81 2333 D 30.29 050.72 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 116.27 E 390033 101 
3016523302 09/03/78 100 81 2304 D 29.71 050.29 100 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 144.96 E 390032 692 
3018323304 09/17/78 100 81 2555 D 35.09 054.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 144.96 E 390034 259 
3016423244 09/02/78 99 81 2290 D 29.44 050.08 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 146.39 F 390032 ?16 
3018223245 09/17/78 99 81 2541 D 34.77 054.11 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.18 S 146.40 E 390034 234 
3016901305 09/16/78 121 81 2347 D 30.57 050.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 30.19 S 114.86 C 390033 129 
3018601252 09/30/78 120 81 2584 D 35.77 054.88 40 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 116.2b k 390034 484 
3016701192 09/16/78 119 81 2319 D 30.01 050.51 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 117.71 E 390032 773 
3016601134 09/03/78 118 81 2305 D 29.72 050.30 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 119.16 E 390032 701 
3009523410 09/03/78 102 81 132 D 23.15 042.38 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 142.13 E 390032 154 
3018123191 09/17/78 98 81 2527 D 34.45 053.86 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 147.84 E 390034 145 
3012523070 09/08/78 96 81 1746 D 22.67 043.79 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 S 150.73 E 390032 416 
3016823480 09/16/78 103 82 2346 0 29.44 050.54 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.60 S 140.23 E 390033 116 
3016407554 09/03/78 188 82 2281 0 28.14 049.61 70 FEFF NO CCCL HBLL 31.61 S 01P.31 E 390033 331 
3017307041 09/08/78 179 82 2406 D 30.69 051.43 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 31.61 S 031.23 E 390033 602 
3016801253 09/16/78 120 82 2333 D 29.17 050.35 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 115.K5 E 390033 102 
3018201025 09/17/78 116 82 2528 D 33.42 053.37 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 121.57 E 390034 151 
3017023593 09/03/78 105 82 2374 D 30.01 050.95 0 EE2F NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 137.36 E 390033 . 261 
3018823594 09/30/78 105 82 2625 D 35.70 055.05 NA E22E NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 S 137.37 E 390034 51b 
3018323310 09/17/78 100 82 2555 D 34.03 053.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 31.61 S 144.54 E 390034 2611 
3016423250 09/02/78 99 82 2290 D 28.31 049.73 70 EFEE NO CCCL H1LL 31.61 S 145.97 E 390032 717 
3018223252 09/17/78 99 82 2541 D 33.70 053.55 90 FFFF NO CCCL sHLL 31.61 S 145.97 C 390034 235 
3010507261 09/30/78 183 82 7145& D 21.25 042.23 20 •EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 025.51 E 390034 445 
3018601255 09/3U/78 120 82 2584 D 34.72 054.32 60 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 115.86 E 390034 465 
3016701195 09/16/78 119 82 2319 D 28.88 050.14 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 117.30 E 390032 774 
3016601140 09/03/78 118 82 2305 D 28.59 049.94 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 118.75 E 390032 702 
301b301083 09/17/78 117 82 2542 D 33.73 053.60 80 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 120.16 k 390034 363 
3017400165 09/03/78 108 82 2416 D 30.89 051.58 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 133.07 F 39C033 32/ 
3017300110 09/03/78 107 82 2402 D 30.60 051.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 134.50 E 390033 298 
3009523412 09/03/78 102 82 1328 D 21.90 042.22 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 141.72 F 390032 155 
3016523305 09/03/78 100 82 2304 D 28.58 049.93 90 EEFF NO CCCL ILLL 31.62 S 144.56 E 390032 693 
3018123193 09/17/78 98 82 2527 D 33.38 053.35 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 S 147.42 E 39L0034 146 
3016501082 09/16/78 117 82 2291 D 28.34 049.75 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 S 12§.19 E 390032 753 
3012523072 09/08/78 96 82 1746 D 21.44 043.63 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.63 S 153.32 E 390032 417 
3016407560 09/03/78 188 83 2281 D 27.00 049.30 90 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S C17.89 E ' 390033 332 
3016307502 09/03/78 187 83 2267 D 26.73 049.11 70 EEhE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S C19.32 E 39003? 601 
3018301090 09/17/78" 117 83 2542 D 32.66 053.13 60 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 119.73 E 390034 364 
3018201031 09/17/78 116 93 2528 D 32.34 052.91 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 121.15 E 390034 152 
3018100573 09/17/78 115 83 2514 D 32.01 052.69 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 122.60 L 39C034 23? 
301'7400171 09/03/78 108 83 2416 D 29.79 051.20 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 132.64 e 390033 32b 
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3017300113 09/03/18 107 83 2402 D 29.49 051.00 40 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 134.08 E 390033 299


3017100000 09/03/78 105 83 2374 D 28.91 050.59 0 EEPE NO CCCL 'LLLL 33.04 S 136.94 F 390033 262


3018900001 09/30/78 105 83 2625 D 34.65 054.51 10: EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 136.94 F 390034 519


3016823483 09/16/78 103 83 2346 D 28.32 050.20 8o EEEE NO CECL LILL 33.04 S 139.81 E 390033 117


3018323313 09/17/78 100 83 2555 D 32.95 053.33 0' ELEE NO CCCL HHLL- 33.04 S 144.10 E 390034 261


3018223254 09/17/78 99 83 2541 D 32.63 053.11 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S 145.54 E 39U034 236


3016423253 09/02/78 99 83 2290 D 27.17 049.42 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S 145.55 E 390032 718


3018123200 09/17/78 98 83 2527 D 32.30 052.89 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 S 147.00 E 390034 147


3010507264 09/30/78 183 83 1458 D 20.00 042.12 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 025.08 F 390034 446


3015707155 09/02/78 181 83 2183 D 25.18 048.02 80 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 027.95 E 390032 640


3016701201 09/16/78 119 83 2319 D 27.74 049.81 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 116.88 E 390032 775


3016601143 09/03/78 118 83 2305 D 27.46 049.62 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 116.32 E 390032 703


3016501084 09/16/78 117 83 2291 D 27.18 049.43 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 119.77 E 390032 754


3006512455 09/03/78 233 161 903 N 00.00 247.62 NA MMMMO NO CCCLL LLLLL 33.05 S 137.23 E 1'
p  
3016923541 09/16/78 104 83 2360 D 28.59 050.39 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 138.40 E. 390033 140


3016723424 09/16/78 102 83 2332 D 28.02 050.00 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 141.25 E 390033 97


3016623370 09/16/78 101 83 2318 D 27.73 049.80 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 142.70 C 390033 77r


3016523311 09/03/78 100 83 2304 0 27.45 049.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 144.13 E 390032 o94


3012523075 09/08/78 96 83 1746 D 20.21 043.50 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 S 149.89 F 390032 418


3017707280 09/08/78 183 84 2462 D 29.74'051.52 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S 024.61 E 0


3018723545 09/30/78 104 84 2611 D 33.25 053.79 90 EE2M NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 S 137.91 F 390034 507


3018323315 09/17178 100 a4 2555 D 31.8b 052.90 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.46 S 143.67 F 390034 262


3016407563 09/03/78 188 84 2281 D 25.85 049.04 On FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 017.45 E 390033 333


3016307504 09/03/78 167 64 2267 D 25.57 048.85 80 EEEE NO CCCL HLL 34.47 S 018.69 E 390032 602


3016207450 09/02/78 186 84 2253 D 25.30 048.68 20 bEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 020.33 E 390032 660


3017907393 09/30/78 185 84 2490 D 30.38 051.93 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 021.75 E 0 c


3015807220 09/03178 182 84 2197 D 24.27 047.97 10' EFEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 026.07 E 390032 467


3018301092 09/17/78 117 84 2542 D 31.58 052.70 40 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 119.29 E 390034 365


3018900003 09/30/78 105 84 2625 D 33.59 054.01 10 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 136.50 E 390034 520


3017100002 09/03/78 105 84 2374 D 27.79 050.2B 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 136.52 F 390033 263


3016923544 09/16/78 104 84 2360 0 27.47 050.08 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 137.96 E 390033 141


3016823485 09/16/78 103 84 2346 D 27.18 049.90 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 s 139.38 E 390033 118


3016723431 09/16/78 102 84 2332 D 26.88 049.71 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 140.81 F 390033 98


3016623372 09/16/78 101 84 2318 D 26.58 049.52 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 142.26 E 390033 77b


3016523314 09/03/78 100 84 2304 D 26.31 049.34 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 143.69 F 390032 695


3018223261 09/17/78 99 84 2541 D 31.55 052.69 30 FEEE No CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 145.10 L 390034 237


3016423255 09/02/78 99 84 2290 D 26t02 049.15 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 34.47 S 145.12 E 390032 7i9


3018123202 09/17/78 98 84 2527 D 31.22 052.47 90 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 14A.55 E 30r034 148


3012523081 09/0$/7P 96 F4 1746 S Ie.98 043.41 50 EEEI NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 S 149.44 r 390032 419












07:15 FROM 09/01/78 T6 09/30/7P


OPSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/HITE SUN SUN % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM MODE GAIN 
 PICTURE PICTURt MICROFILM MICFLM


ID DATE # /SPCL ELEV AZIm COVER 45678 OLTY 45678 45678 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG ROLL FRAME


3015707161 09/02/78 181 84 2183 D 24.02 047.80 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 S 027.52 E 3Q0032 A4l


3016601145 09/03/78 118 84 2305 D 26.32 049.35 30 EEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 S 
 117.88 E 390032 704


30165q1091 09/16/78 117 84 2291 D 26.02 049.16 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 
 34.4S S 119.32 E 3'90032 755


3016407565 09/03/78 168 h5 2281 D 
 24.70 048.P1 90 FEFF NO CCCL HHLL 35.89 S 011o.00 E 390033 334


3016307511 09/03/78 187 85 2267 D 24.42 048.64 100 EEEE NO 
 CCCL HHLL 35.,9 S 018.43 E 390032 603


3016723433 09/16/78 102 85 2332 D 25.72 049.45 70 EEEE 
 NO CCCL LLLL 35.b9 S 140.36 E 390033 99


3018323322 09/17/78 100 85 2555 D 30.80 052.51 60 EEEE NO CCCL fHLL 35.89 S 143.22 E 390034 263


3018223263 09/17/78 99 85 2541 D 30.46 052.31 60 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S T44.65 E 390034 35F


3018123205 09/17/78 98 85 2527 D 30.12 052.10 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 
 140.10 E 390034 149


3016207452 09/02/78 186 85 2253 D 24.15 048.47 60 E2EE NO CCCL HHLL 35.90 S 019.88 E 390032 661


3016623375 09/16/I8 101 
 85 2318 D 25.42 049.27 50 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 141.81 E 390032 763


3016523320 09/03/78 100 85 2304 D 25.16 049.10 90 EEEE 00 CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 143.25 E 90d32 £96


3016423262 09/02/78 99 85 2290 D 24."85 048.92 50 EEEE NO CCCL HqLL 35.90 S 144.68 E 300032 720


3612523084 00/08/78 96 85. 1746 S 17.74 043.35 20 SEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 S 149.00 E 39,q032 420


3018223270 09/17/78 99 '86 2541 D 29.36 051.97 50 ?EPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 S 144.lb E 390034 359


3016623381 09116/78 101 86 2318 D 24.28 
 649.07 10 EEEM NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 S 11.35 g 390032 764


3018323324 09/17/78 100 86 2555 0 29.70 052.17 70 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 
 37.32 S 142.77 F 390034' 264


3016523323 09/03/78 100 86 
 2304 D 24.00 048.91 90 EFEi p CCCL LLLL 37.32 S 142.78 E 390032 697


3016423264 09/16/78 99 b6 2290 0 23.70 048.75 5 EEEE ?0 
 CCL L.d, 37.32 S 144.22 F 390032 743
3018123211 69/17/78 98 86 2527 D 29.01 
 051.78 100 SEES NO CCCL [LL 37.32 5 145.64 F 390034 150


3012523090 09/08/78 96 t86 1746 S 16.52 043.32 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLa 37.32 s 
 14853 F 3'90032 421


308413214 64/17/78 244 93 2563 D 22.02 051.13 
 90 FFFE 0 CCL 1t-LL 7.?22 S 067.47 w 390034 21A


3018413221 09/17/18 244 94 2563 p 20.88 051.16 
 80 EPFE NO CCCL IqLL 48.63 S 068.08 W 3?0034 259 
3018413223 09/17/78 44 95 2563 S 19.72 051.25. 20 EPFE No CCCL HULL 50.03 068.73 W 390034 290 3018413230 09/17/78 244 96 2563 S 18.57 051.39 
 NP 'HLL .


3018213115 09/1i7/78 242 97 2535 
 
40 EPFE CCC 51 43 069:#2 3,96034 291
 
s 16.69 051.37 100 FPFE NO CL HULL 52.52 S 067.26 I 390034 201


3018213122 09/17/78 242 98 2535 S 15.51 051.65 70 PFFE NO6CCL 
 ,8HL 54.22 S 068.01 W 390034 202


3P021080?5 09/09/78 189 106 287 S 10.53 060.64 i00 
 ME6E0 NO CCqLJ LLLL 65.07 S 000.30 w 390032 L97






 81 138 281 N 00.00 200.69 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLIL 65.44 S 911.71 E 0 0


3002108162 09/09/78 189 107 
 287 S 09.40 061 71 90 2EEO NO CCCLL LLLLL 66.39 S 001.77 W 390032 49F


3003223121 09/24/78 93 137 449 N 00.00 198.57 NA 4444t 
 NO CCCLL LILLL 66.71 S 003.94 w 0 4 r 
392022031 09/02/78 81 137 281 N O0.OP 198.97 NA 4444E NO CC LL LLL 66.80 S 013.21 E 0 0


3006522550 09103/78 90 136 909 N 00.00 196.38 NA MMMMIO NO 
 CCCLL JLLLL 67.87 S 002.12 E 0 0


3003223)15 09/24/78 93 136 449 N 00.00 196.61 NA 4444F NO 
 CCCLL LLLLL 68.20 S 002.43 W 0


3006623001 09/03/78 91 
 135 923 N 00.00 194.00 NA 4444M NO CCLL LLLLL 69.17 5 002.48 E 0 C


3006522543 09/03/78 90 135 Q09 N 00.00 194.06 
 NA 440 NO CC3.L CULLL 69.17 S 003.93 E 0 0 
3003223112 09/24/78 93 135 449 N 00.00 194.55 NA 4444E No. C.CCLL LLLLL 69.55 S 000.58 W U ' 4 
3002108214-09/09/78 189 134 287. N 00.00 193.17 NA 44440 - NO CCC'L'LLLL 70.41 S 136.00 W 0 
3006622595 09/03/78 91 134 923 N 
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3006522541 09/03/78 90 134 909 N 00.00 191.56 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.46 S 005.95 E 0 0


3003307472 09/24/78 183 134 454 N 00.00 192.34 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 7,.68 S 127.53 w 0 0 
3003507585 09/24/78 185 134 482 N 00.00 192.00 100 E NO L L 70.69 S 130.40 w 0 0 
3003223110 09/24/78 93 134 449 N 00.00 192.29 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 70.70 S 001.53 E 0 0 
3002008152 09/02/78 186 133 273 N 00.00 190.79 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.71 S 132.31 W n C, 
3006522534 09/03/78 90 133 909 N 00.00 188.85 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.73 S 008.22 E C 0 
3004800365 09/02/78 108 133 659 N 00.00 189.04 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 71.86 S 017.65 W 0 0 
3006522531 09/03/78 90 132 909 N 00.00 185.75 NA 44440 NO CCCLL LLLLL 72.97 S 010.82 E 0 0 
3002008150 09/02/78 188,132 273 N 00.00 188.01 NA 4444M NO CCCLL LLLLL 72.97 S 129.73 W 0 0 
3004800362 09/02/78 108 132 659 N 00.00 186.20 NA 4444E No CCCLL LLLLL 73.21 S 015.10 W 0 n 
3004800360 09/02/78 108 131 659 N 00.00 183.13 NA 4444E NO CCCLL LLLLL 74.28 S 012.07 w 0 0


